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JUL 1 81994

Meeting Purpose

The annual meeting of MORS provides a forum to discuss the Operations
Research requirements and analysis necessary for the DOD. A paper on a Confidence
Assessment process for Modeling & Simulation was prepared and presented at this
conference. The conference was held at the US Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs,
CO.

Participants

The MORS conference was attended by representatives of all military Services,
Federally Funded Research & Defense Agencies (FFRDC), National Labs, and numerous
contractors supporting the DOD. Mr. Daniel C. Holtzman, Vanguard Research Inc.
attended and presented a paper on M&S Confidence Assessment.

* Agenda

See Attached.

* Discussion

The Presentation on the BMDO Confidence Assessment process went very well.
There was a lot of discussion and request for information from the audience.

Conclusions

This is a worthwhile conference for BMDO to be involved in, not just from the
Modeling and Simulation aspect but from the larger BMDO picture.

* Actions Required

Their were requests for more detailed data regarding the CA process. BMDO
should make this material available to the other DOD agencies and the military services.
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Schedule for the 62nd MORSS

Tuesday, 7 June 1994

0700 0830 Registration

0715 0815 WG Chairs/CoChairs Warm-Up

0830 1000 Plenary Session

1030 1200 Special Sessions 1

1200 1330 Tutorials/Lunch

1330 1500 1st WG SessionlCG's II/IV

1530 j1700 2nd WG SessionlCG's I/I

1715 j1900 Mixer

Wednesday, 8 June 1994.

0700 0800 Town Hall Mtg WG/CG Chairs

0830 1000 3rd WG Session/CG III

1030 1200 Special Sessions II

1200 1330 Tutorials/Lunch

1330 1500 4th WO Session

1530 1700 5th WG Session

1830 2100 Western Barbecue

Thursday, 9 June: 1994

0830 1000 6th WO Session

1030 1200 7th WG Session/CG's II/V/VI

1200 1330 Tutorials/Lunch

1330 1500 8th WG Session/CG's 
Il/Ill

1500 1530 WG Chairs/CoChairs Wrap-Up

1530 1700 9th WG Session
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This is the first Book of Abstracts produced by the Military Operations
Research Society in conjunction with a MORS Symposium. The MORS Staff
and Board of Directors is continuously seeking ways to make MORS and the
Symposia more responsive to the needs of our members. We have long known
that the information exchange at a symposium is invaluable. We understand
that the ability to quickly follow-up on information received there, or to further
a contact made with an author of a particular presentation is desirable.

We decided that one way to make the information at the symposium more
valuable would be to publish the names and addresses of the authors, along with
the abstracts of their presentations, if available. We hope that you find the
information in this document of use to you.

Abstracts published in this book had to be Unclassified and Approved for
Public Release. Some abstracts are missing because they were not cleared
for public release. Some are missing because they had not been submitted
at the time of publication.

Putting this book together took an enormous amount of time and effort on the
part of the Working Group Chairs, who submitted the abstracts for their
Working Group on disk and hard copy and who followed up with all their
authors to insure public releasability. The staff thanks them for their hard
work. Without them, this book would not have been possible. Thanks also go
to Cynthia Kee-LaFreniere, who took what was submitted on disk and patiently
reformatted it into WordPerfect®, making all the working groups as consistent
with one another as was possible.

Since MORS is publishing this book of abstracts, we will not be publishing a
proceedings from this Symposium. Papers will be collected from Special
Session presenters and from Best Working Group Paper presenters, assembled
and submitted to DTIC for distribution to those who wish to request it. This
process will probably take about 6-9 months after the Symposium.

As always, we appreciate input from our members. If you have comments
about this Book of Abstracts, please call or write me at the MORS office.

Natalie S. Addison
Associate Executive Director

and Publisher



62nd MORSS Special Sessions, Prize Papers, Tutorials and Composite Groups

See Cad Final Pream for Abstracts.

SPECIAL SESSIONS Hertage Session - 50 Years of MORS
Dr. Hary J. Thie, RAND Stein, FS
Sp a S m Coordinator Intitute for Defense Analyses

1801 N. Beauregard Suet
R eadines Axandria, VA 22311

Michael A. Purumeie Phone: 703-845-6980; FAX: 703-845-2588

ODUSD, Readiness and Training i Interactive Sudation (DIS) in Suwpporf .
4000 Defense Pentagon Acquisio
Washington, DC 20301-4000
Phone: 703-695-2618; FAX: 703693-7382 Hoard Carpenter

The MITRE Corporation
Mani-Sy posm Report: MS W440
Maaeme (IMDA TAM) 7525 Colshire Drive

McLean, VA 22102
Michael F. Bauman Mhoe: VA-83-46
USA TRAC Phone: 703-883-5469
Atn: ATRC-ZD JuxiorlSexior Analyst Sessio
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200
Phone: 913-684-4689; DSN: 552-5689 Richard E. Helmuth
FAX: 913-6844368 SAIC
email: baumanatracer.anuy.mil SI8201 Greensboro Drive, Suite 470

McLean, VA 22102
Educaiox Session Phone: 703-847-5587; FAX: 703-476406
Profesor Peter Purdue email: helmuth@tecnetljcte.jcs.mil

Naval Postgraduate School An Axalysis of Peacekeeping Operations: Peacekeeping
Department of Operations Research anl the New World Order
Monterey, CA 93943
Phone: 408-656-2381; DSN: 878-2381 E.B. Vandiver III, Director
FAX: 408-656-2595 US Army Concepts Analysis Agency
email: 4008pnavpgs.bitnet 8120 Woodmont Avenue

Mixi-Symnposium Report: "How Muck Testing Is Bethesda, MD 20814-2797

Enough?- Phone: 301-295-1605; DSN 295-1605
FAX: 301-295-1287

John F. igS 
E I

USA TEMA PRIE PAPE SESSION
Ann: DACS-TE Mihae F. Bauman
200 Army Pentagon, Room 3C567 HQ TRAC
Washington, DC 20310-0200 Phone: 913-684-4689
Phone: 703-695-8995; FAX: 703.695-9127

RIST PRIZE PAPER
aFkicecy and Economy in Military Operations Research

Baukfield Combat Iden wtion System Near Term
William Barr (CIS- Cost and Operatioal Effectiveness Anasb
US Army MISMA (COEA ,

Suite 808, Crystal Square 2
1725 Jefferson Davis Hwy Lounel D. Southard, MAJ Steven V. Call=, Angelo J.
Arlington, VA 22202 Chieffo, William L. Boston, Douglas C. Mackey, Mark
Phone: 703-607-3376; DSN: 327-3376 Adams and Michael Neal
FAX: 703-607-3381
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US Army TRADOC Analysis Ceuta VV&A: Philosophy, Management Approaches, Mehods,
Ania: ATRC-WUB and Tools
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5502
Phone: 505-678-1461; DSN: 258-1461 Dr. Paul K. Davis
FAX: 505-678-5104 RAND
email: soudhardewsmr-emh9l.army.mil PO Box 2138

Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138
BARCHI PRIZE PAPER Phone: 310-393-0411; FAX: 310-393-4818

email: pdaviserand.org
Constrained System Optimiation and Capabity Bused
Anaysis Designing, Testing, and Evauaxg Command, Conrol,

Communications, Computern, and Inteftec (Cl4)
Capt R. Garrison Harvey, HQ Air Mobility Command, Systems
LteCol Kenneth W. Bauer, Jr., AFIT, Joseph R. Litko
HQ Air Mobility Command LTC James E. Armstrong, Jr.
HQ AMC/XPY US Military Academy
402 Scott Drive, Unit 3L Department of Systems Engineering
Scott AFB, IL 62225-5307 West Point, NY 10996
Phone: 618-256-5560; DSN 576-5954 Phone: 914-938-2700; DSN 688-2700
FAX: 618-256-2502 FAX: 914-938-5565

TUTORIALS How to Run a Winning Working Group

Andrea Weiss Richard E. Helmuth
The MiXRE Corporation SAIC
Phone: 703-883-613 8201 Greensboro Drive, Suite 470

McLean, VA 22102
An Overview of AirLand Combat Modeling and Phone: 703-847-5587; FAX: 703-847-6406
Simlation email: helmuth&tecnetljcte.jcs.milSAIC

Michael W. Garrambone COMPOSITE GROUP SESSIONS
VEDA, Inc.
5200 Springfield Pike, Suite 200 STRATEGIC - Working Groups 1, 3, 4
Beavercreek, OH 45431-1255 Chair: Kerry Kelley
Phone: 513-476-3516; FAX: 513-476-3577 USSTRATCOM 533

Better, Cheaper, and Tighter Results Using Moder Phone 402-294-1652

Experimental Design Arms Control, Disarmament andNonproiferatdox Treaties

Dr. Stephen T. Dziuban and Agreements: An Update

Logicon RDA Mr. Alfred Lieberman, FS, Acting Assistant Director for

105 E. Vermino, Suite 450 Intelligence, Verification and Information Support

Colorado Springs, CO 80903 US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
Phone: 719-635-2571; FAX: 719-632-1876 320 21st Street, NW
emai:7 SDZIUBAN FLOGICON.COM Washington, DC 20451

Phone: (202) 647-4695; FAX (202) 736-4115

Presentation Techsiquesfor Operation: Research Analysts Stats/Update of the Nuclear Posture Review (NPR)

Barbara Mroczkowski
US Army Logistics Management CollegeBenAhoyJTonAU: ATSZ-MSO Deputy Director for Strategic Plans and Policy, J5Fort Lee, VA 23801-6050 5101 Joint Staff, The Pentagon

Phone: 804-765-4263; DSN: 5394263 Washington, DC 20318-5101
FAX: 804-765-4648 Phone: 703-697-8114; FAX: 703-614-7712
email: BMROCZKO@ALMC-LEE.ARMY.MIL
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NAVAL WARFARE - Working Groups 5, 6 AIRLANDCONTINGENCYOPFRATIONS-Workag
Chair: Sue Iwaski, Grumman Groups 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
Poet 516-346-9133 Chair: LTC Cy Staniec, ODPAAE(DC&L)

Phone: 703-697-1600
NAry Join Mission Area/Sapperi Area Assessment

Modeling andimulation in Ike WarJglg Hendsiasers
CAPT Hugh N. McWilliams COL Gabriel Rouquic
OPNAV (14812) HQ EUCOM, Office of Analysis and Sinlaiom
The Pentagon Unit 30400, Box 461
Washington, DC 20350-2000 APO AE 09128-4209
Phone: 703- 695-3797; DSN: 225-3797 011-49-711-680-5353; DSN: 3 14-430-5353
FAX: 703-693-9760 FAX: 314-430-5296

The Joint Littoral Warfare Mission Joint Warfare Implications of the Near-Simuianes
Major Contingencies: Programmbsg and Policy Analysis

Mr. James S. O'Brasky in OSD
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Dahlgren Divison, Code A-04 Dr. William G. Lese, Jr.
Dahlgren, VA 22448-5000 Director, Land Forces Division, OSD(PA&E)
Phone: 703-66-7369; DSN: 249-7898 The Pentagon, Room 2B256
FAX: 703-663-7898 Washington, DC 20301-1800

Phone: 703-695-0881; DSN: 225-0881
Carrier Satide Group Effectiveness in Support of the FAX: 703-693-5707
Naval Expeditonaty Warfare Concept

SPACE/C31 - Working Groups 15, 16, 17, 13
Mr. William Mulholland Chair: Dr. Sidney Kissin, National Security Agency
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace - East Phone: 301 -68-0562
PO Box 516, MC 0642233
SL. Louis, MO 63166-0516 SALIENT PROBLEMS IN THEATER MISSILE
Phone: 314-232-9647; FAX: 314-233-5125 ENGAGEMENTS - ARE WE ON THE ROAD TO AN

EFFECTIVE DEFENSE CAPABILITY?
Measures of Effectiveness: Quantittie Toolfor Decision
Making Command and Control: The Key to Successful Theater

Missile Defense (FMD) Operations
Mr. Vincent F. Neradka
The Johns Hopkins University Mr. Jack Burkett
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory 8DM Federal
Laurel, MD 20723 PO Box 550
Phone: 301-953-5449; FAX: 301-953-6896 Leavenworth, KS 66048
email: viceneradkaOjhuapLedu Phone: 913-651-7800; FAX 913-651-2416

Harrier It Plus Effectiveness Analysis Operational Contriutions of Space Systems to Theater
missile Engagements

Mr. William M. Mulholland
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace - East Dr. David Finklemtan and Mr. Jerry Brown
PO Box 516, MC 0642233 USSPACECOM, Center for Aerospace Analysis
St. Louis, MO 63166-0516 250 S. Peterson Blvd, Suite 16
Phone: 314-232-9647; FAX: 314-233-5125 Peterson AFE, CO 80914-3180

Phone: 719-554-507113945; FAX: 719-554-5068
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Tchmaia ha.

2231 Crystal Drive, Suits 1000
Arlingoa, VA 22202
Phoae: 202-767-7829; FAX 202-404-8445
email: Srigsby.bdcv8.nrl.navy.mil

Operetfrs Research and Inteigence

Mr. John Milam
BDM Fed", Inc.
1501 BDM Way
McLean, VA 22102-3204
Phone: 703-848-5747; FAX: 703-848-6666

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT- Working Groups
19, 20, 21, 22, 23
Chair: James Bexfeld, IDA
Phone: 703-45-2107

Panel Topic: Implcations of Modeling and Simulation
Management on Military Analysis

Chair: James N. Bexfield
Institute for Defense Analyses
1801 N. Beauregard Street
Alexandria, VA 22311
Phone: 703-845-2107; DSN: 289-1825
FAX: 703-845-6722
email: jbexfield@ida.org

RESOURCES AND RECONSTITUTION - Working
Groups 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29
Chair: Mary JoAnn Carroll, AFSAA
Phone: 703-695-0794

Defense Market Behavior

Dr. Richard E. Hayes
Evidence Based Research, Inc.
1595 Spring Hill Road, Suite 330
Vienna, VA 22182
Phone: 703-893-6800 FAX: 703-821-7742



62nd MORSS Working Group Abstracts

WG 1 - Nuclea Operafions SlOP in 6 months, be more respbnsive to crisis planning

Chair: Ray D. Valek, USSTRATCOM/J533 situations, and enhance our interoperability with regional

Phone: 402-294-4778 CINCs. Perhaps most importantly in these days of fiscal
constraints, we'll be able to make all these changes

Dr. Ted Hardebeck within a declining budget, save $20 million annually, and

USSTRATCOM/JSB reduce the number of personnel required to create the
901 SAC BLVD STE 2El0 slop.
901 SACBLD N E 130 S We've met the challenge issued by President
Offutt AFB NE 68113 Clinton. As a result of our efforts, we'll have a far-
Phone- (402) 294-7882 improved process for creating and maintaining our

Reeagsieering Nuclear War Panning nation's strategic war plans.

On taking office this past January, President David L. Nichols, Lt Gen (Ret)
Clinton issued a challenge to come up with a plan to 10918 Megwood Drive
reinvent government. In November 1992, i sent out a Charlotte, NC 28277
similar tasker: to reinvent USSTRATCOM's Strategic Phone: (704) 541-5478; FAX: (704) 541-5677
War Planning System (SWPS).

SWPS is the process by which USSTRATCOM Counterproliferaton: Strateg and Force Stucture
creates our nation's nuclear war plan, the Single conr
Integrated Operational Plan (SLOP). As you can well OlJan
imagine, this plan has been in a tremendous state of flux On January 3, 1993, Presidents Bush and Yeltsinover the last few years due to the breakup of the Soviet signed toe START I1 agreement that-if adhered to-will

play an important role in reducing the U.S. and Former
Union. That's the challenge, keeping the plan current; Soviet Union's nuclear arsenals f-om over 20,000
because the SlOP is so complex it historically takes up to warheads at the beginning of this decade to
18 months to build, deconflict, disseminate, and prepare approximately 3,500 by the year 2003. This isfor execution.

In order to overcome the challenges associated encouraging news that should be welcomed by all,
because it reduces the likelihood of first strike and

with the new world order, I directed the creation of the further lowers the prospects of a superpower nuclear
Strategic Planning Study Group (SPSG). Its charter: war. But START I!, regardless of all its good features,
reinvent the SWPS. The SPSG consisted of 11I officers will not end the nuclear age. This points to the need to
and several civilians from across the entire address a fundamental question that has been set aside
USSTRATCOM staff. The team was assisted by rather than debated in a well thoughtout and objective
individuals and organizations throughout USSTRATCOM forum: What is the role and future requirement for
and also received invaluable inputs from OSD, the Joint nuclear deterrence in U.S. national security?
Staff, combat-ready units, the national laboratories, and Detracting from this debate is a certain euphoria
companies from within the software industry h that has emerged with the disintegration of the SovietThe team began its mission by defining the Union, breakthroughs in arms control talks, and the

requirements of all customers of the SlOP. Then, they Union breakthroughs iontl talk s n the
carefully evaluated the existing process to see how well performance of U.S. conventional military forces in thePersian Gulf War. These events have encouraged
SWPS meets those requirements. Finally, the SPSG wishful thinking by some military strategists who are
developed a set of options and pared them down to a
single proposal: beginning to take the view that nuclear weapons are

1. Create a new process called the "Living obsolete. Another factor has been the shrinking defense
SlOP . iwChete ar lan iros connously un budget. This has caused congress and DoD to put

S 2op" in which the war plan is continuously updated nuclear systems on the chopping block in an effort to

with a relational stem retain conventional capabilities and to encourage arms

3. Transition those parts of our infrastructure control activities. These views pose a grave risk to our
national security posture, because their premise is faulty.

infrastructure Granted, the U.S. does not need the large nuclear

4. Change the application tools to accomplish arsenals of the past, but we must not let the pendulum
many of the current processes in parallel versus the swing to the other extreme-as it appears to be headed.
existing time-consuming, serial methods. Such a dramatic change would be reasonable if nuclear

xi sting tim u i, sealize m snificant gaiweapons were obsolete or could be eliminated entirely,
USSTRATCOM will realize significant gains but neither is the case. The technologies are here;

from this study. We'il be able to develop a complete people will continue to use them to their advantage; and
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from a planner's viewpoint, it would be foolish to think nuclear-weapon-building process are being developed and
otherwise, applied. In the modeling and simulations, calculated

An adverm trend has already been established, mission effectiveness and collateral effects are combined
and unless checked, it will erode our ability to design into a composite score with treatment of uncertainties.
and build nuclear weapons to meet our future deterrent The current application of die model is focused on the
needs. It also will affect the ability of our military to nuclear fuel cycle in a single country and on military
maintain and employ nuclear weapons should future strike options.
threats to our security make such actions necessary. Counterproliferation responses are generally those
Some welcome this as a step towards anus control, but it active measures undertaken to counter the procurement
does not track with reality. This is not to argue against or building of weapons of mass destruction or to counter
arms control, but it does suggest dat caution is needed. the weapons themselves to deny enemy or terrorist use.
First, history has shown that arms control agreements In this pro-am we focus on the former and are
often fall short of expectations. World War l is an developing analytic decision-making tools for assessing
example. Second, arms control talks and non- targeting options against the nuclear-weapon-building
proliferation activities have not halted the spread of process. These tools can be useful in
nuclear weapons. The number of countries with nuclear counterproliferation planning and policy development,
weapons has grown from 5 to 12 in spite of the Non- and can help identify information and technology needs.
Proliferation Treaty. Belarus, Britain, China, France, The goal is to put weapon-building knowledge from the
Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and the United States have DOE into a DoD targeting and mission planning
nuclear weapons with regional and global implications, perspective, and to provide a more objective and
india, Israel, Pakistan and South Africa's weapons pose a traceable decision-making process.
limited international risk but raise major regional In the analysis of pertinent response options there
concerns. In addition, Iraq, [ran, Libya, and North are several steps that lead to ranking of the weapon/
Korea are in the market for nuclear weapons, and if the targeting options. The first step is a vulnerability
credibility of our nuclear deterrent comes into question, analysis of the weapon-building process to identify
allies like Germany and Japan could at some point in the vulnerabilities such as choke points and time-critical
future follow suit. Thus, as the nuclear club gets larger, processes that become the potential targets. In general,
the potential for nuclear conflict increases. we look for and identify the targets that, if "taken out,"

The basic framework for the proposed paper would put the proliferant out of the weapon-building
acknowledges two types of potential nuclear threats- business for the longest period of time, but other criteria
global and regional. The existing national security are included also. (The vulnerability analysis in this
strategy plays down global threats because of successes program is based on the Los Alamos Angelfire work on
in the arms control arena and disintegration of the Soviet nuclear fuel cycle vulnerabilities.) The next step is to
Union. Clearly, we are no longer faced with a identify the appropriate weapons and then apply the
monolithic threat, and warning time has increased; but weapons to the targets in a simulation model, currently
the global nuclear threat has not gone away, the threat of the conventional targeting evaluation model (CTEM).
its use has only diminished. Fortunately, our current The next step is to evaluate the effectiveness of the strike
strategic systems will be an adequate deterrent against ancording to preselected criteria, the principal criterion
this threat for some time, but this will not always be the .... .ig the amount of time the weapon-building process is
case. Someday the force will have to be modernized. delayed. Next collateral effects, such as radioactive
Thimeans that we must assure stewardship of the material dispersal, are quantified and combined with the
existing stockpile and preserve a crucial science and effectiveness into a composite score. Next, targeting
technology base for modernization or reconstitution, if errors are included by repeating the whole process in a
needed. Monte Carlo fashion starting with draws from weapon

circular error probability (CEP) distributions. Thus, the
Dr. Gene J. Schroeder and Dr. Thomas R. Wehner result is a range of scores for each option that can then
Los Alamo. National Laboratory be ranked with respect to the others. All of these steps
PO Box 1663, Mail Stop F607 are included in the modeling and simulation.
Los Alamos, NM 87545 The first application of the model will address a
Phone: (505) 667-0292; FAX: (505) 665-5283 portion of one country's nuclear fuel cycle, the

reprocessing facilities, and military strike options with
Prolferind Response Modeling, Siwulation, and conventional munitions. Effectiveness will be measured
Aaasir: A Deciole Analysis Aid/or Policy in terms of the time delay to achieving a weapon, and
Derelopmeu*, Maning, and Requirements Deflation calculated population dose from radionuclide dispersal

In this program computer-based decision making will be the collateral effect considered. Later
tools for assessing targeting options for countering the possibilities include modeling the entire weapon-building
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process, developing a discrete-event simulation model The objective is to define USSTRAtCOM's future
that would like to red teaming exercises, adding mission needs, and link them to acquisition community
biological and chemical weapons, expanding beyond research and development (R&D) efforts. The Strategic
conventional strike options to covert and other actions, Futures process is intended to complement and support
and quantification of the impacts of additional the existing service-unique programs (e.g., the Air
intelligence information and technology enhancements. Force's Technology Master Plan development and the

Navy's Mission Area Assessments, Roundtables and

Amelia Hagen investment strategy development). Strategic Futures can

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory also support USSTRATCOM's participation in the
D-Division, Counterproliferation Group formulation of OSD's Advanced Concept Technology
P.O. Box 808 L-085 Demonstration (ACTD) program.
Livermore, CA The Strategic Futures process includes the
Phone: (510) 422-4278; FAX (510) 422-3821 following steps in a "strategy to tasks" approach:

(1) Definition and prioritization of USSTRATCOM's
PrWeratn Interdiction Ffectiveness Analysis future mission needs;

Proliferation Interdiction Effectiveness Analysis (2) Identification of technologies to meet needs;
establishes a methodology for analyzing possible future (3) Design, development and conduct of seminar
crisis scenarios involving a proliferant, by identifying planning games;
critical nodes or paths in nuclear fuel cycle processes (a) Definition, coordination and Strategic
and/or facilities and assessing the potential consequences Advisory Group review of scenarios for the planning

of interdicting a facility or part of a facility. The games;
methodology begins with information requirements from (b) Development of technology toolboxes,

intelligence and process engineering sources, moves to including technology descriptions and effectiveness
critical path analyses of the process, and ends with an ssessments for supporting the missions and tasks defined
analysis of the environmental, socioeconomic and for the scenarios;
political and retaliative consequences of action. The (4) Analysis support for defining needs, developing
actual decisions on targeting would be made by the technology toolboxes, designing and conducting planning
responsible military organization- games, and identifying leading technologies.

Critical pathway methodology is being used to (5) Integration of game and analysis results, and
analyze how pathways might shift when an option is coordination of USSTRATCOM needs and technology

removed and how the removal of options impacts both solutions with technology providers to identify enabling
time and resources needed to develop nuclear weapons technology programs, and to influence investment
capabilities. Information on source terms and damage strategies and acquisition planning.
assessment permit the use of models for environmental SF2 is expected to yield both qualitative and
consequence analyses. LLNL's Atmospheric Release quantitative results. Pre-game planning, game conduct
Advisory Capability (ARAC) is one of the environmental and post-game analyses will inevitably lead to deeper
tools used to model airborne releases. Among the understanding of potential threats, shortfalls in meeting
economic consequences to be evaluated are the costs of those threats, and the acquisition process that must be
replacement of a facility, the potential loss of trade and constructively engaged to produce real solutions.
the cost of the mission. Political and retaliative Tangible results will include scenario selection methods,
consequences are more qualitative and rely on expert scenario albums, technology toolboxes, and prioritized
judgment. The methodology is an iterative one, lists of USSTRATCOM's future mission needs and
requiring the participation of a multi-disciplinary team candidate S&T programs (including potential ACTD
and progress made to date will be shown, sponsorship) to meet those needs. Results will be

provided to organizations interested in future strategic
CAPT Dick Field (USN) and Lt Col Tom Hopkins mission needs and technologies for addressing those
(USAF) needs.
USSTRATCOM/J502
901 SAC BLVD STE 2E10 David J. Trachtenberg
Offutt AFB NE 68113-6500 National Security Analyst & Member, Technical Staff
Phone: (402) 294-4102; FAX (402) 294-3128 The Analytic Sciences Corporation

1101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1500

Saegk Futures Arlington, VA 22209
The Strategic Futures process is a systematic Phone: (703) 558-7400 FAX (703) 524-6666

approach to correlating future strategic mission
requirements with science and technology opportunities.
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The Role of Emerging Technologies in the Prolferation least temporary access to a U.S. nuclear weapon. We
of Weapons of Mass DesSW~uc found that the probability of a success may be

Technology is advancing more rapidly than the comparable to that of an accidental nuclear detonation.
U.S. ability to comprehend and plan for its effect on Therefore, the national importance of security and use of
regional military force balances. Many of the control is comparable to that of nuclear safety.
technologies that are commercially available today have a We are currently assessing the probabilities of a
latent strategic potential which may be unrecognized or terrorist team's ability to gain access to a nuclear weapon
not fully understood by U.S. decision makers, and which in U.S. custody within the United States and to enable
may be put to use by determined proliferators in ways the weapon. We have developed a methodology that
detrimental to U.S. security interests, marries classical decision theory with interactive high-

One of the most notable and highly publicized resolution simulations. Our progress to date will be
cases of a civilian oriented technology freely available in described.
the commercial marketplace which may pose serious
security problems for the United States is the Global T. D. Woodall
Positioning System (GPS). In the hands of a hostile Sandia National Laboratories
power with ballistic missile capability, GPS technology Strategic Studies Center, 4100
could increase the accuracy and lethality of missile P.O. Box 5800
systems by an order of magnitude, magnifying incentives Albuquerque NM 87185
for aggression and providing important battlefield Phone: (505) 844-0132 FAX (505) 844-9293
advantages in the event of conflict. Information
processing technologies may also contribute to the rapid Stockpile Life Study - A History of Care and Feeding
enhancement of a nation's warfighting capabilities. The The U.S. nuclear weapons program is undergoing
capabilities found in yesterday's "supercomputers" are a period of great turmoil. The stockpile is being greatly
accessible in today's laptops. Other on-the-horizon reduced, the production complex is in a state of transition
technologies may convey similar military advantages to and the country is in the midst of a nuclear test
an aggressor, and may proliferate faster than our ability moratorium. Given this situation, how long can the
to cope with their unintended consequences. nuclear weapons remaining in the stockpile last? What

This paper will identify and assess the availability are the implications for the reliability and maintenance of
of emerging commercial technologies with strategic the remaining stockpile? This study attempts to address
potential, the implications of transfer of these these issues by examining the historical record for
technologies to Nth countries, and the range of plausable nuclear weapons, the defect data that have been recorded
counter-proliferation strategies that can be enacted to mainly through the Stockpile Evaluation Program (aka,
combat the effects of these transfers. It will be argued QART), and the data on changes that have been made to
that dealing with the strategic potential of emerging the stockpile.
commercial technologies on a proactive, rather than a On the order of 70,000 nuclear weapons have
reactive, basis is both warranted and feasible, been built and full systems tests have been conducted on

roughly 20% of them. This study reveals that 257
Arnold Warshawsky, Donald Goldman, Douglas "actionable" defect types have been uncovered through
Stephens and R. Scott Strait the test program and other activities related to stockpiled
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory weapons. Changes to weapons in the stockpile have been
Technical Assessment Group made to correct about one-third of these defect types, and
D Division also to implement new safety features and to improve
Livermore, CA 94550 operations and maintenance. Comparison of the rate of
Phone: (570) 423-6951; FAX (510) 423-0708 defects and changes to date for weapons expected to

remain in the stockpile well into the next century do not
Security Risk Assessment differ substantially from the historical trend, thus

The security of U.S. nuclear weapon stockpile is allowing a reasonable projection of the workload that can
of paramount importance. The security record for the be expected from finding and fixing defects of the future.
stockpile has been perfect, and to our knowledge there Perhaps the most important aspect of this study is
has been no attempt to take possession of a U.S. weapon. that it sheds some light on the Stockpile Evaluation
However, recently there has been an increase in the Program and on the process of making changes to the
number of terrorist attacks directed against U.S. stockpile which is often transparent or at least obscure to
interests, It is possible that a terrorist attack could be most in the military.
directed against a U.S. nuclear storage site.

We recently made a crude estimate of the Joseph S. Howard B
probability of success for a terrorist team to obtain at Los Alamos National Laboratory
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TSA-5 Military Systems Analysis these components bears scrutiny. Since an lADS is a
P.O. Box 1663, MS F602 complex, highly interconnected system of
Los Almos, NM 87545 communications networks, electronic equipment, and
Phone: (505) 667-6451; FAX: (505) 665-2017 computers, it is interesting to see the effects on the
E-mail: jhoward a lanl.gov overall system by targeting selected components. Several

Radio Frequency (RF) weapons which are potentially
Thomas W. Dowler deadly against certain types of electronics and computers
LANL are now in a conceptual design phase.
POB 1663, MS F607 This paper discusses the effects of employing
Los Alamos, NM 87545 certain RF weapons against a "Soviet-type" LADS, and
Phone: 505-667-3372 how overall effectiveness of the system is changed. The

paper contains work completed at HQ Strategic Air
TheRelative Overall Merit Assessment (ROMA) Model - Command in 1992, and shows how lessons learned from
An Approach to Comparing Warhead Candidates this study are being currently applied. For example, the

The evaluation of numerous Mk4A and MkSA paper shows how field test results are used as input into
candidates for the Navy-DOE SLBM Phase 2 warhead computer models. The present efforts works closely with
feasibility study involved tradeoffs between competing die US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM).
attributes such as surety, weapon effectiveness, USSTRATCOM planners are using the results of the
vulnerability, production and logistics, engineering study in their "real-life" planning process.
characteristics, and physics evaluation. The ROMA
model was developed and used to combine figures of David J. Trachtenberg
merit (FOMs) for each of the candidate warheads. The National Security Analyst and Memher, Technical Staff
results of the ROMA analyses were used in the Phase 2 TASC (The Analytic Sciences Corl lion)
indicate the best warhead alternatives for further 1101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1500
consideration. Arlington, VA 22209

ROMA is a spreadsheet model that combines Phone: (703) 558-7400; FAX: (703) 524-6666
analytic and subjective inputs from the Phase 2 technical
working groups. The methodology uses relatives values The Counterproliferation Role of Ballistic Missile
for the various FOMs and normalizes them at several Defense
levels. It assigns weighting coefficients to each of the The Climon Administration has elevated the
FOMs that correspond to their assessed importance in importance of counterproliferation in U.S. foreign
overall value. Members of the System Performance and policy. The recently-announced Defense
Effectiveness Technical Working Group (SPETWG) were Counterproliferation Initiative (DCJ) represents an
polled for their preferences to establish the weighting and official recognition that despite efforts to prevent it,
tradeoff measures. proliferation may still occur. Therefore, as the Secretary

This 45 to 60 minute briefing describes ROMA of Defense has stated, "we are adding the task for
by using illustrative candidates, input numbers, and protection to the task of prevention."
findings, based upon the approach used in the SLBM The DCI does four important things. First, it
Phase 2. The briefing concludes with a discussion of the acknowledges for the first time, at senior policy levels, a
model's attributes. direct role for ballistic missile defense (BMD) in the

counterproliferation mission. Second, by focusing
Capt David Van Veldhuizen, Capt Laurie Rouillard and specifically on the role of theater missile defense (TMD),
Capt Skip Langbehn it highlights the importance placed on defending U.S.
PL/WST troops and regional allies against ballistic missile attack.
3550 Aberdeen Ave SE Third, as an explicit part of U.S. counterproliferation
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5776 objectives, it increases the prospects for Congressional
Phone: (505) 846-8094; FAX: (505) 846-9990 support and funding for the TMD program. Finally, it

provides impetus to a restructuring of the defense
Effects of High Power Radio Frequency Weapons on an acquisition process in order to insure that appropriate
ntegrated Air Defense System (1ADS) theater missile defense capabilities are acquired.

As technology marches forward its advances are Unfortunately, the DCI falls short in two major
quickly integrated into most nation's military arsenals, respects. It fails to articulate the comprehensive role that
With the continuing development of more advanced TMD can play across the counterproliferation policy
electronic equipment and the growing dependence upon speztrum. And it discounts the importance and relevance
computers, especially in time-critical situations, any of a national missile defense to counterproliferation.
weapon with potential to disrupt or permanently damage
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This paper will identify and evaluate the linkages The U.S. civilian leadership,-including the
between BMD and proliferation, focusing on ways that President, Secretary of State, and Secretary of Defense,
theater missile defense might complement current U.S has articulated the national commitment to counter the
strategy. It will be argued that BMD can play a unique proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD).
dual counterproliferation role. By having a dissuasive Military options are a key part of this
effect, it would enhance U.S. non-proliferation counterproliferation effort.
objectives. And the defense capability it provides would The USSTRATCOM initiative called SILVER
offer protection from determined states that refuse to be BOOK consolidates present-day military options against
deterred in their quest for weapons of mass destruction. nations known to proliferate weapons of mass
Either way, ballistic missile defenses lessen the attraction destruction. The concept will assign appropriate
and raise the cost of competing in the ballistic missile responsibility and accountability for WMD. It will focus
arena. national resources on WMD as a world-wide problem,

provide a decision tool for the National Command
Robert V. Homsy, Alan Sicherman, Douglas R. Authority, provide a planning tool for other CINCs, and
Stephens, and Katheleen C. Bailey preserve the unity of command for the CINCs executing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory military options.
Livermore, CA 94550 The Counterproliferation/Silver Book briefing will
Phone: (510) 422-6484; FAX: (510) 422-3821 present the logic behind the concept of the Silver Book

and will use an illustrative example to demonstrate the
Cost-Benefit Analysis of Treaty Confidence-Building methodology used to develop the Silver Book against a
Measures fictitious target.

Provisions for verifying adherence to the
Chemical Weapons Convention have given rise to Ken Watman and Dean Wilkening
concern that their benefits may not be worth the cost. RAND
Further concern has also been expressed that similar 1700 Main St
provisions might become the verification standard for P.O. Box 2138
future international arms control agreements and treaties. Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138

To address these concerns we are developing a Phone: (310) 393-0422; FAX: (310) 451-6960
systematic approach for determining the value of treaty
verification means. Our approach utilizes multi-attribute Deterring Regional Adversaries
utility theory to trade off costs with benefits. These With the Cold over, U.S. national security
costs are both direct and indirect. Direct costs associated strategy has shifted away from its focus on the former
with verification can include on-sight inspections, Soviet Union and toward possible U.S. regional
national technical means, technology R&D and involvements. As a consequence, virtually all the
manufacture, and the like. Included with indirect costs fundamental elements of U.S. strategy, developed during
are less-easily quantifiable factors such as military and the Cold war with the Soviet Union, have to be
political losses associated with missed detection of reevaluated as to their applicability to regional
violations and false accusations, as well as loss of adversaries. Among these fundamentals is the role of
sensitive and/or proprietary information associated with deterrence was the heart of U.S. strategy for countering
on-sight inspection of both government and commercial the Soviets, both because war with the Soviets was
facilities. Treaty benefits are realized through reduced unacceptably dangerous. Much of what is called
risk and cost avoidance. "deterrence theory" was developed specifically for this

Our approach provides an integrated philosophy function. Therefore, regional strategy requires revisiting
for arms control treaty verification across the various basic questions about deterrence. Should the United
defense concerns, including nuclear, chemical, States base its regional strategy on deterrence? Can
biological, conventional, and missile delivery, regional adversaries be deterred and, if so, by what?

What resources can and should the United States devote
LCDR Eric H. Randall, USN to that objective?
U. S. Strategic Command This Draft report represents an attempt to come to
JS/Contingency Planning Cell (CPC), grips with these fundamental questions. As such, it
901 SAC BLVD Suite 2EI0 should be of interest to policy makers, strategists, and
Offutt AFB NE 68113-6500 military planners interested in the conceptual
Phone: (402) 294-1024; FAX: (402) 294-6128 requirements for effective deterrence, as well as the

operational and force structure implications that emerge
CounferprolferadonlSiver Book should the United States make regional deterrence one of

the pillars of its national military strategy. As an
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application of these concepts, a companion report (Dean TEED Tangies, Techniques and Procedars
Wilkering and Kenneth Watman, Deterring Nuclear Abstract not available.
Threats From Regional Adversaries, DRR-544/2-A/AF)
addresses the specific question of strategies for delerring Enmet R. Beeker, and
nuclear attacks against the United States or U.S. allies by Dr. Stephen R. Hill
regional nuclear powers. This second report should be TASC
of interest to policy makers interested in U.S. 1101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1500
counterproliferation policy. Arlington, VA 22209

Phone: (703) 385-9090
Frederic S. Nyland
P.O. Box 1674 Modeling Stability in the New International
Idaho Springs, CO 80452 Environment
Phone: (303) 567-2163; FAX: (303) 567-4605 Abstracts not available.

Strategic Retaliation and Theater Missile Defenses Robert L. Butterworth and Jonathan M. Gill
The purpose of this paper is to provide a first Aries Analytics, Inc.

order examination of the potential impact of a Russian 1735 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 700
theater missile defense on the nuclear retaliatory Arlington, VA 22202
capabilities of the United States. Various strategic Phone: (703) 413-7111
defense and offense options are considered, assuming that
theater missile defenses are allowed to be deployed in Cooperative Development of Ballistic Missile Defense
each homeland. Other agendas are addressed which Abstract not available.
would either limit the effectiveness of theater missile
defenses when used against strategic missiles, or ban the Dr. David McCarvey
deployment of such defenses in the homelands of Russia RAND Corporation
or the United States. A basic assumption is that the % ARTI/POET
terms of the START 11 Treaty will have taken full effect. 1745 Jefferson Davis Highway, #1100

Arlington, VA 22202
WG 2 - Missile Defense Phone: (703) 412-5241

Chair: Robert W. Grayson, MITREPhone: 703-412-5264 Ms. Beth Logan
MIT/Lincoln Laboratory

CAPT James McClane, USN and CAPT Al Fraser, USN %ARTMET
1745 Jefferson Davis Hwy, #1100CINC USAthantic Command (J8/J5) Arlington, VA 22202

1562 Mitscher Ave., Suite 200 Aion (0 2234

Norfolk, VA 23551-2488 Phone: (703) 412-5234

Phone: (804) 445-5770 Implications of Boost/Ascent Phase Intercept Systems

Unifed Perspective for Arms Stability

Abstract not available. Abstract not available.

CAPT Peter Bulkely, USN Pat Bush and Tim Katsapis

Director Naval Doctrine Development Division JAYCOR
Naval Doctrine Command 1608 Spring Hill Road
8952 1st Street, Suite 200 Vienna, VA 22182-2270
Norfolk, VA 23511-3970 Phone: (703) 847-4138 and 847-4071

Phone: (804) 445-6851 An Overlooked Priority: Passive Defense Contriuions

Doctrine Development Service Perspective to Counterproliferation

Absract not available. Abstract not available.

MAJOR Scott Vickers Garry Barnard, Donald Harris, and Maj Paul McGuire

Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO/AQJU) Director of Combat Development

7100 Defense Pentagon US Army Air Defense School (ATSA-CDS)
Waseingtoon DC203017100Ft. Bliss, TX 79916-3802Washington, DC 20301-7100 Phone: (915) 568-2810/5012
Phone: (703) 693-6635
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Array TRMD Concept of Operations Dr. Robert Turner
The United States Army Air Defense Artillery Institute for Defense Analysis

School (USAADASCH) developed the operational 1801 N. Beauregard Street
requirements for Patriot Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3), Alexandria, VA 22311-1772
Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD), and Phone: (703) 845-2434
Corps Surface-to-Air Missile (Corps SAM). Along with
the individual system requirements, an operational Dynamic Realtime Target Cklssifation
concept was developed for employing the systems in a Abstract not available.
tiered defense. The presentation proposed, herein,
begins with a brief description of these systems, explains LTC Tony Jimenez
the rationale for a tiered defense, defines the concept for Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO/AQQT)
a defensive enclave, describes firing doctrine Room IE1044
considerations, and concludes with an overview of 7100 Defense Pentagon
engagement and force operations command and control. Washington, DC 20301-7100

The defensive enclave is composed of a task Phone: (703) 693-6634
organized Battalion-sized force along with the command
and control structure needed to effectively execute the The Role of UOES in System Development/Acquisien
defense. The task force is normally composed of a Abstract not available.
Patriot battalion with six fire units and a THAAD
battery. The task force provides preferential defense for Dr. William Kuhn
critical assets. THAAD provides the "upper tier" of the The MITRE Corporation
defense and Patriot the "lower tier". Defense planning is % ARTI/POET
centralized at the battalion headquarters while 1745 Jefferson Davis Highway
engagement authority is decentralized to the batteries. Arlington, VA 22202
The defense planning process develops the rule sets and Phone: (703) 412-5256
parameters used by the batteries to execute a
decentralized but coordinated battle. Near real time UOES Analyses
information exchanged between THAAD and Patriot Abstract not available.
within the enclave includes positional track data,
operational status, and engagement status. Cueing and Mr. Charles Hirsch
alerting information is received from sources external to % ART1/POET
the enclave, via the Joint Tactical Information 1745 Jefferson Davis Highway
Distribution System and from Patriot and the Arlington, VA 22202
Commander's Tactical Terminal/Hybrid. In turn, track Phone: (703) 412-5217
data from THAAD and from Patriot is provided to the
theater. Additional information provided to the theater UOES Contingency Operations Planning
from THAAD and Patriot, includes predicted ground Abstract not available.
impact point and predicted launch point, to support attack
operations and passive defense. Ms. Joan S. Lovelace and Dr. William Kuhn

Strategic and Theater Army Systems
CDR Richard Holdcraft The MITRE Corporation
Naval Doctrine Command 7525 Colshire Drive
8952 1st St., Suite 200 McLean, VA 22102-3481
Norfolk, VA 23511-3790 Phone: (703) 883-6154; (703) 412-5256

Nav TRMD Concept of Operations UOES as an Innovative Acquistlion Approach for TiED
Abstract not available. Abstract not available.

Maj Vincent Kush Maj Paul E. Tabler
HQ Air Combat Comnand/DRT Force Applications Division
204 Dodd Blvd., Suite 226 Air Force Studies and Analysis Agency
Langley AFB, VA 23665 1570 Air Force Pentagon, Rm ID3S0
Phone: (804) 726-8886 Washington, DC 20330-1570

Phone: (703) 695-5282
Theater Mizs Defense BMC41 Operational Concepta
Abstract not available.
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Ana*sis of a Muk/-Layered Tbeater Air Defense (TAD) Michael K. Phillips
C&Psbilt SAIC
Abstract not available. 6725 Odyssey Dr.

Huntsville, AL 35805-3301
COL Richard F. Hardy Phone: (205) 776-3059/876-7866
Tet Director
OSD JADO/JEZ JTF Any TMD Introperabilft Testing
Eglin AFB, FL 32542-5000 Abstract not available.
Phone: (904) 882-5688

James H. Perkins
Joint Air Operatons The MITRE Corporation
Abstract not available. % ARTI/POET

1745 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1100
Clyde P. Molloy Arlington, VA 22202
Hughes Aircraft Co. Phone: (702) 412-5247
6044 Gateway Blvd. East, Suite 500
aso, TX 79905-2016 Implications of Theater Interoperabilty
Phone: (915) 779-0088 Abstract not available.

Robert A. Davison Cecil Graham, DeRon Decker, Brian O'Halloran, and
Hughes Aircraft Co John Byrant
POB 3310 CAS Inc.
Fullerton, CO 92634 Box 11190
Phone: (714) 732-8700 Huntsville, AL 35814

Phone: (205) 895-76401895-7661
Distlebaed Air Defense/Missile Defense
Abstract not available. TMD Interoperability at 7at Prce?

Abstract not available.
Maj Keith D. Solveson and Ms. Barbara Bormolini
Director, TRADOC Analysis Center Capt Jeff Brown
Atn: ATRC-SA Reconnaissance Program Office (REM)
Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027 Aeronatical Systems Center
Phone: (913) 684-5426 2145 Monahan Way

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-7017
PATRIOT Advanced Capability Level 3 (PAC-3) Cost Phone: (513) 426-0903
and Operationa ffectiveness Analysi
Absact not available. Gold Pan: A Theater Missile Defense Demonstration

Abstract not available.
Maj Rene Ramirez
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO/AQIB) Frank Maressa
Room IE1044 Test Bed Program Office
7100 Defense Pentsgon Teledyne Brown Engineering
Washington, DC 20301-7100 300 Sparkman Drive
Phone: (703) 693-6634 P.O. Box 070007

Huntsville, AL 35007-7007
Teater lnteroperbift Phone: (205) 726-2592
Abstract not available.

Addressing BMIC3 Issues on the Ertended Air Defense
LTC Byron Baker Test Bed
Dir JITC: AUn TCBA The Extended Air Defense Test Bed (GADTB) is
Ft Huachuaca, AZ 85613-7020 a newly developed, medium to high fidelity, theatcr-level
Phone: (602) 538-5105 simulation capability dat will model the Extended Air

Defense (EAD) Environment. The EADTB is sponsored
Join TMD Introperabifity Cer4tcadon by the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO)
Abstract not available, and has been developed by die United State Army Space

and Strategic Defense Command Test Bed Product
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Office, in Huntsville, Alabama. EADTB provides the (CRP) represented by models of the 6erman Air Defense
analyst with a flexible modeling capailt to represent Ground Environment (GEADGE) and Modular Control
vary~ing EAD concepts in a Theate environment. Ile Equtipment (MCE), die E-3 AWACS, E4SA Joint
EADTB will have an initial operating capability in April Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (i-STARS),
1994 and the BMC3 Experiment is phanned from RC-135 Cobra Ball, Airborne Laser,
Summer,, 1994 to early Fail, 1995. The BMDO has F-15E, F-lSCs, an Army air defense brigade
defined an initial Experiment to be executed on EADSTB (AN/TSQ-73), PATRIOT air defense battalion with six
which will provide information on dhe evolving EADTh fire units, a HAWK battalion with eight fire units, and
capabilities to model BMC3, and insights into die unattended ground sensors. Effects of inputs from a
Theater Missile Defense (FMD) BMC3 Architecture. Special Information System (SIS) are modeled as is the
Several DM03 iase have been identified and dies nomto flow firom the Rivet JoinvPIB11S, a Sector
include: criteria and alternatives for die reporting Operations Center (SOC) and Wing Operations Center
proess for early warning data dissemination; value (WOC).
added of combining TMD sensor data; inuighits into the
TMD Architecture communication design capabilities; Dr. Ron Enlow
and, performance sensitivities to the engagement Institute for Defense Analysis
planning process and to the modular deployment- of 1801 N. Beauregard Street
7Tester Missile Defenses. This paper will discuss the Alexandria, VA 22311
BMC3 Issues, EADTB capabilities, developmenit of the Phone: (703) 846-6874
Experiment plan and design on the EADTh, and the
Experiment schedule. Thjea:., Missle Defense Test Design

Abstract no available.
LTC Dennis L. Lester
Dot 4, USAF Air Warfare Center (ACC) Greg D). Hulcber
Kirkland AFB, NM 87117-5617 Strategic and Space Systems, OSD (A&T)
Phone: (505) 846-1472 The Pentagon, Room 3EI30

Washington, DC 20301
Theater Air Command and Contro Siaulaben Faeilt Phone: (703) 693-3614
tTA CCSF)

The Theater Air Command and Control Counter Pmol~eratlen Overview
Simulation Facilt (TACCSF), located at Kirkland AFB, Abstract not available.
New Mexico, is the world's largest operator-inthe-loop
air defiense simulation failt. The facility was Mr. Rod Summers
developed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Air US Army Missile Command (AMSMI-RD-AC)
Force, and Army ovw a 18-year period, at a total cost in Remste Arsenal, AL 3589M-242
excess of $200 million, to address qiecific air defense Phone: (205) 896-5663
and command and control issues.

The failt is a nationsl asset operated by the Air US An" Deep Operefien Coodaion Center (DOCC)
Force (TACCSF), with Army participation, and is a Corrnerfbec oncept
resource available for use by any US or Allied agency. Abstract not available.
Typical applications which the facility supports include,
but are not limited to: David J. Trachtenberg

- Development and refinement of new system TASC
requirements, concepts, tactics, plans, and 1101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1500

-rcdue Arlington, VA 2209
- Systems inegaionfanteroperablty Phone: (703) 358-9090/358-525l
- Planning, scoping, and rehearsing live
oprtin The Conaerprleraotla Role of BUUcMizle
- Extending the results of live operations into Deense
larger scenarios Abstract not available.
The TACCSF simulates air defense functions such

as traclking, identification, weapons allocation and Ron McGee
control, and kill assessment for all execution levels of TRADOC Analysis CentrISAA-ATRC
integrated Army/Air Force air defns. The TACCSF Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027
includes Ute following components: a control and
reporting center (CRC), control and reporting posts
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Armu Tactical Mis System Cost cad OpPerstonal Ann: SAFE-MD-TMD-SI-P
Bfedenwess Axajik POB 1500
Abstract not available. Huntsville, AL 35807

Phone: (205) 955-449
Daniel C. Holtzman
Vanguard Research, Inc. Madd ig TMD in Ca uinbed Anm/Joit Task Force
10306 Eaton Place, 1450 Opens
Fairfax, VA 22030-2201 Abstract nm available.
Phone: (703) 934-6300

Richard D. Small
Stanley M. Sheldon Pacific Sierra Research Corporation
Nichols Research 2901 28th Street
1604 Spring Hill Road, #200 Santa Monica, CA 90405
Vienna, VA 22180 Phone: (310) 314-2300
Phone: (703) 893-9720

New Evaluade of Defense Effeellve.adie
A Practical Approach to Validating txlfng Models and Abstract not available.
Sisadaons For Use i, BaULtui Missile Demse

Given that many Models and Simulations (MAS) John Q. Bryant
are often reused for purposes other than they were CAS Inc.
designed. How does one attempt to validate old M&S P.O. Box 11190
for the new intended purpose? This is the basic question Huntsville, AL 35814
that the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization's (BMDO) Phone: (205) 895-7640
National Test Bed (NTB) program was concerned with
when it initiated the Analytical Tool Box Program Comm ctleats Architecture for TUD BM/C31
(ATB). The ATB program provides two CA services to Abstract not available.
its customers, M&S catalog, and a Confidence
Assessment process. It is the CA process that is the WG 3 - Ars Control
focus of this paper. Chair: CDR Craig H. Cowen, US ACDA

The ATB Confidence Assessment process is Phone: 202-647-4691
methodology for building confidence in the results of
M&S for a specific intended use. The process has been Dr. Robert Gough
developed in three phases and culminates in a Sandia National Laboratories
head-to-head analysis capability of two o or more models Organization 4100B
or simulations. This paper outlines the process, defines Abuque NM 87185
the three phases and the hed-to-head capability and Phone: 505-844-2227, 505-845-9658
provides a high-level overview of the program. FAX: 505-844-9293, 505-844-2896

E. Danisn DiP4a, Jerry Butler, and Mark Durant Amu C v Infonain Value of
Coleman Research Corp. Arps or Mlsue9302 Lee Highway, Suite 800 VeI*LicotioI. Measres
Fairfax, VA 22031 Decision analysis concepts involving the value of
Phone:x, (7 203 3additional information were introduced by the US
Phone. (703) 934-7800 delegation to a group of technical expets charged with

Modelng the Bifefts of Depleyssen* Lisdadins an evaluating and prioritizing various verification measures

TMD Cpabily proposed for the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC).
Abstract not available. This is an area of increasing concern given the

proliferation of biological technology and weapons,

Michael W. Ellis especially among rogue countries, and the specter of

BDM International horrific consequences if a possibly mercurial leader were
1501 BDM Way to employ BW.

McLean, VA 22102-3204 Three of the 21 verification measures considered

Phone: (703) 848-5656 by the experts group in Geneva were evaluated: 1)
searches of unclassified databases of BW-related

Bevely Nichols publications; 2) use of commercial satellites to detect and

PEO Missile Defense identify facilities possibly associated with BW production
or storage; and 3) use of onsite inspections by trained
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penMdl, possibly supplemented with analytical flered and displayed for a given'country so that, for
equipment, at facilities suspected of illicit BW example, all activitism that are underway and susceptble
involveenL to further collection are highlighted on di templatf.

Using realistic sensitivities and aselectivities for WMD program status may be evaluated by calculating
dhce measures, together with representative prior die tiw-to-compleft and intent for all paths leading up to
pi babilities of cheating, we demonstrated that it will be milestones within die template. Critical padus (e.g.,
very difficult for any of dw diree measur to producea fastest or m likely) may then be highlighted along with
posermi probabilities of violation high enough to prompt filtered elements. Optimal selection of targets and aack
a charge of non-compliance. options is accomplished by maximizig di expected

Even when die three verification measures are delay a WMD program would suffer as a result of an
considered collectively - perhaps as part of a sequential attack on facilities supporting die WMD program.
screening process where more refined, more intrusive, Collateral effects are also accounted for in the
and more costly measurm are employed sequentially - optimization.
die cumulative effects of the measures may not have
sufficient diagnosticity or discriminability to produce Manuel L. Sanches
posterior probabilities of violation sufficiently conclusive System Planning Corporation
to warrant diplomatic or military responses. 1500 Wilson Blvd.

Despite such analyses casting doubt on the Arlington, VA 22209
efficacy of BWC verification measures, together with Phone: (703) 351-8669
some nations' desires to promote verification measures
for largely political purposes, the US experts were Idenimjg Indicalrs of Iicit Chemical Weapons
successful in persuading other delegations to adopt a Preduc on Unier the Chemical Weapons Convenio
decision analytic approach as an evaluation tool. The verification regime for the CWC will include

on-site inspections for the purpose of determining die
Dr. Anthony Ciervo presence of Schedule I or 2 chemicals. Environmental
Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation samples will be taken at a perimeter around the facility
2901 28th Street, Suite 300 and analyzed for their chemical content. In many cases,
Santa Monica, CA 90405 identification of degradation of prohibited chemicals
Phone: (310) 314-2300 could provide sufficient evidence of an agent's presence.

This paper will present the results of work sponsored by
Optimal Selection of Proliferation Targets the Defense Nuclear Agency to 1) model the production

The Template Targeting Methodology (TM) is a of selected Schedule 1 chemicals, 2) model the
software tool for selecting targets and weapons for downwind transport and soil deposition of the production
attacking facilities in third-world weapons-of-mass- effluents, 3) assess the evidential significance of specific
destruction (WMD) programs. TrM is an extension of degradation products, 4) evaluate the ability to treaty-
the Chemical Weapons and Nuclear Capabilities accepted inspection equipment and procedures to detect
Acquisition Process models (CWCAP and NCAP postulated concentrations of degradation products in soil
respectively) developed for the intelligence community to samples, 5) collate and analyze available physical and
determine the status of WMD programs. While the chemical properties and environmental pathways data for
current scope of CWCAP and NCAP does not address CWC Schedule I chemicals and their degradation
overt military action against proliferation targets, TTM is products to assist DNA in developing a research and
intended to fill that gap by providing a systematic means development effort to colect missing data and resolve
of to select both targets and weapons to impede a inconsistencies in published information.
prOifen's progress toward a deliverable chemical or
nuclear weapon, or to compromise his warfighting Robert V. Homsy
capability if such weapons are already stockpiled. TTM Nonproliferation, Arms Control and International
could also be expanded to include targeting biological or Security
misile facilities. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories

Like CAP, TTM implementation is based on a Livermore, CA 94550
template (or network flow) representing all the Phone: (510) 422-6484
technological paths that a proliferant can pursue to obtain FAX: (510) 422-3821
an operational weapons system. Country specific data is
entered for each activity in dhe template (i.e. what is the Cost-Beiefit Analysis of Treaty Confdence-Butlding
intent to undertake this activity? how far along is it? how Measures
vulnerable is it? etc.) and serves as a template "overlay" Provisions for verifying adherence to the
for that country. Template elements may then be Chemical Weapons Convention have given rise to
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concern that their benefits may not be worth the cost. strategies which, in am, imply 4be availdlity of and
Further concern has also been expressed that similar reliance on differing technologies. The process also
provisions might become the verification standard for works in reverse, in which cam tba mwply of
futur inrnational arm control agreements and treaties. technologies pruides the push to atsmisve ategIc

To address these concerns we are developing a Conepts and Strategies.
systematic approach for determining the value of treaty
verificatio means. Our approach utilie muli-aribub Capt Dan Green, USAF
utility theory to trade off coat with benefits. Thes costs Air Force Institute of Technology
are both direct and indimrec Direct costs associated with 2950 P St.
verification can include on-site inspections, national Wright-Pamerson AFB, Ohio 45433-7765
technical means, technology R&D and manufacture, and Phone: 513-255-2549 ext. 4337
th like. Included witL indirect costs ar less-easily
quantifiable factors such as military and political losses Using te Cmnwnes Salins Nfirewdd by Ie Arsd
associated with missed detection of violations and false &rckange MeWl OW t) I Phd lntgr Sdudw, q/
accusations, as well as loss of sensitive and/or the Mbste Agmend Probinss
proprietary information associated with on-site inspection AEM is used to find coimaus of the missile
of both governmental and commercial facilities. Treaty allocation problem. Realistically, an iteger mber of
benefits are realized through reduced risk and cost weapons are assigned to an integer number of trg.
avoidance. The research investigates deriving good feasible integer

Our approach provides an integrated philosophy based on the continuous solution provided by AEM. The
for arms control treaty verification across the various ability to do analysis based on integer sohions becomes
defense concerns, including nuclear, chemical, more important as the number of weapons and targets
biological, conventional, and missile delivery, decrease.

Dr. Stephen R. Hill LTC Mark Byers, USA
The Analytic Sciences Corporation Defense Nuclear Agency
1101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1500 6801 Telegraph Road
Arlington, VA 22209 Alexandria, VA 22310
Phone: (703) 558-7400; FAX: (703) 524-6666

T7e DNA Hazard Predition Progm
Somse lmpicatoaes of Afternadve World Futres for The Defensclear Agency (DNA) is developing an
Arms Cotrol and Regiona Stabilty operational forecasting system capable of predicting the

The United States is facing the need to define its dispersal of hazardous materials released into the
role in power arrangements that will evolve in the future. atmosphere for virtually any scenario. Such scenarios
Whatever power arrangement this turns out to be, the US may be associated with the use of nuclear, biological or
role (political, military, and economic) will aim at chemical weapons or may derive from release of
supporting regional stability. Arms control will be one hazardous materials from facilities or targets which store,
component of US policies that support the achievement produce, or use nuclear, biological, or chemical
of US national strategy in the regional context. materials. The program includes both research into the

World Futures represent the conditions that define basic physical phenomena and development of efficient
strategic concepts and strategies to achieve regional computational models. All models developed are being
security, and a variety of geopolitical futures is possible. integrated into a flexible and responsive predictive
One possible power arrangement was described by system that supports both mission planning and
President Bush as the *New World Order." Other emergency response. The major technical thrusts include
possibilities include neo-isolationism, a balance of power characterizing the release of hazardous materials,
among several nation or multi-national 'poles" and the accurately representing the wind fields and weather and
unilateral exercise of predominant US power. Each the associated transport of materials through the
alternative world future is defined to some extent by the atmosphere and appropriately formalizing the expected
level of US involvement, at the same time that it effects on military and civilian personnel in term that
establishes requirements for US force size and stucture, have operational significance.

This paper will describe roles for the United Characterizing the source is a very complex
States in alternative world futures and suggest process. The release of hazardous material may resul
implications for future trends in strategic, conventional, from weapons that have been used or intercepted, from
CW and BW arms control. The policy-technology military or terrorist strikes on weapons production or
interface will play a central role, as different world storage facilities or on industrial facilities or even from
futures imply alternative defining strategic concepts and accidents. This portion of DNA's program includes
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experiments, hydrocode simulations and release source Frederic Nyland
model development. The source erms generated am 6930 Birchmont Ct. NE
used to imtlize an atalopheric tantsport calculation. Bemiji, Mn 56601

Accurate prediction of atmospheric trampot Phone: 218-751-3342; FAX: 218-751-9294
reires high resolion of th. local wind fields and
weather. DNA is attacking this challenge by both Sbategic Retasdadh and Theater Misnie Defenses
applying current high resolution nested atmospheric The purpose of this paper is to provide a first
simulations and.by developing a new multi-ecale order examination of the potential impact of a Russian
integrated simulation tool. Both approaches are focused theater missile defense on the nuclear retaliatory
on forecasting capabilities to enable real-time response to capabilities of the United States. Various strategic
emergency scenarios. Multiple vapor, aerosol and large defense and offense options are considered, assuming that
particle transport tools are being applied and evaluated to theater missile defenses are allowed to be deployod in
transport the hazardous material through wind and each homeland. Other agendas are addressed which
weather. would either limit the effectiveness of theater missile

To be useful the patterns of flow and dispersal defenses when used against strategic missiles, or ban the
amst be evaluated in terms of their effects on both deployment of such defenses in the homelands of Russia
military force sand non-combaftnts in an area of or the United States. A basic assumption is that the
concern. The transported environments must be merged terms of the START I! Treaty will have taken full effect.
with extensive nuisance, incapacitation and lethality
databases and population data to generate casualty Dr. Robert G. Gough
assessments and to evaluate potential actions in Sandia National Laboratories
mitigation. DNA is adapting tools developed for nuclear Organization 4100B
cloud fallout effects to these more general problems. Albuquerque, NM 87185

An example case where some of these tools are Phone: (505) 844-2227, 505-845-9658
applied is a hypothetical attack on a nuclear power plant. FAX: (505) 844-9293, 505-844-2896
This paper will walk through this example from the
hazard release characterization, to the evaluation and Proliferaion Indiators - An Interi Report
application of historical winds to aid in developing That concern over the proliferation of nuclear,
emergency plans, and finally to the definition of chemical and biological weapons has grown since the end
hazardous footprints associated with the transport of the of the Cold War is no surprise. Various elements of the
released radioactive materials. Government continue to try to prevent proliferation by

implementing a variety of export control programs; the
Capt Lynne Baldrighi, USAF Defense Department has initiated a counter-proliferation
901 SAC Blvd, J533 Suite 2El0 program to deal with proliferation if it cannot be
Offutt AFB, NE 68113 prevented; and the Intelligence Community is giving
Phone: 402-294-4778; FAX: 402-294-6148 increased attention to discovering and assessing

proliferation programs wherever they may occur. Each
ABM Impact on the SLOP: Cost/enefit Trade-Offs of these major types of activities relies, to varying

USSTRATCOM was asked by CJCS for our degrees, on identifying and detecting various indicators
thoughts on the impact on USSTRATCOM's mission if that accompany an active program whereby a state (or
the Russians deployed a theater ballistic missile defense even a non-state) seeks to develop or acquire weapons of
system silr to the US Theater High Altitude Air mass destruction and/or the means to deliver them.
Defense (THAAD). While a first order evaluation might This internal study identifies a series of potential
show a drop in damage expectancy (DE), we feel that a indicators of proliferant activity in the areas of nuclear
narrow interpretation of these results would overlook weapons - particularly the weaponization of nuclear
other characteristics brought by defensive systems to the devices, as contrasted to the production of special fissile
nuclear deterrence and stablility relaonhip. Assessing mauerials - and of ballistic missiles. The potential for
only the COST of a Russian THAAD-Iike capability each of several general methods for detecting and for
ignores the BENEFIT side of the equstion. We want to assessing proliferation programs is evaluated - at several
understand both elements of the equation. stages during their progression from simply a "gleam in

Examining the risks to US strategic forces by die someone's eye" to actual deployment and subsequent
dployment of Russian THAAD-Iike ballistic missile retirement of such weapons and missiles. From that
defense system, we review methodologies for analysis to assessment, one could then match certain available or
assess the impact of a Russian THAAD-ike system on a proposed technologies to indicators with the greatest
START U laydown (at an aggregate level and more potential for helping to address proliferation.
deiled model).
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LtCol Charles Fletcher, USAF exchanges to date already yield auiple new metaphors for
National Security Negotiations Division (AF/XOXI) our concept of an 'information explosion.' This
5057 Pentagon, Rm 4C1061 overview is a self-conscious effort to distill and simplify
Washington DC 20330 the central aspects of die Treaty and associated
Phone: 703-695-6722; FAX: 703-614-4338 documents, focusing on aggregate equipment and

manpower limits, holdings, liabilities, and sites. It
C.uaterprolif eration: Developing tie Tools updates and expands on a pamphlet originally composed

With the passing of the Cold War and the at the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency in June 1991,
restraints of the bipolar Superpower framework, the US whose tables and graphs also appeared in S. Hrg. 102-
finds itself in an international environment characterized 288, The CFE Treaty, pp. 301-314, and a subsequent
by long dormant regional power struggles whose leaders update compiled at the US Arms Control and
increasingly look to w-apons of mass destruction (WMB) Disarmament Agency in March 1993.
as a lever to guarantee objectives. Though US objectives The analytical task this effort represents is a
of a free, independent and economically prosperous familiar one: seeking adequate measures of effectiveness
nation are unaltered, the threat to these goals has that economically convey the main dirust of the
changed. While WMD are not new for the US military, phenomenon observed. Trading off simplicity against
what is new is the wealth of technology available to precision, impact against detail, concept against
counter WMD and the potential possession of WMD by a comprehensiveness are at the heart of scientific inquiry,
wide range of actors whose motivations and risk and adequate oversight of a major arms limitation treaty
tolerance differ gready form past adversaries, potentially should certainly meet the standard. Reviewing and
rendering them less susceptible to deterrence and more discussing means and measures employed in this pursuit
likely to employ WMD. The greatest leverage to should thus be of interest to analysts as well as policy
execute the counterproliferation of WMD is offered makers.
through the aerospace medium with its capability for The evident premise of this work remains the old
rapid and flexible surveillance, strike, and assessment, but still operative bromide that holds a picture to be
The paper will discuss the changing internat.-nl worth a thousand words. The object is to portray in a
environment and the emerging threat, the factor effecting handful of graphics and accompanying narrative the key
our instruments of national power, and how the US features of the CFE regime, providing the reader a quick
might best manage a response. Finally, die paper will survey and reference, as well as an update on issues of
develop current USAF actions to facilitate an effective continuing interest as the Treaty is implemented. The
military to counter WMD. data presented draw on reports rendered under the

Treaty's Protocol on Notification and Exchange of
Mr. Dorn Crawford Information, including data exchanged at signature on 19
932 Audobon Parkway November 1990, with corrections rendered up to 90 days
Louisville, KY 40213 thereafter; 'entry-into-force' data compiled as of 15 July
Phone/FAX: 502-636-3687 1992 in connection with provisional application of the

Treaty; and the two succeeding annual information
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty exchanges conducted thus far, with data as of 1 January
Eeasents, Issues and Measures of Effectiveness 1993 and 1 January 1994.

Since the signing of the Treaty on Conventional
Armed Forces in Europe, or CFE, in Paris on 19 Dr. Peter Knepell
November 1990, the pace of political change it Logicon RDA
punctuated has hardly subsided. The 34 nations Vermijo, Suite 450
convened there under the auspices of the Conference on Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Security and Cooperation in Europe, or CSCE, have Phone: 719-635-2571; FAX: 719-632-1876
swollen to 52; the 22 original parties to the CFE Treaty,
signatories of either the erstwhile Treaty of Warsaw or Decision Analysis to Support Development of a
the North Atlantic Treaty, are now 30. The CounterproWeratlon Acquisition Strategy
unprecedented reduction of conventional armaments in The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) was tasked
the region from the Atlantic Ocean to the Ural Mountains by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) to
agreed there is proceeding, but not without lingering identify and prioritize counterproliferation (CP) issues as
difficulties and challenges. part of a wider DOD effort to develop a CP acquisition

The CFE Treaty itself is a highly complex strategy. Specifically, our objective was to identify key
undertaking of twenty-hree articles and associated requirements, incremental to conventional warfighting
protocols, with the full English text running to some 110 capabilities, to counter the proliferation of weapons of
pages. Associated reports, notifications, and information mass destruction (WMD). We developed a model to
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represent alternative requirements using Expert Choice, a We cannot hope to accurately predict a future which
conputec-based decision support tool that implements the offers so many technological options. However we may
well-established Analytic Hierarchy Process. be able to gain valuable insight into the nature of the
Requirements were expressed in tems of four functional competition - both near and long term - through
area: coungerforce, active defense, passive defense, and analysis of empirical indicators of ongoing competition
C31. Expert Choice's primary utility was in structuring and of the capacity of possible adversaries to be
the decision making process in terms of these functional particularly innovative over the next several decades.
areas. In our preliminary efforts, we found that the in addition to a new methodology, we must also
application of Expert Choice methodology also provided consider major modifications to our traditional methods
an efficient forum for group discussion of CP issues- of intelligence collection, analysis, and dissemination. In
Follow-on efforts focused on an active defense particular, human intelligence sources may supplant our
acquisition strategy that included prioritization of primary Cold War systems as die primary means of
programs in light of their value added to discerning the nature of our future competition.
countarproliferation objectives. Permanent Red Teams will offer us more insightful

analysis of how the competition will respond, while
WG 4 - Strategic Competitiveness Analysis expanded and innovative means of intelligence
and Phinning dissemination will be necessary to facilitate our own

Chair: Thomas G. Mahnken, SRS successful innovation to meet the future threat.

Tednmologies CDR James A. Hazlett, USN
Pbonew 703522-5588 Senior Military Fellow

NDU/INSSIWGSC
Dr. Alan R. Goldman Ft. McNair
U. S. Army Washington, DC 20319-6000
Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center Phone: (202) 475-1251/2 x833 DSN: 335-
Building 213, Washington Navy Yard FAX: (202)475-1662 DSN: 335-
Washington, D.C. 20374-5085 E-mail: hazlet @ndu.edu
Phone: (202) 479-1817; FAX: (202) 488-8846

Space, Reconnaissance-Strlke-Defense Comperes
Global Security Forecas (RSDCs) and Information War
Abstract not available. Abstract not available.

Commander James R. FitzSimonds Michael Vickers, OSD, Office of Net Assessment
Office of the Secretary of Defense Phone: 703-697-1312
Net Assessment Barry Watts, Northrop Analysis Center
The Pentagon, Room 3A930 Phone: 703-351-6655
Washington, D.C. 20301 and Mary FitzGerald, The Hudson Institute
Phone: 703-697-1312/DSN: 227-1312 Phone: 202-223-7770
FAX: 703-695-3810

Three Perspectives on the Revolution 'i Mtiy Affairs
Asststg Future Mility Competitors Abstract not available.

History tells us that new competitors will arise in
the coming decades to challenge the present Military Roger Fisher
dominance of the United States. The competitors of OUSD(AT)
greatest concern will be those select few that are able to Pentagon, Room 3D359
innovate and exploit existing and emerging technologies Wasington, DC 20301
to gain disproportionate military leverage. Such Phone: 703-693-2056
innovation may result in a Revolution in Military Affairs
(RMA) - a profound change in the nature or conduct of Long-Range Precision Strike
warfare which renders some of our own military methods Abstract not available.
and systems obsolete. The critical national security
issue for the United States today is how we best position Alan D. Zimm
ourselves to anticipate and deal with this future military JHU/APL
competiion Phone: 301-953-9562

The problem of trying to anticipate a future that is
very different from the present is one which the Deterrence
intelligence community is not well configured to handle.
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Abstract not available. itegrated Theater Engagement Mbdel (ITEM)
Abstract not available.

CDR Richard Holdcroft
Naval Doctrine Command LCDR James T. Stewart, USN
8952 First Street, #200 OPNAV Assessment Division (N81)
Norfolk, VA 23511 Phone: (813) 8284266; FAX: (813) 8284919
Phone: 804-445-0560
Theater Missile Defense US Centrl Command Strike Warfare Analysis Using
Abstract not available. the ITEM Sinulatin

Several times in the last decade the United States
Richard G. Paquette has conducted strikes of a limited scope against a
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. belligerent state. As a combat command, a unified
I I I I Lockheed Way, Bldg 586 command must be prepared to conduct quick analysis of
Sunnyvale, Ca 94089 various courses of action in contingency situations where
Phone: 408-742-8894 force projection is considered. The utility of modeling

and simulation of joint warfare for analysis has direct
Stealth at Sea application in contingency planning.
Abstract not available A simulation tool used by the USCENTCOM

Combat Analysis Group for modelling power projection
COL William G. Foster, DAMO-SSW ashore is the Integrated Theater Engagement Model
Phone: 703-697-5769 (ITEM). It is an easily manipulated joint model that
CDR Joseph Sestak, OCNO allows air, ground, and naval combat simulation. It
Phone: 703-697-2534 provides an analytic tool to simulate expeditionary
Col Ted Smyth, MCCDC warfare and force projection, and aids in resource and
Phone: 703-640-3235 course of action decisions.
and Col Charles E. Miller, HQ USAF/XOXP The briefing will cover the background of the
Phone: 703-697-3717 ITEM model and give a sample force projection analysis.

The analysis will be a comparison between ground-based
Serpie Perpectives on the Revolution in Military and catrier-based air assets in-place against targets whose
Affair destruction is necessary to open a sea-lane contiguous to
Abstract not available, a belligerent state.

Chris Lay, Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. L. Dean Simmons
Phone: 703-413-5807 Institute for Defense Analysis
Chip Pickett, Northrop Analysis Center 1801 N. Beauregard St.
Phone: 703-351-655 Alexandria, VA 22311-1772
and CAPT Peter Nanos, USN, SP-20 Phone: (703)845-2324
Phone: 703-607-0531 FAX: (703) 845-6722

Industry Perspectives on the Revolution in Military Ship to Shore Fire Support System
Affars Abstract not available.
Abstract not available.

Brett Meador
WG 5 - Expeditionary Warfare/Poweer McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Pqjection Ashore MC: 064 2905, P.O. Box 516

Chair: William M. Mulholland, McDonnell St. Louis, MO 63166

Douglas Aerospace Phone: (314) 234-0363; FAX: (314) 777-1214

Phone: 314-232-9647 USN SSM Siming Trends with Improving Third World

SAG CAP Capabilities
LCDR Harry Lewis, USN Abstract not available.
OPNAV Assessment Division (481)
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations LCDR Michael Truelove, USN
The Pentagon Expeditionary Warfare Division (N85)
Washington, DC 20350-2000 Office of Chief of Naval Operations
Phone: (703) 697-0059; FAX: (703) 693-9760 The Pentagon
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Washington, DC 20350-2000 Close Ar Support Issues
Phone: (703) 697-1450; FAX: (703) 695-1432 Abstract not available.

Modeling and Simulation for Expeditionary Warfare Dr. Verena S. Vomastic
The Chief of Naval Operations has focused the Center for Naval Analyses

... From the Sea" strategy on four key operational 4401 Ford Ave.
capabilities. Alexandria, VA 22302-0268
(1) Command, control, communications, computers, Phone: (703) 824-2686; DSN 289-2638 Ext. 2686
intelligence, and surveillance (C41/Surveillance) FAX: (703) 824-2949
(2) Battlespace dominance
(3) Power projection of joint forces, and Relative Cad Effectiveness of Coasblalens of
(4) Force sustainment Suppression of Enemy Air Dgfetses, S tadoff

Within this strategy the Expeditionary Warfare Jamming, Onboard Counternemsures, and Standoff
Division (N85) must understand and analyze broad but Weapons in a 2010 Scenario
related warfare areas: amphibious warfare, shallow water Abstract not available.
anti-diesel submarine warfare, mine and anti-mine
warfare (to include surf, land, deep and shallow water Sandra L. Newett
mines), naval special warfare, riverine warfare, and Center for Naval Analyses
maritime prepositioning forces. Expeditionary warfare is 4401 Ford Ave.
complex but can be made more understandable using Alexandria, VA 22302-0268
computer models and simulations to document and* Phone: (703) 824-2000; DSN 289-2638
analyze solutions to specific problems. Modeling and FAX: (703) 824-2949
simulation provides a scientific approach with a
documented, repeatable audit trail to: Sandirap: A Post-Strike Migsweep Tactic

- establish requirements, Abstract not available.
- identify appropriate force mixes,
- evaluate concepts and alternatives, James B. Hoffman
- assess sustainability, Naval Research Laboratory
- determine weapon system specifications, 4555 Overlook Ave., SW
- provide training, and provide decision aid Washington, DC 20375
support to the deployed commander. Phone: (202) 404-8624; FAX: (202) 404-7887
This paper discusses requirements for modeling

and simulation and how modeling and simulation can be Advanced Technology for Precision Shike P41ing
applied to better understand the problems and issues of A top-down functional analy-s of the needs of a
expeditionary warfare. Attributes of models used to force level air strike planner is performed. These areas
simulate specific warfare areas are discussed and why it include definition, assessment, planning and execution.
si desired to have a federation of models that work Opportunities for the application of advanced technology
synergistically. The paper also emphasizes compliance are examined in the areas of target analysis,
with the common operating environment and the Navy's inter-dependent platform routing, options selection and
modeling and simulation master plan. resource allocation,and visualization and evaluation of

competing plans. An end to end system for the
R. C. Ferguson and G. D. Halushynsky assessment and planning phases is described. Operations
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab research approaches to the target analysis, allocation and
Laurel, MD 20723 routing areas are also delineated. High-end computer
Phone: (301) 953-5000; FAX: (301)953-6663 graphics for visualization, target analysis and

preview/evaluation functions is examined. To test the
Tomahawk Terminal Fratricide concept, a complex training scenario was used. The
Abstract not available, results are presented.

Dr. Dennis E. Gallus Steven M. Bratos
Center for Naval Analyses USAE Waterways Experimental Station
4401 Ford Ave 3909 Halls Ferry Rd.
Alexandria, VA 22302-0268 Attn: CEWES-CA-O
Phone:(703) 824-2375; DSN 289-2638 Ext. 2375 Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199
FAX: (703) 824-2949 Phone: (601) 634-3999; FAX: (601) 634-4314
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Owshore 0Oeeanavwpul Pmcatling Dainng WG 6 - LITTORAL WARFARE AND
OIte-sIW opn6 5 REGIONAL SEA CONTROL

Amphibious landings and Logistics Over the Chair: Fritz H. Brinck
Shore (LOTS) operations require accurate wave
information. Selection of a LOTS site requires that Phonl: 703-663-7369
historical wave data, usually available only by hindcast,
be used to choose the most favorable time and location.
During the LOTS operation, the Commander in Chief aes S. O'Brasky
(CINC) requires accurate forecasts of waves, water Warfare CentrsiaigreaDivsio
levels and currents in order to optimize the selection of Warfare Analysis Department
lighterage vessels and to maximize the throughput of Dhogren. VA 22448-5000
supplies within the environmental constraints. Engineers Phone: 703-663-7369 ; Fax: 703-663-7898
at the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
(WES), Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC) The Joint Littoral Warfare Enviromendu
have developed a real-time system that may be used by Joint Littoral Warfare will be conducted in a very
the CINC to forecast the above environmental factors rich and complex environment which will evolve
using a small computer in the field. The present system, substantially over the next half century. In planning the

demonstrated on a work station, but targeted for a high forces of tomorrow, it is essential that this evolution be
end personal computer, accesses weather forecasts from anticipated. The environment of a Joint Mission Area

the Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center (FNOC) sad may be characterized as consisting of two major
calculates waves at the site of interest using a second component: (1) The Physical Environment (meteorology,
generation spectral wave model. Waves are propagated oceanography, topography), (2) The Geo-Political
to the site using an appropriate refraction/diffraction Environment (geo-economic context, gee-political, legal

model over the nearshore bathymetry. Water levels and context). The premise of this paper is summarized as

currents are calculated using a finite element Advanced follows: (1) In Joint Littoral Warfare; the weather,
CIRCulation model (ADCIRC). The calculations am terrain, and aquatic environments have such significant

updated every 12 hours to provide a continuous 72 hour impact on military operations as to deserve consideration
forecast of local ocean conditions. Graphical User as a third active participant in any potential conflict. (2)
Interfaces (GUIS) have been designed to ease the The global and regional geo-political environments are
application of the technology for the field personnel, predictable up to two at least generations in the futre

(40-50 years). This paper summarizes the "Working

Michael 0. Kelly Fiction" developed for use in the Joint Littoral Warfare

16th Cavalry Regiment (ATSB-SBZ-B) Strategic Planning Process being demonstrated in FY

Ft. Knox, KY 40121-5220 1994.

Phone: (502) 624-2505; FAX: (502) 624-5860 S. Eric Anderson

Training and Leader Development Sinulation for Naval Surface Warfare Center Dalgren Division,

Mounted Warfighting Warfare Analysis Department

The experience I have gair.d form working the Dahlgren, VA 22448-5000
Combined Arms Training Strategies (CATS) over the Phone: 703-663-7369 ; Fax: 703-663-7898
past several years has provided insights into how
simulation could evolve into the future from the user's Countering U.S. Military Strategy
perspective. Specifically, CATS provides an architecture The development of a long term threat
which ties training standards/proficiency gates, resource representation for a rising middle income regional power
requirements, and simulation and simulators together. has become one of the central challenges in force
By tying the resources, standards, simulation and planning for the Post- Cold War Period. This briefing
simulators together, CATS becomes a tool which the focuses on an approach to force planning for those
defense community may focus and bound training regional powers whose ambitions may bring them into

analyses, determine the essential elements of analysis, conflict with the United States and its allies. The
perform sensitivity analyses and produce a product which under-lying premises of this approach may be
is timely and relevant to acquisition cycle. The merging summarized as follows: I. The Persian Gulf War
of simulation and combat systems, especially C3J, into a (1990-91) was the public announcement that a
single combat rehearsal system allows us to plan, "Revolution in Military Affairs" (RMA) had taken place.
rehearse and respond to a contingency and develop our This RMA was a sigiicant and shocking as the RMA
material/training/ combat requirements simultaneously. epitomized by the Franco-Prnssian War (1870-71). 2. A

Theoretically Clever Opponent is capable of studying and
understanding the Western Style of Coalition Warfare
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and U.S. Military Strategy and of identifying idenifing missiles; and for Undersea Warfae coverage against
generic strengths and exploitable weaknesses in coalition direst submarines. A set of baseline results s provided
strategy and doctrine. 3. A determined and patient TCO as an example of die steps in die methodology. This
is capable of planning and developing a resource work was accomplished by The Jophas Hopkins
contraned military capability over time which can allow University Applied Physics Laboratory and the Naval
that regional power to realize its regional ambitions while Surface Warfare Center for die Plans, Programs, and
raising the price of U.S. intervention to substantial if not Requirements Branch of the Surface Warfare Division,
prohibitive levels. The thesis of dis effort is dat die Chief of Naval Operations, N86.
geo-economic and geo-political evolution of a region up
to two generations into die future is predictable and that John F. Nance, Jr.
the national goals and aspirations of a major regional Center for Naval Analyses
power are definable both qualitatively and quantatively. 4401 Ford Ave.
Given this information, it is possible to chart an PO Box 16268
economically feasible range of padis (acquisition Alexandria, VA 22302-0268
strategies) that would allow a TCO to develop the Phone: 703-824-2204
military capability to realize at least a limited set of his
ambitions. Fleet Marine Force Module Enhancement Study

The FMF Module Enhancement Study was
LCDR Robert J. Gregg, Jr. conducted to demonstrate that the Maritime
Navy Staff, Assessment Division (N812) Propositioning Ship squadrons (MPSRons) can effectively
The Pentagon support priority force modules. This report documents
Washington, DC 20350-2000 the results of that study. It shows that the MPSRons ship
Phone: 703-695-3797 ; Fax: 703-693-9760 loads can be reconfigured to provide operational

flexibility, improved deployability, sufficient
Navy Force Structure Analysis sustainment, and back-up plans to further support those

There are two different approaches to determine modules. It also shows that die time lines for arrival of
the size of the Navy - warfighting requirements and the T-AVB meet force-module time requirements, and it
forward presence requirements. This paper will discuss documents the stand-up and operation of a humanitarian-
the rules, policies, and methodologies the Department of assistance force module during an exercise with one MPS
the Navy uses to calculate the number of ships required ship.
in the force structure to support one forward deployed
ship. This methodology has been utilized by the Navy John L. Bailey
staff, the Joint Staff, and die Congressional Research Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division
Service. Combat Systems Department

Dahlgren, VA 22448-5000
Michael S. Morris Phone: 703-663-1188; Fax: 703-663-1221
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University
Johns Hopkins Road Surface Combatants in a Littoral Environment-
Laurel, MD 20723 Changing Requirements
Phone: 301-953-5000 U.S. Navy surface combatants, notably the

AEGIS fleet, were designed for optimal performance in
Surface Combatnt Baffle Force Mir Study an open ocean ("blue water") environment. Systems

This presentation provides a methodology for an were designed to operate synergistically with friendly
analysis of the number of Surface Combatants required in ships and aircraft within battle groups. Designs were
the Force 2001 POM Strategy Wargame scenario using a developed for maximum firepower against massive long
force of surface combatants with capabilities equal to a range cruise missile attacks and for effective deep water
DDG-51 and then using a mix of DDG-51 equivalents, antisubnmrine warfare. The change of mission emphasis
DD-963 and FFG-7 surface combatants. The Force 2001 to littoral warfare and regional sea control will require
Scenario provides a basis for Naval warfare tasks which significant changes be made to surface ship design.
are used to define Naval Task force Groups. The levels Ships must be able to do effective strike warfare and
of threat to Naval forces during various phases of the surface gun fire support and to avoid minefields. They
campaign are used to determine combatant types and must be able to defend amphibious groups against low,
numbers. The results make use of single ship parametric fast cruise missiles, tactical ballistic missiles, and diesel
analysis employing spread sheet models to develop SAM submarines. This paper describes antiair warfare
sector coverage relative to a defended point against threat analysis done to support a series of studies conducted at
arcra, anti-ship cruise missiles, and tactical ballistic the Dahlgren Division of the Naval Surface Warfare
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Center which has examined alternatives for advanced especially where the enemy has no substantial "Steel
AEGIS baselines and odic roptions for a 21st century Navy'.
surface combatant. The analysis includes examination of
the effects on system performance of alternative multi- Rob Carpenter
function radars, cuing sensors, and short range missile McDonnell Douglas
systems. The primary measure of effectiveness is 5301 Bolsa Ave.
probability of raid annihilation. Huntington Beach, CA 92647

Phone: 714-566-5925
Dr. Charles L. Burmaster
The MITRE Corporation Deployable Surveillance Requiremets for Littoral ASW
7527 Colshire Drive In recent years defense policy emphasis has
McLean, VA 22102 moved from strategic to regional concerns where
Phone: 703483-6000 flexibility and responsiveness are significantly more

important. This change coupled with the recent rapid
The Number of Moving Search Plarms Equal in technological advances in electronics and communications
Detection Performance to a Distributed (Fired) Sensor invites a new look at the way ASW surveillance is
rlum conducted. This paper reviews analysis to determine the

Both moving platforms (ships) and distributed requirements for a deployable ASW surveillance system
sensor fields have potential application in area search for designed specifically for operations in regional conflicts
littoral conflicts of the future. This analysis presents a in littoral waters. Issues examined include: what are the
parameeric solution to the operations analysis question of likely types of missions and objectives, and how do they
'How many surface ships (moving search platforms) are and the ROE change from peacetime to crisis to conflict;
equivalent in expected detection performance to one expected goals and operating behavior of the enemy;
distributed field against an acoustic target of given environment; ensuing surveillance system requirements.
characteristics? The enhanced search speed due to the The paper includes analysis using the Sea Control
potential oction of both searcher and target is accounted Analysis Tool (SCAT), a McDonnell Douglas developed
for in the parametric solution as an elliptical integral. high fidelity ASW simulation. The simulation is used to
The parameters of the moving searcher(s) and the examine the effects of communications timelate on the
distributed field used in this analysis are: total search ability of air platforms to reacquire and prosecute
area, ime to detect at a specific probability of detection, contacts, the effectiveness of fields versus barriers, and
number of field sensors, median detection range of an the force multiplier effects of distributed surveillance for
individual field sensor, expected speed of a target within SSN operations.
the field, the moving platform(s) search speed, and the
median detection range of the moving platform(s). Michelle Grenker

Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division
Carl M. Bennett Warfare Analysis Department, White Oak Detachment
Joint Task Force Four Silver Spring, MD 20903-5000
PO Box 9051 Code OON Phone: 301-394-3818; Fax: 301-394-1164
Naval Air Station
Key West, FL 33040-9051 Analysis of the ASW Combat System for the Next
Phone: 305-293-5669; Fax: 305-293-5476 Generation Surface Combaftnt

The next surface combatant will be expected to
Low ProJle Vessel Threat Detection in a Litoral perform multiple missions, by itself and in support of a
Warfare Low Intensity Coufict force. Wherever it goes, it must be capable of defending

Low Profile Vessel (LPV) and Low Profile Semi itself while supporting the defense of any protected units.
Submersible (LPSS) radar, infra red, and acoustic A draft Mission Needs Statement (MNS) has been
detection test results are presented. The tests were written that states in concrete terms what the Next
conducted in the Joint Task Force Four (TF40 Area of Generation Surface Combatant must be capable of doing.
Operain (AOR) during 1993 by operational forces and These requirements must be matched against candidates
research and development activities. The LPV and LPSS for the ASW combat system for this combaltant. These
are typical of the small, non-steel hull, maritime drug candidates consist of various sensor options (including
trafficking vessels encountered by JTF4 in the Drug acoustic and non-acoustic) both onboard and ofiboard as
War. It is noted that indigenous wooden or fiberglass well as self-defense systems. The study consisted of
hull vessels like the LPV and LPSS are not unique to the analyzing various combinations of these component
Drug War. They are common threat for most "From the systems with respect to how well they satisfied the MNS.
Sea', Littoral Warfare, Low Intensity Conflicts,
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This presentation will focus on the background Quantification of intelligence cues as not umplistic. The
and meodoogy employed in this sAud begining with a dynamic interaction between intelligence and
brief overview of its history and a shoat look at the collection/analys and smuggler modus operandi, result
requirements in the MNS and continuing through the in unique pattern of cues. These patterns were compmad
selection Of system altematives, scenarios, and to the final outcome of the activity to determine their
environments. We will examine the large number of level of correlation. The correlation considered such
caes involved in this analysis concluding with a variables as mode of tramiport, geographical locaion,
discussion of the challenge involved in selecting a way to smuggling entity, degree of smuggler coordination,
present the results clearly and concisely. A look at a INTEL-analyst confidence, and inteligeae sources.
sample of the results for this study is included.

Dr. Joseph J. Molioris
Wayne J. Hopkins Center for Naval Analyses
Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgr n Division 4401 Ford Avenue
Warfare Analysis Deparnent. White Oak Detachment Alexandria, VA 22302
Silver Spring, MD 20903-3640 Phone: 703-824-2676
Phone: 301-394-1174; Fax: 301-394-3353

Naval Operailaul Madda of Mima C.e um
Wimgs4, Altwoase Mbi A"lys The Fleet Operational Simulation Project (FOSP)

Under a congressionally mandated study, ARPA is bringing the Center for Naval Analyses into the state-
is investigating the military utility of a winguhip, also of-the-art in analysis modeling. The general project
known as a wing in ground effect (WIG) vehicle or as an objectives an: to measure the impact of chun (e.g.,
Ekranoplan. The primary mission is considered to be the tactics) on fleet operations; to develop and integrate a
transoceani shipment of cargo. Several alternate state of the at simulation facility; to use the facility for
missions can be considered, and this paper discusses analysis, planning, and evaluation. The first task of the
these, including: Amphibious Lift - Trans Oceanic, project involved Mine Counter-Measures (MCM)
Amphibious Lift - Ship to Shore, Amphibious Lift - modeling of mine weeping and mine huning. The
Special Operations Forces, Airborne Shallow Water computer hardware consists of several networked SGI
ASW, Airborne Shallow Water Mine Countermeasures, Indigo units and an Onyx/8 Reality Engine workstation.
and Cooperative Engagemtet Concept Ordnance Carrier. The latest software sensor models execute and interact

with the Simulation Toolkit and Generation Environment
Dr. Michael A. Cala (STAGE) battle manager product. We preseat the
Head, JTF Four Operations Analysis Group preliminary results and status of this ground-breaking
PO Box 9051 project. Three scenarios are defined - Persan Gulf, and
NAS Key West, FL 33040-9051 Major Regional Contingencies (MRC) East and Wet -
Phone: 305-293-5636; Fax: 305-293-5476 and used as a baseline for future man-in-the-loop

simulations. The Total Mine Simulation System (TMSS)
Opetaul Assenasawt of Ctmuer-Drug lXal eig models the important mine-ship interaction. Features of

Interdiction operations based on intelligence cues the modeling approach, expecially the strengths and
have been gaining importance, with both increasing limitations, are described.
soistication and ainteligene saemos, and reductions in
OPTEMPO budgets. in past counr-drug operation, WG 7 - Nuclear Chemical Biological Defeme
steady-state patrols were conducted across broad areas of Chair. Richard E. McNally, SAIC
the C4ribbesn and eastern pacific trams zone. This
required a large interdiction force to cover the 900+ Phone: 410-679-9800
miles of south ameican coastline. Stedy-state PanIls Dr. David P. Bacon
an more thorough, but expensive due to their asset Scie Applicon
requirements. Surveillance based on intelligence cuesAppliations Drive

could potentially save millions of OPTEMPO dollars by 1710 Goodridge Drive
only requiring a force postured to operate when cued. McLean, VA 22102
Because cues Vary so gready in accuracy, aPhone: (703) 821-4594; FAX: (703) 821-1134

E-mail: bcon~mctpo.sai¢.com
ompreheadveness, operational assets should only be
deployed in those cases with the greates probability of OMEGA: Medlag Lkea/w Rekaes with Ceapkx
success. 1is paper quantifies the intelligence cues of
smuggling Activities presented to operational forces over Te e
a 6-0l period to deeran the corlto betweenpaI elr

nligncer cuing andentermiethe scmen. betweenThe Operational Multiscale Environment model
with Grid Adaptivity (OMEGA) is a new atmospheric
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Simulation system diat merges stat-of-die-a companion paper High Rerouioe'Amospherik
computational fluid dynamics techniques with a Simuadion uAng OMEGA for a discussion of OMEGA)
comprehensive non-hydrostatic equation set. OMEGA is The grid resolution for the atmospheric simulations
based upon an unstructured triangular prism grid diat performed using OMEGA ranges from 100 km down to
permits a horizontal grid resolution ranging from 100 km I km. OMEGA also contains an embedded aerosol
down to 1 kn and a vertical resolution from a few tens transport algoridtm tat permi tie sinulation at high
of meter in the boundary layer to I km in die fiee resolution of die transport and diffusion of eher pid-

-rose. baed aerosols or of Lagrangian parcels.
OMEGA repreets a significant advance in the The coupling of a very high resolution (I km)

field of weater predictio. Current operational forecast atmospheric simulation tool with an aerosol tranport and
models are wale-specific and have a limit to dir diffusion model creats a flexible tool for a variety of
resolution caused by their fixed rectangular gri applications. Among thes is aerosol tranport in
structure. OMEGA, on the other hand, is naturally scale complex terrain and near land/water boundaries - in fact
spanning and its unstructured grid permits the addition of anywhere dat microscale features could have a
grid elements at any point in space and time. This significant impact on te local meteorology, which in
means that OMEGA can readily adapt its grid to fixed turn affects the transport and diffusion of aerosols.
surface or terrain features, or dynamic features in the In this paper, we will present an overview of the
evolving weather pattern. In addition, OMEGA can aerosol transmport and diffusion model included in
provide enhanced grid resolution in localized regions OMEGA; both its physical basis as well as its
such as urban areas with significant sources of pollution, implementation on the adaptive unstructured grid that

An additional advance in OMEGA is the inclusion forms the basis of OMEGA. We will then discus die
of an embedded aerosol transport algoridthm (see the application of this aerosol rnsport capability to air
companion paper in this conference). This permits die quality problems including die extension of the OMEGA
simulation at high resolution of the transport and formulation to treat scavenging and wet deposition as
difl ision of either grid based aerosols or of Lagrangum well as atmospheric chemistry issues.

The flexible grid adaptivity of OMEGA provides Anthony F. Beverina
it with an important advantage over previous models. It Kaman Sciences Corporation
permits die resolution of orographic and land/water 2560 Huntington Ave.
boundary features improving the fine wale Alexandria, VA 22303
meteorological simulation and, in turn, the simulation of Phone: (703) 329-7165; FAX: (703) 329-7165
die aerosol transport. This flexibility of resolution and
the coupling of die aerosol algoridm cream a unique DIS as a Aide to US MAlb y C k d
Wol for a variety of applicatio and seles. Doe Dydeqp eW

In this paper, we will present an overview of the The U.S. Military doctrine development for
atmosheri simulation capabilities of OMEGA. We will dealing with chemical and biologica agens imrodu a
discuss both its numerical techniques and its physics. onto die battlefield can be aided by the use of Distributed
This will set the stage for the companion paper in which Interactive Simulation (DIS). The utility of DIS has been
we discuss the formulation of the aerosol transport model demonstrated as a training tool and vehicle for doctrine
in OMEGA and its application to air quality problems. development for combined arms missions. The

introduction of hostile environments into the synthetic
Dr. David P. Baon battlefield can create a more realistic battlefield for
Science Applications International Corporation soldiers to train and commanders to develop doctrine and
1710 Goodridge Drive tacies.
McLan, VA 22102 The U.S. Army Edgewood, Research,
Phoe: (703) 821-4594; FAX: (703) 821-1134 Development and Engineering Center (ERDEC) is
E-mail: baconetmlapo.saic.com developing a suite of chericalbiological agent dispersion

DIS applications that will allow the injection of them
OMEGA. Modding ChA/ftI Relesa w& Comp agents into synthetic environments. Early development
Tmr.M and MaiwIee Wethner has centered around theater ballistic missile engagemets.

Pd II - Hfaxar Use of teme weapons wit chemical and biological
The Operational Multiscale Environment model agents is, by many accounts, a real possibility at psnt

with Grid Adaptivity (OMEGA) is a new atmospheric and a certainty in the futre. The ability to predict and
simulation system that merges state-of-ie-art portray de spread of the agents relased by these
Roq iatioa fl dynamics techniques with a weapons or released after an intercept will allow
comprehensive noonhydrostatic equation set (see our command and control system developers plan for such
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omdaigemcis. Parametric anmlyses of cheaibio Holladay, UT 84117
dimsrsionsommaoiosmsow dintdm. ffects ofies.agemt Phone: (301) 831-3371; FAX: (801) 831-2397
an the baWhsield or on civilia are" awe metirely cs
deisndant. DIS is a natural vehice dien for the C~entepr-Aeaife ne flent Ve4 cetie.
evahuaaion Of dies effects. Abstact aot available.

At Vp% -at, so capability to injec chemlbo agents
into the DIS buedefield exists. ERDEC is an active Chuck J. Crawford
participant in evolving DIS standard development. The U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Developme and
ERDEC DOS Technology program wil demonstrate die Engineering Ceutr
qsed of chmljo agenfolMowing die intercept of a ATTFN: SCBRD-RTM
diseater ballistic missil intercept by a hit-il Ahrdme Proving Ground, MD 21010-5423
intereptor. Tis scenario will be demonstrated at die Phone: (410) 671-3640; DSN 584-3640
Idti '1 1 .' Training System And FAX: (410) 671-3523
Education Conference DIS Demostration in November E-Mail: mwfo-. .Arumy.mdl
I99. Also ahis denaomstration, ERDEC will operat a
prot"yp FOX NBC Reconnaissance Vehicle simulator =121 Risk Redaretie hPrua
on die DIS battefield. This paper discusses die specific Abstract "c available.
architeores for both simulation applications. MAo
discussed awe the modifications to die IEEE 1278 DIS Diane Afflock and Chuck J. Crawford
protocol data manks required to tack clasm/bi agents on U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Developoment and
the DIS bsttlefield. An overall joint service plan for Engineering Center
portraying chemsical and bioog igent, dispersion and ATMN: SCBRD-RTM
effects for all scenarios is proposed. Aberdeen proving Ground, MD 21010-5423

Phone: 410.671-3586; daficWpe Asm~i
Sus T. Brown, Ph.D. and Thomas D. Sizelove Phone: 410-671-3640; crc1awf60e6% ea-anny.niI
Boell* FAX: 410-671-3523; DSN 584
SOS King Ave. 13-3-119
Colunbus, OH 43201-2693 A hp1'ed Apprenego Maen Added Sndks.
Phone: (614) 424-404; (614) 424-3252 Abstract act availabl.
FAX: (614) 424-3534; FAX: (614) 424-7312

Chuck J. Crawford and Ronld 0. Pasyle
RAW&R NaasufA"ta" Stgaaare Metkoddil@ U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Developmnt and
Aboveac not available. Engineering Center

Ann: SC13RD-RTM
Eric A. Brunswick ad Jerr G1. Jensen Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010-5423
JAYCOR Phone: (410) 671-3640; crcrawfomape.anml
1430 Oak Court, 0202 FAX: (410) 671-3523; ronny -paaarmy.mil
Daylon, OH 45430-1063 DSN 594
Phoms- (513) 429-4311; FAX: (513) 429-1505

LiWeIgh Stead-off Chsem"ce Agent Deeor
Detettin Rein, Nensum rtf Effectlweaeu and Analysis (LSCAD) Suappedt
Techaiper for Dlk'ical Agent hint Daretet Absa act available.

Biological Agent Point Detector roles, operational Art Deverill
eqireoments, and ameasuee of effectiveness (MOE) have ARES Corporation, Suite 1230

been anlyzed for a variety of direat scenarios. 1800 N Kewt Street
opersdmid requiremt O~resdK sampling raws, Arlington, VA 22209
somno tioe, t eqmsp o em and error tolerance) were Phone: (703) S25-021 1; FAX: (703) 525-1227
fomnd to be senidive to roe, challenge, and MOE. The
uelative mer Of seetdMOEs, and techiqueps for Theffffect of MOMN on 1199 Howkter 0"e
do"Aterieon of operationa reqirment in Various, Peruftme
es"Med poin detector roles, wil be addressed. Abstract amt available.

Dr. Willim Christiansen Louis Douingusa, Randall Parish, Fernando, Pens, Susan
Dugway Proving Ground Galloway and Robert Bowsn
C10 2354 Edgamoor Drive TRADOC Analyis Center-White Sands Missile Range
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While Sands Minsil Range, NM 88002-5502 Douglas C. Nlson
Phone: (505) 67-5794; Fax: (SOS) 678-5104 U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency

Phone: (410) 671 -508; DSN-584-SM8
A Netlwdo Ot Asses due Bffecs of Chemial and FAX: (410) 671-2094
Bieltica WeaPees in ONe Bad)1u

Despile the dissoution of the USSR, the DonaldRivin~aikrsac eeomn n- ---eds I victory of the Allied Forces during Desert U.S.Arm aic eearcDeeo enadStnand other contiuing changes in die world, the EgneigCne
p, olifea=o of weapon of owna destruction (chemical Natick MA 01760-5015
and biological) is becoming one of die MOsM serious Tel.: (508) 561-4392; DSN-256-4392
security threats that die US will confront. The Third FAX: (508) 651-4331
W orld nations w ithout signiicant conve nional m ilita y E a t to f F f -y t n I d vd a l f e rpower are now able to develop chemical and biological Evalutis ofeb aporte Ind&idua Pretectwarhead. As the possibility Of US cOotigeny forcesEsebsAghsVpoSfuanCllne
becoming exposed to chemical and biological (C13) Abstract not available.
effects continues to grow, analytical tools are required to
support dhe various elements of die DOD community an Roger L. Gibbs, Padl R. Kirk and Matthew G. WoLsk
they address dhe issues Of weapons Of mass destruction Naval Surface Center, Dahigren Division
(WMD). The JANUS interactive model is being Code B51
developed into such a too1. JANUS is a two-sided model Dahigren, VA 22448-5000
wh isI a hihreoMto*ohatc forc-nfoc Phne (703) 6634S621; FAX: (703) 663-4253
simulaton depicting die various comba sIystems11As s SNvl feoka EESoperating in specified Scenarios. TRAC-WSMR isAals .USNvlBogilDE NS
cunresidy in the pfoem5 of inyrovinZ the CB simulation E~ffectiveness 190-M0
caepabliie of JANUS. This paper focuses on die Abstract not available.
methodology that is being used in this effort. TheMieKlytechnical approach of this effort is to integrate existingMkeKly
methodologies for representing the effects of WMD aned Combined Arns Training Strategies Division
their unueect MOn Personnel performeanc and 16th Cavalry Reooment
behavior in a constructive combtat simulation. The main ATTN: ATSB-SBZ-B
task will be to incorporate at chemical cloud traseport and Fhonox, KYM 642500N 4420diffusion model into JANUS. This efor will produce a Phon: (502) 624-25;8 S 6-20version of JANUS capable of portraying WMD anld theirFA:(0)6450
efft on humans. Specifically, chemical/biologicalpatex
agent clouds, cloud travel, cloud dissipation, Masunt Wrfqg a inn n ede eeomn

conamnatonlevels, casualty effects. point detector in Simulatio
capability, and effects of CD protctve equipment on Department of Defense (DOD) needs; to train and
personnel performance will be incorporated into JANUS. synchronize the total force to maie the synergism of

the tota forces capability. However, DOD will be
David Evans unable to train in he future as it has in die past.

JAYCOREnvironmental concerns, reduced budgets, higher1606 Srin ilRa training Costs, more conmplex weapons system requiring16V pie ng VA l 221oo27 increased land and rag requairements, for trining, will
Phone: (70) 847-4108; FAX: (703) 847-4115 force us to reconsider how we train the total force.

Training at the joint level with the integraton Of coalition
Issu in CMAVunted Pm'oldfeto: BioloSca WeaPns force heretofore executable only on a limited scale may

fraleenten -AlighugGen~ wM esoucesbe unexecutable in the future except in simulationA 1r4, not kj available.re Given Contingency Missions, the future CATS
Abs~anot vailble.focuses, on the integration of CBT/CS/CSS,
Dr. Pal D. edeleHeavyl/ight/SOF, Air Force/Navy/USMC and Allies.

U. S. Army Edgewood Research, Development andThsiuainpnalosedrsndtfstodnif
EgneigCenter Courses-of-Action in response to dhe contingency,

ATTN: SMCCR-RSP-P develop the MEPTL and train it in the time available,
Aberdeen peovin Ground, MD 21010-5423 design the correct force structure, train the courses of
phone: (410) 671-2262; DSN-584-2262 action, and evaluate units prior to deployment.
FAX: (410) 671-1912 Thereor, simulation, in the future, not only trainse in
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th traditional sems, at necessarily becomes a combat Specifically, any proposed equipment mut be
roeral system. designed to act in concert with other components of the

Ih die future and even now, tim and space ae Soldier System, to achieve tie maximum gains possible
te critical limitations on training, I the fourt from system synergim. Equally important e9upmeot
dimesion thme and re overcome - sulation d must have some method of a priori
provides additionrl time to the unit by saving the tim demonstration of potential operational benefits, if they
required to prepare and move to the field. Further, in are to argue credibly for their share of scarce resources.
simnulation STXs can be rerun and modified until die unit It is die promise of quantifying this syngy and
atas proficiency. This saves die time required to operational worth that Soldier System modeling offers.
move the unit back to the start point and the brass on the
ground and tde ground torn up by acceleration or neutral Dr. Kleber S. Masterson, Jr. and Dudley L. Tademy
steer does not give away the point along the course Science Applications International Corporation
where actions occur. e maturation and minimaturization 1710 Goodridge Drive
of our simulation will allow the force to embed the McLean, VA 22102
current TADSS capability in the weapons system. This Phone: (703) 827-4799; Fax: (703) 821-1037
will allow units to train in peace time using the same
training devices as they train in war. When Gamig Coanturprelfaratio
reAstitutig crews and units, the devices the NCOs New technologies, coupled with new operational
and officers used to train their units in peace time will be and organizational concepts, have the potential for
with the unit in time of war available for training and revolutionizing the modern battlefield. The Office of Net
relh a als. Assessment has been examining such concepts in a well-

ructured series of analyses, seminars and war games.
Dale Malabarba One such game, co-sponsored and funded by the Defense
U.S. Army Natick Research, Development and Nuclear Agency, examined such advanced concepts in
Engineering Center the context of addressing a strong nuclear, biological and
ATTN: SATNC-AA chemical warfare threat in a Third World context in the
Natick, MA 01760-5015 2015 time frame. The "Advanced Military-Technical
Phone: (S08) 651-4940; Fax: (508) 651-4197 Concepts Game" was conducted 2-4 November 1993 at

the Naval War College at Newport, Rhode Island.
Mading and Sbumduald Supporting the Solder System Players icuded operators from the services and

The rapidly changing world order in the post technologists from OSD, agencies, laboratories and
Soviet era poses many new and increasingly complex FPRDCs. The two-and-a-half day game featured nine
problems for both Army Materiel and Combat "vignettes' which dealt with the toughest military
developers. The old paradigns are rapidly changing as problems of the overall scenario and a "tool box" of new
the U.S. evolves to a primarily CONUS based, force systems that could be used to supplement those already
projection army. The specter of Soviet tanks pouring programmed. In the game, the players had to resmt to
through the Fulda Gap has been replaced by a myriad of the 'tool box' regularly and often in order to put
new concerns ranging from instability in the Balkans to pressure on the enemy from the start, to be ready to
the intransigence of North Korea. attack any delivery system that was detectable even

Amidst all this, we must note that the number of momentarily, and to intercept any missiles early in their
states possessing weapons of mass destruction i trajectory. Further, innovative means were needed to
increasing. In particular, this increase is occurring in deal with deep underground facilities. Some of the more
regions with a history of politically unstable leadership, innovative and useful systems concepts will be described,
much factional fighting, and little understanding or as well as insights on an operational concept for
regard for current non proliferation treaty efforts. countering WMD.

Consequently, the U.S. must ensure that its
fighting forces are prepared to face all contingencies on Robert McIntyre and Victor E. Middleton
any battlefield. Moreover, as procurement dollars for Simulation Technologies, Inc. (STI)
expensive weapons platforms become increasingly 111 West First Street, Suite 748
scarcer, we must optimize the effectivoriess of our most Dayton, OH 45402
important platform, the individual combatant. To this Phone: (513) 461-4606; FAX: (513) 461-7908
end, the U.S. Army Natick Research, Development and E-Mail: mcintyrOnatick-emhl.army.mil
Engineering Center is leading efforts in constructive E-Mail: vmiddletenatick-emhl.army.mil
modeling ad simulation to esimate the benefits and
operational costs of evolving Soldier System
technologies.
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77s ln0tgrated Uok Simulaion SySm. Representation perfomance degradation dati, die U.S. Army Chemical
qfie Combied theat e Simlation of Soldier School has now recognized die need to synthesize these
?ebr nee results into a single range of degradation values to make
Abstract not available. the results more useful. These requests have come from

a variety of sources, including combat modellers, combat
Mr. Richard E. McNally developers, and trainers.
Science Applications International Corporation This paper presents the development of a
626 Towne Center Drive methodology for obtaining a single range of estimates for
Joppa, MD 21085 the expected percent difference in performance of a task
Phone: (410) 679-9800; FAX: (410) 679-3705 in chemical warfare conditions. The methodology
E-mail: berwljmcl.saic.com incorporates all of the information available on human

performance of combat tasks in a chemical environment,
Modeing of CB Releases in an Urban Environment including die subjective judgments of military experts.
Abstract not available. Specifically, a probability distribution is obtained for the

percent difference in unit task performance by
John S. Moorehead, Ph.D. aggregating both the field test results and die subjective
Battelle Memorial Institute assessments of military experts, as well as any other data
505 King Ave. from appropriate sources such as actual combat data or
Columbus, OH 43201-2693 field exercise data.
Phone: (614) 424-5059; FAX: (614) 424-5263 The proposed methodology incorporates principles

of meta-analysis and Bayesian statistical techniques to
Residual Hazard Predictioan of Desorbing Chemial obtain the distribution. First, expert assessments are
Agent Vapors from Close-in Large Area Sources Using elicited to determine a prior distribution, representing the
Bonundary Layer Phenomena "prior knowledge," for the expected percent difference in
Abstract not available, performance of a particular combat task. Next, the field

test results of unit performance of the task are treated as
Kathy Pearson observational data and combined mathematically with die
Northwestern University prior distribution to obtain a posterior distribution for the
Dept. of Industrial Engineering and Management expected percent differnce. This posterior distribution
Sciences, represents the synthesis of both subjective and
CSC Professional Services Group experimental data, and provides the ability to not only
c/o 1160 Hazel Avenue give point estimates of the expected percent difference in
Deerfield, IL 60015 performance, but also ranges and confidence intervals of
Phone: (708) 491-2795 (Northwestern) the expected difference.
FAX: (708) 491-8005 (Northwestern)

Tammy L. Ramirez and M.G. Hoffman
A Baysian Appoach to the Meta-Analysis of Army Field Battelle
Test 505 King Avenue

The U.S. Army has conducted a number of Columbus, OH 43201-2693
operational tests in the last two decades to determine Phone: (614) 424-5718; FAX: (614) 424-5263
degradation in unit performance of certain combat tasks
under the threat of enemy chemical weapons J. O'Keefe
employment. In particular, die "Combined Arms in a Natick RD&E
Nuclear/Chemical Environment Force Development test
and Experimentation" (CANE FDTE) program has Integrated Unit Support System: Metabolic Work Rate
conducted four tests to date that measured unit Methodology
performance in a chemical warfare environment. The Abstract not available.
overall purpose of the CANE program has been to
"provide measured data and determine how well combat Dr. Martin B. Richardson
and support units can perform their missions in extended Teledyne Brown Engineering
operations where nuclear and cheniical weapons are P.O. Box 070007, MS-50
employed" [independent Evaluation Plan for a Combined Huntsville, AL 35807-7007
Arms in a NuclearlChemical Environment Force Phone: (205) 726-3326; FAX: (205) 726-1033
Development Test and Eperimentadon (CANE FDTE),
Revision 1.5, October 19881. In response to requests Theater Missile Defense Chemical Fight Experiments
fiom other members of the Army community for Abstract not available.
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Dougls P. Schultz and Ed4ward Kan Phone: 805-965-2477; Fax: 805-965 2478
hInaft for Defese Analys
1801 North Beauregard St. Refuding Operations Reftwnent Using Simulation
Alexandfria, VA 22311i-77 and Aaln
Phone. (70) 845-2592; FAX: (70) 845-2245 Abstract not available.

An. yib of.a Co~hmprhnbe 5W Defense Program Dr. Larry L. Daggett, Ron Keeney and David A.
lMe I. Ike BlelogWel ntgraed Detecter SYstem Weekly
(BIDS) USAE Waterways Experiment Station (address for Dr.
Abtact not available. Daggett)

3909 Has Ferry Road
Thomas J. Sude! and Jerry G. Jensen ATTN: CEWES-HR-N
JAYCOR Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199
1430 Oak Court, Suite 202 Phone: 601-634-2259; Fax: 601-634-3218
Dayton, OH 45430-1063
Phone: (513) 429-4311; FAX: (513) 429-1505 Simulation of Inland Waterways Trrgfflc Systeas as a

Lines of Communication Compnent in OCONIIS
Techniques for Estimation of USAF Ground Crew Sustainiment Operations
Prtective Mask Effecteness Abstract not available.

The adequacy of current USAF Ground Crew
protective mask against poet-Warsaw Pact NATO Mr. Ray Gordon
Chemical-Biological warfare challenges was re-examined. Los Alamos National Laboratory
Challenge characteristics (challenge levels and TSA-DO,MS F606
distributions) from recent NATO assessments and U.S. Los Alamos, NM 87545
mask protection data (protection factors and distributions) Phone: 505-667-2205
were used for casualty prediction and for calculation of
protection Improvement Factor requirements. Challenge The Force Deployment Esimaotor (PDE) Model
values were derived from hundreds of attack simulation Abstract not available.
variants of selected NATO scenarios involving both
chemical and biological agent-filled weapons. the I Lt. Mark Grabau
methodologies used for these determinations ane the HQ AMCIXPY
subject of this presentation. 402 Scott Drive, Unit 31.3

Scott AFB, IL 62225-5307
WG 8 - Mobility Phone: 618-256-5307;DSN 576-5560
Chair: Capt Kevin Smnith, AFSAA A~dRsucsMdfn
Phone: 703-695-6706 Airacel neoure a odila nge.

Dave Arthur, Jim Bexfield and Bill Greer Major Scott Hagin and Major Pete Szabo
Institute for Defense Analyses HQ AM/P
1801 North Bauregard 402 Scott Dr., Unit 3L3
Arlington, VA 23231 Scott AFB, IL 62225-5363

Phon: (03) 45-107Phone: 618-256-3450; Fax: 576-2502

An Ov'erview of the Methodology used In the C-I? Cost Air Mobility and the Two MRC Scenario
natona Opraiea armedenssS

.. d s ovperat iona fecti en t Stud he Current nainlguidance states thatthare
Thisovevie wil cocenratonthefor must be prepared to fight two near simultaneous

effectiveness portion of the methodology. It will include MjrRgoa otnece.I re oscesul
brief descriptions of the models used, the sources of key M rRgoa otnece.I re oscesul

assaytin an inuts duesaiy tielie, nd alis ofprosecute two wars, the nation needs the capability of
the eustivtie anlyzd. I wil nt iclue sudydelivering sufficient firepower to these theaters "in
resutsbutwil hihliht te ky rle MC layd mtime". This presentation will show how AMC strategic

resultsn btwill aihlty dekesol..Cpaydi mobility forces can make this monumental task possible.I
With the use of models such as Mobility Analysis

Donald Copeland and Peter Johnson Support System (MASS), Combined Mating and Ranging

53 otct tSie15Planning System (CMARPS), and the Airlift Cycle
Santa Barbara, CA 93103-3245 Analysis Spreadsheet (ACAS) we will show the
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capability to close forces at varying time intervals Military Traffic Management Command,
between MRC C days and illustrate potential limitations Transportation Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA)
in a two MRC scenario, evaluates the impact of changes in equipment and force

structure on the ability of the United States to project its
Capt. R. Garrison Harvey armed forces around the globe. This mission focuses our
HQ AMC/XPY attention on the interaction between transportation
402 Scott Drive, Unit 3L infrastructure (railways, highways, waterways and
Scott AF, IL 62225-5307 facilities) and the vehicles of our deploying units.
Phone: 618-256-5560 MTMC works with the Federal Highway Adminitration,

among others, to assure the national highways can
Capabilty Based Analysis support Defense requirements. Critical components of

This paper presents an update of a new tool highway capability are the capacity and condition of the
introduced last year that is being used by decision makers Nation's bridges. This paper describes the analytical
in the Air Force to aid in decisions about complex methodology MTMCTEA employed to associate the
systems. Capability Based Analysis (CBA) integrates the physical restrictions of bridges in the F MVHA National
use of response surface methodology with real-time Bridge Inventory with the highway links in the National
analytical feedback, allowing decision makers to explore Highway Planning Network (NHPN) maintained by Oak
a wider array of options quickly, providing greater. Ridge National Laboratory, and the results of the effort.
insight, and allowing fast what-ifs. This modeling The resulting system is not intended to preempt or
approach has been used to aid decision makers at the displace the authority of the States in permitting outsize
highest levels in DOD. Examples of past uses include: and overweight traffic, including shaping our forces to
C-17/airlift capability models in a two-theater (5 aircraft, make movement easier, and t identify - at least to a first
utilization rates, crew ratios, and maximum on the approximation - where critical limitations may exist.
ground (MOG)), maintenance manning levels of C-5 and The presentation includes a progress report on design and
C-141, determining the correct number of C-5s to assign implementation of a force flow model in which
to Altus AFB to meet training requirements, and a movement is constrained by the physical capability of
European Infrastructure analysis. transport network links as derived in this effort.

Capt. Dave Horton Dr. Joe W Knickmeyer
AFSAA/SASM, Rm ID431 MTMCTEA MTTE-STA
1570 Air Force, Pentagon 720 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite 130
Washington, D.C. 20330-1570 Newport News VA 23606
Phone: 703-697-4117; Fax: 703-697-3441 Phone: 804-599-1605

A Multivariate Utilt Analysis of the KC.13SR Proposal for a National Transportation Analysis
Multipoint Air Refueling System Platform
Abstract not available. The rapidly developing technology of geographic

information systems (GIS) has reached a state of maturity
Capt. Rebecca W Jones in which many organizations, public and private, have
MTMCTEA MTTE-OAT invested substantial resources in hardware, software, and
720 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite 130 data to support GIS applications. Action is being taken
Newport News VA 23606 to create standards for spatial data and to consolidate
Phone: 804599-1111 DSN 927-5269 much geographic data available on a national level in a
Fax: (DSN) 927-2119 National Spatial Data Infrastructure. Consistent with

these developments is creation of a National
LAM 94 Deployment Analysis Transportation Analysis Platform to serve both as a data
Abstract not available, repository and analysis platform. Databases within the

system, available in a client-server environment, would
Dr. Joe W Knickmeyer include transportation infrastructure characteristics and
MTMCTEA MTIE-STA condition data, transport asset location and availability
720 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite 130 data, and economic factors. Analysis capabilities would
Newport News VA 23606 take advantage of the evolving technology of model
Phone: 804-599-1605 integration, which permits disparate analytical systems to

feed each other data dynamically. This capability has
Using National Bridge Inventoy Data to Limit been demonstrated in the US Transportation Command's
Passabiliy on the National Highway Planning Network Analysis of Mobility Platform (AMP) project. AMP
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intrat several separate models and was successfully MSTE uses computer-aided design and
used to support an important military exercise in June engineering (CAD/CAE) technology to simulate die
93. The presentation covers the overall architecture of physical restrictions and shock environment imposed by
die system, the agencies likely to use such a construct the defense and commercial transportation systems. This
a- ea potential applications, will allow the integration of transportation force data in

die design of weapon systems. MSTE incorporates a
Lt Col Dave Merrill and Major Pete Szabo structural analysis platform. This platform gives MSTE
HQ AMC/XPY the capability to take dynamic load information from a
402 Scott Dr. Unit 3W3 simulation and apply die load to a structural member (in
Scott APB, IL 62225-5363 software) to determine the adequacy of a design MSTE
DSN 576-3450; FAX 576-2502 also includes a three dimensional (3D) ar-i.ysis tool. In

3D, we can perform density loading of vehicles and
The Mobity PaiWda systems in various transport modes (rag, air, and

The formation of the Air Mobility Command highway). Other analyses include lifting and tiedown
presents a variety of formidable and unique challenges. configurations of systems for transport.
No view these challenges as windows of opportunity for We have analyzed various weapons systems

new paradigms. The potential for constructive change using MSET capabilities. For example, we have
continues to exist in both the airlift and the aerial investigated die feasibility of loading six APACHE
refueling missior roles. Exploring new ways to exploit longbow helicopters into die C-5. We analyzed a Future
die full versatility of the aidift and tanker fleet makes Main Battle Tank (FMBT) concept using the developed
analysis efforts at Air Mbility Command a daily phases of MSTE. Using MSTE, we provided assistance
advenwre. This presentatiost Attempts to investigate and for many other programs such as the MI Tank,
summarize the challenges and oppeitui-'s of three key Palletized Loading System (PLS), Armored Gun System
areas. First, the availability of en rtite infrastructure (AGS), the 2-1/2-ton truck Extended Service Program
(basing and resourcing); second, the use of tanker (ESP), and a Marine Corps proposal for lifting 5-ton
aircraft in an airlift role; third, the aerial refueling of C- trucks.
5s, C-141s, and C-17s to circumvent die need for a lily.
pad" approach to airlift. Mr. Jeffrey Schofield

Institute for Defense Analysis
Reginald A. Morrison and James T. Pittman 1801 N Beauregard St
213 Delaware, Suite C-2 Alexandria, VA 22311
Leavenworth, KS 66048 Phone: 703-845-6987
Phone: 913-651-0000

Estimating Airlift Ca~pabili&
MobiliMtion and Deployment Model Abstract not avaialble.
Abstract not available.

Mark Stevens and Bob Hunter
M.Beth Pettit McDonnell Douglas Corporation
MTMCTEA MTTE-TRT MC217A-400
720 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite 130 1510 Hughes Way
Newport News, VA 23606 Long Beach, CA 90810-1864
Phone: 804-599-1637; DSN 927 Phone: 310-522-5210; Fax: 310-522-5272

Modeling and Simulation of te Transportation Impact of Input Assumptions on Model Results when
Environment (MSTE) Loading Airhft Aircrqjt

MTMCTEA evaluates new weapon system Abstract not available.
compatibility with the existing transportability
infrastructure, provides transportability criteria to Dr. Charles N. Van Groningen, Dr. Charles M. Macal
concept developers, and oversees transportation testing of and Mary K. Braun
new systems. In an effort to influeneo design and reduce Argonne National Laboratory
test failures, MTMCTEA is developing MSTE. MSTE 9700 South Cans Avenue-EID/900
will be linked to the ARPA Integrated Product and Argonne, IL 60439-4832
Process Development (IPDD) Simulation Program. This Phone: 708-252-5308
connection will permit MTMCTEA analyses of any
weapon system played on the synthetic battlefield as well Analyzing Theater Capabilities Using ELIST (the
as support operational analyses of deployability. Enhanced Logistics ltra-Theater Support Tool
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Abstract not available. Time Value of Recce lnformatiod
Maj Pablo Schroeder

WG 9 - Air Warfare AFSAA
Chair: LtCol Robert S. Sheldon, AFSAA Pentagon, Room ID380

Phone: 703-695-6706 Washington, DC 20330
Phone: 703-697-5679

Abstracts not avadable. Setting Requirements for Probabilfty of ID in Air-to- Air
Combat

Current Worldwide Airo-Air Missiles Dbea

Maj Rob Plaus Dealc

HQ AFSAARINAS Veda Inc.

1700 Air Force Pentagon 5200 Springfield Pike, #200

Washington, DC 20330 Dayton, OH 45431

Phone: 703-697-0912 Phone: 513-476-3533

TacticaLlEnviranmenal Decision Aids for Naval StrikePilot-I-the..Loop Threat Fighter Simulation W ,
Mark Buffer Warfare
NAIC/TAAE Sam Brand, J. Michael Sierchio, and Steven Dreksler
WPAFB, OH 45433 Naval Research Laboratory

Phone: 513-257-9888 7 Grance Hopper Ave
Monterey, CA 93943

Integrated Test of Fighter Technologies III Phone: 4086564748

Deborah Westphal The Mind of the Brawler Pilot
WL/XPR, Wright Laboratory Maj Russ Towe
2130 8th St., #21 AFSAA/SAGW
WPAFB, OH 45433 1570 Air Force Pentagon
Phone: 513-255-4843 Washington, DC 20330

Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile CORA Phone: 703-697-5677

Analysis Analysis of a Malti-Layer Theater Air Defense (TAD)
Maj Marty Allen
AFSAA/SAGW CatPil TIO
1570 Air Force Pentagon Maj Paul TablerWashington, DC 20330 AFSAA
Pahigtone 703 1223 1570 Air Force Pentagon
Phone: 703-697-1226 Washington, DC 20330

Tactics Discovery Using Genetic Algorithms and Phone: 703-695-5282

Machine Learning Operational Utility of the Joint Stand-Off WeaponBruce DikeSO
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Mike Entrican
Phone: 314-232-3657 Texas Instrument

Counter Precision Guided Munitions (PGMs) Analysis Phone: 214 2-5156

Maj Walt Davis WG 10- Land Warfare
AFSAA/SAG
1570 Air Force Pentagon Chair: James F. Fox, US Army TRAC
Washington, DC 20330 Phone: 913-684-2331
Phone: 703-697-5679

Pam Blechinger
Precision Strike and Sureillance Architecture TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC)
David A. Beerman Operations Analysis Center (OAC)
Hughes Aircraft Company ATTN: ATRC-FZ
2200 E. Imperial Hwy Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200
Los Angeles, CA 90009 Phone: 913-684-6875; DSN: 552
Phone: 310-334-6297 FAX : 913-684-4368

blechinpomracer.army.mil
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A Cocepe for Ve 4cato, Validation, and identification device for ground-to-ground and air-to-
Accredbaeon of Distduted Interactive Simulations ground (rotary wing only) platforms be developed and

Historically, resources were often not fielded by 1995.
programmed for the verification, validation, and In support of the BCIS-NT program, a General
accreditation (VV&A) of combat models and simulations Officer Steering Commitee selected a MMW Q&A
(M&S). In these times of increasing missions and technology to meet requirements for the combat
dwindling resources, the Department of Defense must identification device based on a technology demonstration
ensure the effective and efficient use of its resources and analysis. Subsequently, HQDA required a a COEA
including its models and simulations. With the be conducted to determine if a MMW BCIS could reduce
publication of Army regulation (AR) 5-I1 and fratricide without decreasing combat effectiveness. Five
Department of the Army pamphlet (DA Pam) 5-11, a MMW systems were compared in the COEA: three had
new emphasis has been placed on the VV&A of Army range resolution around the interrogated target while the
combat simulations. The Army must ensure that its remaining two relied solely on interrogating the entire
M&S are credible to senior level decision makers. beam width. Both 45 mil and 22 mil beam widths were

The verification and validation of combat investigated. The basic approach to the study was to
simulations is challenging. Accurate representation of conduct a technology review, followed by effectiveness
physical and cognitive processes is difficult; real world (deterrmined from high resolution combat simulation
data to validate these processes are often not available; results), training, and cost analyses.
and combat M&S tend to be large, complex code The principal results of the study were as follows:
structures. Verification and validation of distributed any BCIS-NT alternative reduces direct fire fratricide; in
interactive simulations (DIS) is more challenging. These a high-fratricide situation, BCIS can improve Blue
confederations of simulations have all of the inherent combat effectiveness; non-ranging BCIS variants provide
verification and validation problems of the traditional significant protection to the enemy by mididentifying Red
closed-form M&S and their distributed interactive nature vehicles as Blue; and, impact on training is minimal.
introduces new challenges. Multiple databases, visual
components, and network interactions are just a few. Keith Carson

Distributed interactive simulations are in their Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
infancy. Verification and validation must be an inherent Deputy Chief of Staff for Analysis (DCSA)
part of a model's life-cycle, therefore, now is the time to Director, DCSA
address V&V of the synthetic battlefield. ATTN: ATAN-ZA

This presentation will discuss unique requirements Fort Monroe, VA 23651-5000
for VV&A of simulations in the DIS environment and a Phone: 804-728-5803; DSN 680
concept of how to fit V&V into M&S development FAX: 804-727-4394
cycles. The presenter will also discuss ongoing projects carsonkamonroe-emhl.army.mil
within the Army and other services and the efforts of the
DIS Interoperability Standards V&V Working Group. DIS Management: The Functional Manager's

Perspective
Steven Callan and Louneil Southard The DIS environment offers the Army the power
TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC) of information technology to share and integrate
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) knowledge on common synthetic battlefields. The
Director, TRAC-WSMR essence of DIS is sophisticated integration of simulations
ATTN: ATRC-WBB and information resoarces to permit unencumbered
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5502 information sharing, to generate knowledge, and to
Phone: 505-678-1461; DSN 258 enhance innovation for systematically improving military
FAX : 505-678-5104 capabilities. It can greatly reduce the acquisition life
southarlowsmr-emh9l.army.mil cycle, produce better analytical products, and through the

technology provide for cost effective training devices and
Battleld Combat Identifcation System - Near Term mission rehearsal capabilities. The presentation first
(BCIS-NT) Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis outlines the Army's management structure for DIS. It
(COEA) then focuses on the Functional Manager's role.

During Operation Desert Shield/Storm, the TRADOC, as the Functional Manager for DIS for
number of friendly fire casualties (24 percent) far the Army, is responsible for developing the Army's
exceeded the average amount in previous conflicts. As a Master Plan for DIS. The vision as detailed in the
result of these lessons learned, the Army Chief of Staff Master Plan shows the Army's priorities and strategy for
directed that a task force be formed to investigate and DIS development for the next ten years. The
improve combat identification and that a combat presentation highlights the development of the Master
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Plan. To achieve the DIS vision the Functional Manager security miussions. Coalition warfare sad advanced
must work with the Technical Manager to develop the technology ae two ways of ensuring that a smaller force
capabilities required by the users and provide an is capable of handling a major conflict. These two
environment in which to exercise thee capabilities, approaches run into conflict and, if proper forethought

and analysis are nt applied, could put us in an
Cathy Corley unfavorable situation in the future.
TRADOC Analysis Center (17RAC)
Operations Analysis Center (OAC) Alan Cunninghm
Director, OAC TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC)
ATTN: ATRC-F ATTN: ATRC-LS
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200 Fort Lee, VA 23801-6140
Phone: 913-684-3030; DSN 552 Phone: 804-765-1830; DSN 539
FAX: 913-684-3866 FAX: 804-765-1456
corleycetracer.army.mil

The Pailetied Load System (PLS) - An Analysis of PLS
Dtalntiatives W'thin DOD for DIS Cost Effective Uses

The world of combat studies is changing. New The Palletized Load System consists of a truck,
areas of study, such as operations other than war trailer, and series of specialized flat racks or "sidelesa
(OOTW) or joint operations, bring along new containers" which significantly reduces the handling of
challenges. New categories of data an needed; knowing supplies and equipment which an loaded and transported
who has the data is one of die problems. With the by the system. As a result of this more efficient
growth of Distributive Interactive Simulations (DIS), handling, the number of trucks required to haul the same
concerns about interoperabilty between simulations and amount of supplies is also reduced. A single driver,
sharing of data between models are pervasive. For using the hydraulic system and hook built into the truck,
current as well as future modeling and study efforts, can lift a PLS flat rack onto the bed of the truck or
there remains concerns about communicating data needs trailer in a matter of minutes. Other forms of loading
without ambiguity, efficiently storing and rapidly require the use of material handling equipment (MHE)
accessing the huge amounts of data the models need, and and additional personnel to perform the same mission in
defining die new types of data to maximize its usefulness a much greater length of time.
beyond a single simulation or study. In prior analyses, PLS was shown cost effective

Many of the Army and DOD efforts regarding for the distribution of ammunition from the corps storage
nomenclature standardization, centralization of area forward and is currently jeing procured for that
information, data sharing and data definitions will be mission. The British version of the PLS was successfully
discussed. Current status of data efforts supporting the used for the delivery of water and bulk petroleum in
DIS data standards and requirements will be presented. Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War. The primary purpose

of this analysis was to determine if there are other
Thomas Cowan applications for PLS, in addition to the distribution of
TRADOC Analysis Center (FRAC) ammunition, which are cost effective and should be
Scenario and Wargaming Center (SWC) considered for future United States Army use.
Director, SWC This paper provides some background information
ATTN: ATRC-SW on the development of the study and the final approved
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200 results.
Phone: 913-684-4015; DSN 552
FAX: 913-684-4011 Paul Deason and Wanda Philips

TRADOC Analysis Center (TMAC)
Aspects of Coa/ition Warfare In the 21st Century White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)

The TRAC Scenario and Wargaming Center has Director, TRAC-WSMR
developed many scenarios at the theater and corps level ATTN: ATRC-WMA
that involved coalition warfare in the 21st Century. White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5502
Many of the lessons learned and insights gained from Phone: 505-678-1610; DSN 258
them scenarios point out trends tht need to be FAX: 505-678-5104
cosidered in future planning. deason~wsmr-emh91.army.mil

This paper looks at the future from the
perspective of a down sized force in the 21st Century. Armored Vehicle Survivability Enhancement
With the demise of the large Soviet threat of the 1980s, This paper presents the results of a study which
the US expects that a smaller force can accomplish future investigated ways to enhance the survival of a direct fire
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armored vdcb, th Li f-ight Ani-Tank (LOSAT) ODS. We did die next bea thing-collect iknor on
weapon system various menus of signature reduction, from units once they reurned to the United States.
amo, and active and passive coinermeaures aainst We established several projects to collect mileage,
dirc (ground sad airborne) and indirect fire system deployment tim , m tenanc and logistics data The
were applied to LOSAT. The effectiveness of these project we wish to discuss is our effort to greconstitime
meas were evalustd singly and in combination using the mintenance and readinas history of a division based
European and Southwest Asian scenarios in the on actual records. This division was the only one o
CASTFOREM simulatio. bring back sufficient records and is the actual wartime

All meas employed were to be achievable by collection of data on wheeled vehicles.
1996. Signature reduction represented passive We will also discuss preliminary findings from
modification to the LOSAT so that the capability of other similar efforts (such as the special data collection
direct fire target acquisition systems (visual and M) were done on vehicles sent to ODS, Kuwait and Somalis).
reduced in range, as represented by the Night Vision Our goals are to discuss results of this project and
Electr*-Optic Laboratory SearchiAcquire algorithms; related efforts, and to emphasize the multidisciplinary
additionally the probability of acquisition by smart team effort needed to develop and implement this
artillery munitions in the iR/radar bands was sumilady complex series of projects.
reduced. C - were combinations of the
Missile Warning Sensor, Radar Warning Receiver, Laser John Galloway
Warning Receiver, Directed Search, Self-proective TRADOC Analysis Center TRAC)
Smoke Grenades, and the Short Stop anti-artillery White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
sydem. Armor was added to protect areas of the Director, TRAC-WSMR
LOSAT on the Bradley chums, within cost and weight ATFN: ATRC-WAC
constraints. The results wen that a bigger payoff was White Sands Missile Range, NM 88M2-5502
received by reducing the signature or adding Phone: 505-678-4261; FAX: 505-678104

m that adding armor, and the combination
of sigaremreduction and countermeaes worked best Close Combat Model lmI'wxve t Proy.. (CC.MI?)
of all. Simply put, it was best not to be seen. If seen The constructive models in the US Army's
and targeted, it was beat not to be hit. If hit, the system inventory are lacking in the portrayal of the dismounted
was usually defeated. infantry soldier. TRAC-WSMR in conjunction with the

The result of this study has direct application to USA Infantry School is working on correcting this
dte use of long range direct fire systems such as the problem via the Close Combat Model Improvement
LOSAT or other armored systems when the US land Program (CCMIP). This paper will address the current
forces have neither the advantage of a forward position representation of the dismounted soldier in the
nor the time to acquire one, and are opposed by an CASTFOREM and Janus constructive models.
advanced conventional thre t. The Land Warrior Cost and Operational

Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) and 21 Century Land
Beverly Folk, et al Warrior (21CLW) Advanced Technology Demonstration
USATACOM (ATD) are two upcoming studies using these constructive
CDR, TACOM models. These studies will be addressing new

ATTN: AMSTA-CM-S capabilities which will be analyzed with a now analytical
Warren, MI 48397-5000 tool, the soldier station. The soldier station will enhance
Phone: 810-574-6703 CASTFOREM and Janus capabilities.
FAX: 810-574-5201
fola9kWtcom-ehI65.army.mil Laurie Hable

TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC)
Tactial Wheeled Vehcls of the 241h ID Used in Operations Analysis Center (OAC)
OperaI"I Desert Storm ATTN: ATRC-FPV

A basic problem for logisticias and Army Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200
planners is to determine what kind anmd how much Phone: 913-684-2425; DSN 552
equipment is needed to do a wartime mission. Prior to FAX: 913-684-2344
Operation Desert Storm (ODS), wartime equipment hablelftracer.army.mil
requirements were based on field exercises and national
training center experience. Actual usage in ODS was Aviatan Atack Batliin Study
significantly different than predicted usage. The best The Aviation Attack Battalion Study (AABS)
way to collect this type of information is to send daa identifies the benefits and liabilities involved in replacing
collectors out with the unit-which was not done during the OH-58C (Kiowa) with the AH-64A (Apache) as the
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mom hloptsr in the heavy division attack helicopter ATTN: ATZL-CST-S
banalion. The AABS was conducted by the Pmdon Fort Lavenworth, KS 66027
Anlysis Directorate of the Training and Doctrine Phone: 913-684-7974; DSN 552
Command (TRADOC) Analysis Ceter (TRAC). TRAC FAX: 913-684-2397
was directed to conduct a study using force-on-force hoidac@kav-emh.army.mil
simulations to examine the impact of the proposed
Aviation Restructure Initiative design of die attack Bealfe wt Threat bffDuve e; Are We Askig tu
helicopter battalion while considering the Army RJVh Questons?

driainobjctive. The Aviation Restructure The end of the Cold War has not necessarily
Initiative focuses on providing an aviation force that will made the world a safer place. The questions force and
support the new National Military Strategy for a combat developer are wrestling with today are similar to
continental United Stats-based force projection Army. those asked at the end of the two world wars.
During die Winter 93 Force Design Update held on 3 Unfortuately, we are in no better position today than
February 1993, the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army (CSA) our predecessors were after World Wars I and 1I to
approved AR but asked that analytical support for the answer those questions. Our crystal b is no less
decision be provided. Performance, effectiveness and clouded than theirs.
suatainability analysis were conducted. The thrust of this paper is that we may be

focusing our efforts on the wrong question. The
Dean Hartley, et al principal threat question should be what, rather than
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc who. Attacking the problem as a 'what', the paper
Data Systems R&D Program explains the differences between symmetrical and
1099 Commerce Park asymmetrical threats, gives a broad overview of world
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 wide -whats', establishes and explains die possibility of
Phone: 615-574-7670; FAX: 615-574-0792 encountering *technological surprise" and looks at ways

to represent and evaluate complex data in a net
Ax en*1xe t Ver#ikai and Valdaie of ,the assessment model.
Astare neater Lewel Model (FLM) Conceptual Model

This paper describes work performed for the Joint The Threat Respone to Operats Other Than War
St&fJ-S in performing an independent verification and (OOTM)
validation (V&V) study of the Future Theater Level The application of military power, regardless of
Model (FTLM). the nature of the mission, is reactive in nature. To assist

We subjected the conceptual design of die FTLM in understanding the threat to US OOTW roles and
to those tts that we thought appropriate to its design missions, this paper examines each of the OOTW
stage, to its purpose as an analytical combat model, and categories described in FM-100-5 from a dreat
to its capabilities as specified in d Mission Needs perspective. To fully understand the scope of this
Statemen. The conceptual design passed those test. problem set, we must expand our vision of the "thrat."
We recommend that its development be continued. Threat options are discussed from both political

Because this recommendation is positive, we and military perspectives in the more traditinal types of
recommend increased attention in the areas of design of operations (Peace Keeping, Peace Enforcement).
model iput and output support and decision logic Additionally, threats to the successful accomplishment of
creation. We also recommend the institution of informal more nontraditional military missions such as
cofiguion management control. These steps are Humanitarian assistance are discussed. Threats from
appropriate as the model moves to a more complex and non-state actors and criminal elements are also examined.
costly stage of development. We further recommend
comiustion of the planned integration of independent Fay Howard
verification and validation into the FTLM design and TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC)
onsnhucon process. White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)

The talk will briefly describe the FTLM (as it is Director, TRAC-WSMR
conceived), the techniques used for V&V of a model ATTN: ATRC-WGB
concept, and the results of the work. White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5502

Phone: 505-678-2043; DSN 258
Cy Holiday FAX: 505-678-5104
Combined Arm Command (CAC))
Deputy Commanding General for Combat Developments Operations Other Th7a War-Technolo Inserion
(DCC3CD) Imspact AnalsIs
Director, CAC Threats
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The purpose was to detemin what impect the tactically mobile, survivable, and sustainable than
"s of suplemntl inelfigence gathering equipment existing early entry forces. COndactig force prqjetia
would have on force effectiveness during Operations require die Army to intro~hoe credible, led forcem
Other Than War (OOTW). Reconnissance and early. Acconplishing this task necessitates trade-offs in
nleeignace gathering activities becoFmea evenmr selection of forces means of deploymnent, a=W force

difleu iuriog OT missions whene the "iSaba&o susainment.
between hostle fations ad fiedy force becomes Previous Army studies evaluated a quick-
vague sad difficult to ideutify. The supplemental response brigade
iatslifenoe V ering equipment consisted of three -size force (referre to as a 2K force) and a larger
device.: an Unasuneod Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Pointer follow-on force (referred to as a 10K force) in terms of
system, the CrossBow remote sety, and an Electronic deployability, lethality, survivability sad sustainability.
Filoiss Camera. Data were collected at die Joint These studies provide die direction for the LAM 94
Readiness Training Center (JRTC) doting a five-day study.
rotation. Thes data consisted of oberercouole This study analyzes dhe deployability of similar
reports and examination of die information flow from13 lightweight sand middleweight forces. It use. a TRADOC
Within die brigade. The traditional approach used in operational scenario, 2001 force structures, 2006 direst
analysis is so compare an exercise using die new or force, and conventional units and weapon to determine
experimental method widi die same exercise without the die deployment requirements in time and assets for the
new method or baseline. Cotait of die study force to move to a contingency dieater. It employs
prechuded this typ of deepg and forced a new approach. Military traffic Management Command, Transpoetation
The approach developed was to collect data from die Engineering Agency's (MTMCTEA) Transportability
exercise for use in die wargaming model JANUS to Analysis Reports Gienerator model (TARGETP~us) and
modth supplemental equipment in a post-exercise Air Mobilit Comsmand's (AMC) Mobility Analysis
analysis. Support System (MASS) model to predict unit movement

requirements, strategic airif requirements, and closure
David K. Hugus times.
GENCORP Aerojet Electronics Systems Plant A base run is analyzed, followed by exploratory
P.O0. Box 296usnu ein-os, concept. Force designs
1100 W. Hoflyvale Street are changed to inprove lethality, survivability,
Azusa. California 91702 deployability, sustainability, and tacica mobilit. The
Phone: (B18) 812-2937; FAX: (818) 969-9010 analysis produces two objective force demsigs one

hugutlpot~ae~oomLightweight and one middleweight. The results support
additional combat model tnsn widi each of die force

Cmn your Swyi'bigy Aalsb Sauyfr designs only 75% deployed, and possibly only 50%
This paper examines the interaction among losses, deployed, to asses these force designs' abilit to conduact

loss exchange ratios, and final force ratio. It notes that opposed entry misson.
losses are often controlled by tactical input to computer
models. This te to confound survivability and Michael Kelly
damg done to the enemy force. A suggestion is made Commandant, Armor School
to control for loss exchange ratios and total damage to ATTN: ATSB-SBZ-B
die enemy force so that die real survivability among Building 1468-A, Room 304
alternatives can be examined. The suggestion involves a Fort Knox, KY 40121-5220
combination a( calculations and computer output. Phone: 502.624-250; DSN 464

FAX: 502.624-5860
Rebecca Jones
Military Traffic Management Command Mounted War*&*dn Trainin and Lmadr Develope*
720 Thimble Shoals Blvd, Suite 130 in SlnAMslutin
Newport News, VA 23606 Department of Defense (DoD) needs to train and
Phone: $04-599-1111I; DSN 927 synchronize. the total force to maximize die synergisma of
FAX: 804-599-164 die total forces capability. However, DOD will be
rwjoe%tafs06.namcteao3bailys-emh3.army.dI unable to train in the later as it has in the Past.

Environmental concerns, r"od budgets, higher
Len Wen Manever (LAM 1#4 Depeynung Aaalyk training costs, more- conplex weapons systems requiring

National Military Strateg (NMS) requires die increased land and range requirements for training, will
Army possess capability to rapidly deploy and inset force us to reconsider how we train the total force.
*fist to AWh forces that are more deployable, lethal, Training at the joint level with the integration of coalition
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farers beeofore executable only on a limited wale may The UAV Joint Program Offies is developing a
be tnezonoble in di. tMw except in simulation. CR-UAV to support US Army and US Maime Corps

Given Contingency Missions, die fure CATS (USMC) reconnaissance operations at the brigade
focues on die inegration of CBT/CS/CSS, echelon. The Department of Defense tasked die USMC
Heavy/Ai8ht/SO. Air FbcclNavy/USMC and Allies. to conduct a joint CO A in support of the CR-UAV
MT anmlatin pla allows leader and staffs to idenify program. This LIA is a comparatively analysis of

Courss,4-AcAtion in response to die contingency, possible logistics impacts caused by filding a CR-UAV
develop Ibe METL and train it in die time available, system. It only looks at the proposed system to be
deign de correct force muctr, train die courses of fielded in die Army. It does net address maqower and
action, and evaluate uo prior to deployment. personel, or training m s associated wi fleing a
Therefore, simulation, in the futers, not only trains in CR-UAV system.
de traditional soon, it necessarily becomes a combat The LIA will determine ie comparve
rehealrsa system. differeno among the following dtree alternatives:

l)Bae Cae (BC), US Army fore projected to 1999, but
Gerald Klopp widiout UAV support at die brigade echelon;
TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC) 2)Alternative 2, BC force with the CR-UAV system
Director, TRAC-Fort Lee added to support die brigade; 3)Alternative 3, BC force
ATrN: ATRC-LS with the Short Range UAV added to support die brigade.
Fort Lee, VA 238016140 Measures of performance include the following
Phone: 804-765-1838; FAX: 804-765-1456 characteristics: 1)Calculated reliability and

maintainability; 2)Deployability; 3Yrranspoutability;
Recensn sten Anauns of US Army Forces - 1999 4)Force structure impacts; S)lntia stockages of class IX.

The f1ll of die Bedin Wall in 1989 followed by The measure of effectiveness from a logistics point of
the dissolution of the former Soviet Union necessitated a view will be operational availability. Decision makers
clume in our National Military Strategy. The United will complete an analytical hierarchy survey (pairwise
Staes will rely on projectig military forces from within comparison) which will be used to prioritized the
its continental boundaries to support two nearly- attributes, Multiple attribute decision making techniques
simltaneu Major Regional Coulicts (MRC) while will be used to determine the best alternative foma

cn= -y supporting L Regional Conflicts logist pic t of view.
worldwide. With the likelihood of mr
Congressionally-mandued reductions in United States Derek Konczal
military end strength, the mmber of Active Duty Army TRAC-PAD-OAC
units my decrease by 1999. Thereafter, if two MRCs ATTN: ATRC-FP
occur nealy simaltaneously, selected Army units my be Ft Leavenworih,KS 66027-5200
required to deploy to one conflict, perform their mission Phone: 913-6844234; DSN 552
(combat, combat support, combat service support), FAX: 913-684-2344
reconstitute and rapidly redeploy to a completely KONCZALDOTRACER.ARMY.MIL
differet part of die world for a second war. Analysis is
needed to assess the tasks, requisite resources and Force Factdtr For Operadenz Other 7hen War
strategic risk associated with the reconstitution of these In this post Soviet era, the US Armed Forces are
selected Army units. This analysis wil include a review finding themselves performing more missions in
of current Army doctrine suppored by experience from Operations Other Man War (ooTW). While these
Add commanders from Operation Just Cause, Operation operations have many requirements that are
Dese Sbidd/Desert Storm, and selected others. common in traditional combat operations, OOTW do
Various sitatioes wil be examined ranging from both have unique asxts that inyct force structure decisions.
MRCs starting simultaneously to where one MRC begins Currently, there are no tools to analyze force
severa weeks after the end of the first MRC. Resulting requirements for these types of
ranges of mom refined reconstitution des and the operations.
effects of doages in unit erial to r atituon wil The Force Facilitator For Operations Other Than
be analyzed in coat modelin of TRADOC Theater War is an automated tool to assist staff officers to
Resoluto Scenaios. Resultig risn (changes to combat determine force structure requirements for OOTW. The
loa) will be assessed. tool will be IBM or compatible microcomputer based.

The tool will be "mission and task driven,' i.e., the type
L* ldcs Impec Analysi 4JA) for e ose Range of mission will determine the specified and implied tasks
Unaonned Ami Vhicl (CR-VA Cot and that need to be accomplished. The requirements of these
Eesthe Analysis (CORA)
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bobh wU be aotimied with uit' capbabiiis that no"s included bate samr rezcenoile ction
diss an .Management of SAMr assets, ad processing and analysis

The purpose of dii. briefis to provide a of. reors The KEW fuanctional ame model provides the
Sessnal Overview of the tool, to review Ihoeraa analyst a tool for studying doe operational effiectiveness
hisses learned iath tOo"l's development, ad to Of iatligsaoe yms sa" proessess within a con"e

Iect die tool's capability. Msution. How closely Ibe JEW functonal ae modul
approximates conba intelligence on the battlefield ns

wwm Knocek examined. Typically. the eawetivemes of the JEW
TRADOC Analysis Center (MRAC) during combat modeling ns viewed in tema of timely
sce@a"& and Wargaaing Center (SWC) . maneuver actions taken in remspoe to the perceived
Director, SWC dir ead in tema of doe accuracy and timeslineui of the
A7TN: ATRC-SW target acsoion" information provided go the fire support

Ft-Laavenwort, Ks 66027-5200 assets. The relationships between JEW ad other
Phone: 913-64-4015; DSN 552 functional areas represented in die odlam examined.
FAX: 913-684-4011

911d eraerarmy.mail Ronald Magee
TRADOC Analysis Center (TMC)

Mh ABCA Scenade Studies and Analysis Center (SAC)
Scensma and Wargaming Center baa supported Director, SAC

the Ameruican, British, Canadian, and Australian (ABCA) ATTN: ATRC-SAA
Quaduipartife Working Group, (QWG) with scenario Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200
efforts for more than two Year. The scenarios ame Phone: 913-684-5426; DSN 552
designed to assst die ABCA QWG develop concepts for FAX: 913-684-3866

stadadiatonagreements ad planas that allow those maeeOtracerarmy.ml
ations to cooperate in engagements ranging from

Operations Other Than War to mji-iaensity conventional Ceamarad and CenbWl VeicleX (O W~C and
basinse. GPeinieAl4 4Ofrcew Aaaby* (COlA) (Mezmnum

This paper briefly describes the backgroundl of die and Earperse* Ckauate,*s)
mON Ifecent scenario effort, the scenari development A major deficiency moted from Operation Desert
criterite scenario overview, and some analytical Storm was die inability of the current M577A2 command
issutes that the scenario supports. The scenario provides post to -kep pace wi the tempo Of *Ae baedl. While
a realistic, reasonable, and robust setting hor examnng this indicates die insaeqacy of the current C41 systm
the activities of rapiuly dsloayed ABCA forces at to apply the efficiencies of enhuanced technology and
brigade, division and corps level. It generates automation, it also reflects upon the mobility capeaiiy
Opposaities for analysis of doctrine, orgauization, of the current command posts. in fact, at the onset of
equipment, and command and Control issues across aI the requirement analysis, the pric*Wl isue for die C2V
spectrum of combat itesiy, was considered to be mobility.

The topi of this paper is to discuss a portion of
KerrTY Lenrisage die TRAC analysis, tha is die technique used to

TRADOC ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ %OW dnlssCne A)dtr inete thresaold and objective values of the
Operations Analysis Center (OAC) mobility parameter and the respective performance hor
Director, OAC each of five C2V alternatives. As a result of the
ATTN: ATRC:FP analysis, mobility was furthr refined to be coruyried of
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200 two attributes: the ability to move; and die ability to
Phone: 913-684-2424; DSN 552 physically thpaedipaede CP. Our mediodoloV
FAX: 913-664-2344 lNked a TRADOC standard scenario, gaming nan output
lenniztgkOtaceramy.mil of a combat simulation model, and results of a mobility

"asssment of the C2V alternatives conducted by the
11W Punened Area Medel (PAM) Waterways Experiment Station, (Vicksburg, MI). A

During the period 19*8-i99, die vecto in amnple algorithm of tactical deison rules was then used
Cosmander (VIC) modeling team lctdat the in a amp exercise (MAPEX) to integrate the model runs
TRADOC Analysis Command, White Sands Missile and the mobility anaysis withi the context of the
Rasags, implemented requirements established by di scenrimo to explore the threshold and objective values
U.S. Armsy Intelligence Cetrand School (JJSMCS). associated with the movement and emplacement
Port Huacauca, to upgrade the intelligence electronic characteristics.
warfar (MEW) functional area. Model enhuancements
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Arno TaNdkel Miski Syss (A TACMS) Cast and (HAREM) in both clear and dagradd conditions.
Opeadm d Effedean Anabib (CODA) HAREM is a high resolution combined arms combat

The Army Tactical Mosile System (ATACMS) simulation copa of representing up to 1000 combat
Milestone IV Cost and Operational Effetivess systems aloua with its supporting artillery, helicopters,
Analysis (COEA) was conducted to support acquisition close air support, etc. Modeling methodologies and
decisions for the improved ATACMS. Specifically, the shadKy results will be presented.
MS IV COEA supported di Army decision to approve
or not approve engineering and manufacturing Reginald Morrison
development of the improved ATACMS. The Coleman Research Corporation
methodology used in conducting this COEA consisted of 213 Delaware, Suite C-2
six interrelated parts: )trgt net analysis; 2)perwemance Leavenworth, KS 66048
analysis; 3)effectiveneas andysis; 4)theater and quantities Phone: 913-651-0000
analysis; S)cost analysis; 6)cost and effectiveness analysis FAX: 913-651-3929
integration. schmidt~rc.com

The study issue imposed by Department of Army
and answered in the study were: M4ab m a d Deplyaseat Med

a. What are the contributionsibenefits of In the light of recent and ongoing Army force
Improved ATACMS (with APAM warhead) to joint stucture reductions and a shift to a force projection
precision strike operations against joint TMD targets strategy, a clear need exists for a model which assists the
(missiles, TELs, resupply vehicles, etc.), C31 sites, staff in rapidly developing and evaluating alternatives for
logistics sites (mcluding FARPS), and lightly armored mobilizing and deploying Army forces.
targets. The Combined Arms Command (CAC) at Fort

b. What procurement quantities of Improved Leavenworth, KS recently completed a study which
ATACMS are necessary to meet warfighting and established the methodology and data base requirements
peacekeeping requirements? for a fast-running tool to enable the examination of Army

C. What is the cost effectiveness of Improved problems associated with the Army force projection
ATACMS? strategy. This paper summarizes die methodology which

d. What is the sensitivity of alternatives to ThE? forms the basis for a Mobilization and Deploymet
Model (MODEM) which will be a personal computer-
based model that assists force designers and operational

Chamey McKearn and strategic operators and planners in the rapid
Hughes Missile Systems Company development and simulation of mobilization and
8433 Fallbrook Ave deployment of alternative contingency force packages to
Building 262, Mail Station C-27 potential or actual worldwide trouble spots. This
Canoga Park, CA 91304-0445 mobilization and deployment model will allow the user
Phone: 818-7024594; FAX: 818-7024831 to:

- Select units for deploymen
C Fagr F mly Fbv - Examine mobilization requirements

During Operation Desert Storm 23.6% of the - Build logistical sustainment packages
U.S. forces" deaths and 15.4% of the wounded were - Calculate movement/deployment times
caused by fiticide or fire from other friendly forces. - Estimate the build up of combat power over

This study was conducted in two phases, the first phase time relative to the threat.
was to determine die major causes of fraricide and to The paper describes the model design with
look across the Hughes product lines and within the associated user input processes, data manipulation and
research laborories to determine what technologies exist output processes which contribute to the overall
or are on the drawing boards that can be brought to bear methodology to perform these operations. It describes
on this problem. The second phase was to perform a the design functionalities of Data Base Update,
cost and operational effectiveness analysis on the Contingency Force Assembler/Mob'dizer, Deployer,
concepts generated in Phase I to determine which was Combat Capabidity/COFM Estimator, and
tie most cost effective approach. Three primary Review/Print Modules which allow die user to conduct
candidates wer evaluated, a coded laser interrogator and contingency force analyses.
a modulated retrorefiector; a coded laser interrogator and
an RF transponder; and a MMW interrogator with a Kent Pickett
MMW transponder. These candidates were evaluated in TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC)
a TRADOC approved scenario using the Hughes Operations Analysis Center (OAC)
Amiarm r Requirements and Effectiveness Model ATTN: ATRC-F
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Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200 for harnessing and leveraging DIS capabilidea to improve
Phone: 913-684-4595; DSN 552 advanced concept development; research, development
FAX: 913-684-2344 and acquisition; and force redesign vital to Force XXI.
pickk racer army.mil

Lin CON thes w Mefd, *Wh Viuwi Simead Edward Thurman and Sara TidlA
£vhwnmsan for Aabsis$: 77. Eek/BDS-D Project Director, Concepts and Doctrine

The presentation will describe the TRAC project U.S. Army Commnd and General Staff College
to dynamically link the corps-level deterministic Atta: ATZL-SWW
imiais, Eagle, with the virtual simulation, Battlefield Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027

Distributed Simuladon-Developmental (BDS-D); focusing Phone: 913-684-4887; DSN 552
oa the development of an interface between a FAX: 913-6844257
consructive model and a virtual distributed simulation. Thunnane@leav-emh.army.mil
Desip and implementation of the interface will be
described A short video will demonstrate the interface. Impact of Emerging Doetrne on Army Analysis
The Presenttion will also describe the potential For the past forty-five years the US Army has
applications of synthetic environments created by linking focused its energy on a potential future conflict with the
comnuctive and virtual simulations for analysis of Soviet Union. This task was an immense one which has
weapon systems, concepts, doctrine, tactics, and force had an impact on virtually every aspect of our doctrine,
sArctures. A topic of discussion will also include training, organizational structure, leadership and
insights into problems facing analysts working in this equipment. Underpinning the many decisions made
mixed simulation environment, during this era has been a robust analytical mechanism

which provided the critical insight needed by our senior
John Riente leaders as they developed an Army which ultimately won
Deputy Chief of Staff Operations and Plans the Cold War.
DAMO-ZD The Cold War, however, is over. The strategic
400 Army Pentagon environment has fundamentally changed. The threat is a
Washington, IDC 20310-0400 new and diverse one. We have smaller forces which
Phone: 703-6974113; DSN 227 must be projected into a theater before they can confront
FAX: 703-614-9044 an enemy. The force must not only be capable of
io00,t1PI 2.army.mil fighting our nation's wars; it must be equally effective in

operations other than war. New analytical challenges
Leverginbg Distriuted Interactve Simulations in Force face us-many will require new methods. Once again the
XxI Army analysis community will be called upon to assist

America's 21st Century army, currently referred our senior leaders make the right decisions as we move
to as Force XXI, will evolve as the Department of the into the future.
Army reexamines all echelons, all components and all This paper will briefly examine the evolving role
activities of Today's Force. This assessment will of Army analysis in meeting the demands of the post
examine the need to reengineer ourselves from the Cold War era. The paper will initially highlight the
foxhole to the industrial base. Battle command and Cold War challenge and analytical efforts used to
control will be intensively analyzed because information, overcome it. The paper will then discuss emerging
intelligently used, can lead to responsive application of issues requiring near term study. Finally, the monograph
the right combat power to generate overwhelming will examine the evolving role and methods of Army
lethality and to minimize casualties. The Army plans to analysis as we structure an Army for the 21st Century.
use DIS and the power of information technology to
dsro and integrate the distributed knowledge of the WG 11 - Special Operations, Low Intensity
emire defunse community on common synthetic Conflict
b~atfeld to identify what military capabilities need to Chair: August Jannarone, Consultant
be developed1 acquired, trained and maintained for Force Choie: 8g t-677Cn37
XX The unencumbered sharing of knowledge will Phone: 813-677-8537
permit a leap to a higher level of integration and
increased innovation across the domains of: research and MAJ James Molnar

concept exploration; doctrine and requirement Joint Warfighting Center

generation; materiel development and acquisition; Hurlburt Field, FL, 32544-5253
education and training; and battlefield planning; and Phone: (904) 864-2944; FAX: (904) 884-5227

execution. This presentation lays out the Army's concept
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SOPNET-JCM lnterace Pojed Phone: (813) 828-3167; FAX: (813) 828-3904
This is a program to develop and demonstrate a

shared synthetic battlefield across a distributed Special Operutis M the Joint C lit Mode UCM)
communcat'os network using Distributed Interactive More difficult than model development, perhaps,
Simlation (DIS) protocols between a high fidelity. is determining the beat applications of high resolution
virtual Special Operations Forces (SOF) Inter Simulation dynamic analysis. Although important advances are
Network (SOFNET) aircraft simulation system, and a being made in simulation and modeling techniques, the
theater-luvel constructive simulation, the Joint Conflict -too-hard-to-dow box is still not empty. The intense data
Model (JCM). The principal goal is to allow CINC or requirements for high resolution simulations will continue
JTF staffs and SOF aircrews to perform mission review to be an issue as new equipment and force structure are
and rehearsal coordination within the context of a developed. Parametric data development, however, will
wargame or real world event. be only one of the obstacles to detailed combat modeling.

Adequate representation of how new systems are
MSGT John Fedrigo incorporated into different force structures and doctrinal
HQ, Air Force Security Police Agency concepts will be far more challenging. The portrayal of
8201 H Avenue SOF in the JCM as discrete elements of larger conflicts
Kirtland AFB, NM, 87117-5664 is a significant step.
Phone: (505) 846-2920; FAX: (505) 846-0648

Kevin B. Wilshere
SOP in the SEES Model BDM Federal, Inc.

The Security Exercise Evaluation System (SEES) 1501 BDM Way
is a real-time, interactive, entity-level simulation that McLean, VA 22102-3204
may be used to conduct protective force training and site Phone: (703) 848-5625; FAX: (703) 848-6666
security analysis. the Model-Test-Model process is used
as a basis for running exercises to consider the validity Special Operations Modeling & Analysis: New
of SEES as a simulation of airbase security operations. Requirements, New Approaches
SOF uses includes determining the preferred mix of In 1993, BDM demonstrated the utility of a new
technology, tactics and manpower to provide effective generation of modeling techniques in conducting special
detection, identification, assessment, delay, and response operations analysis. BDM is currently underway
in preventing the direct or indirect penetration of limited applying and expanding this modeling methodology to
and exclusion areas. deal with a wider range of SOF issues. Objectives of

this current effort include: Analysis of non-traditional
MJ James Molnar military issues in low intensity conflict, including hostage
Joint Warfighting Center rescue and civilian involvement in combat operations;
Hurlburt Field, FL, 32544-5253 combat effectiveness tradeoff studies of different
Phone: (904) 884-2944; FAX: (904) 884-5227 insertion/extraction platforms, communications devices,

special reconnaissance techniques, and weapons systems;
Use of a Combat Model in a Humanitarian Assistance sensitivity analysis of operations across different warfare
or Dister Relief Scenario environments and intensities; and recommendations for

The roles and missions of the US military are the incorporation of PSYOP and civil affairs in
undergoing changes to cope with the new world order. force-on-force modeling. This presentation will provide
Senior military commanders have expressed a pressing information on the current status of the METRIC model,
requirement for computer simulations to help train high as well as a summary of in-process analysis on scenario

level staffs in non-combat scenarios revolving around issues. Future analytical directions and model
humanitarian assistance or disaster relief. The Joint development plans will also be discussed.
Conflict Model has been used to demonstrate this idea.
Off-the-shelf combat simulations with flexible databases, CPT Tim Muehl
readily accessible to the user, allows users to develop Naval Postgraduate School
training scenarios for humanitarian assistance or disaster Code 30, Bldg 235
relief missions, the new adversaries for these scenarios Monterey, CA 93943-5000
are famine and disease, rather than tanks and aircraft. Phone: (408) 646-2786; FAX: (408) 646-2458

MAJ Robert Budroe CA/PSYOP in Combat Model
HQ, USSOCOM (SOJ5-C) Military operations in Panama, Southwest Asia,
7701 Tampa Point Boulevard hurricane relief operations in Florida and humanitarian
MacDill AFB, FL 33621-5321 assistance missions in Somalia underscore the importance
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of civil affairs minions and psychological operations. and rehearsal capabilities on the ame system, which
Inclusion of CA and PSYOP capabilities into high must be deployable and tied to commn C31 channels.
resolution and agrpe level model will enhance
readiness of regional unified commands by allowing join Rodger Qualls
stafs t train to their regional inions with CA and US Army Space and Strategic Defense Command
PSYOP capabilities. The Joint Theater Level Simulation P.O. Box 1500
OTLS) will be evaluated as a platform or toithed for the Huntsville, AL 35807-3801
alg rithms developed. Phone: (205)-955-1715; FAX: (205) 955-5136

COL Terry Silveter Disauar henpredau Paning Progrnm
USAF Special Operations School Develop digitized mapping s and attribut
Hurlburt Field, FL 32544-00 databases designed to support intallations disaster
Phone: (904) 884-6620; FAX: (904) 884-7989 response missions. This program includes requirements

definition, database design and content, cartographic
TMe App&abilt of SOF in Peace Opadon issues and data collection for both installations and the

In attempting to edUcate Special operations forces surrounding geographic regions. The data coliectiou
(SOF) to plan for the future, it becomes obvious that we effort will determine both sources and collection methods
are planning in an era of uncertainty. In the "new world for spatial and attribute data. The project will deliver an
disorder" that is emerging, SOP must be educated and integrated database planning package to selected joint
prepared for "operations other than war" in addition to . installation and civilian community disaster planning
their standard role. What is the applicability of SOF in exercises, as well as a prototype automated disa
peace operations? This briefing attempts to define the planning tool.
current terms used in peace operations aNd propose the
applicability of SOF in peace opmi . The briefing COL Craig Hackett
focuses on the various environments and challenges the US CENTCOM (CCJS)
audience to identify indicators that the environment is 7115 South Boundary Boulevard
shifting to a different level of violence. The assumption Macil AFB, FL 33621-5101
is made that the leader must have knowledge of a shift Phone: (813) 828-5858; FAX: (813) 829-6375
in a timely manner so tactics can adapt in time to protect
the force and accomplish the mision. Vaflidaing Peaeetine Opemiatis

US CENTCOM has had the opportunity to
Greg Colvin conduct three successive "military operations other than
Lockheed Sanders war" within the past year and a half. Operations
MERIS-2350 PROVIDE RELIEF (airlift of humanitarian relief
P.O. Box 868 supplies to Somalia), RESTORE HOPE (Humanitarian
Nashua, NH 03061-0868 relief/security operations in Somalia), and U.S. support
Phone: (603) 885-9784; FAX: (603) 885-7861 of UNOSOM 11 were all planned and executed by

CENTCOM. The skills of the analytical community are
Laad/Air/Matkhme Planng and Rehwsal needed to help operational personnel resolve these
(LAMPREY) Systems diverse new tasks which are full of uncertainty,

This briefing will review automated computer ambiguity and risk. CENTCOM is currently assisting
technologies for mission planning, preview and mission TRAC in developing a decision aid that will analyze the
rehearsal for SOF. It will discuss the original philosophy type and size of units required to perform operations
for the Special Operations Planning and Rehearsal other than war. An additional requirement exists to
System (SOFPARS), canceled for land and maritime develop a logistics model to identify supplies and
components. The primary emphasis will be on planning transportation assets necessary to support a given
and mission preview for ground and sea forces, which mission. The briefer will discuss planning for operations
have challenging requirements and concepts over and other than war from the perspective of the primary joint
above air forces. The first requirement is for high planner responsible for the operations mentioned above.
resolution data, meaning one meter and less. The second
is for an automated process that follows joint, service Derek Konczal
and SOF doctrine. It is important to note that the U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Center
objective is not simulation or modeling, raher it is ATRC-FP
automation of mission planning and development of Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-5200
mission preview/relhersal capabilities. The paper will DSN: 552-4234; FAX: DSN 552-2344
address issues for the integration of air-land-sea planning
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Farce Facd~awtr f'r Opertas Ote Than War SOF operations. Recent modeling and simulation
In We post-Soviet era, U.S. ferns are finding support to a SOF CPX will be discussed. The

themselves performing more misiom in Operations presentation will provide several requirements identified
Other Than War. While the operations have many as ntical to mission planning for armed conflict and
requiremen that are commoa with m-re traditional peacekeeping operations.
combat operaons, they a have unque aspects at
impact force stutue decisions. Curendy, there ar no Vivian Baylor
tools to analyze force stuctre requirements for them Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant
types of operations. The Force Facilitator is an P.O. Box 2009
automated tool to assist the staff officer to determine Oak Ridge TN, 378314206
force scture requirements for operations other ham Phone: (615) 576-5293; FAX: (615) 574-5169
war. This tool is IBM microcompu- based, and will be
mission or task driven. The nruirt its for these tasks Oak Ridge Technologies to Support Tactical Miliary
will be optimized with unit ca ility to accomplish these Operatio
tasks. This briefing will provide an overview of the tool, The DOE's facilities at Oak Ridge, including Oak
review lessons learned in the development of the tool, Ridge National Laboratory, have been involved for a
and demonstrate its capability, number of years in the development of technologies and

system for use by the law enforcement, special
CAPT Anthony Kopacz operations and intelligence communities. Some of these
Joint Staff, JSIASD technologies have applications to tactical military
Washington, D.C., 20318-000 operations. To enhance tactical command and control,
Phone: (703) 695-9196; FAX: (703) 693-4601 Oak Ridge has developed prototype miniature

audiolvideo transmitting devices, using both infrared and
Contingency Aaalss Planiktg System (CAPS) radio frequency technology, in combination with a

In today's political environment, a computer thin-film power source that can be used in many field
based tool that provides a reasonable representation of applications where size, weight and power are critical.
peacetme contingency operations is needed. This tool Also prototyped is a secure communications system
should provide a method, development path, and relying on ultrasonic sound pressure. Oak Ridge has
implementation plan for analytical contingency planning. also worked on improving assault equipment with
Current governnunt models provide pieces of the advanced materials, making lightweight shields,
required method, but fall short of allowing the flexibility non-toxic custom ammunition, and lightweight scaling
and breadth of scope necessary to provide insights into 'quipment.
contingency alternatives in today's world. The
integration of biased exponential algorithms in CAPS will LA Col Roy Lower
allow joint analytical and planning communities to assess ODASD/PK-PE
rapidly the implications on contingency operations. Room 1C661, Pentagon
CAPS will give the planner a single tool to use for Washington D.C., 20301-2300
rapidly assessing alternative courses of action regarding Phone: (703) 695-2322; FAX: (703) 693-0519
specific contingency requirements. iIam Orgaton and Function of the Offce of

COL Gabriel Rouquie Assistn Secretary of Defense for Peacekeeping and
USEUCOM ECCS-AS Peace Enforcement
Unit 30400, Box 1000 This briefing will discuss the reorganization
APO AE 09128 within the Office of the Secretary of Defense that gave
Phone: 314-430-5353; FAX: 314-430-5296 birth to the ODASD/PK-PE, as well as the missions,

functions and organization within that office.
Modeling and Simulation Support for Special additionally, the various Task Forces that have been
Operations Forces established within OSD to handle ongoing peacekeeping

The USEUCOM Office of analysis and Simulation operations as well as the various working groups that
implicitly models the impact of SOF operations within OASD Peacekeeping is chairing in an attempt to establish
the context of a larger theater-level campaign. The overarching peacekeeping/peace enforcement policy
changing political-military situation in the EUCOM AOR direction.
has increased the requirement for high resolution models
to explicitly analyze SOF operations in support of WG 12 - Air Defense
planning, exercises and real operations. this presentation Chair: Lounell Southard, TRAC
will describe current techniques used to implicitly model Phone: 505-678-1461
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LTC Milt Johnson 300 Sparkman Drive
National Tet Facility P.O. Box 07007
730 Irwin Avenue Huntsville, AL 35807-7007
Falcon AFB, CO 80912-7300 Phone: (205) 726-1935; FAX: (205) 726-2241
Phone: (719) 380-3300; FAX: (719) 380-3219 E-mail: sam.mcnullyepobox.tbe.com

MAJ Rob Jassey Corps Sam Effectieness Agakist Crutse M&.,A
HQ NORADIUSSPACECOM/JSB Abstract not available.
Peterson Air Force Base, CO 80914
Phone: (719) 554-5651; DSN 692-5651 LTC Frank Caravella
FAX: (719) 554-9720; DSN 692-9720 US Army Air Defense Artillery School

ATTN: ATSA-CDC-F
Undexrstnd TMD Requirements and Concepts Fort Bliss, TX
through Waersming Phone: (915) 568-3150; DSN 978-3150

Acquisition of military systems is a lengthy and FAX: (915) 568-2647 ; DSN 978-2647
intensive process where the warfighter's original
operational requirements sometimes get lost. Threat Growing Influence of the 3rd-Dimension on the Modem
changes, budgetary constraints, fuzzy requirements, and Baftlefield
emerging technologies often lead to delivered systems For centuries, military leaders studied terrain and
that are more products of the developer's vision rather its impact on warfare. Until the twentieth century,
than the operator's approved incremental acquisition plan' military terrain analysis and its associated doctrine
that ultimately fulfills objective requirements. focused on the ground and its corresponding effects.

Today advances in distributed simulation and Many battles were won or lost because of local
virtual reality can improve that process by helping topographic conditions and the military leaders ability to
operators develop higher confidence requirements and assimilate the changing terrain. Alexander, Hannibal,
concepts. Simulations provide operators a unique Napoleon, and Lee were notable military leaders who
opportunity to place themselves into a pseudo understood terrain and used it to their advantage against
environment that reflects their current operations their enemies. Terrain analysis for these leaders was,
requirements and operational concepts. for the most part, a two dimensional problem. Slope,

USSPACECOM and others are using the soil, and t'afficability conditions were paramount.
wargaming capabilities at the National Test Facility to However, in the last century there has been a steady
resolve questions in the Capstone BMD and the BMD evolution in warfare. Modem warfare, through the
Concept of Operations. Besides a flexible facility, introduction of advanced weaponry, requires
adaptable to a variety of needs, a host of tools is contemporary commanders to prepare for war in ill
available to examine a variety of problems. The dimensions. How and why did this evolution take place?
Advanced Real-time Gaming Universal Simulation Also, why has the 3rd dimension gained so much
(ARGUS) is the cornerstone simulation that feeds the prominence in such a relatively short period in the
wargaming environment. ARGUS is a two-sided, history of armed conflict? This presentation will address
interactive gaming tool that provides realistic real-time these questions and more as we ascertain the importance
simulation capabilities to exercise BMD architectures and of the 3rd dimension in future warfare.
current concepts of employment against any number of
scenarios projecW by operator. ARGUS' advanced Mr. Sam McNully
distributed simulation capabilities provide an excellent Teledyne Brown Engineering
opportunity to take advantage of external simulation 300 Sparkman Drive
facilities as well. The X-motif environment and the P.O. Box 07007
software driven communication capabilities provide Huntsville, AL 35807-7007
operators the capability to explore man-machine Phone: (205) 726-3381; FAX: (205) 726-2241
interfaces that will support his decision processes and
communication plans designed to support command and Issues in Air Defense
control requirements. This discussion describes the Abstract not available.
genesis of the wargaming capabilities at the NTF, their
applications today, and the future opportunities MAa's Bruce Radford and David Votipka
wargaming will provide in resolving BMD issues. HQ USAFEIWPC

Unit 3050 Box 20
Mr. Sam McNully APO AE 09094
Teledyne Brown Engineering, Phone: DSN: 489-6217
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e-mail: votipkaramstein-wpc.af.mil of a theater or corps level fight fot the ground and air
elements.

T7e WPC L#eality MedudoloV DoD's emphasis on joint system acquisition
This paper describes the development of a new programs requires the conduct of weapons tradeoffs

surface to air missile (SAM) engagement model and across all the armed services and the functional arm
associated database for the air warfare simulation such as air defense, armored system and fire support
(AWSIM) at the Warrior Preparation Center (VPC). systems. The need for a joint operational effective
This project addressed many of the major weaknesses in combat model exists; ELAN*(Star - Sea Terrain AIR)
the development and use of various weapons system satisfies this need. ELAN* currently models air-to-air,
models in campaign and theater level computer assisted air-to-ground, ground-to-air, amphibious, naval and
exercises. The methodology is largely based upon ground maneuver operations. DMA terrain data and
procedures and techniques currently used by U.S. and AMSAA BRL weapons data are used to model terrain
NATO science and technology centers for hi-fidelity and weapon systems. The presentation will address the
modeling, adapted to the WPC's thester/campaign level changing analysis needs for weapon systems acquisition
war simulations. The methodology describes a weapon's and how ELAN* can support these needs.
basic physical characteristics, provides a systematic
means to quantitatively measure the human influence on MAJ Paul E. Tabler
both the weapon and the target, and finally it provides a Force Applications Division
means to show the impact of environmental factors such Air Force Studies and Analysis Agency
as velocity and spatial relationships between the shooter Room 1D380
and target. The result is a more realistic reflection of the 1570 Air Force Pentagon
complex human, equipment and environmental Washington, DC 20330-1570
interactions on the modem battlefield, rather than an Phone: (703) 695-5282; DSN 227-5282
equipment vs equipment result. A major portion of this FAX: (703) 697-1226; DSN 227-1226
work involved defining terms and establishing parameters e-mail: tabler~afsa.hq.af.mil.
used in the model. From this theoretical work, a set of
useful and accurate mathematical tools were developed to Analysis of a Multi-Layer Theater Air Defense (TAD)
assess and establish realistic weapons parameters and Capabi&ly
provide useful guidance to database and exercise TAD is defense of a theater from theater ballistic
planners. These tools also provided an accurate and missiles (TBMs), cruise missiles, air-to-surface missiles,
measurable way to verify and validate the computer and aircraft. This analysis focused on TBMs, but
algorithms. included the other TAD threats. Few capabilities exist

today-primarily PATRIOT and, to a much lesser degree,
Mr. Jim Kolding Scud TEL I killer missions. Many potential systems on
Teledyne Brown Engineering the horizon have different capabilities and significantly
300 Sparkman Drive different costs. In light of the restricted defense budget,
P.O. Box 07007 only the most cost effective mix of systems can afford to
Huntsville, AL 35807-7007 be developed, integrated, and fielded. This analysis was
Phone: (205) 726-2893; FAX: (205) 726-2241 conducted to provide an objective cross-service
e-mail: jim.kolding0pobox.tbe.com assessment of current and projected TAD systems. The

systems were employed within their specific layers, such
ELAN* as an Air Defense Tool a Attack Operations or Terminal Defense, to assess their

The current world political situation has shifted capabilities. The model considered-by layer-the Pk of
the focus from global to theater defense. This the systems, between-layer kill assessments, Buy-In and
redirection combined with limited funding and time has 15-year O&M costs, and a new concept called Blue
heightened the need for quick reaction force-on-force Protection. Blue Protection is a measure of the potential
combat modeling to support interlintra service tradeoff damage negated by TAD capabilities. The results of the
analyses needed for weapon systems acquisition. ELAN* analysis were the costs and resulting Blue Protection
is a medium resolution division level and below Joint from an enemy attack. These two measures of
Combat model which can be used to analyze AD systems effectiveness were used to determine the cost
with regard to weapon systems eff~ctiveness, tactical effectiveness domain and provide decision makers with

techniques and procedures, and operational or information on:
organizational concepts. It's battle box has been a How cost effective are the various system in
expanded from a 20 km x 20 km area to a 100 km x 100 term of Blue Protection?
km box to allow for operational force effectiveness views E What is the short- and long-term impact of

various solutions?
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a What is the impact of various force structures Robert A. Davison
a Blue Protection? Hughes Aircraft Company

P.O. Box 3310
COL Rich Hardy Fullerton, CA 92634
Joint Tet Director Phone: (714) 732-8700; FAX: (714) 7328711
OSD JADO JEZ(JTF)
Eglin Air Force Base, FL 32542-5000 Derbiado of &e Diutsed Ar/UMbsile Defense
Phone: (904) 882-5687; DSN $72-5687 Ceace$
FAX: (904) 882-W460/6241; DSN 872-8460/6241 The U.S. Army is restructuring its doctrine,

shifting toward contingency operaions; and durat forces
Jel Air D4fene Opermais are modernizing to integrate new technologies into their

The Joint Air Defense Operaions/Joint air and missile weaponry. As a result, die batlefield of
Engagement Zone Joint Test Force JADO/JEZ JTF was the future will be one in which widely dispersed, highly
chartered by OUSD DDDR&E (T&E) in October 1990 mobile forces will require equally dispersed, yet
to investigate and evaluate the concept of joint air integrated, mobile air/theater missile defense systems to
defense operations based on various hostile aircraft protect them from air and missile attack. A new system
identfication techniques and procedures. All four concept, identified as Distributed Air/Missile Defense,
Services are actively participating in the Joint Test and provides opportunities for that protection while
Evaluation (T&E) Program to operationally test and maximizing the survivability of air/theater missile
evaluate alternatives for implementing a JEZ. defenses so they can fight subsequent battles.

The JEZ concept eliminates separate engagement Distributed air/theater missile defense has four
zones. It also eliminates reliance on restrictive airspace key features:
control procedures to provide friendly ID through the 0 Physically distribute BM/C31 elements and
application of Positive Hostile Identification (PHID) operations
Rules of Engagement (ROE). The PHID ROE restricts • Three-dimensional, multi-function, netted
engagements to those targets that have been positively sensors
identified to or by the operator as hostile. The PHID U Autonomous, terminal homing seeker missiles
ROE is supported by Target Signature Systems (TSSs) U A digital data communications/distribution
which are physics-based hostile aircraft identification system
systems that can be used either in JEZ or FEZ/MEZ Based on trade-off studies, implementation of this
operations. A hostile ID can be obtained either directly concept results in several opportunities for improved
from organic sources or indirectly from higher echelon, force effectiveness:
Hostile IDs can result from target attributes (i.e., visual a Defense of much larger areas with far greater
ID or pint of origin) or by observance of a hostile act or firepower.
intent. 5 Significantly improved resource allocation and

The approved JADO /JEZ JT&E Test Design is firepower concentration - providing Battalion-wide global
based on a single and broad critical operational issue engagement optimization.
(COI): "When and how can the effectiveness of SAMs • Reduced command centralization - minimizing
and fighters operating under JADOIJEZ with a PHID decision reaction tine, and attack saturation.
rule of engagement be significantly improved over the a Robust survivability - significantly
effectiveness with current tactics, techniques, and complicating the threat's attack options.
procedures (TTP)?* a Facilitation of mission tailoring of tactical

This presentation provides emerging test results in deployments.
terms of attrition, fratricide, survivability, and allocation This paper describes several of the effectiveness
of resources. The results of this first fully instrumented as well as cost trade-offs that were performed to derive
and documented air defense testing ever undertaken are this conceptual architecture and provides insights into
providing the operational community and decision makers why it is a candidate solution for future air/missile
with valuable information on, and potential solutions to, defense systems.
air defense problems.

Mr. Fred Ahrens
Clyde P. Molloy Hughes Missile Systems Company
Hughes Aircraft Company P.O. Box 2507
6044 Gateway Blv. East, Suite 500 Pomona, CA 91769-2507
El Paso, TX 79905-2016 Phone: (909) 945-8377; FAX: (909) 945-7890
Phone: (915) 779-0088; FAX: (915) 772-0838
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A Mwure of Effecewas for Threat Receisusance chosen for this analysis was the Situationally Interactive
UAVs Combat Model (SICM). Several scenarios and RedIBlue

A measure of effeciveness for threat force ratios were used to verify the robustness of the
e surveillance, and target acquisiton analysis performed and to avoid being mission specific.

(RSTA) unmaned aerial vehicles (UAV) is required to The product of this analysis is a database that combat ID
project threat capabilities and match air defense counter- decision makers can use to address key ID performance
RSTA requirements. This paper proposes Area Search questions.
Rate as a useful measure for projecting threat UAV loiter
altitudes, ranges, and reconnaissance effectiveness. The Ms. Jean Eyink, Mr. Chuck Sadowski, and Mr. Phil
measure is easily computed from the technical and Meteer
physical limitations of airborne passive imaging sensors, Veda, Incorporated
and operational variables, using the AQUIRE 5200 Springfield Pike, Suite 200
methodology from CECOM Center for Night Vision and Dayton, Ohio 45431-1289
Electro-Optics (C2NVEO). A relationship to Koopman's Phone: (513) 476-3533; FAX: (513) 476-3577
search width concept allows evaluation of UAV fleet
effectiveness over wide areas. An example of an Mr. Byron Overfield
optimization of loiter altitude illustrates the measure's WL/AART-I
use. Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6543

Phone: (513) 255-4794; FAX:(513) 476-4339
Ms. Debbie Hall and Mr. Chuck Sadowski
Veda, Incorporated Non-Monotaxific Results is a S.chastic Simulatlio
5200 Springfield Pike, Suite 200 This presentation describes a stochastic simulation
Dayton, Ohio 45431-1289 analysis being conducted for Wright Laboratory which
Phone: (513) 476-3533; FAX: (513) 476-3577 tests the performance characteristics of an air-to-air

combat ID system. This analysis specifically addresses
Mr. Byron Overfield three performance factors involving the ID of aircraft by
WL/AART-I other aircraft: ID range, the ID declaration rate, and the
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6543 confidence level that the (declared) ID is correct. Some
Phone: (513) 25S-4794; FAX: (513) 476-4339 of these ID performance factor combinations produced

counter-intuitive results. For example, we will describe
Seting Requirements for Probability of ID in Air-o-Air cases where improved ID systems produced poorer
Combat - The Results of an Ideifcation Probability mission effectiveness. This phenomena (non-
Anaysis monotonistic behavior) has been seen in some

The motivation for the Identification Probability deterministic modeling results, with experts postulating
Analysis came from the user, Air Combat Command everything from 'this won't happen in stochastic models'
(ACC) who were tasked to answer questions concerning to 'the phenomena will be worse in stochastic
air-to-air target ID confidence and other probabilistic ID simulations.' This briefing includes a discussion of the
parameters. Traditionally, both the user community and history of the phenomena, a description of this particular
the technology development community worked toward a ID analysis, the stochastic model and simulation
99% (or greater) confidence value for the sensor's ID. techniques used, non-monotonic observations in the
However, there has been no analysis or hard data to results, efforts made to investigate the causes and cures,
support such a number (or any number). For example, if and conclusions based on experience to date. This
a new ID technology could work three times as often at briefing will be of prime interest to the modeling and
97% for one third the cost of a 99"% confidence ID simulation community, C31 attrition modelers, and
system, which would a fighter pilot rather have? ACC combat analysts experiencing similar trends in their
needed sound data to begin to address probabilistic ID results.
specifications to support future ID hardware and software
development efforts, and there was none available. Mr. James D. Soash

The Non-Cooperative Target Identification Hughes Aircraft Company
(NCTI) Program Office at Wright Laboratory initiated P.O. Box 3310
the Identification Probability Analysis in response to this Fullerton, CA 92634
need. The objective off this analysis is to quantify the Phone: (714) 732-8696; FAX: (714) 732-8711
sensitivity of mission effectiveness to changes in ID
performance. The item of highest interest is the effect Mr. Robert A. Davison
on mission accomplishment and fratricide caused by Hughes Aircraft Company
reducing ID confidence. The computer simulation P.O. Box 3310
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Fullrton, CA 92634 'Precision Strike' can be coi d enabling
Pbomu (714) 7324700; FAX: (714) 732-8711 technologies to effectively conduct attack operations, and

can be utilized by each of the services employing their
Cw b " m .of XnaW Sexssn S TIoJaer Air Defense unique assets. The DDR&E Science & Technology
Ps Low-Ahus Targ ts Program has defined the Precision Strike Thrust as: 'The

The purpose of his Hughes sdy is to provide an desire for reduced casualties, economy of force, and
objective ass=eme of the contribution of ground-based fewer weapons platforms demands that we locate high-
and elevated (airborne) sensors to successful engagement value, ime-senitive, fixed and mobile targets and then
of low-alftitude air threads by surface-based, theatr air destroy them with a high degree of confidence within
defene systems. Shudy focus is on the potential tactically useful tinelines."
contribution of elevated sensor options to the defense Hughes has undertaken an internal,
mission as a function of various sensor types, platforms, study to assess the unique requirements of the Precision
threats, and associated ground-baed system elements. Strike mission.
Parameters such as the number of elevated and other The objective is to define an end-to-end functional
eganic sensors in e defense sym, sensor detection architecture which will support the detection, targetng
range and altitude, threat types and numbers, and defense and engagement of time-critical ground targets, and to
employment geometry are examined, assess leveraging technologies to show the benefit of

Overall scope of analysis includes: specific systems integrated within the architecture.
a Review of potential theater defense laydowns Hughes has defined a sensor-to-shooter

(assets, sensors, C3, launchers, etc.) in Korea, SW Asia, architecture which incorporates wide-area surveillance,
and FRO scenario areas, tactical reconnaissance, intelligence and planning,

* Development of baseline line-of-sight (LOS) command and control, and weapon delivery, and has
performance for the ground-based and elevated sensor developed a spreadsheet analysis tool which can be used
platforms, to assess system performance tradeoffs using relevant

* Summary of LOS perfonnance measures top-level measures of effectiveness.
(MOP) for individual and combined sensor suites
consisting of ground-based and elevated sensors vs low- MAJ Keith Solveson, Ms. Barb Bormolini
altitude theater threats, U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Center

I Comparison of LOS MOP with engagement- ATTN: ATRC-SAA
related target track requirements, Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027

a Assessment of the adequacy of candidate AD Phone: (913) 684-5426; DSN 552-5426
sensors to support minimum track requirements for FAX: (913) 684-3866; DSN 52-3866
successful threat engagement, and e-mail: solvesoktracer.army.mil

* Relate findings to insights f-omt earlier
elevated sensor studies (SOTAS, PAVE MOVER, FAAD Patriot Advanced apabfty Lvd 3 CORA
Masked Target Sensor). The TRADOC Analysis Center conducted the

Study results highlight the significant impact of PAC-3 COEA in two phases. Phase I analyzed the PGP
terrain masking on sensor coverage, target acquisition and initial PAC-3 Operational Requirements Document
and tracking performance, and overall defense (ORD) requirements. It also determined that the PAC-2
effectiveness, missile and Guidance Enhanced Missile could not meet

PAC-3 ORD requirements. The issues of battle
Mr. David A. Beerman management (1BM); C31; training; manpower; reliability,
Hughes Aircraft Co. availability, and maintainability; procurement; force
Aerospace & Defense Sector (Radar Systems) structure impacts; deployability; and mobility were also
Phone: (310) 334-6297; FAX: (310) 334-2115 examined. Phase B examined the Multunode Missile

(MMM) and the Extended Range Interceptor (ERINT) in
Preson Stke In Sapport of Theater Air Defewse greater detail against a more stressing threat. Its

The four pillars of Theater Air Defense have been conclusions reinforced Phase I, with MMM providing
defined as Attack Operations, Passive Defense, Active greater battlespace and ERINT maintaining greater
Defense, and Battle Management/C31. firepower. Phase I also examined the operational

The goal of "Attack Operations' is to destroy the implications of several issues; among them were tactical
theater air threats before they can be employed, or at ballistic missile (TBM) breakup, the Phase Il radar, and
least to disrupt their processes and reduce their the benefits of external cuing.
effectiveness. The degree to which attack operations
succeeds lessens the load on the other pillars of air
defense.
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WG 13 - Eleclronul Warfae and Phone: 310-907-6700

Omair: Mini Bill Behynier, AJSAASAG 77s Mind of te Brawler Plot

Phone. 703-61441247 Maj Russ Tows
AFSAA/SAGW

Abstract not awilb. 1570 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, DC 20330

Sdedng a M& Ibow fo HCNrah~axPhone: 703-697-5677

LICol Kevin Cheek WG 14 - Joint Campaign Analysis
AFSAA/SAG
15Wo Ai Forc Petao Chair Pro Wanyne P. Hughes, Jr., NPS
Washington, DC 20330 Phone: 708-6S6-2484
Phone. 70-614-247

Alan D Zimm
IRARgradng EC Eveluadbe Tooks int J-MA5 The Johns Hopkins University
Bill Schoening Applied Physics Laboratory
McDonnell Douglas Phone: 410-792-5462
POB 506
St Louis, MO 63166 Nestle Force Mir Sbudy A New Analytic Appoach to
Phone: 314-232-7101 Naval Camtpaimn Analysis

Traditional methods of naval campaign analysis,
Towards a Focused and Coherent EC M&S Analytic designed primarily for scenarios involving open-ocean
Capabilit - A Round Table Discussion with EC combat between superpowers often do not n Pet die needs
Analysts - Maj Bill Behymer of campaigns in the littoral environment. Operational
AFSAAISAG conditions, casualty computation, force requirements and
1570 Air Force Pentagon the definition of victory are drastically different. The
Washington, DC 20330 basic question of the otud is wHow many surface
Phone: 7034614-4247 combatants will be required to carry out die Navy's part

of the Joint Requirements for a Win-hold-win strategy?
A J-MASS Wayeforn Threat Modelfer EC Analysis To support this, JHU/APL and the Naval postgraduate
Rick Sharp School developed a new approach to campaign analysis.
NAIC Results of this study were integrated with other analyti
4115 Hobble Creek Rd, #26 tools (such a an overseas deployment/forward presence
WPAFB. OH 45433 model) to arrive at first order approximations of dhe
Phone: 513-257-2370 numbers and characterstics of surface combatants to

execute the Mission.
Advanced Concepts for Daeshcve SEAD
Jim Dillingham and Frank Rappolt Cot G. Rouquie and Maj J. Sheedy, USA
AIL System Inc. Office of Analysis & Simulation
Commack Road HQ USEUCOM
DewrPark, NJ 11729 FAX 011-49-711-480-529
Phone: 5 16-595-5237

Current Axatysir at a Warfihtig eodpuaitrs
ECCM Effectlveness for Track While SCAN Nedars An exanple of analytia support to nion
Dr. Byron Burel planners -today.- The HQ USEUCOM Deputy Director
8DM Federal for Operations and a JTF Deputy Commander tasked the
1801 Randolph Road analysis of potential air campaign plans by contingency
Albuquerque, NM 87106 planners, specifically air-to-ground operations against
Phone: 505-48B-5499 enemy artfilery positions, air baes, C2 nodes, depots,

power grids and telecom targets. Since the contingency
Capurlng the E~ffeeft of ECM In Autonasd Mission planniern required responsive analyses, the TACWAR
PlaNIVIIgII model was used. The analysis reinforced USEUCOM and
Dr. Rubin Johnson JTF staff planning with quantitative estimates of die
OR Concepts Applied degradation of enemy ground targets and risk to US
7356 Painter Avenue aircraft as well as the risk to friendly ground forces. It
Whtittier CA 960 examined several alternatives courses of action.
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Colonel Gabrie Rouquis A Majo J. Sheedy Opolookea of Akrio~ Minien AppwoiemeaS in a
Office of Analyss & Sintulation TAC TIIUNDU Scenario Ung ASM
HQ USEUCOM Peraps the mst inyoulae input to the TAC

THUNDER modal is the uaer-apecilied apportionmet of
Madding a" Sionaan Wei WarJ4gh6k avli" aircaft This allocation de"ne Wa percentage
Hdoefdlea of each typ will Bly what asission.. An optmai

Describes the process used by ECCS-AS so apportionmniet provides usefual inforaton to both the
woerin HQ USEUCOM mdling and siamulation analyst and decision maker and a better understanding of

reqirmensand discusses the prioritzed requirements how TAC THUNDER pr-oaeeses behave. This is
approved by dhe HQ USSUCOM Chief of Staff. MAo dke iorutfor V, V and A of the campaign model. In
analysis support to both the headquarters and Joint Task addition, campagn outcomes umag an optimal allocation
Forc W0ff. Includes an example, of how ECCS-AS has am important for showing no non-matsrial solution exist
supported coningency plan development by performing as far as aircraft employment is covcermd,.a
comparative analyses of a limited convenonal operation reqairens by Congress to valiate the requiement for
using a di etr-evel. simulation and dat ban. now weapon systems. To compare differet. am of
USCENTCOM has agreed to actively participate. available aircraft it is necessary to Aind the m-aximin

appotona for each set. This research use an
Cpt H. F. Conoky unlsiidscenari to show how an analytical Respos
USAF, SUMff CFC and Commander US Forces Surface Methodology (RSM) technique arrives at die
Kome relationship between aircraft apportionmnt and campaign

outcome. RSM uses a steepe-grdi search Of the
Requbfreentr Demroallo n by Analsis in a CINC constrained response surface. The results are illustrated

Pret the Combined Forces Command (CFC- with illuminated charts shoing the various relaionsips
Kome) ClNC's Threat Distribution and discusses the between aircraft numbers and MOEs such as PLO)T
methodology used to build it. The latest DPG specifies movement and mariton. Our results show close air
the Services use die Capabilities Based Munition. support missions to be singularly effective in the
Requirements Processabased on projected force structure illustrative scenario. Additional analysis is underway to
and projected threat. Consequently the employment thsue i sensitivity of the response surface to
CINCsan- is essential. The meas for incorporating increases in dhe opponents effectiveness.
the CINC concept of operations into the Pentgons
muntitions determination process is the CINC's OThrest Dean Free
Distributon:' an allocation of targets from a common Office of the CNO, N-91
target ban. across the components which support dhe Phone: 703-697-3642
CINC. Because a unifie commanmd had never built a
threat distribution, a new methodology was create. it Rick Munro
had Wo caplure the guidance in doe JSCP, a DIA estimate SAJC
of the outyear direst, and die theate OPAN. The
approach taken was two-tiered: it relied on theate Joint Wafare An ls Using Owe ITEM Cmantpg
doctrine for employment of forces and a computer Modal
sinulation to assess the success of that doctrine. We used The* Assessment Division of OPNAV (N-8i) has
TACWAR, a Ibeater level model, to ply die scenario, been developing in-house campaign analysis capability to
TACWAR provided a gross measure of the relative address aspects of die new world order and assocatd
capability of service components. We then applied JSCP threats, especially as they affect naval warfare and the
projected force structures and theaer doctrine to build Navy in join operations. The pnaz tool employed is
the Threet Distribution. Thin was done for a baseline, die Integrate Theater Engagement Model (ITEM). A base
singl MRC and a dual MRC scenario. The final product case corresponds with as approved MRC. Various types
was an allocation of 46 different target categories acosof aircraft and weapons were installed in ITEM and
service components, including ROK army and air force comparisons; made of sorties, length of campaign,
and US army, air force, navy and marine corps. weapon. expended, cumulative damage and aircraft lost

to ground and air defenses. The base case is summarize
Cpt. S. L. Forsythe with information about the target set and major system
USAF, AFIT characteristics. Other force mixes are compared using the
Wfight-Patersoo AFS principal MOEs. In addition, potential for joint use of
Phone: 513-255-6565 X4332 ITEM is discussed. The use of die Mission Effectiveness

Model (MEM) in the FY94 SECNAV War Game to
illustrate theater ballistic missile defense is described.
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R. P. Morak been lacking. Port of this, difficulty a be aUttrtd to
Washm&Wa S"dg & Analysis our C3 syte evaluation methods.
MoD)Omell-ogu We have several existing C3 system evaluation
Phoasa 703-412-3944 .iediodologies, but they lack a temporal dimension.

Current methods essentially defin dhe operational value
A A40w Nfidn Cendseeq Wkew Amea U S to a C3 system as the amount that it will improve force
Pm." DVpmA"N effectiveness tody. Lifecycle cost isdetermvined by

Whs analytical effort lays a foundation for assuming that the system will be supported throughout it
subsequent isse analyses died will shed valuable insighta planned lifecyole and then abandoned, and the two are

ino next generation aircraft and missile requirements. combined to make the acquisitio decisio.
Mw. work centers on die ability of Gulf Cooperation In this paper, we propose a new evaluation
Council (GCC) forces or U.S > -led coalition forces framework based on viewing every C3 system acquisition
(within the context of no advance U S deployments) to as an evohutionay upgrade to an existing system. we
met the initial canmpaign objective of stopping an Weat C3 system acquisition as a process that repeatedly
invading, ammorhbeavy Iraqi thrust in Saudi Arabia short chooses between sets of evolutionary upgrade -a&.
of Dhmahran in the 2010 time frame. Analysis is at the Each acquisition choice provides enhanced support to
diester level, emphasizing land and sea based air certain operational functions. It also enables certain fu-
capabilities. Effors examine die first ten days of a tare upgrade paths and blocks others, thus changing the
defensive campaign and three levels of GCC ar set of choices available in die fuftre. Recognizing this,
capability to bracket GCC air effectiveness. Five cases of our approach explicitly focuses on the discounted value

weepneeingand associated employment are examined and cost of future feasibl upgrades, as well as the
to boun potential U. S. air power effectiveness and technology risks, in each acquisidti decision. This
provide insiht int the potential contributions of approach enhances current evaluation methodologies by
advanced munitions. favoring acquislitionS that lend themselves to future

upgrades.
1A Cal D. A. Roodhouse, USAF
J-4, Joint Staff Dr. Seth Bonder
Phonsi 703-637-0499 Vector Research, Inc.

901 South Highland Sueet
JOLMs UM Net Assestinext Arlington, VA 22204
Abstract not available. Phone: (703) 52148946

WG 15 - Conunand Control =Wd Devdopwaja of Te Iafomaiii Caatp414i Cetcept
Iaunncto Previous studies conducted by VRI demonstrated

Chair: Theodore T. Bean, MMIE the large payoff for having a significant informationi
Phone'. 703-883-6231 advantage on the battlefield. TRADODC commissioned

this pilot study to develop initial insights into statgies
Dr. David S. Alet for conducting an information campaigno to crae that
National Defense University Advantage. The study involved in the development of
Fort L.J. McNair methods to ases the payoff for disrupting information

Washigton DC 03196000targets and an analysis to identify good 'strategies- to
Wahton (202 23900 attack the enemy and defend U.S. information networks

C2 Catksu fr & 21s Ceth"Dr. Patrick D. Allen

Abstract nam available. PROANxD 13

Dr. William G. Kemple Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138
Naval Posadtate School Phone: (310) 393-4818
Montee, CA 93940 DefaiNINe and Cenewiag 4htentsw** C4 Archiechm
Phone: (408) 656-2592 for Ike Army.- Cmeaeptuaa Appronc

C3 SS&=Evabdox& AqufiioxAs ATex ralThe Army is examining a wide range of possible
C3 Sys;e vkue CAkMA et~a C4 architectures to meet the challenges of futuret

It i inreaingl dificlt o fild ne C3contingencies. One part of this effort is a top-down

syllem, whether to replace an obsolete existing system or coare alernvee aRchitctur eSting wit tre
to provide automated support where it had heretoforecopralentvC4rhicuesSatngwhtre



perceived tre in die information age, three alternative An Aaa~sis .1 JFACC A&' Casmpnp PlNoing and
aM h Ire arwe defloed. Then. architecture, ane then lNfermufka Phcezis To"

compared according to a me of physical and information The JFACC concept contributed to die miccess of
-til Iss Due to the large mine of die analysis space, a dhe air campaign during Operation Desert Storm.

qualitative approach in fie used to maie a rough However, dws automation tools used during die war to
comparison bmetwem the candidate architecture and to help plan and coordinate the air campaign were foun to
reduce die as of die analysis space. Baned on tis have a nmnber of obortbls and limittons. Sinc en ai
approach, die me of die Space was reduced by over 80 nmber of now aitoation programs have been storted to
percent. If die quantitative analyses are completed in clinuinas these limitations, while at die sam time certain
am for die conforence, dce results wigl be preseted as tactical reconaissnce asta may be elimitd.

Theodore T. Ben, systems, and reconnaissance system is mafficissaly
The MITRE Corporation balanced to tmly Support die am JFACC concept.
7525 Colshire Drive A parametric dtmeline analysis will be doe of die ATO
McLaa, VA 22102-3481 production and dissemination p roc-es-. The following
Phone: (703) 883-1373 elements will include in die analysis: attack aircraft fore

Structure, weapons types, nmbes of Strategic targets
Sysiems 5..mduek Wdsl Ik MCES PoadigSm and strategic target types, tac recce force srcture and

MORS has long been interested in Supportive of tac recce dat dissemination links, ATO dissemination
efforts to develop methodologies for measuring links, and finally ATO and mission planning systems.
effervees in military systems. MORS has placed Most of die dies. elements will be represented as nodes
particular emphasis on measuring the contribution of C3 in a set of interacting Markoff processes.
systemns. This interest has been demonstrated through a
ser ies of MORS-booted workshops and mini-synyosia Major Richard Mingo
beginning as for beck as 1985. Professor Sovereign, a OSD Joint Tedt Force
senal fore in die workshops and on die faculty of Eglin Air Force Base, FL 32542-S00
die Navel Postgraduate School, provided an excellent, Phone: (904) 8824427/28
historical overview in a recent background paper for the
MORS Mini-Symposium on Campaiga-Level C41EW Jein$ Air Defentse Operui*n C31 Dama Liskh or
Effectiv-eness held at Foat Leavenworth in October 199. "TADiL BABEL" (S/NOFORh)
In his paper, Professor Sovereign reviewed the principal Abstrat not available.
Product that has resulted fromnthde preceding MORS
Workshops, amel die Mod-lar Commend and Control Mr. David G. Taylor
Evaboation Structuare (MCES), and illustrated its RAND
application to a particular unmanned aerial vehicle 1700 Main Shia
(UAV) platform. This paeper reviews the fundamentals Santa Monica, CA 90407
within MCBS, examines its use of MCES in the UAV Phone: (310) 393-4818
application and points die way to an improved use of the
MCES. Plannig and Conducting ALr Cexai~gs Under

Uxcdaintes A Ceaspaterrred Erercire ApproacW
Dr. James E. Just The overall purpose of this effort is to generate
The MITRE Corporation greater understanding of die process of air campaign
7525 Colobire Drive planning at the strategic level as well as to emphsize the
McLme, VA 22102 magnitude of die potential uncertainties involved in die
Phone: (70) 883-3366 planning and execution process through die use of

computerized exercises. The system includes both
GCCS OAeqnisbien 0Stint. formal written materials for b~rowsing and cross-rference
Abstact not available, and an interactive planning exercise. The exercise

focuses on identification and understanding of Strategic,
Mr. Daniel Gonzales target sets both in terms of individual targets and system
RAND of targets with i -emlationships. After building a
1700 Main Street degree of knowledge of die target systems, players plan
Sant Monica, CA 90407 and conduct a nue-day air campaign with specific
Phone. (310) 393-4818 objectives. flies. exercses are further complicated by

uncertainty in the information presented to die players,
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i.e., inaipylefe intelligence, bad weather. Specific An Independet Verficaton and Valida of The
avUtion is given to review and explanation of the actions Fgue Theater Levd Modl Cept/ Modl
taken over time with focus on how well a player This discussion will briefly describe the Force
manges the inheret uncertainities in die planning and Theater Level Model, die techniques used for V&V of a
conii of effective Air Campaigns. model concep and die results of the work.

We subjected the conceptual design of die FrLM
Ermst R. Caione to those test that we thought appropriate to its design
The MITRE Corporation stage, to its purpose as an analytical combat model, and
"'-: Colhe Drive to its capabilities as specifed in requirement documents.
McLean, VA 22102-3481 The conceptual design passed those tests. We

recommend that its developmet be continued, but that
Bkdng Database C"r ftecy Maageneawt increased attention be paid in the areas of design of
AppAw ckn Using Shsdan Modeling model input and output support and decision logic

There is a growing need within many military creation. We also recommend the institution of informal
orgazzato to provide consistency management among configuration management control. These steps are
distributed database systems in order to support appropriate as the model moves to a more complex and
interoperahility and flexibility within tasking cycles. The costly stage of development.
goal of this research is to evaluate how existing
consistency management algorithms perform in the Maj Richard Resder, USA
tactical litary environmeat Although this research National Simulation Cater
focuses on investigating existing database consistency ATZL-NSC-D
management algorithms to determine their suitability for Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027
use in the strike warfare environment, many of the Phone: (913) 651-5478
algorithms are also applicable to other military
operations. lnteg ng Dfibuted lteractie Snudations for

Within the military environment, different types of Trainng and Militar Operations
databases are needed to allow interoperability and Abstract not available.
mission planning for manned aircraft, delivery of cruise
missiles, and ground strikes. These databases vary in Jack Burkett
purpose, including storage of track databases developed BDM International
by correlation and tracking systems, storage of red and P 0. Box 550
blue characteristics and performance data to aid in die Leavenworth, KS 66048
correlation process, storage of intelligence data to Phone: (913) 651-2416
support manned aircraft mission planning and ground
maneuvers, and storage of cruise missile mission plans Cennsand ad CvivL: 7he Key to Successful Theater
that are fed into the cruise missile when it is ready to be Missile Defense MMD) Operations
fired. It is important that the replicated data between the The purpose of this paper is to present an
ashore and afloat nodes be consistent. However, the overview of an analysis of command and control system
definition of consistency may vary from application to imperatives critical to the performance of effective
application, and may even depend upon whether the data Theater Missile Defense C(MD) Operations. Theater
in a given application is considered critical or not. Missile Defense, in its developmental infancy, is on the

This research uses a high-level simulation model of the threshold of operational turmoil and confusion as routine
strike warfare environment to examine the various joint and combined operational interoperability becomes
comstcy management algorithms and assess their more the norm through an evolving force projection
utility in that environment. Parameters to be investigated doctrine. The presentation begins with the supposition
include: the level of data consistency among the that TMD command and control will require a
replicated nodes and the time it takes to reach that level; coordinated effort to address high payoff synergistic
the conmunications bandwidth requirements; and the solutions through doctine, training, leader development,
currency of each of the databases. This briefing will organizations, material, and soldiers (DTLOMS).
describe interim results of this work.. The discussion will provide a brief description of

the curet TMD concept of operations and significant
Dr. Dean Hartley roles. It will identify critical command and control
Martin Marietta issues whose resolution will have a positive collateral
1099 Commee Park effect on numerous other issues. The discussion will
Oak Ridge, TN 37530 analyze and suggest solutions in dhe areas of doctrine,
Pboa: (615) 574-0792 command post roles and relationships, deep operations,
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targeting, command pot se and complexity, and TMD future operations. Four notionalbaselines for space
information requrmns. support of C2 are offered to illustrate and identify the

The summary will advance the notion that each implications for carrying out national objectives.
participating element in the joint and combined TMD Selected C2 issues are addressed from insights learned
arena is unique in respect to its missions, organization from examining command and control of joint air
capabilities, national goals, and strategies. TMD operations. Finally, the paper and presentation offer
commnand and control procedures will have to be some concluding observations and implications for
developed that will allow a smooth connectivity and further research.
nteroperability of any and all elements supporting a
tactical operation. Mr. Donald Kroening

Study and Analysis Center
Dr. Ed Cesar Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027
RAND Phone: (913) 684-3866
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, CA 90407 Deep Operations Coordinton Cell Anaysis
Phone: (310) 393-4818 The U.S. military is limited in its ability to

integrate, coordinate, and synchronize intelligence
Anayzing Army Command and Control on the Move decision-making and attack means in real time to achieve
Abstract not available, maximum leverage over dhe enemy. It must streamline

the command, control, communications, computer, and
Dr. Dana Johnson intelligence (C41) process to maximize combat power.
RAND For critical deep attach operations (especially against
2100 M Street NW opponent theater missiles), the process is "stubby pencil"
Washington, DC 20037 and the "sensor-to-shooter" timeline is too long.
Phone: (202) 296-7960 The need exists for an analysis to support

decisions regarding configuration (manpowerluser
Matching Requirements, Opportunities and Resources: assessment) and sensor-to-shooter timeliness of the Deep
The Contribution of Space-Based Command and Operations Coordination Cell (DOCC) and the testing
Contro to Future Military Operations and refinement of its ability to support deep operations.

This paper and presentation are based on an on- Analysis may be supported through simulations,
going study for the Joint StafflJ-5 (Space Policy) that is demonstrations, and exercises. This effort will examine
examining the extent to which space power (both friendly corps elements that are currently involved in planning,
and hostile) will influence the implementation of national coordinating, synchronizing, and executing fire support
security strategy and the conduct of future military and identifying requirements for detection of high payoff
operations. Since the focus of Working Group 15 is on targets for deep operations.Thursday, 1030
command, control, and communications, the paper and
presentation will address the contribution of space-based Mr. Rod Summers
command and control (C2) to future military operations. USAMICOM

In the context of an evolving strategic landscape, US Army Deep Operations
decision makers must clearly understand the capabilities AMSMI-RD-ACISummers
of military space systems and their expected contribution Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-5242
to accomplishing national and military objectives. Just as Phone: (205) 876-0640
the focus of this landscape is changing from the former
Soviet Union to regional and nontraditional threats, the U.S. Army Deep Operations Coordination Cell (DOCC)
role of space power is also changing and is complicated Development
by declining budgets and force reductions. While Abstract not available.
Operation Desert Stonn highlighted the importance of
space power in supporting conventional military Mr. Thomas H. Tharp
operations, future joint and multinational operations will 5254 Potomac Drive, Suite 5
demm an increasing role for space systems, particularly King George, VA 22485
in command and control, and including the possible Phone: (703) 663-3946
exploitation of civil and commercial systems. This paper
and presentation will identify expanding challenges posed Joint Force Sequencing: A Model For Assessing
by the evolving strategic landscape, and evolving Join/Aied Operations
requirements and opportunities, specifically external Joint Force Sequencing addresses the time phasing
constraints and factors which will affect U.S. C2 in of the deployment of U.S. military forces and systems
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into an immature regional theater of operations. This Fort Lewis, WA 99433-5000
paper addresses the implications of Joint Force Phone: (206) 967-8507
Sequencing on U.S. Joint Task Force command and
control and the partitioning and transition of command ASrqwtiea aad latlgration of Data Soures for C3
and control from an early operations shipboard Evaluaies
environment through forcible insertion to sustained This paper focuses on the problem of integrating
operations ashore. The paper proposes Joint Force multiple sources of significantly different data types into
Sequencing as a model for considering the various modes a common data base for Command, Control and
and states in which the Joint Force command and control Communications (C3) test and evaluations. In the
system-of-sytems can exist. As an example, joint air resource challenged environment of today's C3
operations are considered in further detail to highlight the evaluation, all sources of data must be utilized to support
significance of Joint Force Sequencing on the cost effective acquisitions. The analyst is often
implementation of command and control in immature confronted with the problems of aggregating and
regional operations. integrating diverse sources of data such as questionnaire

inputs, expert opinion, deficiency reports, manually
Ms. Ann Brodeen colected system data, and automated digital data
US Army Research Laboratory collection outputs. This paper describes the methods
AMSRL-CI-CC used to aggregate evaluation data from different sources
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5067 on the Army Tactical Command and Control Systems

(ATCCS) System Confidence Demonstration into one
A Multivariate Permutation Rank Order Testfor common data base for evaluation purposes.
Network Simulaion Validation

Simulation is a widely accepted means of Mr. Scott Lee
analyzing systems that are two complex to model Computer Sciences Corporation
analytically. Most communications systems fall into this 1301 Virginia Drive
category. But simulation credibility suffers when a Fort Washington, PA 19034
continuing verification and validation program is not Phone: (215) 643-2929
undertaken, thereby diluting the value of analyses that
simulations support. The purpose of this research is to C2 Core Data Model "Application hetoype
strengthen the link between experimentation and This briefing describes the results of our
simulation, both of which should be utilized in evaluating examination of the C2 Core Data Model, which was
communications systems' measures of performance, distributed to the C2 community in September 1993 by

A primary goal of any verification and validation the Defense Information Systems Agency's (DISA) Joint
process should be to enhance both the correctness of a Interoperability and Engineering Organization QIEO) for
simulation and the confidence placed in its results. One review and validation. The C2 Core Data Model is a
challeage is to develop a process that is at the same time direct technical transformation of the Army Tactical
feasible and compatible with an organization's needs, and Command and Control Information System (ATCCIS)
can be applied to both existing simulations as well as Battlefield generic Hub and was produced by a team
new ones. from DISA/JIEO and the Army. The C2 Core Data

This paper describes a statistical test useful for Model provides the same functionality as the Battlefield
the validation of simulations of (battlefield) Generic Hub Data Model and has been aligned with the
communications networks. The method employs a DoD Data Model.
multivariate nonparametric rank sum test with the aid of
a randomization procedure to assess the significance of Mr. Michael Kelley
the defined test statistic. For illustrative purposes, the 16th Cavalry Regiment
validation procedure is applied to a simulation that was Fort Knox, KY 40121-5220
developed to duplicate a configuration in which Phone: (502) 624-5860
messages were passed over a communications network
using the combination of the Tactical Fire Direction Training and Leader Development Simulation Plan for
System (TACFIRE) protocol and Single Channel Ground Mounted Warfighting
and Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS) Combat Net This discussion is built upon experiences gained
Radios (CNR). from working the Combined Arms Training Strategies

(CATS) over the past several years. Specifically, I will
Mr. Raymond Fleshman provide insights into how simulation could evolve from
Battelle the user's perspective. CATS provides an architecture
Attn: PNL-AES (Bldg. 8B8) which ties training standards/proficiency gates, resource
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requirements, and simulation and simulators together. Mr. Kevin K. Tyler
By tying the resources, standards, simulation and Battens
simulators together, CATS becomes a tool which dae Attn: PNL-AES (Building 888)
dei-s. community may use to focus and bound training Fort Lewis, Washington 98433-5000
analyses, deterine die essential elements of analysis, Phone: (206) 967-8507
perfse sensitivity analyses and produce a product which
is timely and relevant to acquisition cycle. Further, die Use of Swim for DONSlg g L&e&a C3
merging of simulation and combat systems, especially Erpei atsem
C31 into a single combat rehearsal system which allows This paper discusses the use of discrete simulation
us to plan rehearsn d respond to a contingency and for designing large-scale command and control
develop our MatnWerainngcombat requirements experiments at the Army Tactical Command and Control
simultaneously. System (ATCCS) Experimentation (AES). It describes

the methods developed by the AES for evaluating the
Ms. Lisa Mason communications architecture, the experiment event link
US Army Research Laboratory and other experiment design issues.
Atm: AMSRL-SL-BL
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5068 WG 16 - Military Enviromnnental Factors
Phone: (410) 278-307 Chair: Stan Grigsby, Techmatlcs, Inc.

he Amy Unit Resieny Anlysis (AURA) Comonent Phone: 703-8024300
Level Mdedlg &ami*y Aalis Stan Grigsby

This paper evaluates the sensitivity the Army Unit TECHMATICS, I
Resiliency Analysis (AURA) results to the level of
component detail used in the performance of unit-level Fair A Cc Si8
conventional ballistic vulnerability analyses. The AURA Faifax V03 3
methodology is a large interconnected collection of e:703-802-8300
analysis models which provides detailed evaluation of se
capability of a military unit to perform its mission E HL il Effect for Dis uted Iterctve
essential tasks. In recent years, AURA has been applied System.
to the problem of analyzing the residual capability of a Realistic simulation of dynamic virtual battlefield
massed Corps Main Command Post following theater environments, their resided combatns, wid theballistic missile atack. Unit effectiveness has been niomnS hi eidn obtns n i
abalstic mssie otthe U iit of each cell within the responses of virtual sensor systems, requires the use of
analyzed in terms of the capability o e l th te high fidelity physics and engineering models. The
command post to communicate. To model e complexfidelity
shielding of critical components, three dimensional unit- environmental effects is major obstacle to the realism
level target descriptions cons sing approximately 8000 and utility of existing war fighting models and
target idenification regions, describing approximately 30 simulations. The Defense Modeling and Simulation
vans and tents complete with communications equipment, Initiative of I May 1992 identified the creation of
personnel, and supporting generators emplaced around synthetic environments as a major goal. Accordingly,
the periphery were necessary. Because the vulnerability die Defense Modeling and Sir lation Office (DMSO)
of communications equipment is dependent upon the has set objectives that promote joint service standards for
vulnerability of power cables, phone wires, junction physics based environmental effects in distributed
boxes, signal cables, and the equipment providing modeling and simulation networks. Synthetic
connectivity to the network, these assets were also
included in the target description. While this approach environments should provide to simulaions, time andprovdedan acurte mtho of eteminig te ~space varying information about the terrain, atmosphere,
provided an accurate method of determiting die damage atmospheric backgrounds, oceans and near-space. This
genetate the target descrition and perform the requisite paper will describe the Environmental Effects for
vulneraeitanalyes des it- ve andpfmthe aasi. Distributed Interactive Simulations (E2DIS) program.vulnerability analysis and unit-level capability analysis. This program shall incorporate appropriate fidelity

In order to increase the efficiency of performing such an physics of the environment and environmental effects
analysis without sacrificing accuracy, a sensitivity study seamlessly into distributed simulations using Distsibted
of unit capability results to the level of component Interactive Simulation (DIS) standards.
detailed utilized in the unit-level target description was
conducted. Major John Lanici,

HQ AFGWC/SYSM
106 Peacekeeper Drive, Ste 2N3
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OffuR AFS, NE 68113-4039 projectiles. An enhanced procedufe for adjustng
Phone: 402-294-4671 artlilery fire is required to compensate for the

ai fwcsymstradhststratcom.afomil meteorological effects on extended long range artillery
applications. Different algorithms were developed to

R~qoXAW9 to a& pxmluASg M.sim: Adaptng Air select a best approximation in deriving a composite
forme Global Weather Cexvls Cloud Forecat Models metorological message from available balloon born
to ncat Weather Suppoet meteorologies• observations. Ile desig allows a
Abst not available. commander, whose dedicated meteorological station data

may be 4 hours old, to use anothe station's data dta

Eleanor Schroeder my be 30 minutes old but 20 km away. Simulated
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office results are tabulated for the evaluation of the following
Code N533 proposed algorithms: an algebraic objective analysis, an
Stennis Space Center, MS 39522 analytic successive approximation technique, and a
Phone: 601-688-5502 physical performance three-dimensiona hydrodynamic
email: eleaaordmso.dtic.dla.mil forecasting model. A trade-off analysis of artillery

accuracy improvements is presented from algorithm
Environsental and Oceanographic Support Capabllities using Z-80 computer processing to the state-of-the-art
at tMe Naval Oce oraphic Office computer work station. Using a meteorological scenario
Abstract not available, that allows measured data every two hours, it is

demonstrated that proposed algorithms can provide the
Dr Erik Hougland artillery user with better than one hour old
U.S. Army Simulation, Training and Instrumentation meteorological accuracy.
Command
Aitn: AMSTI-S Mary Ann Seagraves
12350 Research Parkway Attn: AMSRL-BE-W
Orlando, FL 32826-3276 Battle Weather Division
Phone: 407-380-4822 White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5501
email: hougland@ntsc-rd.navy.mil Phone: 505-678-4207

Environmental Protection and Military Training -A A Mobile System for Battlef eld Atmospheric Sounding
Two-Wa Benefit Stream. Abstract not available.
Abstract not available.

WG 17 - OPERATIONAL
Dr. Niki Deliman, CONTRIBUTION OF SPACE SYSTEMS
US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Chair: Gary B. Streets, HQ
3909 Halls Ferry Road
Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199 AFSPACECOIUCNP
Phone: 601-634-3369 Phone: 719-554-5974
email: delinangmlsun.wes.army.mil

Abstracts not available.
Using Stochastic Vehicle Mobfity Predictions to Idenoty
Speed-Controlling Factors Space Systems Conrbuton to Naval Forces

Abstract not available. Jon Stoffel
Naval Space Command

Mr. Abel Blanco
ARL/BE Information Warfare Concepts
Weather Data Division Maj Sam Lee
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5501 HQ AFSPC/XPX
Phone: 505-678-3924 150 Vandenberg, Ste 1105

Peterson AFB, CO 80914

Advanced Mteorological Modeling for Adjustg Phone: 719-554-3198
Extended Range Arflery

Many times the current doctrine of utilizing data Air Force Space Command Mission Area Planning
from a dedicated meteorological station is not Maj Mark Owen

representative of the actual wind, temperature, and HQ AFSPC/XPX
pressure effects experienced by unguided artillery 150 Vandenberg St. #1105

Peterson AFB, CO 80914
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Phone. 719-554-9153 Phone: 310-640-7124

The Isetion of Space into the US Army's "Louiiana Operational Performance Testing of Defense Support
Maneuvers" Program (DSP)
John Maras and LtCol Thomas Little Anita Adams and Luther Briggs
US Army Space Command SWCISAS
1670 North Newport Rd 150 Vandenberg St., STE 1105
Colorado Springs, CO 80916 Peterson AFB, CO 80914
Phone: 719-554-8885 Phone: 719-554-5705

Broad Area Imagery Requirements and Priorities of the WG 18 - Operations Research and
Warflghtr Intelgence
Maj Don Olynick Chair: John Milam
SWCICVO Phone: 703-848-5747
Phone: 719-380-3181

Status of NORAD/USSPACECOM Integrated Command John Milam

and Control System (VUICCS) Analyst Technical BDM Federal, Inc.

Environment (NATE) 1501 BDM Way
Col Gordon Long and LtCol Forrest James McLean, VA 22102-3204
US Space Command Phone: (703) 848-5747; FAX: (703) 848-6666
hone: 719-554-3628 Operations Research and Intelligence

Comparison of the Performance and Training Times of The purpose of this paper is to present an
the Back Propagation and Conjugate Gradient Neural overview of current operational research and intelligence
Networks considerations which affect our analysis of salient

Cherie Gott problems in theater missile engagements and
US Space Command effectiveness of defense capabilities. A central issue is
250 S. Peterson Blvd, #1 16 how analytical tools can be used to bridge potential gaps
Peterson AFB, CO 719-554-5068 between operational requirements and intelligence. In

the face of major changes anticipated in the nature of
Impact of Information on the Battlefield theater operations and in corresponding intelligence needs
LtCol Steve Mahoney, et al. to support such operations there is real danger of
AISAA/SAS disconnects in the process of identifying the intelligence
Phone: 703-697-9430 needed to support operations, obtaining that intelligence,

and providing the intelligence where and when it is
Modeling Global Positioning System Effects in the needed from an operational perspective. Operations
TLC/NLC Model research techniques and tools can be applied to address
Dr. Patrick Allen this problem and bridge the potential gap between
RAND operations and intelligence.
1700 Main StreetPOB 2138 

David S. DixonSanta Monica, CA 9047 U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Command WSMRPhone: 310-393-0411 
ATTN: ATRC-WEAWSMR, NM 88002

A Methodology to Assess the Impact of the Global Phone: (505) 678-1951; FAX: (505) 678-5104
Positioning System on Air Combat Outcomes
Capt Stephen Sovaiko An Algorithm for Generalized Assignment Problems
AFOTEC/MIL with Multipl Prioritized Objective Criteria

4146 East Bijou ST A class of resource allocation problems deal with
Colorado Springs, CO 80909 allocation of groups of resources to groups of tasks.
Phone: 719-554-4074 Allocation problems of this type can often be formulated as

binary programming problems with multiple optimization
Weather Utility Simulation (WXSIM) criteria. B. D. Lebedev developed an algorithm addressing
Bill Hutchinson solution of such problems for use by the former Soviet
General Research Corporation Armed Forces to determine the optimal allocation of

artillery fire units to targets. This paper presents a
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discussion of the Lebedev algorithm, an extension to the (301) 953-5462
algorithm to deal with optimal allocation across multiple
time increments, the reformulation of multiple objectives to Toward the Deterrence of Aggreuion: Modelng,
a single objective, and possible application of the algorithm Strategies, and Force Chraraerislces
to problems other than artillery unit/target assignments. The concepts underpinning the deterrence of

aggression have changed considerably since die dissolution
Major Jay Inman of the Soviet Union. Supporting die Strategic Deterrence
USA TRAC Joint Mission Area Assessment chaired by die Chief of
ATTN: ATRC-WEA Naval Operations Strategic Submarine Branch (N871), The
WSMR, NM 88002 Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory
Phone: (505) 678-1951; FAX: (505) 678-5104 performed basic theoretical development and analytical

work expanding die framework of deterrence from "nuclear
Computer Model of Russian Rocket Artillery Firing only" to a broader context. In two Warfare Analysis
Scatterable Mines Laboratory Seminar Exercises (WALEX) the ideas were

This paper describes a computer implementation of further explored and refined by representatives from a wide
an algorithm used to deliver anti-tank and anti-personnel range of organizations, including members of the Chief of
mines by a Russian Multiple Rocket System. The program Naval Operations staff, the intelligence community, Navy
emulates the calculations described in Russian documents. and Marine Corps operational staffs and Joint staffs, and
The software can also calculate the number of mines in a academic and analytical groups. From this work emerged
given path, so that the potential effectiveness of the a significantly different perspective on the use of
minefield can be assessed. A comparison of this algorithm conventional forces to deter a wide spectrum of aggression,
with a similar algorithm from a western country is also from terrorist acts through major regional conflicts. This
presented. article presents some of the results of this work, including:

0 A new analytical model of an aggressor's
Major John C. Sees, Jr. decision process;
United States A-my Nuclear and Chemical Agency S A revised definition of deterrence;
ATTN: MONA-CA S Four strategies for pursuing deterrence
7150 Heller Loop, Suite 101 objectives;
Springfield, VA 22150-3108 0 A suggested process for selecting the
Phone: (703) 355-2312; FAX: (703) 355-2500 appropriate deterrence strategy;

* Implications of deterrence "failures"; and
Applications of Opposing Force Employment Algoritkms S Some commentary on the deterrence utility
to Chemical Casuaflty Estimation of forward deployed forces

In order to make an informed estimate of friendly
vulnerabilities to an opposing force's use of chemical Lisa Mason
weapons, an understanding of the threat employment U.S. Army Research Laboratory
doctrine is essential. The choice of aim points and ATTN: AMSRL-SL-BL
adjustment for weather conditions has a significant impact Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5068
on the possible expected casualties a friendly force may Phone: (410) 278-6300; FAX: (410) 278-6307
incur. Working closely with intelligence analysis from the
Foreign Science and Technology Center, TRAC-WSMR, The Army Unit Resiliency Analysis (AURA) Component
and the Missile and Space Intelligence Center, weapons Level Modeling Sensitivity Analysis
characteristics and probable employment doctrine for The subject of this paper is the evaluation of the
foreign artillery and missiles has been described. Using sensitivity of Army Unit Resiliency Analysis (AURA)
this information, the Chemical Working Group of the Joint results to the level of component detail utilized in the
Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions Effectiveness performance of unit-level conventional ballistic
is providing opposing force chemical weapons effectiveness vulnerability analyses. The AURA methodology is a large
information to include in vulnerability Joint Munitions interconnected collection of analysis models which provides
Effectiveness Manuals (JMEM). Mjor Sees will explain detailed evaluation of the capability of a military unit to
the methodology and some possible benefits to JMEM perform its mission essential tasks. In recent years, AURA
users. has been applied to the problem of analyzing the residual

capability of a massed Corps Main Command Post
Alan D. Zimm following theater ballistic missile attack. Unit effectiveness
The Johns Hopkins University has been analyzed in terms of the capability of each cell
Applied Physics Laboratory within the command post to communicate. To model the
Laurel, MD 20723-6099 complex shielding of critical components afforded by such
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a massed complex of vehicles, three dimensional unit-level A schedule was generated for six representative data
target descriptions consisting of approximately 8000 target sets with encouraging results. At lea 91 percent of all
identification regions, describing approximately 30 van satellite support requests were scheduled for each day.
and tents complete with communications equipment, These results were comparable to results of the current
personnel, and supporting generators emplaced around the range scheduler. and a previous automation study. Based
periphery were necessary. Because the vulnerability of on the results reported, the methodology presented in this
communications equipment also depends upon the research effort seems to be a valid approach for automating
vulnerability of power cables, phone wires, junction boxes, the initial 24 hour schedule.
signal cables, and the equipment providing connectivity to
the network, these assets were also included in the target Dr. Alfred B. Marsh IIl
description. While this approach provided an accurate NSAICSS (R55)
method of determining the damage to the unit, it 9800 Savage Road
significantly increased the time required to generate the Fort G. Meade, MD 20755
target description and perform the requisite vulnerability Phone: (301) 688-0562; FAX: (301) 688-0445
analysis and unit-level capability analysis. In order to
increase the efficiency of performing such an analysis Some OR Modes for Constrabed Personnel Resources at
without sacrificing accuracy, a sensitivity study of unit NSA
capability results to the level of component detailed utilized This presentation will articulate some recently
in the unit-level target description was conducted. Various completed and ongoing operations research modeling
statistical techniques were utilized to determine importance efforts applied to help the National Security Agency
of including various components and combinations of conduct its business in an environment of severely
components to overall evaluation of Corps Main Command constrained personnel resources. Efforts to be discussed
Post vulnerability, include: an integer programming model for the efficient

scheduling of a security force; a Markov chain model of a
Capt. Timothy D. Gooley civilian promotion program; and a comprehensive civilian
1412 Nemesis Place NE pay model to forecast budget requirements as a function of
Albuquerque, NM 87112 hire, attrition, promotion, and pay schedule change
ORG: AFOTEC scenarios.
Phone: (505) 846-1271

Wesley Corber, BDM Federal, Inc.
Air Force Satelite Control Network (AFSCN): 1501 BDM Way
Automating the 24-Hour Schedule McLean, VA 22102-3204

Satellite range scheduling is a complex problem that Phone: (703) 848-6537; FAX: (703) 848-6666
involves scheduling satellite supports in which a satellite
and a specific remote tracking station are assigned a time Text Processing Technologies to Assist SRBM Analysts
window during which they communicate with each other. DIA is sponsoring a project to help SRBM analysts
As the number and complexity of satellite supports continue exploit unformatted textual message traffic more fully. For
to increase, more pressure is placed on the current manual this purpose, DIA has contracted with BDM Federal, Inc.
system to efficiently generate a schedule. The objective of to develop and implement methodologies designed to
this research was to develop a methodology that will increase analysts' capacity to review daily incoming
automate the generation of the initial 24 hour schedule, messages and correlate related information from the body
The goal of the algorithm developed was to schedule as of messages which accumulate over time. The project will
many conflict free supports as possible. A two phased also integrate the processing of messages with parametric
approach was developed to schedule the supports. The first SRBM data which analysts access primarily in hardcopy
phase scheduled as many low altitude satellite supports as "Handbooks" at the present time. The resulting "Ana'sf's
possible, while the second phase scheduled as many Assistant" is intended to be a "force multiplier," enabling
additional high altitude satellite supports as possible. For SRBM analysts to keep pace with the growing volume of
both phases, schedule generation and schedule improvement message traffic - despite the current resource-constrained
algorithms were developed. For low altitude satellites, the environment-by accessing textual and parametric data
schedule generation algorithm applied a mixed integer through more powerful automated tools.
program with a linking procedure, and the schedule The study approach, and principal processing
improvement algorithm was a two satellite interchange techniques being developed by BDM, are based on a
procedure. For medium/high altitude satellites, the knowledge engineering methodology designed and
schedule generation algorithm was an insertion procedure prototyped under DARPA's Strategic Computing Program.
and the schedule improvement algorithm was a three This methodology provides for rapid development of
satellite interchange procedure. machine-usable knowledge bases containing a deep
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representaton of the analyst's domain. The Analyst's numerous mission types. Finally, 1DM was able to
Assistant is a knowledge-based application which performs provide a quick assessment of how a Commander's
advanced text processing and analysis functions, and is decisionmaking process could impact on operational
readily extensible to new analyst domains through the use outcomes regardless of the quality of intelligence collection
of new knowledge bases (i.e., all domain expertise is and dissemination.
contained in the knowledge base, not the software).

Theprincipal functions of theAnalyst's Asistant are WG 19 - Meaures of Effectiveness
th following: Chair: John (Mike) Green, Martin Marietta

(1) Text Visualization-A technique for Phone: 609-722-4516
reviewing sources in a module called Graphical
Browser* which depicts the contents of messages, Dean Rains, PhD.
and relationships between messages, in in-depth Naval Post Graduate School
taxonomical, time-map (temporal), and message Monterey, CA 93943
cluster graphics. Phone: 408-656-3427
(2) Data Extraction-A process performed by
the Rule-Based Analyzer/Extractor (RBA) module, Methods for Ship Military Effectiveness Analysis
which identifies and extracts related text Ship design and technology selections can be based
fragments-and specific data items-from a
collection of sources for research and analysis on complete systems analysis results if one is willing to

perform military effectiveness. In the past, these selections
purposes; have been based on ship size and performance analysis) Data Base Generation-The automatic alone, but with improved techniques, comprehensive
creation of formatted data base records containing system analysis on ships can be performed. System
specific items of information extracted from analysis s most illuminating because it factors in threat
message text for storage ad retrieval ina relational ship size, cost, weaponry, signatures, vulnerability,
(4) Predictive Analysis-The use of a rle decoys/jamming, and availability. The purpose of this
base-which integrates the domain taxonomy an paper is to explore military effectiveness methodology,
time-maps by defining cause-and-effect develop key relations and show some useful results. The

techniques proposed can be used in elaborate computer
relationships-in order to automatically idenify models for in-depth studies or in simplified linear relations
activity patterns which domain experts n y to gain understanding of the interrelation of the variables
interpret as indicators of significant developments, and result trends.
events, or milestones.

Kevin B. Wilshere June Hagerty

BDM Federal, Inc. Sonalysts, Inc.

1501 BDM Way 72 goshen Street

McLean, VA 22102-3204 New London, CT 06320

Phone: (703) 848-5625; FAX: (703) 848-6666 Phone: 203-440-3552

Regnal hnteigence and Situational Knowldge (RI) US Coast Guard Patrol Boat Mission Analysis Study
Analysis This study examined the number of US Coast Guard

Ind an iie tPatrol Boat (PB) replacements required to meet current andIn an initial effort leading to a Senior Advisory future mission demands. The Coast Guard has major

Group (SAG) briefing, BDM successfully demonstrated the responsibilities in the area of Enforcement of Laws and

ability to model, analyze, and display significant elements Treaties (ELt), Alien Migrant Interdiction Operations,

of RISK concerns (situation awareness, intelligence Recreational and Commercial Marine Safety, and

collection and dissemination, C3 integrated with combat pretion of Marine Sa a y, si
operations, etc.) in support of the Battle Command protecion of Marine Sanctaries. Additionlly, the service
operiationsve.) In sut o rt cofuted Biatl Cands ohas significant responsibilities in Search and Rescue (SAR),Initiative. In addition, BDM conducted initial analysis of Marine Environmental Protection/Response, and Mltr

two bounding cases of situation awareness and battle RainessnOprons. TeCos poys a Mlt-
maagement; comparing a current U.S. capabilities Readiness/Operations. The Coast Guard employs a mult-
maseinagento a c uarents cs. Taailyits mission operational philosophy in which, for maximum
baseline aginst a "perfect" awareness case. Thi alyi efficiency, general purpose assets are expected to perform

showed a high potential for improvements to both U.S.

intelligence collection and battlefield communications. effectively in several mission areas, being subject to

Preliminary analysis also indicated how the timeliness and changing role emphasis and capable of easy adaptation,

resolution of intelligence and communications varied in system modification/upgrade, accommodation of role-

different tactical phases of engagements involving specific equipment, and incorporation of new technologies.
The analysis was performed by simulating Coast Guard
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operating tactics in key mission areas using the Naval systematic consideration of what a true C2W/information
Undersea Warfare Center's engagement simulation model, warfare red team should look like, nor a set of models to
SIM U. This model provides a means to dynamically support such a team, nor reliable MOEs to support auch
assess real-world applications of Coast Guard PB resources modeling and gaming - cestainly not in the sense that red
in mission-relevant tactical scenarios. The results of these teams were finally designed to play the Soviets. If
simulations were mapped into a research allocation model Information Warfare is, or can be, one of the determinants
programmed in GPSS. This model examined system of warfare outcomes, and is possibly an instigator of a
effectiveness among several Coast Guard boats, taking into revolution in Military Affairs, it is critical tt this shortfall
consideration availability of boats and priority of missions, be addressed. This paper suggests some criteria to use in
and then determining the number of coastal patrol boats developing suitable information warfare MOEs and a
required to achieve mission demand levels. Also examined technique to improve gaming fidelity.
were the trade-off. and sensitivities among resource
allocation alternatives under conditions of current LCOL Steven Wingfield
capability, future demand projection, and alternative HQ, Air Combat Command
replacement performance. 204 Dodd Blvd, #226

Langley AFB, VA 23665
George Kraus Jr. Phone: 804-764-7066
SAIC
1710 Goodridge Drive The Airbase Bomber Study
McLean, VA 22102 Abstract not available.

Informadton Warfare in Gaming and Simuladon: A C. R. Crawford
CritcLook at MOBs USACRDEC

The demise of the former Soviet Union, and the Attn: SMCCR-OP-A
appearance of its newly crafted, non-threatening posture (or Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD 21010
more properly, the self-destruction of many of its military Phone: 410-671-3933
capabilities and deployments) has changed many of the
premises upon which military gaming and simulations A Proposed Approach to Value Added Studies
depended. As the United States military moves forward to The goal of the approach was to develop a method
consider the nature of future war, one part of that to quantify die benefit of items of chemical and biological
examination includes the whole panoply of issues involved defensive equipment to the user. The approach identified
in what is being called 'Information Warfare." where in the process benefit analyses are, or should be,
Information Warfare is essentially maximizing the use of performed. It also identified methodologies and measures
information to provide the commander "situation of effectiveness or performance that are utilized to perform
awareness" in the broadest sense, while simultaneously these studies. The approach identified scenarios that may
denying such overview of the battle space to the opponent. be used for chemical and biological assessments and where
Traditionally, the impact of soft factors like "situation required, methodologies and measures to be used in
awareness," and die attendant means of achieving it and performing the valued added study (benefits analysis).
denying it to an enemy have been very difficult to model, The author requests participants of Working Group
and their representation in games and simulations has often 19 to offer advice and comments directed towards
relied upon limited human intervention - each could have improving the approach that will be presented.
been a game stopper if pushed very hard.

Nevertheless, with the current attention to Joe Stallings
information warfare and it elements and potential impacts, Vector Research, Inc.
all computer gaming and simulation systems and the POB 1506
attendant games constructed using them, as well as most Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
games being done by human players, don't accurately Phone: 313-973-9240
reflect the impacts of information warfare concepts and
systems employed by either the United States or potential AFAS Operational Effectiveness Aabsis
competitor nations or entities. Carret model//simu/aeions The advanced Field Artillery System (AFAS) is
and the like, as wll as wargame red teams, are certaily being promoted as the field artillery system of the future.
not configured to assure any kind of reliable The fire support capabilities of the AFAS are certainly
C2Wmformation wrfare play from an opposition superior to the capabilities of the currently fielded cannon
saindpoim There may be a few areas in which this is systems. The AFAS has improved rate of fire, accuracy,
done halfwel, there may be a few people who know what mobility, and range. Also, it can fire a TOT of up to 8
they are doing in games or the like, but there is no rounds from a single gun. VRl is participating in an
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analysis to deermine whether the capabilities of the AFAS task at hand, rather than on the quirks of a software
significantly improve the performance and survivability of program.
the combined arms forces deployed into combaL The ATPS generates an Intelligent Checklist for TEMP
results of Fore-on-Force si nlations have been used to review. The body of knowledge was developed from
asess the impsct of the APAS upon war fighting repntatives of DoD testing organizations, existing paper
capability. Throughout the analysis and subsequent checklists, and the DoD 5000-series directives and
briefings, it has been important to display Measures of instructions. An intelligent TEMP Advisor was developed
Effectiveness (MOE) which not only illustrate the improved to provide the user with detailed information in support of
capability of the cannon but also illustrate the benefit the the intelligent checklist. In addition, the ATPS accepta
cannon provides to the other combat forces. Additionally, user input (TEMP review comments) and transfers those
MOE were selected which show the impact of the cannon comments to an ASCII file which can then be read by
system upon deployment, personnel, and other peacetime common word processors for editing into a final report.

resources, such as cost, since the impact of a new combat The second ATPS module, T&E Program Risk
system extends beyond the battlefield. Assessment, was fielded in March 1994. The architecture

of this module is also expert-systems-based with an

WG 20 - Test and Evaluation intelligent interview to identify program risk indicators and

Chair: CDR Christopher Hanson, explain the consequences of the identified risks. As part of

COMOPITEVFOR the risk assessment, the system leads the user through a

Phone: 804-444-2954 review of related requirements, threat, analysis, and test
and evaluation documents to ensure the key parameter of

Mr. George F. Hurburt each are properly coordinated, so that test results will

TECNET Executive Secretariat (CSOpIT) rovide the needed data for subsequent analysis and
TCNT Exeutiv Seetrevaluation.
CS1iT, CSD, FTEG A third ATPS module, TEMP Build, is now under
Naval Air Warfarfae Center-Aircrft Division development and will be described in detail in this
Patuxent River, Maryland 20670 presentation. This module, with the help of databases
301-826-3625 FAX: 703-326-3134 available on TECNET and other resources, will assist the
huuburt~tecnetl .jcte.jcS.il user in developing a TEMP.

Test and Evalaton Community Network (TECNE?) Richard C. Hu
Abstract not available. Swims Industries, Inc.

1745 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 603

M. Scott Roth, Industrial & Systems Engineer Ar5iegton VA 22205

Science Applications International Corporation 703-413-3401 FAX: 703-413-3403

8201 Greensboro Drive, Suite 470

McLean, VA 22102 Test & Evaluation for Airborne Misiles
703-847-5595 FAX: 703-847-6406 Abstract not available.
msrothe c"netI .jete.jcs.mil

Gene Haze
Ax Erpert Systems Approach to Test Planjg The MITRE Corporation

The Automated Test Planning System (ATPS) is a 7525 Colshire Drive

rule-based expert system designed to aid staffs within the MCLei, VA 22071

Office of the Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense Phone: 703-883-7584; FAX: 703-883-1370

agencies, and the military services in the test and GHauze@MITRE.ORG

evaluation planing proces. The fielded system provides

an intelligent system to aid in the review of Test and Paul Oxenberg
Evaluation Master Plans (TEMPs) and in an assessment of Department of the Army
T&E program risk. Use of ATPS provides more consistent ATrN: AMCPM-ITFS-IA (Mr. P. Oxenberg)
and higher quality review of TEMPs, reduced training time Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5001
for inexperienced TEMP reviewers, and the "final exam* Phone: 410-278-9285; FAX: 410-278-9392
for field users to review TEMPs before submitting to POXENBEOAPG-EMH9.APG.ARMY.MIL
Service headquarters and OSD for approval. The ATPS
combines highly effective technologies, such as expert Summary of Army lnstrumentation, Tarets, and Threat
systems, hypertext, and editing capabilities, in a seamless Simulator (1Trs) Le 'ge Planning
environment and presents these capabilities through a Abstract not availab.
friendly user interface that allows the user to focus on the
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LTC Mark Sturm and MAJ Wayne Andrews 5) A PC-based SLAM computer simulation was
Defense Evaluatn Support Activity developed to provide post test alernative scenario analysis.
2251 Wyoming Boulevard SE 6) An interactive multi media CD-ROM is being
Albuerque, NM 87117-5609 developed as a lecy and will serve as the encyclopedia
Phone: 505-262.4575 for all LOTS data. This is a first for this technology in the

T&E communily and could be the standard for futu
JWrn LASua Oer the Shoe Joi Test Dlt~rtm archiving and reporting.

The Evaluation: The Joint Logistics Over the Shore
QLOTS) Ocean Venture 93 (OV93) field test was perhaps LJ. Levy
the larges teat ver conducted by die Joint Test and Chief Scientist, Sraegic System Department
Evaluation conamua . JLOTS operations are for the Johns Hopkins University/APL
delivery of supplies and equipment to forces in areas where Johns Hopkins Road
port bilities are inadequate or non existent OV93 Laurel, MD 20723-6099
examined the system dhroughput of cargo and included: Phone: 301-953-5161; FAX: 301-953-1093

I) seven strategic sealift vessels (3 from die Ready
Reserve Force); Model Aided Test axd EvaksmNm

2) participation of 62 military units from 4 services A new T&E approach is being developed that
(totalling over 5,000 military and civilian; utilizes models to aid in the evaluation of test data for more

3) deployment of 71 watercraft and unit equipment; efficient and optnud use of testing resources. The
4) installation of an 810-foot elevated causeway, approach focuses on the progressive construction of more

three 810-foot floating piers, and several miles of credible system models throughout the system life cycle.
roadways; Model credibility, defined by quantified confidence

5) unloading over 800 20 and 40-foot containers requirements on inportant system measures of
from a tactical auxiliary crane ship (T-ACS); effectiveness, will be projected to lower level subsystems

6) the roll off or lift off of over 750 wheeled and to determine the types of testing, test sizes, instrumenation
tracked vehicles; characterization, and tea processing methodology in the

7) seven types of lighters transporting cargo over overall test plan. Optimized processing will combine
3.5 miles of open ocean; information from first principles with all applicable test

8) automatic and manual documentation of all data to understand and build high confidence system
unloaded cargo. models. The modeling will ideally be at the fundamental

Ile Technologies: The absolute magnitude of this level (parameters independent of test conditions) to
joint tes demanded early and continual planning as well as optimize (i.e. model-aid) the combination of data from all
the incorporation of as many automated data collection and types of diverse tests.
evaluation systems as possible. This multimedia The resulting models can then be used to predict
presentation (35mm slides, overhead viewgraphs, video, system performance over operational conditions with high
GPS tracking of ships, an animated SLAM computer quantified confidence. Traceability of confidence through
simulation, and an interactive CD-ROM) will mainly focus the model will delineate the critical areas of the system
on the commercial off the shelf (COTS) technologies that needing the most test resources. Top-down, integrawd test
were integrated and employed to collect, process, planning, coordination, and system evaluation will enable
retrieve/stor, wAyze, display and report on data available optimum utilization of test assets from all stages of the
during this evaluation. These technologies included: system life cycle. Concurrent engineering will ensure that

1) The real time tracking of over 30 watercraft testability is built-in from the sart and that data from all
using the Global Positioning System and digital mapping stages and levels of testing will be applicable and useable.
software fo accurate Time Space Position Information The testing activities wilg be "botom-up" with each
(FSPt) dam participant (developer, OT&E, etc.) testing to satistf its

2) A 22 station state of the art PC-based LAN was own and the top-down overall system requirements. A
established at the field site to allow simultaneous dam base simple paradigm example will illustrate some of the new
access to test operators, analysts and report writers. concepts.

3) A windows compatible muli media relational
data base was used to store all collected data (scanned Victor A. Ilenda, Strategic Systems Department
documents, photos, video clips, sound bytes, and keyboard Johns Hopkins UniversitylAPL
data). Johns Hopkins Road

4) A fully automated system that scanned and Laurel, MD 20723-6099
captured 7 separate RF test frequencies, digitized the voice Phone: 301-953-6000, x-4970
data and stored it for later gisng and analysis. FAX: 301-953-6519

ilendVAl@centraJ.ssd.jhuapl.edu
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Teat Sink Deve. by PerfewuaXe Requr"enueatS CitAh the model were analyzed using graphical and nonparameaic
Abstract not available. statistical techniques. The remuts highlight the benefis of

using high resolution modeling prior to actual operational
Jacqueline K. Telford testing.
Strategic System Department A recent Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-Gobl
Johns Hopkins University APL Positioning System (GPS)- Real Time Tracking (RTT)
Johns Hopkins Road, Laurel, MD 20723-6099 evaluation involved the successful application of a
Phone: 301-953-6000 x-4997 methodology designed to excel in today's test & evaluation
FAX: 301-953-1093 environment. During an eight-monih program the Defense

Evaluation Suppo t Activity (DESA) was able to idmnfy,
Teat SkI=S, CWaiexse' Limbs, and Adptive Tes tiqfor manage and integrate elements of the T&E environment
WMpo system R b*y while providing the oper*ional comMIuiy batter

Missile testing programs exist to determine if a knowledge of the involved systems. Through the use of
decrease in reliability or accuracy has occurred. The the UAV-GPS-RTT evaluation, this presentation discuses
testing approach in the CJCS (Chairman, Joint Chiefs of aspects of today's T&E environment, describes both an
Staff) guidelines is based on statistical methods. The organizational structure and methodologies designed to
testing guidehines for reliability estimation and change anticipate and overcome environmental limitations, and
detection are based on confidence intervals and hypothesis provides the audience with a practical application of these
testing, which were established in the statistical literature methodologies.
by Neyman and Pearson in 1932.

The statistical framework of the two types of risk is Maj Michael William Feil, US Army
briefly reviewed. Five different approaches and their Defense Evaluation Support Activity (OSD/DESA)
associated test sizes basesd on classical statistical methods Evaluations Division (SDE)
are presented: Fisher's test, one-sample Neyman-Pearson 2251 Wyoming BLVD SE
hypothesistesting, two-sample Neyman-Pearson hypothesis Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-5609
testing, sequential testing, and double sampling. Graphs Phone: 505-262-4573; FAX: 505-262-462114504
showing the sensitivity of the tes sizing to varying the
risks and reliability are given. Today's Test & Evaluatox ExvirodeWt

Several different methods for calculating the Abstract not available.
confidence limit for weapon system reliability on a series
system are presented. A possible %adaptive" testing scheme Mike Tedeschi
is proposed which varies the number of missiles to be TEXCOM Experimentation Center
tested each year based on the previous year's results. Fort Hunter Liggett, Ca 93928

Phone: 408-385-2417; FAX: 408-385-2734
William Kemple and Bard K. Mansager DSN 359
NPS Tedeschi~tecnetl.jcte.jcs.mii
Monterey, CA 93943
Phone: 408-656-2695; FAX: 408-656-2355 Environmntal Effects for Disbbuted Interative
DSN: 878 Simulation, Demo I
bardann@math.nps.navy.mil Abstract not available.

Pre-Test Modeling of the Javelin Antitank System Al Heston
Sverdrup Technology

The Army conducted an Initial Test and Evaluation P.O.Box 1935, Eglin AFB, FL 32542
(IOTE) of the Javelin Antitank system in the Fall of 1993. Phone: 904-678-2001; FAX: 904-678-0598
Prior to this test, a pre-test modeling analysis of the system
was conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School, using the Higher Level Evaluations (Task Level OT&E)
Janus high resolution combat model. An objective of this Abstract not available.
research was to compare the Javelin with the current
system, the Dragon II, using appropriate measures of Mike Kelley
effectiveness and measures of performance that were Combined Arms Training Strategies Division, 16th Cavalry
identified in the Test Evaluation Plan (rEP). Regiment

Additionally, Janus was used to predict the outcome of ATTN: ATSB-SBZ-B
various IOTE scenarios and hence make a guess as to the Fort Knox, KY 40121-5200.
adequacy of those scenarios in capturing desired Phone: 502-624-2505; FAX: 502-624-5860
effectiveness/performance data. The data generated from DSN 464
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NeAhwd Wa**Mvs flAkne ad Leds DerepwNa DSN 948
An Sb AI"IIIII

Department of Defense (DoD) needs 6o train and CSAL. An Inne aib Dewepasme Teu ad
synchronie die tot force to maximize tie synergism of BvahaaiJ. Bvbnwr aw
die total force a capability. However, DoD wil be unable Absact not availble.
to train in de future as it bas in the pes. Enviromnental
oncerns, reduced budgets, Wow training costs, ma Mr. Alan Davis and Ms. Ma Wakeld
complex weapons sysems requiring increased land ad BDM Federal, Inc.
ranp requirements for training, will force us to reconsider 4401 Ford Avenue - Suite 402
bow we train the total force. Training at die joint level Alexandria, VA 22302
with the intgration of coalition forces hertofore Phone: 703-57S-8990; FAX: 703-3794917
executable only on a limited scale may be unexecutable in
die fmure except in simulation. Ms. Debbie Cox

Given Contingency Missions, die future CATS US Army Operational Evaluation Command
focuses on the integration of CBTICSICSS, 4501 Ford Avenue
HeavylAb/SOF, Air ForceINavyIUSMC and Allies. The Alexandria, VA 22302
simulation plan allows leaders and staffs to ika Phone: 703-756-1817; DSN 289
Courm -of-Action in response to die contingency, develop
the METL and train it in the time available, deS die Dabre DedpweI W for Cmapri Simtin UWtg
correct force structure, tra e counes of action, and Test Da as Ixopkauexted for Ike Censbut Am#&*
evaluate urts prior to deployment. Thmefore, simulation, Susiahbft Modl
in die future, not only trains in the traditional sense, it The database development for the Combat Analysis
necessarily becomes a combat rehearsal system. Sustainiabilty Model (CASMO) involved a rigorous proem

In die future and even now, time and space are die for data collection, dam processing, and die maintaining of
critical limitations on training. In the fourth dimension an audit trail for die data. The effort was conducted by
ime and space are overcome - simulation provides BDM under contract to die US Army Operational
additional time to die unit by saving die time required to Evaluation Command. The audit tal was used to present
prepare and move to die field. Further, in simulabion and defend sources and accuracy of data for use in te
Six. can be rerun and modified until the unit aaims simulaltion. The effort used an integrated data processing
proficiency. This saves die time required to move the unit system, the principles of which are applicable for many
back to de start po and the brass on die ground and the simulation database development efforts, particularly when
ground tom up by acceleration or neutal steer does not using tea data for inmput.
give away die point along the course when actions occur. The Combat Analysis Sustainability Model
The maturation and miniaturization of our simulation will (CASMO) represents the maintenance, logistics, and
allow the force to embed die current TADSS capability in transportation operations of the support base for an Army
die weapons system. This will allow units to train in peace division in peacetime or combat. The model examines
time using tie sam training devices as they train in war. sustainability of major ground-based weapon system in an
When reconstituting crews and units, the devices the operational environment. CASMO is driven by an input
NCOs and officers used to train their units in peace time database which represents combat units, maintenance units,
will be with the unit in time of war available for training supply depots, mechanics, repair parts, transportation
and rehearsals. networks, and other factors. The model is written in die

SIMSCRIPr 11.5 simulation languag and runs on a Sun
Nea Urquhart workstation.
96CCSGISCWA As par of the database development effort, BDM
230 West Eglin Boulevard - Suite 230 developed a top-down dendritic process for selecting repair
Eglin AFB, FL 32542 parts. This process ensured that maintenance actions were
Phone: 904-882-8470; DSN 872 represented in the model at die appropriate level of detail,

as defined by the system Maintenance Allocation Chart
Mbie Aalyh d Reporkg Sysum (MARS) (MAC). BDM completed a parts list for four Army
Abract no available, weapon systems:

James S. Pollock Jr and Margaret M. Petro MIAI Abrams Tank 692 parts
Naval Undersea Warfare Center Newport Division M109A3 Howitzer 426 parts
Code 2213 Bldg 1171-1 M2A2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle 333 parts
Newport, RI 02841 M3A2 Cavalry Fighting Vehicle 346 parts
Phone: 401-841-2251; FAX: 401-841-2143
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*1
The da were entered into several working J. Mark Smith

databases, organized by the type of data. Afte entry of Naval Air Warfare Center Training Systems Division
data, verificati programs were run to enur te integrity (ATTN: PDBI 1)
of the data. The final data processing program used die 12350 Research Parkway

* working databases to creat a single datat in te format Orlando, FL 32826
required by the model. Phone: 407-380-3590; FAX 407-381-844

To assist in data validation, BDM developed dhree DSN 960
techniques that are applicable for est simulation database
efforts: an audit trail to identify the source of each data 7he Thren/lixtelllace Dait Extruaed System (TIDES)
item, a description of he algorithms and methodology used Abstract not available.
to convert raw data into the required model input, and a
"score card" to track die status of data collection and the Gregory T. Hutto
goodness of the dat. Associate Principal Engineer

Sverdrup Technology, TEAS Group
Ann E. M. Brodeen and Malcolm S. Taylor 626 Anchors Street, NW - Suite 4
U.S. Army Research Laboratory Fort Walton Beach, FL 23548
Advanced Computational and Information Sciences Phone: 904-833-7600
Directorate
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5067 Rejfliox ox She Practie of Des.o of Experimea at
Phone: 410-278-8947 FJgh AFB, Foria
annb@ARL.ARMY.MIL For the past three years, Sverdrup has encouraged

the use of designed experiments in the diverse test
A MUntlvadate Penr taio Raxk Order Test for Network programs ongoing at Eglin. Our Systems Effectiveness
Simulaix Validation Center of Excellence has learned some useful lessons

Simulation is a widely accepted means of analyzing concerning:
systems that are too complex to model analytically. Most a "post-test" design and analysis of data
communications *yatem fall into this category. But 0 the behavior of various classes of response
simulation credibility suffers when a continuing verification variables,
and validation program is not undertaken, thereby diluting 0 the theory and practice of blocking and
the value of analyses that simulations support. A primary randomization,
goal of any verification and validation process should be to 0 sequential experimentation and use of
enhance both the correctness of a simulation and the developmental data
confidence placed in its results. One challenge is to 0 educating technical practitioners and
develop a process that is at the same time feasible and 0 educating clients
compatible with an organization's needs, and can be We began our efforts by collecting previous testing
applied to both existing simulations as well as new ones. data with the goal of reanalyzing it with ANOVA and
Multivariate methods can be used to test the hypothesis of regression. To our dismay, the patterns of confounding
agreement between simulated predictions and empirical and the lack of explanatory power in the predictors
observations. This paper describes a statistical test useful defeated our efforts at demonstrating the improvements in
for the validation of simulations of (battlefield) precision and efficiency latent in DOE techniques.
communiations networks. The method employs a In consulting with a number of test programs, we
multivariate nonparametric rank sum test with the aid of a document the difficulties in using information-poor
computer-intensive permutation procedure to assess the response variables like proportions instead of the richer
si c of the defined test statistic. For illustrative physical measurements often available at marginally greater
purposes, the validation procedure is applied to a expense and effort. We developed approaches that capture
simulation that was developed to duplicate a configuration both the usual proportions as well as physical response
tested in FY91 in which "messages" were passed over a variables to demonstrate the improved behavior of the
communications network using the combination of the linear models and greater process understanding.
Tactical Fire Direction System (TACFIRE) protocol and In implementing designs, we have encountered a
Single.Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System number of roadblocks to randomization that would usually
(SINCGARS) Combat Net Radios (CNR). The purpose of have forced the model into a blocked or cross model. In
this research is to strengthen the link between some cases, we have implemented compromises that, while
experimentation and simulation, both of which should be not strictly random, preserve th intent of preventing
utilized in evaluating communications systems' measures of systematic bias from background variables.
performance. In a recent EC test, we have been able to use the

developmental data to develop appropriate models for
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further testing, to include trnmfonning (log and rank) the cooperation between dhe ten agencies can produce
response variables and selecting combinations of predictors. efficiency and the ability to correlate test results. Tis
Futhermore, we gan an estimate of error for selecting paper secondarily shows how die relationship between
sample size and assessing the significance of effects in training requirements and fidelity requirement should
fractional designs. Finally, we are planning to incorporate directly influence the evaluation criteria.
DT&E data into our designs to fill in the baseline cells. Current test agencies responsible for a specific

We are on our fourth series of technical education phase of ATD development include: Aeronautical Systems
courses in DOE, having experimented with University Center - Developmental Test and Evaluation and
contract courses, inhouse short courses, academic courses Acceptance testing; Air Force Operational Test and
and seminars. It appears to us that much of the University Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) - Initial Operational Test and
classical design material, while important for mathematical Evaluation and Qualification Operational Test and
sttisticians, is unnecessary for practicing testers. We have Evaluation; Major Command Test Squadrons - Follow On
found that the key to practical design and analysis of Test and Evaluation or Simulator Certification.
experiments is an unshakable foundation in ANOVA, Elements common to each of the tests include the
especially the concepts of squared errors and contrasts. ATD's training requirements, the system contractor
And, this material is difficult to transmit via lecture and specifications, and the end user. Up till now, each phase
academic homework, requiring a vested interest in a project of testing has a uniquely developed test plan with no intent
of the student's own choosing. Without project experience, of correlating to previous test efforts. Each test used
we find that students do not properly grasp the art of similar sources for test development (e.g. the system
randomization in execution or the physical interpretatiop of training plan), but different evaluation criteria have evolved
the statistical results. for each test agency. AFOTEC uses a six-level rating scale

Finally, educating our clients in the benefits and where Air Combat Command's test squadron (29 TSS) uses
limitations of DOE has proved to be a formidable a four-level rating scale. AFOTEC uses a separate fidelity
challenge. So much of the test community has little rating to determine the degree the ATD represents the real
statistical sophistication, and has been performing single- world system; the 29 TSS primarily tests the specific
factor-at-a-time experiments with the "golden" 30 trials for training requirements for the ATD relative to the mission
so long, that DOE ideas appear to be a criticism of a at the ATD's location (any single training location will not
career's work. Common questions we struggle with use every one of an ATD's capabilities). Efficiencies for
include: these tests can be realized by allowing the initial test

* "If this is so good, why haven't I heard of preparation to serve as the model for follow-on tests, by
this before?" allowing the results from previous tests to serve as the
"But we've never done it like that before." baseline for the performance of the ATD, and by

* "Aren't these ideas new and unproven?" standardizing evaluation criteria to directly reflect the
* "Our problem is much too complicated for System Training Plan relative to the trainer fidelity

that!" required for each training task.
We have some success in answering these, and more so
recently, as we have solid experience to demonstrate the R. R. Smullen, Jr.,Deputy Director for Engineering
benefits and pitfalls of DOE in trying to understand the real R. E. Nowak, OCC Program Manager
world through test. Naval Air Warfare Center

Patuxent River, Maryland 20670
Maj Michael A. McCartney Phone: 301-826-6383; FAX: 301-826-6381
AFIWC/EAMV DSN 326
250 Hall Blvd, Suite 139
San Antonio, TX 78243-7063 ruwual Reality - An Air Combat T&E Perspective
Phone: 210-977-2624; FAX: 210-977-3186 The exponential increase in the complexity of
DSN 969 modern aircraft and aircraft systems has made it extremely

difficult to assess the mission effectiveness of Naval
Sndardia~~en of Terms for Air Crew Training Devices: aviation weapons systems against new threats. Flight
Training Requirements, Fidelity Requirements, and Test testing has historically been the primary source of data on
A Evalaaie Terms the effectiveness of our aircraft and weapons, but flight

Operational testing of Aircrew Training Devices testing is expensive and limited in the questions it can
(ATDs) are conducted by several agencies depending on the answer. For this reason, the U.S. Naval Air Warfare
stage of development of the ATD. Each test agency will Center has embarked on the development of a fully
develop a unique test plan, conduct the test, and draft a integrated, multi-spectral ground test facility called the Air
report tailored to the purpose of the test. This paper Combat Environment Test and Evaluation Facility
discusses the commonality of the different tests and that (ACETEF) which is capable of creating a "virtual" test
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environment for testing advanced weapon systems. Four (DoD OSTM), is based on testing a conformant product
primary factors have driven the development of the using interoperability tests developed for the Elements of
ACETEF. First is test realism. Flight testing lacks Service specified in applicable International Standards and
operational realism in that it cannot create the test Profiles. The testing takes place among the products under
conditions for determining the operational utility of our Test (PUT) and one or more previously DoD OSITM tested
weapons systems in the dense threat environment of real products. The methodology also includes automated tools
combat. Second is security. Flight testing is inherently a which assist the testing in the area of Static Analysis,
public event. Third is cost. Flight testing is expensive and Interoperability Test Case Selection, and post test results
compounded by the added risk of mishaps. And last, the analysis.
limited combat situations of the past few years have
documented the need to evaluate the interoperability of our WG 21 - Unmanned Systems
systems. Navy, Marine, Army, Air Force, and allied Chair: Robert Bowen, Potomac Systems
forces must be able to communicate and interact. Through
the use of a unique combination of simulation and Engineering
simulation techniques the ACETEF permits man-in-the-loop Phone: 703-642-1000
ground testing of fully integrated aircraft and aircraft
systems in a virtual environment that closely parallels Mr. Charles Shoemaker
actual combat, while remaining secure, safe and cost Army Research Laboratory
effective. Advanced Systems Concept Office

Attn: AMSLC-AT-AS
Maj. Larry Dubois Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD 21005-5001
US Army Test and Experimentation Command Phone: (410) 278-8810; FAX 410-278-9668
Ft. Hood, TX
Phone: 817-288-1248; FAX: 817-288-1159 Data Collection Opportunities for OR Assessment of
DSN 738 UGVs.

Abstract not available.
Mr. Victor Armendariz
Coleman Research Corporation Mr. Brad Bradley
El Paso, TX Director of AMSAA

Att: AMXSY-CS
Force Potency Analysis of RTCA Results Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD 21005-5001
Abstract not available. Phone: (410)-278-6476, FAX 410-278-4694

M. Ernest Huber, Senior Engineer TTCP Activities on Battlefield Assessment of UGVs
BDM Engineering Services Company Abstract not available.
PO Box 2290
Sierra Vista, AZ 85636 Mr. Jerry Edwards
Phone: 602-538-5157; FAX: 602-538-4340 PSEMO
DSN 879 Attn: AMSAI-l-WP, Bldg 399
hubere@cc.ims.disa.mil Ft. Belvoir, VA

Phone: (703) 704-2412i2416
Interoperability Testing =a the DoD Open Systems
Environment Mobile Detection Assessment Response System

As the Federal Government develops the National Abstract not available.
Information Infrastructure (Nil) and the Department of
Defense aligns under the DoD Information Infrastructure Dr. James W. Dees and
(DII) with a major thrust to use Commercial Off the Shelf LTC Mark L. Swinson, PhD, PE
(COTS) products, an assurance of interoperability is Unmanned Ground Vehicles/ Systems Joint Project Office
becoming increasingly important. The Joint AMCPM-UG, Bldg 5410
Interoperability Test Center has defined and implemented Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-8060
a methodology which will provide a level of assurance of Phone: (205) 876-3988; FAX 205-842-0947
interoperability among products conformant to specific
International Standards and Profiles while controlling the Computer Assisted Teleoperated Vehicle
cost of testing. Abstract not available.

The methodology, Department of Defense Open
Systems Environment Interoperability Test Methodology Mr. David W. Parrish

Omnitech Robotics, Inc.
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2640 S. Raritan Circle and input to the analysis plan, condbet of the analysis,
Englewood, CO 80110 reporting procedures, and product approval. particular
Phoe: 003) 922-7773; FAX 303-922-7775 emphasis will be placed on the differet procedures used by

dke various services and agencies involved and how dies
Des n qf a Modiar Tele perated and Autnomous UGV differences were overcome. Insights imto bow future efferts
CeNtl system dmuld be conducted will be offered.
Absetract am available.

Mr. David S. Kang
Captain Ed Kleinschmidt, US Army The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
Department of Systems Engineerng 555 Technology Square, mail stop 27
United States Military Academy Cambridge, MA 02139
West Point, NY 10996-1779 Phone: (617) 258-2474; FAX 617-258-2121
Phone: (914) 938-5664; FAX 914-939-5919

Autonomous L /anarMARS Micro-ver.: WMITy
TUGV in the Janus (A) Combat Simulator Abstract not available.

The purpose of this paper is to explain the
mathematical model of the Tactical Unmanned Ground Mr. Claude P. Brancart
Vehicle (TUGV) in the Janus (A) Combat Simulator. The The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
TUGV is a ground based wheeled reconnaissance platform, c/o PRC
operated from a HMMWV at a range of 10 kilometers and Maritime Systems Technology Office
with three sensors (optical, thermal and acoustic). The 4301 North Fsrfax Drive, Suite 700
research effort presented in this paper incorporated a sound Arlington, VA 22203
sensor capability intheTUGV model. The model was then Phone: (613) 258-3106 (Draper Lab. number)
tested in a series of scenarios, both offensive and
defensive, with one of the Measures of Effectiveness being Th. Evolution of the Unmanned Uxderwater Vehicles
the number of detections. The paper will explain the Abstract not available.
TUGV prototype, explain the TUGV model by explaining
the necessary modeling assumptions and constraints, and Mr. Federick Cancilliere
report the results of the tests of the TUGV in the scenario Naval Underwater Systems Center
environment. Newport Division, 1176 Howell Street

Newport, RI 02841-1708
Major Mark Lumb Phone: (401) 841-3519; FAX 401-841-3560
Unmanned Ground Vehicles/ Systems Joint Project Office
AMCPM-UG, Bldg 5410 The Unmanned Underwater Vehicles - A Navy Force
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-8060 Mltip/alr
Phone: (205) 955-7044; FAX 205-842-0947 Abstract not available.

An Empircally Based Assessment of UAWUGV Mr. Kenneth R. Thurman
Interoperabllity BDM Federal, Inc.
Abstract not available. 4001 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 750

Arlington, VA 22203
Major Matthew A. Finlon, USMC Phone: (703) 351-6930; FAX 703-351-6909
Studies and Analysis Division.
Marine Corps Combat Development Command Unmanned Vehicles Information Analysis Centr
3093 Upshur Avenue Feasibili Stu
Quantico, VA 22134-5130 Abstract not available.
Phone: (703) 640-3235; FAX 703-640-3547

Mr. Paul Girard
Joi Acqu sition Axalysis: Lessons Learned SAIC, Ocean Systems Division

The paper focuses on the lessons learned from the 3990 Old Town Avenue
conduct of the Close Range Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (CR- San Diego,CA 92110
UAV) Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis Phone: (619) 686-5632; FAX 619-299-7346
(COEA). The CR-UAV COEA has a Marine Corps study
director, has modeling and ainulations support from the UA V C31 Measures of Effectiveness
Army and reports to a Navy Oversight Board, Discussion The problem of assessing military systems, and, in
will cover the organizations involved in providing direction particular, C3 systems, depends on our ability to
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understand the relationship of system performance to its A Functional Perforumiace AsseinUeat as Perfoued
worth in term of objectives, and to identify the witvh a UAV CORA
contribution of decision making support to operational Abstract not availbe.
outcomes. In order to assess C3 systems, we must be able
to model how likely the decision maker is to recognize the WG 22 - Cost and Operational Effectiveness
situation, how likely that person is to choose particular Analysis
cources of action as a result of that recognition and when Chair: Dr. Patricia Sanders, OASD(PA&E)
these events will take place. The problem of assessing Phone: 703-697-3521
system effectiveness is in being able to relate the systems'
performance to die Top-Level Warfare Requirements
(TLWR). This paper contends that utilities elicited at the L A Col. Steven L. Wingfield
system level are only consistent with utilities elicited at the HQ, Air Combat Command
higher level if they are related by the (possibly subjective) ACC/DRAS, 204 Dodd Blvd., Suite 226
model of the causal dependence of the higher level Phney8 A80, VA 23665-2777
outcomes on the low level attributes. This relationship is Phone: (804) 764-7066; DSN 574-7066
not known to have been derived previously and is believed FAX (804) 764-3596
to be a new result. The paper will also address a new
perspective on utility functions as conditional probabilities Terry L. Venema, Michael W. Garraabone, Paul R.
or fuzzy relations on worth vaiables. Hylton, and William V. BeatovichVeda, Incorporated

Ms. Laura Maker 5200 Springfield Pike, Suite 200

TRW Military Electronics & Aviation Division Dayton, OH 45431-1255

One Rancho Carmel Phone: (513) 476-4770; FAX (513) 476-3577

San Diego, CA 92198
Phone: (619) 592-3666; FAX 619-592-3879 The Airbe Bomber Study

This examined the comparative merits of employing

UA V Payload Final Analysis and Excution Plan the Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), an accurate

Abstract not available, guided munition, versus the use of the MK-82 and MK-84
unguided general purpose bombs against an air field target

Mr. Brian L set. JDAM is a guidance unit attached to a standard

Commander, Naval Air Warfare Center ballistic warhead (MK-84/BLU-109) which enables the

Weapons Division(NAWC/WD(CL)) bomb to make midcourse trajectory corrections and

China Lake, CA 93555 autonomously guide the weapon to specific geodetic

Attn: Mr. B. Lail (Code 2181) coordinates. It was expected that this guidance unit would

Phone: (619) 939-8727 enable a weapon with the ability to be employed under
restricted ceiling/visibility conditions without sacrificing

UA V Sursivability Analysis weapon accuracy. The airbase consisted of multiple targets

Abstract not available. of varying hardeesses found, and typically arranged, in
common scenarios of the Southwest Asia (SWA) theater of

Mr. Howard J. Benkert operations. This study was cochaired by Air Combat

Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. Command, Directorate of Conventional Munitions

8283 Greensboro Drive Requirements and A[R-526, Naval Warfare Analysis
McLean, VA 22102 Division, where the primary concern of the analysis was to
Phone: (703) 902-5815; FAX 703-902-3374 determine the comparative effort necessary to "destroy" the

airbase. It was postulated that the effectiveness of the

VAV Operations Concept Development UMing JDAM would be particularly beneficial to bombers because
SUPPRESSOR Computer Simulations they were not originally optimized to be used in the

Abstract not available, conventional role. The study employed the B-2 Bomber as
the principal delivery platform and incorporated the

Mr. Michael P. Stromberg doctrinal employment of these weapon systems in a fixed

Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. scenario environment.

8283 Greensboro Drive
McLean, VA 22102 Ms. Carrie Quesnell

Phone: (703) 902-4882; FAX 703-902-3374 Naval Air Warfare Center
Weapons Systems Planning Office (Code C28P)
Attack Weapons Department, NAWC-WPNS
China Lake, CA 93555-6001
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Phone: (619)927-2494 DSN 469-2494 model runs, documentation, etc.); ",hy it was done
FAX: (619) 939-2985 (directives I guidance) and what the expected benefits were;

and who did it (users, developers, COEA, and OT
Ms. Michelle Kilikauskas analysts). Then the extent to which the expected benefits
ASI-Systems International were realized will be addressed. The presentation will
825 North Downs, Suite C conclude with lessons learned.
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
Phone: (619) 375-1442; FAX (619) 375-0230 George M. Axiotis

Naval Sea Systems Command
A Boaom-Up Approach to Modeling Mission Effectiveness Director,Test and Evaluation Office

This presentation provides an overview of the Assistant for USW Programs (SEA 917)
bottom-up modeling process used in the mission 2531 Jefferson Davis Hwy (NC#3)
effectiveness analysis for the Navy's portion of the Joint Arlington, VA. 22242-5160
StandoffWeapon (JSOW) Preplanned Product Improvement Phone (703)602-8557 (DSN 332)
(P31) Cost andOperational Effectiveness Anaiysis (COEA). FAX (703)602-0881 (DSN 332)
The foundation of the approach was a scenario consisting E-Mail AXlOTlSGM@navsea.navy.mil
of hostile ground based point area defense systems and a
variety of targets of interest. Given the threat laydown and THE COEA CART AND THE ACQUISITION HORSE
location of friendly assets, a combat experienced aviator An Evaluation of the COEA Impact on Non-Major
developed realistic strike plans for attacking each targei Program Acquisition and TEMP Traceabity
with the alternative weapons using the resources typically For those of us fortunate to be involved with
available aboard an aircraft carrier. JMEM methods were developing platforms, weapons and combat systems we are
used to compute lethality for air launched weaponry against well aware of the far reaching thrust of the DOD 5000
ground targets of interest given the delivery conditions series instructions. But no DODI 5000.2-M requirement
called out in the strike plans. Pks for ground defenses has garnered more program management attention than has
against the attacking airborne vehicles were generated by the Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis, or COEA
RADGUNS(AAA) and ESAMS/MECA (SAMS) using the for short. Since its debut in 1990, there has been
specific trajectories generated by BLUEMAX from the confusion as to why it is required, who is responsible for
strike plans. Detection ranges for SAMs were derived generating it and who really benefits. Its stated purpose
from ALARM results. These one-on-one results were was to aid the Acquisition Executive (AE) select the most
integrated in SUPPRESSOR with weapon and qircraft cost-effective approach to meeting an operational need.
characteristics, threat laydown information, and tactics to Comments from the non-major program trenches indicate
model the complex interactions among the players fur each that the COEA has become a major administrative burden
strike. Mission level results were then derived from Monte on the Program Manager (PM) and of questionable value
Carlo runs of SUPPRESSOR. Rationale for choosing this in its current form.
approach as well as its strengths and weaknesses will be This paper evaluates two separate, but interrelated
discussed, along with lessons learned. Details of the issues: the first being the utility of the COEA in directing
modeling approach and some helpful tools will be six non-major Navy programs beyond Milestone I. The
illustrated by examples. second is an assessment of the "traceability" of COEA

MOE's down to the Test and Evaluation Master Plan
Mr. Ronald G. Magee (TEM' vith emphasis on MOE differences. The survey
TRADOC Analysis Command results snow that the COEA has limited impact to directing
Study and Analysis Center (ATTN: ATRC-SAA) a particular approach for these non-major acquisition
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 66027-5200 programs. It also reinforces the notion that not all COA
DSN 552-5426 / (913) 684-5426 MOE's are suitable for direct incorporation into the ORD
FAX: xxx-3866 and TEMP. It is recommended that OSD reevaluate the
Email: mageertracer.army.mil utility of the COEA as it is currently implemented for

programs beyond Milestone I and the MOE *traceability'
Test and Analysis Integration in the SADARM MS IIa doctrine.
COBA

This presentation will be a case study addressing Major Gary Stallings
test and analysis integration work done in the SADRM Headquarters, US Army Special Operations Command
MS liA COEA (the first COEA done by TRAC-SAC that ATrN: AOFI-CDA
formally addressed test and analysis integration). The Fort Bragg, NC 28307
presentation will begin by addressing: what was done and Phone: (910) 432-1041, DSN 239-1041
what was produced (planning, methodology development, FAX: (910) 432-1661, DSN 239-1661
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email fdi-cd2Orusasoc.soc.mil Washington, D.C. 20310-0103
Phone: (703) 614-5920; DSN 224

Unique Aspechs of Conducting ACAT Level III and IV FAX: (703) 693-2385; DSN 223
COEA, E-mail: dia~pentgon-hqdadss.army.nail

This briefing provides a prototype method of
conducting an Acquisition Category (ACAT) level Ill or IV An Approach to Performiag Joint COEAS
Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA). This presentation discusses issues of general
Most regulations governing the conduct of COEAs speak concern relative to the conduct of Joint COEAs. These
mainly to ACAT level I or 11 programs with very little issues were identified through the initiation of dialogue
verbiage devoted towards how to conduct an ACAT level among those individuals within the separate services who
Ill or IV COEA. This presentation includes a description are responsible for COEA policy, procedures, and actions.
of "Level of Effort" used for ACAT III and IV COEAs. A Joint COEA, in the context of this presentation, is one
It provides suggestions on how much time should be for which the JROC has determined that a development
devoted to conducting a particular COEA and an idea of system is required and that development will be supported
the length of the report. It also provides some basic by two or more services. A Joint COEA process is
guidelines for the following questions. What type of proposed and discussed that addresses the identified issues.
COEA is required for a MS 1/11 or MS 1/111 and what The proposed process supports the current established DoD
questions should the analysis answer? is there a need for guidance documents and continues to promote COEA
a full blown COEA vice some lesser form of analysis? product responsibility to the designated Lead Service. The
What constitutes a valid reason for requesting a waiver of process proposed establishes early coordination procedures
a COEA? What is the difference in Non-Developmental among the participating services in order to resolve
Items (NDI), Developmental Items, Limited Procurement service differences early in the process and to delineate and
Urgent (LPU), Material Change (MC), Preplanned Product assign study and analysis responsibilities.
Improvement (P31), and O&M Funded programs as they
relate to the COEA needs. Lt. Col. Roy Rice, USAF

OAS/XR
Major Matthew A. Finlon, USMC 3550 Aberdeen Ave.
Studies and Analysis Division, MCCDC Kirtland AFB, NM 87117
3093 Upshur Ave Phone: (505)846-8322; DSN 246-8322
Quantico, VA 22134-5130 FAX 246-5558
Phone: (703) 640-3235; DSN: 278-3235 E-mail: ricetpik.af.mil
FAX: (703) 640-3547

"3-Ms" MNS- MOEs -Models
Joint Acquisition Analysis: Lessons Learned USD(A), DOT&E, and ASD(PA&E) released a

The paper will focus on the lessons learned from the memorandum on 9 March i. 2 that directed the acquisition
conduct of the Close-Range Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (CR- community to ensure linkage among all the acquisition
UAV) Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis documents (MNS, ORD, COEA, TEMP and APB). Since
(COEA). The CR-UAV COEA has a Marine Corps study the MNS occurs first, it is the cornerstone for defining
director, has modeling and simulations support from the concepts and systems that will meet user needs. The things
Army and reports to a Navy Oversight Board. Discussion that provide the actual linkage among the documents are
will cover the organizations involved in providing direction the measures of effectiveness (MOEs) that we use in the
and input to the analysis plan, conduct of the analysis, analyses and include in the documents to measure how well
reporting procedures, and product approval. Particular or to what degree we perform the required tasks to fi
emphasis will be placed on the different procedures used by the established mission needs from the MNS. These MOEs
the various services and agencies involved and how these are inputs and outputs of the various models we u se in our
diferences were overcome. Insights into how future analyses. These models are as simple as equations on the
efforts should be conducted will be offered and tied in with back of envelopes and as complicated as large computer
the results from the Joint COEA Working Group simulations. This briefing relates the threee Ms (MNS -

recommendations. MOEs - Models) and suggests how this linkage can be
accomplished.

Sylvia A. Diaz
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army Capt David C. Thompson

(Research, Development, and Acquisition) Air Force Studies and Analyses Agency
HQDA OASA(RDA) AFSAAISASS
ATTN: SARD-DO (S. Diaz) 1570 Air Force, Pentagon
The Pentagon, Rm 313468 Washington, DC 20330-1570
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Phone: (703) 695-2821 DSN 225-2821 John A. Knight
Fax: (703) 697-3441 DSN 227-3441 Veda, Incorporated
Email: thompson @ afsaa.hq.af.mil Phone: (703) 845-7166; FAX: (703) 931-0275

A Muilod~alfor CORA Analyses: MOE Data Reduction Measures of Effectiveness: Quantative Toolfor Decirion
and tMoerrtien Making

(U) MOE generation and analysis is a critical A method is described by which qualitative
element of the COEA process. Analysis of complex judgments are translated into quantitative and traceable
weapon systems often requires tradeoffs between many measures of effectiveness to provide guidance as to which
conflicting MOE&. Appropriately weighing the merits of of several alternatives best fulfills a need. With the defense
each of these MOE across multiple competing alternatives budget continually shrinking and requirements becoming
is the key to successful analysis. This paper details the increasingly acute, decisions which result in system cost
multivariate methodology developed at the Air Force ovenuns and under performance become increasingly less
Studies and Analyses Agency to formalize MOE analyses. tolerable. More and more, procurements will resemble the
The paper presents a rigorous framework using Factor manner in which we make personal purchases. No longer
Analysis to identify and eliminate MOE multicollinearity, will the process be one of determining the requirements and
identify predictor MOEs, determine the true dimensionality purchasing the system at whatever its cost. In the future,
of the COEA decision space and interpret key factors the budget will be more strictly set, and we will
which determine the effectiveness of the alternatives. By compromise cost and performance, purchasing only as
seeking to uncover the complex relationships within the much of the system as our budget wll allow. The method,
MOEs, the methodology serves the dual purpose of data which is a combination of the Analytical Hierarchy Process
reduction and data interpretation. This greatly simplifies and the use of *utility" curves, is illustrated through an
the task of displaying complicated data to the decision example that evaluates many alternatives over several
maker. This paper uses the recent Milstar Polar Adjunct performance, interface, and programmatic parameters. The
COEA as a case study for proving this methodology by specific example illustrated concerns the Supersonic Sea
significantly reducing the number of MOEs for Skimming Target program that is in the early stages of the
consideration while maintaining a high fidelity of Department of Defense acquisition decision and
representation and reproducibility. The results were implementation phase.
readily understood and accepted by senior decision makers
and the analysis shed light by illustrating unseen but Ms. Lounell Southard and MAJ Steven Callan
extremely insightful relationships among key critical US Army TRADOC Analysis Center
MOEs. The results of this analysis illustrate the power and Attn: ATRC-WBB
broad applicability of multivariate analysis. Extensions of White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico 88002
this form of analysis include IPL generation, POM Phone: (505)678-1461 / DSN 258-1461
analysis, weapon system effectiveness and test evaluations, FAX (505)678-5104
and model/simulation output data reduction.

Baulefjld Combat Identifiation System Near Term
Vincent F. Neradka (BCIS-NI) Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysb
The Johns Hopkins University (COEA)
Applied Physics Laboratory The problem of friendly fire casualties has been
Johns Hopkins Road documented throughout history. However, during
Laurel, MD 20723-6099 Operation Desert Shield/Storm the number of friendly fire
Phone: (301) 953-5449; FAX: (301) 953-6896 casualties (24 percent) far exceeded the average amount in

previous conflicts. As a result of lessons learned in Desert
Randel H. Stone Storm (decreased visibility due to dust/smoke,
Department of the Navy misidentification of targets, etc.) the Army Chief of Staff
Program Executive Office for directed that a task force be formed to investigate and
Cruise Missiles Project and improve combat identification. A major outcome of this
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint Project task force was to pursue development of a combat
Phone: (703) 604-1769; FAX: (704) 604-1730 identificationdevice for ground-to-ground and sir-to-ground

(rotary wing only) platforms that could be fielded by 1995.
Roger H.Caldow In support of this BCIS-NT program, a General
The Johns Hopkins University Officer Steering Committee selected a millimeter wave
Applied Physics Laboratory question and answer technology to meet requirements for
Phone: (301) 953-5039; FAX: (301)-953-9450 the combat identification device based on a technology

demonstration and analysis performed by the task force.
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Subsequently, HQDA, DAMO-FD (study sponsor) required 1) Effectivenesslost ratios, and 2) Weighted
a ot and operational effectiveness analysis (COEA) be Effectiveness-Cost measures. The first approach
conducted to determine if a millimeter wave (MMW) BCIS is based upon an economic optimization
could reduce fratricide without decreasing combat formulation, while die second criteria is based
effectiveness. Five MMW systems were compared in the upon a pure utility formulation. The two criteria
COEA: three had range resolution around the interrogated are virtually exclusive in that they do not produce
target while the remaining two relied solely on consistent rankings of alternatives. The lesson is
interrogating the entire beam width. Both 45 mil and 22 that the selection of an appropriate choice
mil beam widths were investigated, criterion depends on proper problem formulation.

The basic approach to this study was to conduct a
technology review, followed by an effectiveness analysis, Sheryl A. Payne
a cost analysis, and a training impact analysis. The Northrop Corporation NATDC
technology review compiled fratricide results from several 8900 E. Washington Blvd., N410/XA
sources, to include both historical accounts of battles and Pico Rivera, CA 90660-3737
"simulated fratricide" occurring at the two Army training Phone: (310) 948-9105; FAX (310) 948-9485
centers (Fort Irwin, CA and Grafenwohr, GE). Combat
effectiveness was determined by using a noninteractive Assessing Cost and Effectiveness Through Force
combat simulation (CASTFOREM) to study the effects of A/locaton
the five MMW BCIS on battle outcome. The cost analysis To properly evaluate the effectiveness of a force
compared the costs of fielding different BCIS variants, and structure composed of dissimilar aircraft, it is necessary
determined the variations in the costs of fielding one of to assign aircraft to the missions and targets for which
them to one, two, and four divisions, with or without each type of aircraft/weapon system is the most effective.
inclusion on rotary wing platforms. The training analysis To satisfy this need, the Force Allocation Model (FAM)
consisted of a survey of the affected Army schools to was developed. It is an expected value model that is
determine BCIS impacts on the training subsystem. based upon a prioritizing algorithm; the highest priority

The principal results of the study were as follows: is that combination of aircraft platform and target
any BCIS-NT alternative reduces direct fire fratricide; in category that yields the largest target value killed per
a high fratricide situation, BCIS can improve Blue combat sortie (TVK), which is defined below:
effectiveness; non-ranging BCIS variants provide significant
protection to the enemy by misidentifying Red vehicles as TVK - (Target Value) x (Expected
Blue; and, impact on training is minimal. Kills Per Sortie)

Lt Col James K. Lowe The determination of target value is a subjective
Defense Resources Management Institute procedure that can differ significantly due to such factors
DRMI, Code 64Lo as mission objectives and individual opinion. Therefore,
Monterey, CA 93943 one must be careful in assigning these values, keeping in
Phone: (408) 656-2318; FAX : (DSN) 878-2139 mind the specific scenario and mission objectives, and

utilizing a consistent method for target value
The Characteristics Approach and Mukiharlbute determination. The expected kills per sortie number
Evaluaion: An Economic Perspective applies to one type of aircraft and weapon against a

specific target category. Measures of effectiveness
"The test of maximum effectiveness obtainable from FAM include target value killed per

for a given budget seems much less likely sortie, cost per sortie, total wartime cost, and conflict
to mislead the unwary..." duration.

Hitch & McKean 119651 p. 167  In the model, aircraft are allocated according to
the prioritized list of aircraft/target combinations until

In the absence of profit measures, decisions there are no sorties for that aircraft type available for the
among alternative physical investments are typically day, or all targets of that particular target type have been
based upon measures of effectiveness and costs. The destroyed. At this point, the number of targets killed,
development of reliable effectiveness indicators and the the target value killed, and the sorties flown are tabulated
calculation of accurate life cycle costs dominates the and then the next aircraf/target combination on the list is
literature. However, this paper addresses the decision examined. In addition, the cost associated with each
criterion issue that faces decision makers once allocation is calculated which includes weapon cost and
effimciveness and cost measures are developed. We sortie cost. The program terminates when there are no
examine two popular criteria used to compare enemy targets of any target category remaining; the time
alternatives: when this occurs marks the end of the campaign.
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This model can be used in a number of ways for force us to reconsider how we train the total force.
cost and effectiveness analyses. Initially, it was Training at the joint level with the integration of coalition
developed to determine the contribution of individual forces heretofore executable only on a limited scale may
aircraft to the total force by analyzing their cost as a be unexecutahle in the future except in simulation.
percentage of wartime coat and their target value killed Given Contingency Missions, the future CATS
relative to other aircraft platforms. However, subsequent focuses on the integration of CBT/CS/CSS,
projects have involved the effect on top level measures Heavy/Light/SOF, Air Force/Navy/USMC and Allies.
(such as wartime cost and conflict duration) by limiting The simulation plan allows leaders and staffs to identify
the available inventory of certain weapons, initiating a Courses-of-Action in response to the contingency,
surprise attack on the enemy, and evaluating guided develop the METL and train it in the time available,
weapons against specific targets. In addition, FAM is design the correct force structure, train the courses of
currently an unclassified model which makes it action, and evaluate units prior to deployment.
particularly useful for marketing purposes. Therefore, simulation, in the future, not only trains in

The paper will further illustrate the uses of FAM the traditional sense, it necessarily becomes a combat
by providing sample analyses and will describe additional rehearsal system.
enhancements that will be implemented this year. In the future and even now, time and space are

the critical limitations on training. In the fourth
William J. Chevalier dimension time and space are overcome - simulation
Operations Research Analyst provides additional time to the unit by saving the time
Simulation and Modeling Branch required to prepare and move to the field. Further, in
US Army NRDEC simulation STXs can be rerun and modified until the unit
Natick, MA 01760 attains proficiency. This saves the time required to
DSN 256-5359; FAX 256-4154 move the unit back to the start point and the brass on the

ground and the ground torn up by acceleration or neutral
Optimized Cost Beneft Impats of Ballisti Casualty steer does not give away the point along the course
Reduction Equipment Design Criteria where actions occur. The maturation and miniaturization

This paper discusses an evaluative methodology of our simulation will allow the force to embed the
for generating optimal ballisticcasualty reduction design current TADSS capability in the weapons system. This
criteria to enhance the design of body armor. It allows will allow units to train in peace time using the same
one to generate a multi-dimensional matrix of casualty training devices as they train in war. When
reduction data to run a search optima through. These reconstituting crews and units, the devices the NCOs
results will provide a basis for maximizing casualty and officers used to train their units in peace time will be
reduction to weight and casualty reduction to life cycle with the unit in time of war available for training and
cost ratios over a range of body armor designated range rehearsals.
of weights. Multi-criteria techniques using pairwise
factor comparisons for relative weighting of factors are Anne Vopateck
used to evaluate optimal design configurations. DNA/SPWE
Sensitivity analysis is then used to emphasize the effects Defense Nuclear Agency
of the more heavily weighted factors. 6801 Telegraph Road

Alexandria, VA 22310-3398
Mike Kelley
Combined Arms Training Strategies Division Bill Riley and Doug James
16th Cavalry Regiment Logicon RDA
ATTN: ATSB-SBZ-B 105 E. Vernjo, Suite 450
Fort Knox KY 40121-5200. Colorado Springs, CO 80903
DSN 464-2505; FAX: (502) 624-5860 Phone: (719) 635-2571; FAX (719) 632-1876

Combined Arms Training Strategies (CATS) as a Tool for The Viftual Interactive Target (ViT): Applications to
Analysis Cost and Effeetiveness Anaysis

Department of Defense (DoD) needs to train and Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) is being
synchronize the total force to maximize the synergism of touted as "the way DoD will prepare to fight for the next
the total force's capability. However, DoD will be 30 years.' (Dr. John J. Hamre, Senate Armed Services
unable to train in the future as it has in the past. Committee Staff, 22 March 1993). DIS brings together,
Environmental concerns, reduced budgets, higher in a real-time virtual battlespace, every conceivable type
training costs, more complex weapons systems requiring of participant: simulators of widely varying vintage and
increased land and range requirements for training, will levels of fidelity; actual aircraft, ships, vehicles, and
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field equipmet; and actual or simulated command and of a combat simulation model and the results of a
control centers. Proposed uses of DIS include training, mobility assessment of the C2V alternatives conducted by
testing, mission rehearsal, and system acquisition. the Waterways Experimentation Station, Vicksburg, MS.

In December of 1993, Defense Nuclear Agency A simple algorithm of tactical decision nles was then
(DNA), in conjunction with the National Test Facility used in a map exercise (MAPEX) to integrate the model
(NTF), demonstrated a prototype of a Virtual Interactive runs and the mobility analysis within the context of the
Target (VIT) which models realistic conventional scenario to explore the threshold and objective values
weapons effects and target responses using the DIS associated with the movement and emplacement
paradigm. Impressive visualization of these effects is characteristics.
provided on a Silicon Graphics Onyx Workstation. The
visualization is of such high quality that it could be used Katheryn A. Cooper
in war-gaming battle damage assessment. Other Pentagon, Room ME670
proposed uses of the VIT include examining operational Defense Information Systems Agency
effectiveness of conventional and unconventional 7010 Defense Pentagon
weapons used to attack aircraft shelters and hardened Washington, DC 20301-7010
underground targets. This paper proposes an iterative Phone: (703) 695-0881; DSN 225
process to use the VIT in COEAs for such weapons FAX: (703) 693-5707
system. E-mail: cooperk cc.ims.disa.mid

The proposed iterative process is illustrated with a
hypothetical case study, as DIS, the VIT, and weapons Sensitiity Analysis of Key Performance Parameters for
under consideration are not mature enough to have the USMC Medium L Alternative
actually been used in experiments or simulations. The acquisition of a Medium Lift Alternative is a
Questions concerning whether DIS and the VIT are serious issue for amphibious operations. The MLR will
actually ready to be used as described in the hypothetical fill a critical role left by the aging CH-46E and CH-53D.
case are addressed. What are the advantages and Throughout the COEA analysis, questions have arisen as
disadvantages of using DIS? How reliable would the to the need for certain requirements and the cost of
results, measures of effectiveness, and COEAs be? achieving them. Specifically, high speed and high load
These and other issues are examined in the paper. capability were seen as primary requirements for the

MLA. However, the need for these requirements has not
Mr. Ronald G. Magee been adequately demonstrated and the considerable cost
TRADOC Analysis Command of achieving them seen to be prohibitive. While the
Study and Analysis Center (ATTN: ATRC-SAA) MLA program progressed through the COEA, OSD
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 66027-5200 PA&E Land Forces division undertook a study to assess
Phone: (913) 684-5426; DSN 552 the MLA requirements and determine what the impact of
FAX: xxx-3866 these requirements is on the operational capability of the
Email: mageeretracer.army.mil aircraft. The new national strategy could effectively

increase the role of the medium lift helicopter in
Command and Control Veicle (C2 V) Requirement amphibious lift and special operations. The diversity of
Analysis (Movement and Emplacement Characteristics) the role that the MLA plays impacts the modernization

A major deficiency noted from Operation Desert requirements in many ways. The specific requirements
Storm was the inability of the current M577A2 command at issue are the speed, load and range capability. An
post to "keep pace" with the tempo of the battle. While additional issue is how the mix of heavy and medium lift
this indicates the inadequacy of the current C41 system to aircraft affects the mission. The study investigates these
apply the efficiencies of enhanced technology and requirements with respect to the diverse role set out for
automation, it also reflects upon the mobility capability the MLA and assesses what the impact of the
of the current command posts. In fact, at the onset of requirements is on the overall amphibious mission.
the requirement analysis, the principle issue for the C2V
was considered to be mobility. WG 23 - Weapon System Acquisition

This paper examines the techniques used to Chair: James C. Kolding, Teledyne Brown
determine the threshold and objective values of the Eninering
mobility parameter and the respective performance for
each of five C2V alternatives. As a result of the Phone: 205-726-2893
analysis, mobility was further refined to be comprised of
two attributes: the ability to move; and the ability to Lt Col Dennis Lester

physically emplaceldisplace the CP. The methodology Det4, USAF Air Warfare Center (ACC)

linked a TRADOC standard scenario with gaming ouput Kirtland AFB, New Mexico 87117-5617
Phone: (505) 846-1472; FAX: (505) 246-1486
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Thukr Air Command and Contral Simulation Facgo FAX: (703) 640-3547
(TACCSF)

The Theater Air Cwrimand and CnWtol J.oit System Acaistoa Axayabs: Lessaum Learned
Simulation Facility (TACCSF), located at Kirln AFB, The paper will focus on the results of the Joint
New Mexico, is the world's largest operator-in-the-loop Coat and Operational Effectivene (COEA) Working
air defense simulation facility. The facility was Group. Emphasis will be given to the different methods
developed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Air used by the Services to conduct COEA and how those
Force, and Army over a 13-year period, at a total cost in differences can be reconciled within a joint COEA.
excess of $200 million, to address specific air defense Responsibilities, taakitgs, and command relationships for
a. d command an control issues. joint COEAs will be covered. The paper will discuss

The facility is a national asset operated by the Air procedures for initiating the COEA, approving study
Fore, with Army participation, and is a resource plans, and routing and approval of products.
available for use by any US or Allied agency. Typical Additionally, lessons learned from the conduct of the
applications which the facility supports include, but are Close-Range Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (CR-UAV)
not limited to: COEA will be presented. The CR-UAV COEA has a
4 Development and refinement of new system Marine Corps study director, modeling and simulations

requirements, concepts, tactics, plans, and support from the Army, and reports to a Navy Oversight
procedures Board.

0 Systems intgration/interoperability
1 lanning, scoping, and rehearsing live operations Len Freeman
* Extending the results of live operations into larger OPNAV (N810B)

scenarios Washington, D.C. 20350
Air Combat Command (ACC) has designated the Phone: (703) 697-4737

TACCSF as the primary operator-in-the-loop simulation
facility for theater missile defense (TMD) studies. The Navy JoW Acquisiion liiiative
Air Force conducted a TMD test at the TACCSF in In September 1992, the CNO Executive Steering
February 1993 to analyze Committee (ESC) undertook an initiative to examine die
timelines and accuracy of information flow and launch status of Navy Jointness and Interoperability with the
point determination for attack operations. More complex other services. They established a Process Action Team
live-simulated mixed activities are scheduled for FY94. (PAT) to develop a strategic vision for the Navy in Joint
The TACCSF is currently linked to the National Test Acquisition. Ultimately reporting to the CNO, the PAT
Facility (NTF) and the Advanced Research Projects was comprised of not only OPNAV personnel, but also
Agency (ARPA) WARBREAKER Simulation Facility. representatives from the Office of the Secretary of the
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocols are Navy, the Marine Corps, Navy Systems Commands, the
used to exchange information between the simulations. Army, and the Air Force. This paper discusses the
The TACCSF will soon be linked to other joint results of the PAT. A plan was developed to
simulations to create the necessary architecture to institutionalize and leverage Joint Acquisition within the
conduct studies, rehearse live demonstrations and Navy and thereby obtain maximum warfighting capability
exercises, and train crews in this critical mission area. at minimum cost. A force field analysis was utilized to

illustrate the major contributors a well as the chief
Bill Riley, Ph.D. impediments to Joint Acquisition. When implemented,.
Logicon RDA the approach will improve interoperability of systems for
105 E. Vermijo, Suite 450 increased warfighting capability, reduce acquisition cost
6801 Telegraph Road through shared RDT&E and production, and allow
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 greater operating and support efficiencies.
(brileylogicon.com)

Jim Kolding
MVir l Inteakctve T art (VIT): Appicatons to Teledyne Brown Engineering

Weapon System Acqust~ion Huntsville, AL 35807-7007
Abstract not available. (205) 726-2893; FAX: (502) 624-5860

Major Matthew A. Finlon, USMC ELAN*: A Quick Reaction Force-on -Force Jobt Tool
MCCDC The current world political situation has shifted
3093 Upshur Avenue the focus frm global to theater defense. This
Quanico, VA 22134 redirection, combined with limited funding and time, has
(703) 640-3235; DSN: 505-6785 heightened the need for quick-reaction force-on-force
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combat modeling to support intr/irra service tradeoff using a minimum of resources while not sacrificing the
analyses needed for weapon system acquisition. The adequacy and credibility of the test. A coordinated use
need far good joint combat force-on-force tools has never of a combat simulation and a design of experiment
been greaer. ELAN* is a medium-resolution division procedure, the Taguchi method, show promise as an
level and below Joint Combat model which can be used acquisition strategy.
to analyze all major land, sea and air systems with This research focused on die Javelin medium
regard to weapon systems effectiveness, tactical antitank system which just completed operational testing
techniques and procedures, and operational or in the fall of 1993 and was intended to give the Project
organizational concepts. Its bale box has been Manager's office information regarding the probable
expanded from a 20KM x 20KM area to a 100KM x outcome of critical design characteristics prior to the teat.
IOOKM box to allow for operational force effectiveness Using the Taguchi method, many different design
views of a theater or corps level fight for the ground and parameters were analyzed at several different levels of
air elements. performance, The method reduced the number of trials

DOD's emphasis on joint system acquisition required to obtain a desired level of statistical
programs requires the conduct of weapons tradeoffs, not significance while still obtaining the necessary data for
just within the Army, but acro all the armed services each parameter. Once the required number of trials were
and the functional areas such as air defense, armored identified, the Janus combat model simulated the
system and fire support systems. The need for a joint operational test trials.
operational effective combat model exists; ELAN* Results suggest what weapon parameters are more
(STAR D209# Sea Terrain AiR) satisfies this need. critical to the specific measures of effectiveness of
ELAN* currently models air-to-air, air-to-ground, survivability, lethality, and engagement range.
ground-to-air, amphibious, naval, and ground maneuver In a broader view, this andem use of an experimental
operations. DMA terrain data and AMSAA BRL design technique and a
weapons data are used to model terrain and weapon combat simulation can provide acquisition managers
systems. Within weeks, a scenario can be created to insights on critical system parameters prior to actual
represent any level of threat or evaluate the capabilities #sting.
of a proposed weapon system tactic, force structure or
operational plan. The presentation will address the Frank C. Betts and Dr. Kirk Sturtz
changing analysis needs for weapon systems acquisition Veda, Incorporated
and how ELAN* can support these needs. 5200 Springfield Pike, Suite 200

Dayton, OH 45431-1255
Lieutenant Colonel Steven L. Wingfield (513) 476-3521; FAX: 513-476-3577
HQ. Air Combat Command
ACC/DRAS, 204 Dodd Blvd., suite 226 Moving Target Analysir
Langley Air Force Base, VA 23665-2777 Abstract not available.

Terry L. Venema, Michael W. Garrambone Paul R. LTC Andrew G. Loerch
Hylton and William V. Beatovich US Army Concepts Analysis Agency
Veda, Incorporated Bethesda, MD 20814
5200 Springfield Pike, Suite 200 Phone: (301) 295-1546
Dayton, OH 45431-1255
(513) 476-3516; FAX: (513) 476-3577 Value Added Analysis for Army Equipment

ModerlikAton
The Air Base Bomber Sod This paper describes the Value Added Analysis
Abstract not available, methodology which was used as part of the US Army's

Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution
Bard Mansager System to assist the Army leadership in evaluating and
Naval Postgraduate School prioritizing competng weapon system alternatives during
Monterey, CA 93943 the process of building the Army budget. The Value
(408) 656-2695; FAX: (408) 656-2355 Added Analysis concept uses a family of models to

measure an alternative system's contribution to the
Supporting Acquisiioa Decisions Through Effective program using a hierarchical assessment framework. A
Erperfental Design mathematical optimization model is then used to

Weapon Acquisition is a very expensive process, simultaneously determine an alternative's cost-benefit and
especially in today's cost reduction environment, to identify an optimal mix of weapon systems for
Techniques must be used to conduct operational testing inclusion in the Army budget.
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C.R Crawford and D. Affleck The joint combat identification Program eclipass
Edgewood Research, Development and Engineering two major efforts under die auspices of die OSD directed
Center study: doe Navy Combat Aircraft Idengificatios (CAI)
Absrde proving Ground, MD 2101045423 COEA which addreses air-toair and pound-to-air
Phone: (410) 671-3640 combat ID and die battlefield combat identification

system (BCIS) which addresses proundto-ground and
A hepse Approach to Value Added Shudies air-to-pround combat ID.
Abstract not avail"bl. As a result of frairicide occurring in Desert

Storm, the Army initiated an accelerated programn call
Dr. Jim Metzger the BCIS Near-term solution that would field a combat
Office of Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation ID device by 199S. Results form die BCIS-NT COBA
Office of Secretary of Defense confirmed dhe selection of MMW Q&A device with
Washington, D.C. 20301-1I00 range resolution around die target. Lessons learned fro=
Phone: (70) 697-7768 conducting this COEA include: how to develop a

scenario that has plausible instances of fratricide, how to
Beiter ks Not Good Enough determine a realistic frastricide level but still have the

Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analyses ability to analytically assess ID devie differences, how
(COEAs) are performed in support of die Department of to set rules for preventing 'unbelievable fratricide'
Defense (DoD) Acquisition Management Process. They without limiting the use of the scenario, ensuring that the
assist DoD) decision makers in determining whether a. ID device technology and weapon system acquisition
proposed new system should proceed from one system are compatible, determining what factors should
acquisition phase to the next. Typically, COEAs show be considered when modeling combat ID devices and
the benefits of a proposed new system over die existing what human faictors should be considered when modeling
system and produce improved versions of that system. combat identification.
On die other hand, litle useful analysis reaches the The last subject of the presentation will be a
Office of the Secretary of Defense to support the other synopsis of the lemsons
two majo DoD deci' ion support processes, learned by the Army in coordinating combat ID efforts
Requirements Generation, and Planning, Programming, with the Navy and the coalition forces.
and Budgeting. In particular, oftentimes during a
Program Objective Memorandum review or budget WG 24 - Soft Factors in Military Modeling
review, die development or acquisition of a particular and Analysis
system is stretche or canceled for strictly fiscal reasons. Cbir Dr. K. Ronald LiUghery, Micro
There is no analytical assessment regarding the impact of ADD1i and Design
the changes on die utility of that system and no analytical
justification for that system taking die reduction rather Phonle: 303-442-6947
than other system. This paper discusses the need for
more and broader analysis to support thie three major captain Thomas M. Cioppa
DoD decision support processes. TRADOC Analysis Comimanid

ATTN: ATRC-SAS
M. Scott Cox Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 66027
TRADOC Analysis Command Phone: (913)684-7390/5419; DSN: 552-7390/5419
Alt: ATRC-FM FAX: (913)684-2129
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027 email: cioppst~tracer.srmy.mil
Phone: (913) 684-5230

Hisin Essental Task List (METI,) Assessment Using
The Valuse of Air Defense Protection to the Force-on- A Llngul* Applicadex of FuMz Set Theey
Force Radrl - DdtdbWt Appmeh The U.S. Army uses trained, reqswes practice,
Abstract not available and untraied to rate the extent to which a unit is

proficient in combat tasis. The rating of untrained is
Ms. Lousell Southard and Maj Stevi Caf11= rarely used because it connotes flur~e. Hene,
US Army TRADOC Analysis Center-WSMR proficiency is normally evaluated using the two
Whit Sands Missile Range, NM 88002.5502 remaining terms. Since quantitatively asessing tining
Phone- (505) 678-1461 is methodologically difficult, and would Probably Produce

measures of questionable validity and precision, a
Combat ladentljlcutin-Jolnt Acqukis on Ann&Psb qualitative approach is preferred by the user community.

Their current approach is inadequate because it neither
offers flexibility nor precision. Thiis thesis proposed a
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new rating method based on a linguistic application of technological devices, some causal factors may be
fuzzy set theory. A new rating language on which to immune to technological 'fixes.-
evaluate the specific doctrinal components of mission A cooperative UK/US study is underway to
readiness was produced. A computer program which determine the circumstances surrounding fratricidal
demonstrated that the doctrinal components could be events. Data are drawn from the Viet Nam, Gulf,
systematically integrated to produce a quantitatively Korean, and Falkland Islands Wars and actions. Data
determined, yet linguistically expressed overall rating are also being sought from other sources such as the
was written and tested. Recommendations for further Grenada, Panama and Northern Ireland operations.
research were made. A preliminary typology is taken from Shrader,

1982 and consists of: ground-to-ground (direct fire),
Dr. Gene E. McClellan ground-to-ground (indirect fire), and air-to-ground. A
Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation, further characterization of the data is drawn from
140IWilson Blvd., STE 1100, Arlington, VA 22209; Shrader, 1992 and consists of factors contributing to the
Phone: (703)516-6204; FAX: (703)524-2420 event: terrain and climate, visibility, types of
e-mail - genemc@sed.psrw.com. operations, size and pace of operations, technology,

degree of attention, stress of combat, level of training,
The Effect of MOPP4 on Crew Performance for the . discipline and fire control, and coordination. (The latter
M198 Howitzer five factors are judged by Shrader to be direct causes of
Abstract not available. fratricide.)

Data are primarily individual sets of casualty
Eugene P. Visco information consisting of descriptions of the
(Other authors: Roland C. Goodman, John J. Harding circumstances surrounding the casualty such as tactical
and Hugh C. Richardson, all of the United Kingdom) situation, terrain, force element, weapons and units
U.S. Army MISMA involved, weather conditions, time of day, time of year,
Crystal Square 2, Suite 808 immediate events leading to the casualty, weapon causing
1725 Jefferson Davis Highway the wound(s), nature of the wound(s), behavior of the
Arlington, VA 22202 soldier following the wounding (self-and witness-
Phone: (703) 607-3420; FAX: (703)607-3381 reported), and post-wounding data (treatment,

evacuation, surgery, recovery, return to duty, or
7he Etiology of Fratricide Events autopsy). Status of the work in progress and preliminary

Political guidance to the military departments in observations will be reported. Comments on approach
both the UK and the US, and elsewhere as well, stresses and data sources will be appreciated.
the always desirable objective of keeping one's own
casualties to the barest possible minimum, consistent with Jamie K. Pugh
other military objectives. As hitherto ra:- military Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center
operations associated with peacemaking, peacekeeping, RDT&E DivisionCode 784
and other humanitarian actions become more likely, 49490 Lassing Road, Room 432
concern for one's own casualty levels increases. The San Diego, CA 92152-6167
Gulf War demonstrates that casualties inflicted by one's Phone: 619-553-1632, or 619-553-1217
own weapons become a subject of great interest when EMAIL: PUGH@MARLIN.NOSC.NAVY.MIL
casualties inflicted by the enemy are reduced.

The subject of fratricide (also known as Monitoring Medical Signs in the Field
amicicide or friendly fire) is now one of high interest. Abstract not available.
Fratricide, by any name, is defined as casualties from
weapons of one's own or allied forces, when the firing Mike Kelley
elements assumed they were engaging enemy. The Combined Arms Training Strategies Division
definition excludes accidents occurring when enemy 16th Cavalry Regiment
engagement was not contemplated. Study of the subject ATTN: ATSB-SBZ-B
has been sparse and data are not easily obtained. The Fort Knox KY 40121-5200
incidence is subject to consid4rable debate, partially DSN 464-2505; FAX 1-(502) 624-5860.
because sound analysis has not yet been done.
Regardless of the levels, however, fratricide has been Mounted Warfighting Training and Leader Development
with armies since armies were created. Technology steps in Simulation
are being taken to reduce the incidence of fratricide. It Department of Defense (DoD) needs to train
is unlikely that fratricide will be eliminated by the use of and synchronize the total force to maximize the

synergism of the total force's capability. However, DoD
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will be unable to train in the future as it has in the past. US Army Concepts Analysis Agency
Environmental concerns, reduced budgets, higher CSCA-RSV
training costs, more complex weapons systems requiring 8120 Woodmont Avenue

increased land and range requirements for training, will Bethesda MD 20814-2797
force us to reconsider how we train the total force. Phone: (301) 295-1546; FAX: (301) 295-1662
Training at the joint level with the integration of coalition
forces heretofore executable only on a limited scale may Reserve Component Training Instaaklio Facit Yoariy
be unexecutable in the future except in simulation. Requiremems S* (RCTIFYRS)

Given Contingency Missions, the future CATS The Reserve Component Training Installation
focuses on the integration of CBT/CS/CSS, Facility Yearly Requirements Study (RCTIFYRS) was
Heavy/Light/SOF, Air ForceINavy/USMC and Allies. charged with the tasks of developing and demonsrating a
The simulation plan allows leaders and staffs to identify set of practical and comprehensible tools of sufficient
Courses-of-Action in response to the contingency, fidelity to evaluate the economic implications of the
develop the METL and train it in the time available, expansion of currently or potentially available training
design the correct force structure, train the courses of facilities or the closure of facilities oriented toward
action, and evaluate units prior to deployment. support the Army National Guard and Army Reserve
Therefore, simulation, in the future, not only trains in peacetime training missions. The heart of the
the traditional sense, it necessarily becomes a combat methodology uses a multi-criteria bin packing heuristic to
rehearsal system. match unit training requirements witht heresources

In the future and even now, time and space are available at potential training locations. The model's
the critical limitations on training. In the fourth quick response time allows the generation of multiple
dimension time and space are overcome - simulation cases, in order to test robustness, and provides for timely
provides additional time to the unit by saving the time responses to questions generated by the Army Staff on
required to prepare and move to the field. Further, in training site issues. Supplementing the primary
simulation STXs can be rerun and modified until the unit methodology is an assortment of geographically based
attains proficiency. This saves the time required to analysis tools used to determine the availability of
move the unit back to the mtart point and the brass on the training resources to units of the Reserve Component.
ground and the ground torn up by acceleration or neutral This analysis was sponsored by the Assistant Deputy
steer does not give away the point along the course Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans.
where actions occur. The maturation and miniaturization
of our simulation will allow the force to embed the J. Thomas Roth, Ph.D., CPE
current TADSS capability in the weapons system. This 604 Fourth Street
will allow units to train in peace time using the same Butler, PA 16001-4504
training devices as they train in war. When Phone: (412) 283-0728; FAX (412) 283-6208
reconstituting crews and units, the devices the NCOs
and officers used to train their units in peace time will be Validaton of Subject-Mater Expert (SME) Estimates of
with the unit in time of war available for training and Task Performance Decrements When Wearing the
rehearsals. MOPP 4 Chemical Protective Ensemble

Abstract not available.
Nils D. LaVine
Micro Analysis and Design, Inc. Alan D. Zimm
4900 Pearl East Circle, Suite 201E The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Boulder, CO 80301 Laboratoy
Phone: (303)442-6947; FAX: (303)442-8274 Johns Hopkins Road
e-mail nlavine@madboulder.com Laurel MD 20723-6099

Phone: (301) 953-5462
George Anno, Pacifc Sierra Corporation
Tom Roth, Applied Science Associates Toward the Deterrence of Aggression: Modeling,
Robert Kehlet, Defense Nuclear Agency Soegies, and Froce Characterisics
Ron Laughery, Micro Analysis and Design, Inc. The concepts underpinning the deterrence of

aggression have changed considerably since the
77m Task-Taxon-Task Performace Degradation dissolution of the Soviet Union. Supporting the Strategic
Methdedeg: Preliminary Validation Effort Deterrence Joint Mission Area Assessment chaired by
Abstract not available, the Chief of Naval Operations Strategic Submarine

Branch (N871), The John Hopkins University/Applied
LTC Rodger Pudwill Physics Laboratory performed basic theoretical
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development ad analytical work expanding the Major G. Mark Waisperger
framework of deterrence fromt "nuclear only' to a AL/CFHP
broader context. In two Warfare Analysis Laboratory 2255 H St.
Seminar Exercises (WALEX) the ideas were further Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-7022
explored and refined by representatives from a wide Phone: (513) 255-8763; DSN 785
range of organizations, including memnbers of the Chief mwatflcon.aamr1.wpa*bafmil
of Naval Operations staff, the intelligence community,
Navy and Marine Corp. operational staffs and Joint MInuternas III MatelDemal Operatin: A Huntan
staffs, and academic and analytical groups. From this Reftabilt Analysis
work emerged a significantly different perspective on the Abstract not available.
use of conventional forces to deter a wide spectrum of
aggression, from terrorist acts through major regional Cpt Thomas Cioppa
conflicts. This article presents W~ine of the results of this Director, TRAC
work, including: Attn: ATRC-SAS

Ft. Leavenworth KS 66027-5200
*A new analytical model of an aggressor's Phone: (913) 684-7388

decision process;
" A revised definition of deterrence; Mission Essentia Task Lit (MfETL) Assessent Using
" Four strategies for pursuing deterrence a Linguistic Application of Fuzry Set Thory

objectives; The US Army uses "trained", "requires
* A suggested process for selecting the . practice* and wuntrained" to rat the extent to which a

appropriate deterrence strategy; unit is proficient in combat tasks. The rating of
" Implications of deterrence "failures"; and untrained is rarely used because it connotes failure.
" Some commentary on the deterrence utility Hence, proficiency is normally evaluated using the two

of forward deployed forces. remaining rating terms. Since quantitatively assessing
training is methodologically difficult and would probably

WG 25 - Social Science Methods produce measures of questionable validity and precision,
Chair: Maj G. Mark Waltensperger, a qualitative approach is preferred by the user

AIUCFHP comnity. Their current approach is inadequate

]Phone: 513-255-8763 because it neither offers flexibility nor precision. Ti
paper proposes a new rating method based on a linguistic

Mr. ilbet G.Kupemanapplication of fuzzy set theory. A new rating language
Mr. Ilbrt0.Kuer on which to evaluate the specific doctrinal compor

2255 H St of mission readiness was produced. A computer

2255-atero HF St4S3.72 program which demonstrated that the doctrinal

Wrhtterson13 AFE327 OHN 75 components could be systematically integrated to produce

Skpn (513) 255-3727; DSN f~m a quantitatively determined, yet linguistically expressed,
gkuprma~alcn~amrlwpaf~afmiloverall rating was written and tested. Recommendations

Mr. Frank J. Rath, Aeronautical Systems Center frfwhrrsac r ae

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio ILt Stehnie Lind
AL/CFHI

Modeling and Sfusiaon uIkSupport of Theater Mssirle 2255 H St.
Defense Attack Operations Wright-Patterson AFS OH 4S433-7022
Abstract not available. Phone: (513) 255-8913; DSN 785

Capt Sandra A. Moscovic, Ph.D. slind~falcon.aamr1.wiafb.af.mil
HQUSAF/DFBL A Cognitive Engineering Methodology for interace
2354 Fairchild Dr. Suite 61,47 Dsg
Colorado Springs, CO 80840 Abstract not available.
Phone: (719) 472-3860; DSN 259

Capt David C. Thompson
Development of a Time Methodology for Micro Saw ~ Air Force Studies and Analysis Agency
Modelkn 1570 Air Force, Pentagon
of Vhsul Displays and Contro Consoles Washington, D.C. 20330-1570
Abstract not available. Phone: (703) 695-2821
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A Mdhodobe for COA Amalyaw: MOE Dab Amphibious landings a d Logistics Over the
Rmedse ad I rxlewo Shore (LOTS) operations require airate wave
Abstract not available. information. Selection of a LOTS site requires tha

historical wave data, usually available only by hindcast,
Dr. Jock 0. Crynovicki be used to chose de most favorable time and location.
Army Research Laboratory During the LOTS operation, the Commander In Chief
Human Research and Engineering Directorate (CINC) requires accurate forecasts of waves, war
Phone: (410) 278-9089 levels and currents in order to optimize the selection of

lighterage vessels and to maximize dhe throughput of

Judging Statsd S4p caxnce Gnaphic Meda/d vs supplies within the environmental constraints. Engineers
Tradit iMn Peraaseti Mehods at the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

An article published by Dunlap and May in the (WES), Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC)
ulleiin of die Psydinonic Society suggested that one have developed a real-time system that may be used by

use standard error ban based on three times the standard the CINC to forecast the above environmental factors
error to graphically infer significance as long as the using a small computer in the field. The present system,
sample size per mean is nine or more. Differences in demonstrated on a work station, but targeted for a high
population means are inferred when standard error bars end personal computer, accesses weather forecasts from
do not touch or overlap. When sample variances are the Fleet Numerical Oceanog-aphic Center (FNOC) and
unequal, the article also suggested using the largest calculates waves at the site of interest using a second
standard error as the conservative unit of measurement. generation spectral wave model. Waves are propagated
This effort investigates the validity of these to the site using an appropriate refrsction/diffraction
recommendations for various sample sizes, variances, model over the nearshore bathymetry. Water levels and
and population mean differences. The results are based currents are calculated using a finite element ADvanced
on 250 simulations that were used to compare traditional CIRCulation model (ADCIRC). The calculations are
parametric methods (t and F tests) and the graphical updated every 12 hours to provide a continuous 72 hour
method. The findings reflect that fir various cases the forecast of local ocean conditions. Graphical User
graphical method is extremely conservative. The Interfaces (GUs) have been designed to ease the
probability of a researcher not being able to detect true application of the technology for the field personnel.
treatment differences is much greater for the graphical
method. Beverly K. Folk and Bibbi Rzepka

Fleet Planning Office (AMSTA-CM-S)
Capt Frankie L. Young U.S. Army TACOM
Center for Health Care, Education and Studies, Warren, MI 48397-5000
AMEDDC&S Phone: 810-574-6703; DSN 786-6703
Ft Sam Houston TX 78234 FAX: 810-574-5201
Phone: (210) 221-9335
1youngfismhsan-hsc.army.mil Chris Sorensen and Michael Bailes

Science Applications International Corporation
A Comparative Aalysir of Eye Firatioas During Day 30500 Van Dyke Ave, Suite 606
and Night Low-Level Flight Wih US Army Avioors Warren, M! 48093
Abstract not available. Phone: 810-574-0170/558-0030/558-0031

WG 26 - Logistics Tactical Wheeled Vehicles of the 24th ID Used in

Chair:. Clarke J. Fox, USAMSAA Operation Desert Storm
Phone: 410-278-4976 A basic problem for logisticians and Army

planners is to determine what and how much equipment
Steven M. Bratos, Edward F. Thompson and Martin C. is needed to do a wartime mission. Prior to Operation
Miller Desert Storm (ODS), wartime equipment requirements

were based on field exercises and National TrainingUSA Waterways Experiment Station Center experience. Actual usage in ODS was
Vicksburg, iinissippi significanylt different than predicted usage. The best
Phone: 601-634-3999; FAX: 601-634-4314 way to collect this *ype of information is to send data

collectors out with the unit-which was not done during

ODS. We did the next best thing-coliect information

Neerslaore Oceanographic Forecasting During Logus from units once they returned to the US.

Over th Shore Operations
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We established several projects to colect needs), an analysis tool was needed to spread the limited
mileage, deployment times, maintenance and logistics funding. That analysis tool became known as
data. The project we wish to discuss is our effort to exponential banding.
recoastituat the maintenance and readiness history of a The exponential banding approach spread

division based on actual records. This division was the limited funds so that weapon systems in the higher
only one to bring back sufficient records and is the actual priority bands get closer to their target requirements than
wartim collectio of data on wheeled vehicles, those in lower priority bands. The algorithm takes the

We will also discuss preliminary findings from sum of the requirements multiplied by the priority fator
other similar efforts (such as the special data collection (the factor is pe-cent raised to an exponent similar to a
on vehicles sent to ODS, Kuwait, and Sonaia). power series) and sea those values equal to the fuAnding.

The next step that evolved was to further
LTC Andrew G. Loerch analyze the aircraft systems by using a current analysis
US Army Concepts Analysis Agency tool that measured aircraft availability modified to
ATTN: CSCA-RSV incorporate the priority bands. Using this method,
8120 Woodmont Avenue Aircraft effectiveness was optimized with limited funds.
Bethesda, MD 20814 The two methods establish a framework for
Phone: (301) 295-1105 future computations with limited funding authority. The
e-mail loerchocaa.army.mil basic philosophy is to establish a priority system and

allocate funding which best optimizes effectiveness with

indng an Optimal SWaning Policy for the US Arny respect to stated priorities. This paper describes some
in Europe Afer t e Force Drawdown history, some mathematics, and a lot of work which has

With the continuing reduction of forces in culminated in the US Air Force implementation of RSD

Europe, it is apparent that the base support structure Banding for Effectiveness.
cannot be maintained at the current levels. The purpose
of this effort is to develop a methodology to assign US Capt Harry Newton and A. Carnes
Army units remaining in Europe to installations in an Air Force ROTC Detachment 5
economical manner, and to make recommendations Auburn University, AL 36849
regarding which installations are candidates for Phone: 205-844-4355, 20-279-1536
deactivation and closure. A mixed integer programming FAX: 205-844-3352
model has been formulated which minimizes annual costs
subject to constraints on required resources, one-time A Chance Contrained Mulperiod Model for Base Level
implementation costs, unit proximity, and support Consumable Inventory Con&rel
requirements. The model can be used to provide This paper discusses development of a chance
decision makers with insights regarding resource constrained program for multi-item, multi-period
utilization and shortfalls and costs of implementing inventory control for consumable items at each base-level
various stationing plan alternatives. Model development supply store. The probability of filling customer
and data collection issues are discussed. requisitions is maximized while observing constraints on:

I) the dollars invested in the inventory, 2) minimum
ILT Robert M. Block probability of filling requisitions for high-priority items,
HQ AFMC and 3) meeting previously unfilled demands on high
4375 Chidlaw Road, 06 priority items as quickly as possible.

WPAFB, OH 45433-5006 The chance constrained program developed
Phone: (513) 257-6920; DSN 787-6920 yields decision rules expressing the quantities of each

item to order at each period. An equivalent deterministic
RSD Banding for Effectiveness convex program is developed and tested with real data.

Air Force Materiel Comman's Vision IV Using simulations, the performance of this
Conference (Spring of 1993) voiced concerns about how chance constrained model is compared to the current Air
to best allocate limited Air Force obligation authority for Force system (SBSS) and the iterative procedure
RSD (Repairable Spares) procurement. A priority proposed by E. Gardner in 1979.
system was established by HQ AFMC that created bands This research has been partially funded by the
of priority for all Air Force Weapon Systems. The Air Force Logistics Management Agency.
weapon systems were placed in bands based upon
precedence ratings that addressed mission essentiality. Dr. Randall M. King

The Air Force possesses a data base of repairable The Logistics Management Institute
requirements and projected needs (D041). In order to 6400 Goldsboro Road
calculate the *buy" (items that must be bought for future Bethesda, MD 20817
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Phone: 301-320-7359; DSN 287-2779 contingency to another and depends on a great many
E-Mail rkiag~hni.org factors. We present the results of our current

TRADOC-sponsored effort to develop and validate a
Constrained Funding for Depot Level Reparabls method for computing contingency-specific Class IV

The Air Force is currently developing aircraft planning factors dependent on a given set of generally
availability based methods to allocate constrained funding known conditions.
for aircraft reparable components. The Aircraft
Availability Model (AAM) produces curves of cost Capt Ed Dawson, USAF
against availability that minimize cost for a given DLA Operations Research Office (DORO)
availability target or maximize availability for a given c/o Defense General Supply Center
cost. The AAM uses a marginal analysis technique to 8000 Jefferson Davis Highway,
buy items in sequence on the basis of greatest increase in Richmond, VA 23297-5062
availability per dollar. The Logistics Management DSN 695-4977
Institute invented the Aircraft Availability Model, during
the mid-70s, in part, to solve constrained funding Economic RetentionlReturns in DLA ad Impacts
problems. There are problems that arise in the Acrorss DoD
implementation of this concept. These include: DoDI 4100.37, Retention and Transfer of
trading-off effectiveness versus cost among many weapon Materiel Assets, specifies policies for the retention and
systems (the standard method only does trade-offs within transfer of materiel assets. The economic retention limit
a weapon system); treatment of non-demand based specifies the amount of stock that should be retained to
requirements that may be important, but provide minimal meet future peacetime demand for purely economic
contribution to aircraft availability. The Air Force is reasons.
addressing those problems by setting targets based on This analysis uses a break-even equation to
priority bands developed by operation planners and determine the maximum amount of stock that should be
assessing the requirement giving priority to retained for economic reasons. The equation balances the
demand-based requirements. two alternatives available: (1) to incur the cost to hold

We found that prioritizing weapon systems by the stock until it is used or (2) to dispose of the stock
groups has value. We also found that allocating funding and take the chance that it may need to be reprocured to
based upon availability targets (as opposed to funding meet future demand. The same analysis is performed for
targets) improves effectiveness, the returns limit, except that the expected cost to hold is

increased by the cost to return the item to the wholesale
Carol A. Subick and William H. Flickinger depot. Adoption of the Economic Retention Limits
U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research (ERL) model developed under this project would
Laboratories effectively reduce the dollar value of on-hand inventory
Champaign, IL 61826 assets for hardware and medical items by approximately
Phone: 217-373-6730 $1.9 billion. Further, this ERL model would reduce
FAX: 217-373-6724 Agency operating cost by $86 million (FY 93 net present

value over the 25 year planning horizon).
Derivation and Validation of Ckass IV Supply Pkaning
Factors CDR Bob Vassian, Michelle Creola, Dick McNertney,

The Class IV supply category includes and Tacy Kessler
fortification materials, obstacle and barrier materials, and Navy Fleet Materiel Support Office
construction materials for base development and general Operations Analysis Dept
engineering. It is a diverse category, ranging from P.O. Box 2010
sandbags and lumber for fighting positions to concrete, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055-0787
wire, gravel, steel, plywood, pipe, nails, and other 717-790-3725; DSN 430-3725
materials used to build the infrastructure required to FAX: 717-7904692
support military operations. Access to a quick, reliable
estimate of the Class IV supply tonnage requirements for Flexible Computer Integrated Manufaturing Decision
a given contingency is crucial to high-level military Support SyWm
planning and analysis. The Flexible Computer Integrated

The current method for computing such an Manufacturing (FCIM) Decision Support System (DSS)
estimate requires a single planning factor, a consumption is an automated program which evaluates the cost of
rate expressed in pounds per person per day. Deriving conventional resupply versus FCIM procurement. The
this type of planning factor is not straightforward. The model accepts quantity, price and leadtime breaks offered
supply requirement itself varies considerably from one by one or more vendors and computes the Total Relevant
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Cost (TRC) associated with each proposed procurement. Dr. Larry L. Daggett, Ron Keeney and David A.
Input consists of current inventory levels, item data, Weekly
parameter data, and vendor data for each item. For each U.S. Army Engineer Waterway Experiment Station
vendor supplied price and leadtime, inventory levels are Hydraulics Laboratory
calculated and an optimum quantity is selected based on 3909 Halls Ferry Road
minimum costs. Depending on input parameters and Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180-6199
constrains, the model selects the computed quantity, die Phone: 601-634-2259, FAX 601-634-3218
vendor quantity, or constrained quantity and calculates Simulation of Inland Waterways Traffic Systems as a
the TRC associated with the final selection. As an Line of Communkation Component in OCONUS
evaluation option, the model will recalculate levels but Sustainment Operations
retain the user supplied quantity as the final order Sophisticated logistics models have been
quantity. The model also has a sensitivity analysis option developed to simulate and evaluate logistics and
which provides trade off estimates between price and sustainment capabilities. One component has not been
leadtime. adequately included in the overall transportation system -

use of the available inland waterways. In some
Alan R. Cunningham geographic areas, especially underdeveloped or
U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Center- Fort Lee developing countries, a river system may provide the
(TRAC-LEE) best possible transportation link for at least a portion of
ATlN: ATRC-LS the supply link between the theater supply port and the
Fort Lee, Virginia 23801-6140, U.S.A. forward troop location. As a part of die US
Phone: (804)765-1830, DSN 539-1830 transportation system, inland waterways have
FAX: (804)765-1456, DSN 539-1456 demonstrated their value to moving large volumes of
E-mail cunninga tracer.army.mil material economically, safely, and reliably.

The Corps of Engineers has been using event
7he Palletied Load System (PLS): An Anaysis of P.13 simulation modeling e -nland waterways systems for
Cost Effecvive Uses about twenty years in the planning, design, development

The Palletized Load System consists of a truck, and operation of the Western River waterway system.
trailer, and series of specialized flat racks or "sideless Using a model of the waterway and accounting for
containers" which significantly reduces the handling of seasonal flows, channel restrictions, locks and dams,
supplies and equipment which are loaded and transported bridges, and expected travel times, the generated tow or
by the system. As a result of this more efficient ship movements are then simulated with an event
handling, the number of trucks required to haul the same simulation model to determine the ability of the
amount of supplies is also reduced. A single driver, transportation system to process the traffic.
using the hydraulic system and hook built into the truck,
can lift a PLS flat rack onto the bed of the truck or Alex Blair
trailer in a matter of minutes. Other forms of loading U.S. Army Combined Arms Support Command
require the use of material handling equipment (MHE) Fort Lee, Virginia 23801-6000
and additional personnel to perform the same mission in Phone: 804-765-0646, DSN 539-0646
a much greater length of time. In prior analyses, PLS FAX: DSN 539-0661
was shown cost effective for the distribution of
ammunition from the corps storage area forward and is Supply Usage Requirements Estimator (SURE) Program
currently being procured for that mission. The British The SURE is a microcomputer planning tool
version of the PLS was successfully used for the delivery developed for use by logistics planners at all levels.
of water and bulk petroleum in Saudi Arabia during the Constructed as a template on the popular LOTUS 1-2-3
Gulf War. The primary purpose of this analysis was to commercial software, the SURE quickly determines
determine if there are other applications for PLS, in operational ammunition, bulk petroleum, and population
addition to the distribution of ammunition, which are cost based supply requirements. The SURE is menu-driven
effective and should be considered for future United and contains loading and usage instructions oriented
States Army use. Other applications of PLS which are toward the inexperienced computer user.
effective include: Deployable medical systems The SURE provides the user with the capability
(DEPMEDS) equipped hospitals; engineer bridge units; to develop task forces and save them for future use in the
and aviation intermediate maintenance units (AVIMs). program. It also allows the user to make adjustments to
This ppae provides some background information on the unit equipment quantities to reflect actual MTOE
development of the study and the final approved results. quantities. The databases include nearly 1000 Standard

Requirements Codes (SRC) taken from the 99 SAMAS
file. The daily requirements for a single unit or a
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multi-unt task force are calculated using consumption An analysis of the daily fuel requirements of a
rat., combat po turesgeographic usage profiles, and MEB sized ATF are discussed along with various
SRC equipment densities. alternative logistical methods for supporting thesm forces

ashore over a 30 day period. Included in these methods
Dr. Irwin Tolins are the use of assets currently on hand in the operating
Navy Ship Pars Control Center forces as well as proposed methods for adapting
Operations Research Division (Code 0415) commercial equipment for militay use. Hypothetical
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 1705S scenarios ar used to illustrate the various bulk ship to
Phone: 717-790-3725, DSN 430-3725 shore fuel transfer alternatives.
FAX: 717-790-4692

Dr. Gerry Klopp
Budget and Readiness (BAR) II Model U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Center, Fort Lee

Budget and Readiness II (BAR 11) is a personal (rRAC-LEE)
computer program which models the Navy Supply Fort Lee, Virginia 23801-6140
System from the point of view of OPNAVINST Phone: 804-765-1822, DSN 539-1822
4441.12B. Bar U computes Average Customer Wait FAX: 804-765-1456
Time (ACWT) from values of fill rates and average
response times at each of three echelons: Consumer, Intergrated Family of Test Equipment (IFTE Electro-
I a, and Wholesale. System Material Optical (EO) Program Systems Aalysis
Availability (SMA) is calculated from fill rates at the The Army is relying increasingly on complex
Intermediate and Wholesale echelons. BAR I1 relates te electronic and EO weapon systems. Maintenance of
spares budget at an echelon to the resulting fill rate here. these complex systems is a key factor in their system
The program models the effects of changing budgets on availability. Although there appear to be a number of
resulting fill rates, or of changing fill rates on resulting alternative approaches which would adequately maintain
budgets. For example, BAR 11 tells us how much to in- the EO sub-systems, the approaches vary in required
crease the wholesale budget to maintain the present resources. This analysis will determine whether the
ACWT value when the intermediate level fill rate is Army's preferred approach, using general purpose ATE
reduced'by a given amount. Moreover, the BAR I! user for EO systems, is cost-justified compared to other
can combine groups of saved screens such as the screens alternatives.
for subsystems of a weapon system, and arrive at weapon
system values of ACWT, SMA, Fill Rates, and Budgets. _rplorisg New Manpower Sources: The Army's
Also, by providing values of system Mean Supply Challenge of the 90'
Response Time and of Mean Time to Repair to bAR It, TRAC-LEE developed and executed a
the user can obtain system Operations Availability, Ao. methodology to analyze civilian training options to Army

training. The Light Wheeled Vehicle Mechanic is the
Capt Mark Adams subject Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) for the
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps analysis. This paper presents the results of the 63BI0
Code LPM, Room 644 VOTEC Pilot Study. The study determined: (1) the
3033 Wilson Boulevard Army's ability to gain civilian trained mechanics from
Arlington, Virginia 22201-3803 Vocationarechmical (VOTEC) institutions, (2) the
Phone: 703-696-1068, DSN 226-1068 effectiveness of changes to current Army training
FAX: DSN 226-2707 programs and, (3) the VOTEC soldier's success at their

unit.
Legistlesi oi the Less of the LST fro the
Ampeus RMe Dan Riser

This analysis discusses the impact on the ship Dynamics Research Corporation
to shore logistics cap&bl of an Amphibious Task 60 Concord Street
Force (ATF) resulting from the retirement of the LST Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887
(Tank Landing Ship). Specifically, this study focuses on Phone: 508-658-6100, Ext 1421
die loss of the capability to conduct bulk ship to shore FAX: 508-6574591
transfer of fue via the Amphibious Assault Bulk Fuel
System (AABFS). Assessig te Performance of Electronic Maeiniers:

The main goal of this analysis is to determine if T Creal Nee for Closed-Loop Maintenance Dat
a gap exists in the ATF'sabilt to provie adequate Coalction, Systems
refueing support to the Marine Expeditionary Brigade Failures in electronic components ar
(MEB) forces operating ashore. frequently difficult to detect due to the often intermittent
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nature of de failures. In fact, many electronic Power Projection Logitics Advanced Teehnol y
component failures me only revealed under the resses Demonstnadn
and conditions of the operational environnent This The Gulf War was an example of power
paper specifically focuses on die problems of getting projection. Logistics underwrote die evolving
sound mesuarements of diagnostic accuracy for individual deployment, operational execution, sustainment of the
electronic maintainers but most of the data collection force and re-deployment upon completion of the mission.
isooes raised are basic logistics isses associated with Logistical simulation must help in planning and
component tracking through the logistics system. execution. Using a four screealmodule approach

This paper explores the requirements for commanders can 'see" what is needed for deployment,
upgraded (i.e. closed4oop) data collection systems, the sustainment and operational execution. By use of object
capabilities and status of currently available data systems, oriented, distributed interactive data bases, materiel and
and practical problem that may be encountered in units needed for force projection can be graphically
attempting to integrate information from a personnel portrayed so the operation and logistical commander can
database with information from a logistics (maintenance) "see" the logistical needs of the force to be employed.
databse. Total visibility of materiel from 'factory to foxhole' by

use of 'smart tags" will insure knowing what is where
Dr. V. M. Di Nicola and when it is to arrive. Use of 'smart' maps will show
U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command what is on the ground, air, or sea. Use of advanced
Fort Monaiouth, New Jersey 07703-5027 distributed simulation technology will link data bases for
Phone: 908-532-4565, DSN 998-4565 collaborative joint planning and execution. In short, the
FAX: 908-532-3420 vision of this simulation is to be the command and

control system for logistical commanders at strategic,
77Te Multipe Year Package Buy System: An Automated operational and tactical level.
Acquaikin System to Generate So iciatio Packages of
Spare Parts Based an Erpert Rules and the Top Down Dr. Burke K. Burright and Capt Bradley A. Lloyd,
Packaging Maeodoej USAF

The objective of the Multiple Year Package Air Force Armstrong Laboratory
Buy (MYPB) System is to provide a tool to assist in the 2509 Kennedy Drive
grouping of spae parts (National Stock Numbers - Brooks Air Force Base, TX 78235-5118
NSN's), into solicitation packages composed of items Phone: 210-536-2350, DSN 240-2349
which all have similar manufacturing requirements. By
packaging NSN's from die same manufacturing grouping The Ingrated Maintenance Informatidn System
into one solicitation package, a significant amount of (IMIS): BexeJs and Costs of Incremental Capabiiis
Procurement Administrative Lead Time for solicitation The Air Force's Armstrong Laboratory is
package preparation is eliminated. This reduction in lead developing IMIS technology as an Advanced Technology
time decreases the amount of inventory which must be Transition Demonstration. IMIS could give flight line
held to achieve readiness objectives and therefore reduces maintenance personnel several important new
acquisition costs. On 14 Major Systems at CECOM capabilities. They include inter- active electronic
(Communications and Electronics Command), a Major technical manuals, connectivity with maintenance data
Subordinate Command of the U.S. Army, it was systems, dynamic diagnostic aiding, and remote parts
determined that $28 million could be saved on reduced ordering. Which of the feasible mixes of these
safety level inventory if the approach recommended in capabilities would provide the larges net benefit? The
this paper is implemented. While the methodology of paper addresses this issue for the Air Force's F-16's. It
this paper is presently applied within a Weapon System, provides estimates of the incremental benefits and
there is no reason why the program cannot examine of each capability.
every part within every weapon system simultaneously
and develop solicitation packages for multiple Weapon Thomas Lanagan
Systems. There is also the potential of cutting across DLA Operations Research Office
service lines to develop DOD wide solicitation packages, c/o Defense General Supply Center
as well. The potential savings increase with the 8000 Jefferson Davis Highway
elimination of each boundary. Richmond, Virginia 23297-5062

Phone: 804-2794918, DSN 695-4918
Dr. Michael D. Krause FAX: 804-279-5319
252 M Street S.W.
Washington, DC
Phone: 703-355-2703, FAX 703-355-3176
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A Frak LaA SO Materiel MANWaee liule or Extergig lnsproveaeb to Laghla Represenxta
How Wusulk and RetWA Steckag Decisins Impact Within Milkay Modeligx and Skinaudn Th7rough Use
t&C DOD MISSIX of Physics of Farm Concept

Support to the field at the retail level from The reliability aspects of logistics
DOD's extensive wholesale CONUS-based system has rereentations embedded within militazy Modeling and
always had an impact on the mission. However, in Simulation (M&S) are understandably constrained by die
recent yer, as the DOD community continues to reliability technology used. Physics-of-failure
dowmize (sonetimes referred to as rightize), methodology, an emerging reliability technology, is an
decisions made at the wholesale level have taken on a approach to design, reliability assessment, testing,
greater significance. This is due to a number of factors screening, and sess margins that utilizes knowledge of
reae to consolidation. root-cause failure mechanisms to prevent product failures

This paper will look at a recently completed dhrough robust design and manufacturing practices. This
DLA project that has focused on the Navy-DLA interface approach proactively incorporates reliability in die design
to this problem. This effort represents the first time in process by establishing a scientific basis for evaluating
the history of DLA that the retail and wholesale systems new materials, smctures, and electronic technologies.
have been "wikered- together. Since findings related to While the physics-of- failure approach is primarily
this project are having a major impact on Agency focused on encouraging innovative, cost-effective design
decisions related to materiel positioning, the trend to through the use of realistic reliability assessment, a
combine retail and wholesale requirements in order to variety of other applications which require reliability
make "sart" operational decisions has taken on a major assessment infornation, including the logisti
role. This has resulted in an Agency pushy to acquire representations within military M&S, can also benefit.
Service historical data to facilitate materiel positioning Since the physics-of-failure approach represents a leap
decisions, forward in reliability technology for electronics, an

associated improvement in military M&S will develop as
Eugene Dutoit the new religbility technology is utilized.
U.S. Army Infantry School Application of physics-of-failure concepts to the
Dismounted Warfighting Battle Lab reliability of Army electronics is currently underway
Fort Beaning, Georgia 31905-5400 within the Army's Electronic Equipment
Phone: 706-545-3165, DSN 835-3165 Physics-of-Failure (EEPOF) Project. Two EEPOF
FAX: DSN 835-3841 efforts being sponsored by the Defense Modeling and

Simulation Oftice pertain to the military M&S.
7The ffect of Adniani e Logisti Dowane on the Presented in this paper, is an overview of the
Op leal Apalbty of Weapon Systeaw physics-of-failure approach to electronics reliability, a

The Reliability Working Group (RWG) of the conceptual discussion of the potential impact on military
Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual/Surface to Surface M&S, and an overview of current EEPOF M&S efforts.
(MEM/SS) is charged with providing reliability (MTBF)
and maintainability estimates to the Methodology Scott Pridgeon

Evaluation Working Group (MEWO). Operational U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity
Availability (Ao) is a top-level Parameter that ties the Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005
above two parameters together along with estimates of Phone: DSN 2984359, 410-2784359
the downtime which includes Mean Time to Repair
(MTTR) and Administrative Logistics Down- time Specialized Repair Anthoriton in the US Amy
(ALDT). It has been shown that ALDT comprises 90 The U.S. Army allows units to request repair
percent of the down- time and is thus a major conutor of depot-level reparables in the field. This paper
to total downtime. Ao is driven by down- time. Under discusses a methodology and procedures to determine
some conditions, ALDT, a component of downtime, when field repair should be allowed. The decision
becomes a major driver of Ao. This paper hopes to process includes both economic and non-economic
stimulate interest in ALDT on the part of the Army and criteria. The results of a pilot test based on the
Navy, provide information to undrstand ALDT and, methodology are also presented.
eventually, to result in the assignment of areas of
responsibilty to manage ALDT. WG 27 - Manpower and Personnel

Chair: Kenneth A. Martell, Calibre Systems,
Jam G. Krolewuki Inc.
U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity Phone: 70345-1000
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5071
Phone: 410 278-6995, DSN 298-6995 Abstracts not available.
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Army Eblted Personnel Allocation System Model Serving Her Country: An Analyi of Women's
Peer M. Greemoe Enlistment
Army Reearch I Christine Peterson
5001 Eisenhower Avenue RAND
Alexandria, VA 22333 1700 Main Street
Phone: (703) 274-5610 Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138

Phone: (310) 393-0411
Designing a New Distribution System for US Navy
David Rodney Women in the Marine Officer Corps
Center for Naval Analyses Karen Smith and Jim North
PO Box 16268 Center for Naval Anlayses
Alexandria, VA 22302-0268 PO Box 16268
Phone: (703) 824-2344 Alexandria, VA 22302-0268

Phone: (703) 824-2243
How Successful are Lateral Occupational Specialty
Moves Attitudes Toward Women in the Military
James H. North, CNA June Jones
Center for Naval Analyses Army Personnel Survey Office
PO Box 16268 5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22302-0268 Alexandria, VA 22333-5600
Phone: (703) 824-2243

Continuation and Promotion of Navy Enlisted Women
Force Management with Retention Profiles Jean Fletcher and Martha Shielis
J. D. Rudman Center for Naval Analyses
HQ AFMPC/DPMYAF PO Box 16268
550 C Street, West, Suite 36 Alexandria, VA 22302-0268
Randolph AFB, TX 78150-4738
Phone: (210) 652-3205 Development of the Generic Assignment Test and

Evaluation Simulator (GATES)
ONTRAC: Predicting Officer Endstreogth Robert C. Rue
David S. Clement SRA Corporation
HQ AFMPCIDPMYAF 1777 NE Loop 410, Suite 510
550 C Street, West, Suite 36 San Antonio, TX 78217
Randolph AFB, TX 78150-4738 Phone: (210) 824-1777
Phone: (210) 652-3818

Analysis of Recruiting Costs: Air Force Methodology
Army Reserve Component Inventory Projection Daniel L. Leighton
Herb Shukiar SRA Corporation
RAND 1777 NE Loop 410, Suite 510
1700 Main Street San Antonio, TX 78217
Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138 Phone: (210) 824-1777
Phone: (310) 393-0411

Air Traffic Control Analysis

Utility of Sequential Assignments William Davis
Jeff Grobnan Center for Naval Analyses

Armstrong Laboratory Po Box 16268
7909 Lindbergh Drive Alexandria, VA 22302-0268
Brooks AFB, TX 78235 Phone: (703) 824-2232
Phone: (210) 536-3551

NPS Testbed on Improving Recruiter Selection
Joint Duty Assignment Summary CPT Alcjandro S. Hernandez
Steve Shupack Naval Postgraduate School
Logistics Management Institute Code 30
6500 Goldsboro Road Monterey, CA 93943-5221
Bethesda, MD 20817 Phone: (408) 656-2786
Phone: (703) 917-7423
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Explring New Manpower Sources Resourcing the Army's lnfrastructure
Oey lopp B. J. Wroblewski
US Army TRAC-LEE OASA
An: ATRC-L Washignion, DC 20310
Fort Lee, VA 23801-6140 Phone: (703) 697-5237
Phone: (804) 765-1822

Documenting Personnel Resources

Manage Authorized Grades and Skills (MAGS) Harry Eng
Steve Walker USAFISA
Delta Research Corporation 9900 Belvoir Road
1501 Wilson Blvd, Suite 1200 Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5578
Arlington, VA 22209 Phone: (703) 805-4233
Phone: (703) 2474330

Integrated General Support Forces (TDA) Manpower

Footprint on Decision Support System Analysis
William Aldridge Enna Roulier
PERSCOM USAFISA
200 Stovall Street 9900 Belvoir Road
Alexandria, VA 22332 Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5578
Phone: (703) 325-4070 Phone: (703) 805-4233

Evaluating Officer Management Alternatives Force Builder Decision Support System
Dr. Hary Thie John Runkle
RAND USAFISA
2100 M Street, NW 9900 Belvoir Road
Washington, DC 20037-1270 Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5578
Phone: (202) 296-5000 Phone: (703) 805-4233

Determining Joint Duty Assignments Officer Projection: OPALS & TOPSS
John Schank Maureen McBride-Simonds
RAND General Research Corporation
2100 M Street, NW 1900 Gallows Road
Washington, DC 20037-1270 Vienna, VA 22182
Phone: (202) 296-5000 Phone: (703) 506-5279

Medical Manpower Requirement System Implementation of Program Guidance-MOS
Mike Shoecraft Steven Wilcox
Navy Personnel R&D Center General Research Corporation
53335 Ryme Road 1900 Gallows Road
San Diego, CA 92152 Vienna, VA 22182
Phone: (619) 553-7922 Phone: (703) 506-5235

Modeling Manpower Policy Alternatives WG 28 - Resource Analysis and Forecasting
Gaylon Smith Chair: LTC Dale A. Kern, OCSA(DACS-
ODCSPER DPP)
The P Phone: 703-697-1562
Washington, DC 20310-0300

hone: (703) 697700 Frank A. Distasio, Jr.

Analysis of DoD Civilian Separation Pay Program Management Systems Development Agency

Patrick Mackin (PMSDA)

SAG Coqrpoo Chief of Staff

900 S. Washington, Street, Suite 109 200 Army Pentagon

Falls Church, VA 22046 Washington DC 20310-0200

Phone: (703) 5384500 Phone: (703) 697-3677; DSN 227-3677
FAX: (703) 695-3677
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Reere reAdbe Modefts effects may be significant, not just for the program being
Military opertions research has traditionally changed, but also for other programs produced by the

focused on predicting die implications of alternative same contractors. Indeed, these effects are increasingly
decisions in terms of materiel and forces. Predicting important with the dramatic rductionw occurring in the
material and force requirements is challenging, defense budget. Assessing the effects of changes in die
interesting work, and a significant step in the direction of scope of programs is substantially complicated by the
having the right materiel and forces when you need pattern of inter-locking subcontracted arrangements,
them. Having the right materiel and forces when you which cause the business base effects to ripple throughout
need them requires the appropriation of dollars from the defense industrial base. This paper presents a coarse
Congress with adequate lead time to acquire the materiel method for approximating the implications of program

and train the forces. scale changes on both prime and major subcontractors
Operations research can make significant that is relatively easy to apply. The method begins with

contributions to improving financial resource decisions budget profiles which form a base case for the programs
and securing the necessary resources. Financial of interest and for the other programs in the industrial
decisions involve the Programming and Budgeting for sector. From the base case, the contractors' revenues,
some two to seven years in the future, and Budget direct costs and fixed overhead are estimated. The costs
Execution over the next twelve months. The of a proposed plan, which varies the scope of die
Programming and Budgeting decisions are made in the programs, is estimated with the fixed costs from the base
context of cyclical events, i.e., the submission of the case. The programs' revised direct costs are determined,
services' POMs and Budgets. and the fixed overhead for each firm is reallocated

The Programming and Budgeting processes among that firm's programs. Empirical data for the
involve the integration of everything that a service plans satellite industry is presented and used to estimate the
on doing, the summarization of plans, and the relating of model parameters.
everything planned into dollars. Since the dollars are
never adequate to support everything, decisions need to Mark A Gallagher
be made about what gets funded, partially funded, OSD/PA&E/RA/WSCAD
temporarily unfunded or terminated. A decision in any The Pentagon, Room 2D278
area may well have implications on other areas and Washington DC 20301-1800
across years. The decision processes is iterative and the Phone: (703) 697-0968; DSN 227-0968
time between iterations decreases as one approaches the FAX: (703) 693-5707
seminal event.

This is the problem space for financial resource The Rayleigh Model Applied Research and Development
predictive models - an area ripe for information systems (R&D) Cost
to improve the efficiency of data exchanges and analytic This presentation reviews several studies that
models to improve the effectiveness of decisions. This indicate the appropriateness of the Rayleigh model for
paper will focus on the characteristics of practical, modeling weapon system Research and Development
resource-predictive, decision support tools and the role of (R&D) expenditures. An application of the Rayleigh

the operations research analyst. model for determining a budget profile for an

Engineering, Development, and Manufacturing (EMD)
Mark A Gallagher and Gary R. Bliss from a point estimate of the total R&D costs is
OSDIPA&EIRA/WSCAD discussed. Finally, the usefulness of the Rayleigh model
The Pentagon, Room 2D278 to track on-going R&D expenditures and to estimate the
Washington DC 20301-1800 likely final R&D cost is presented.
(703) 697-0968

Dr. Shu Ping Hu and Arve R. Sjovold
Michael Peters Tecolote Research, Inc.
Air Force Cost Analysis Center Santa Barbara Operations
(No Address Provided) 5266 Hollister Avenue, Suite 301
Phone: (703) 697-0968; DSN 227-0968 Santa Barbara CA 93111
FAX: (703) 693-5707 Phone: (805) 964-6963; FAX: (805) 964-7329

Approxhiating the Effects of Changes in the Business A New MuWplicative Error Regression Technique

Duse A new Multiplicative Unbiased Regression
The effects of changes in the business base are Technique (MURT) has been developed to model

often ignored in estimating the costs of large multiplicative error in least squares regressions.
development and production programs. However, these Multiplicative error is an appropriate assumption when
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moden system in which the dependent random periodic re-baselintrg, the predictive apd dectsion
variable ranges over more than order of magnitude and support models needed to forecast and monitor die
erors in the dependent variable am believed to be resources of the DoD will be more accurate and the
proportional to die level of the variable. Previous information they produce more defendable.
meteods to model multiplicative error have usually
depended on log-transforms, either log-linear regressions LTC Andrew G. Loerch
or non-linear regressions of the log transformed US Army Concepts and Analysis Agency
dependent variable. Unfortunately log-transforms 8120 Woodmont Avenue
involve transformation bias such that the unit space Bethesda MD 20014
equation is not unbiased. MURT involves an iterative, Phone: (301) 295-1546; DSN 295-1546
weighted least squares regression that is shown to FAX: (301) 295-1662
provide unbiased regression results while modeling a
multiplicative error. This represents a significant Findings an Optimal Stationing Policy for the U.S.
addition to the regression tool box for cost and systems Army In Europe After the Force Drawdown
analysts. With the continuing reduction of forces in

Europe, it is apparent that the base support structure
M. Crystal Kruger cannot be maintained at the current levels. The purpose
Automation Research Systems, Limited of this effort was to develop a methodology to assign
4480 King StreetSuite 500 U.S. Army units remaining in Europe to installations in
Alexandria, VA 22302 an economical manner, and to make recommendations
Phone: (703) 820-9000 regarding which installations are candidates for
FAX: (703) 820-9106 deactivation and closure. A mixed integer programming

model has been formulated which minimizes annual costs
Object Oriented Analysis subject to constraints on required resources, one-time

In today's changing defense environment, it is implementation costs, and unit proximity. The model
imperative to husband the limited resources available to can be used to provide decision makers with insights
support mission needs. Although predictive models and regarding resources utilization and shortfalls and costs of
decision support systems can accurately support fact implementing various stationing plan alternatives. Model
based decisions, the underlying assumptions of these development and data collections issues are discussed.
systems must be reviewed. Results will be given.

In order to prepare for a future that supports
readiness while lowering costs, DoD must relook and LTC Andrew G. Loerch and LTC Robert R. Koury
restructure its current processes and business practices. US Army Concepts and Analysis Agency
A common sense, easily understood architecture must be 8120 Woodmont Avenue
created that supports the core capabilities of DoD and Bethesda MD 20014
that ferrets out non-value added functions and outmoded Phone: (301) 295-1546; DSN 295-1546
regulations. Then the resource systems must be FAX: (301) 295-1662
redesigned to provide cost effective, readiness sustaining
Support. Value Added Analysis for Army Equipment

Object-oriented (0-0) analysis supports Modernzation
identification of mission, requirements, and cross This paper describes the Value Added Analysis
functional processes. 0-0 provides a shared methodology which was used as part of the US Army's
understanding of real-world objects/entities, their Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution
behaviors, and their interaction in support of meeting System to assist the Army leadership in evaluating and
DoD objectives. Most important by using an object- prioritizing competing weapon system alternatives during
oriented approach, all of the processes and activities can the process of building the Army budget. The Value
be integrated. The result is that the effects of change Added Analysis concept uses a family of models to
within one area upon other areas can be determined, measure an alternative systcm's contribution to the
Because of its reuse capability, 0-0 supports rapid program using a hierarchial assessment framework. A
modeling and reduces time spent "re-inventing" what mathematical optimization model is then used to
already exists. simultaneously determine an alternative's cost-benefit and

Object-oriented analysis of business practices to identify an optimal mix of weapon systems for
will support the development of processes that support inclusion in the Army budget.
necessary requirements and streamline the requirements
determination process while also supporting defendable
costs. By using a front-end object-oriented analysis with
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Sharon McCaffrey can be reused across functional areas will yield
Automation Research Systems, Limited increasingly valid requirement projections and afford
4480 King Street, Suite 500 DoD a cost savings in Service wide system development.
Alexandria, VA 22302
Phone: (703) 820-9000; FAX: (703) 820-9106 Dr. Daniel A. Nussbaum and Mr. Paul L. Hardin IIl

Naval Center for Cost Analysis
Advanced Decision/Resource ModeHing 1111 Jefferson Davis Highway

As DoD funding becomes more and more Suite 400 West
finite, determination of requirements must be addressed Arlington VA 222024306
in direct relation to available resources. The projection Phone: (703) 604-0293; FAX: (703) 604-0315
of requirements must be measurable, defendable, and
traceable to a common methodology used by competing Analyses of the Relationship Between Development and
consumers such that priorities may be established. In Prodiseon Costs and Comparisons with Other Related
addition, the development of these requirements must be Step-uplStep-down Studies
rapid and accurate. This paper examines the relationship between

Through te use of the Object-oriented (00) development and production hardware costs, This
system design methodology, te Army has built a family relationship, generally referred to as a step-up or step-
of resource predictive models for use at various down factor, is used as a technique for estimating either
organizational levels. These models address the need for Engineering & Manufacturing Development (EMD)
requirements determination and manipulation in a hardware costs or Production hardware costs. Some
common framework, regardless of the organizational elements other than hardware such as design and support
level. Much of the models functionality is also shared are also often dependent upon this relationship since they
across subject domains, such as Balance of Sustainment, re generally estimated as a function of hardware. Also,
Depot Maintenance, and Individual Training. The in the Operating and Support Phase of the Life Cycle,
object-oriented design methodology, in contrast to top- maintenance effort is sometimes estimated as a function
down, procedural design methodologies, provides a of the average unit hardware cost of production.
means of defining desired system functionality in terms Therefore, this research plays an extremely important
of real world entities or "objects" and combines role in trying to supply an estimating tool that will
information with the methods used to manipulate that increase the reliability of Life Cycle Cost Estimates.
information. This equips the functional experts and the The rationale for this step-uplstep-down factor
systems analysts with a way of communicating in a and for this paper, as stated in (1), is that "an EMD
common language to define the model. (Engineering & Manufacturing Development) hardware

Within a specific functional area, such as Depot prototype is a near production copy in design, physical

Maintenance, the 00 based model provides a common and performance characteristics. However, the cost to
methodology and framework at all organizational levels manufacture such a prototype is usually accomplished on
to determine requirements, perform "what-ifs" drills R&D (Research & Development) tooling, in an R&D
based on a changing operational environment, and project environment and does not reflect the prodkteability
the dollar and manpower resources needed to support the engineering efforts and production line set-up as
requirements using a common baseline. "Adjusting production model would. Therefore, the cost to
requirements based on changes 'I) the DoD environment manufacture an EMD prototype is more expensive than a
can be addressed quickly and accurately and helps production model." This subject has been addressed in
eliminate the "guessing game*. (I1, [21, [31, 141, and (51 for specific types of systems.

The 00 design methodology also lends itself to However, as of yet, no comprehensive treatment of the
providing a standard framework for performing what-if issues has been examined. In this paper, we discuss
drills, regardless of the functional area. For example, previous step-up and/or step-down approaches, show our

the Army has developed a family of predictive models own analysis and studies in this area, and discuss how
which address several different subject domains such as those studies relate to each other.
Individual Training and Balance of Sustainment. Though
these are very different subject areas, a group of LTC Rodger A. Pudwill
common processes was developed and is shared across US Army Concepts and Analysis Agency
all the models for such things as establishing baseline 8120 Woodmont Avenue
requirements, creating alternative scenarios, and Bethesda MD 20014
comparing projected alternative requirements to te Phone: (301) 295-1546; DSN 295-1546
original baseline requirements. FAX: (301) 295-1662

Establishing a common methodology to
determine requirements and developing software which
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Renewe and Exarzj Effickmcy Planning Suy LTC R. F. Richbourg
(REP) Artificial Intelligence Office

The goal of the Renewables and Energy United States Military Academy
Efficiency Planning Study (REEP) was to develop and West Point, N.Y. 10996
apply an analytical methodology for evaluating the Phone: (914) 446-4786; DSN 688-4786
economic potential of investment in energy efficiency and FAX: (914) 446-2776
renewable energy at Army facilities. The developed
methodology provides a logical framework for Budget-Based Analysit, Europe
integrating and analyzing US energy and environmental This paper describes a software design and
policy, Army energy and environmental goals, Army development effort, based upon precepts from the field of
programming and budgeting, and public and private economics, artificial intelligence and systems
sector funding. The core of the REEP methodology is a engineering, constructed to assist the leadership of the
multiobjective mathematical programming model that US Army, Europe (USAREUR) implement and monitor
quickly generates and analyzes optimal renewable energy a specific Quality of Life program. The software system
and energy efficiency investment strategies for Army links together heterogeneous data concerning personnel,
facilities on an annual basis through FY 2005. The facilities, demographics, force structure and financial
model maximizes cost, energy, load, and pollutant expenditures to form a holistic information source which
savings for individual or combinations of renewable and permits significant "what-if" analysis according to the
conservation investments while explicitly considering traditional decision support system paradigm. The
budget constraints, energy and environmental goals and • system provides force structure descriptions, facilities
economies of scale. The REEP project was sponsored by capacities and requirements comparisons, Quality of Life
the US Army Chief of Engineers. compliance analysis, and detailed summaries of the

financial resources required to support user-generated
LTC Rodger A. Pudwill basing options. All system analyses and outputs are
US Army Concepts and Analysis Agency keyed to dynamic, time-phased facilities and force
8120 Woodmont Avenue structure modification plans that the user is free to alter
Bethesda MD 20014 in every detail. Quality of Life program standards can
Phone: (301) 295-1546; DSN 295-1546 also be modified. The system has been delivered to
FAX: (301) 295-1662 USAREUR and is in use at the headquarters as well as at

each Area Support Group location.
Reserve Component Traming Instalaion Facility Yearly
Requirements Study (RCTIFYRS) WG 29 - RECONSTiTIrION

The Reserve Component Training Installation Chair: Dr. David R. Graham, IDA
Facility Yearly Requirements Study (RCTIFYRS) was Phone: 703-845-2358
charged with the tasks of developing and demonstrating a
set of practical and comprehensible tools of sufficient Abcts not available.
fidelity to evaluate the economic implications of the
expansion of currently or potentially available training Overview of Reconstitution Programs and Policies
facilities or the closure of facilities oriented toward Dr. David Graham
support the Army National Guard and Army Reserve IDA
peacetime training missions. The heart of the 1801 N. Beauregard Street
methodology uses a multi-criteria bin packing heuristic to Alexandria, VA 22311
match unit training requirements with the resources
available at potential training locations. The model's
quick response time allows the generation of multiple A Thoroughly Modern Mobilization Framework
cases, in order to test robustness, and provides for timely John Brinkerhoff
responses to questions generated by the Army Staff on Consultant
trainin site issues. Supplementing the primary Phone: (703) 845-2217
methodology is an assortment of geographically based
analysis tools used to determine the aviilability of RAND Research on the Defense Industrial Base
training resources to units of the Reserve Components. John Berkler
This analysis was sponsored by the Assistant Deputy RAND
Chief of Staff for Operations and Pls 210 M Street, NW

LTC B.L. Scribner Washington, DC 20037

Office of Economics and Manpower Analysis Phone: (202) 296-5000
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Assessing Industrial Preparedness Capabilities solicitation sub-process. The time thatthis sub-process
James S. Thomason consumes is a function of an fixed overhead portion and
IDA a variable portion. The overhead portion is the major
1801 N. Beauregard Street factor; therefore, the time required to solicit for a
Alexandria, VA 22311 number of different items on the same solicitation is not
Phone: (703) 845-2480 much greater than soliciting for one item. Therefore, it

is appropriate to solicit for as many pars as possible
AgUe Manufacturing, Dual Use, and Reconstitution within one solicitation. The constraint of this strategy is
CAPT (Sel.) John Rannenberg, USN that a solicitation can only be composed of parts which
Joint Staffl-4 can be produced by a single vendor. The grouping or
The Pentagon, Room 2D840 packaging of NSNs into similar manufacturing processes,
Washington, DC 20350 so that they can be included in one solicitation package,
Phone: (703) 695-7773 is presently attempted using a bottoms-up, engineering

approach. This bottoms-up approach at packaging is a
Force Management and Reconstitution Potential very tedious and time-consuming effort. After the
John Tilison packages are developed, the present process passes the
IDA potential packages sequentially thru a number of
1801 N. Beauregard Street departments to make sure that the items conform to
Alexandria, VA 22311 various requirements. At each stage it is possible that
Phone: (703) 845-2283 problems will be found and the package will be returned

to the previous department for rework. Rather than
Air Force Preparedness Programs and Policies passing the potential package duim this paundet, the
LtCol Daniel Cuda MYPB Working Group got all participants together in
USAF/PEY the same room and incorporated each Directorate's
The Pentagon concerns, thereby re-engineering the process into the
Washington, DC 20330 MYPB System.
Phone: (703) 697-0862

System Description

WG 30 - DECISION ANALYSIS The objective of the Multiple Year Package
Chair: Col Bruce L. Smith, PL/GP Buy (MYPB) System is to provide a tool to assist in the

grouping of spare parts (National Stock Numbers -Phone: 617-377-3602/5688 NSNs) into solicitation packages composed of items
which all have similar manufacturing requirements.Dr. Alfonso A. Diaz

OSD (PA&E) (DC&L) Landon L. Elswick
Pentagon, Rm 2E313 Naval Surface Warfare Center/Carderock Division
Washington, DC 20301-1800 Code 212, Systems Assessment and Engineering
Phone: (703) 697-9142; (DSN 227)/3-5707 (DSN 223) Department

Bethesda, MD 20084
Mission Area Analysis (MAA), A Tool for Making DoD- Phone: (301) 227-1083/5753
Wide Tradeoff Decisions
Abstract not available. Using Dynamic Programming to Support Ship Design

Vincent M. DiNicola Decisions
CECOM, AMSEL-PE-SA Abstract not available.

Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5027 Bob Homsy
Phone: (908) 532-4565/3420 (DSN 992) Lawrence Livermore National laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550
The Mul e Year Package Buy System: An Automated Phone: (510) 422-6484/3821
Acquisidtn System to Generate Solicitation Packages of
Spare Parts Based on Expert Rules and the Top Down WESVA: A Decision Aid for Comparing Warhead
Packaging Methodology Advanced Surety Research and Development Options

The Army acquisition process for space parts is Warhead R&D
composed of a number of distinct sub-processes. The Incorporating advanced surety features in new
sub-processes include the operations of requirements warhead concepts can reduce the risks of accidental
determination thru technical data package development nuclear material dispersal, detonation, or unauthorized
and solicitation to award. The most time intensive is the
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use. However, successful concept development and The Use of Decn Analysis Tools i the Joist
implementation or.tail significant uncertainties, especially Services Lightweight Integrated Suit Technologies
given tight constraints on research and development (JSLIS7) Progrm for Acqusition of Next Gneratin
(,&D) budgets, time, and allowable nuclear tests. The Chemical Protective Ensembles
simultaneous full pursuit of seveal concepts is also This paper reports the integration and use of
precluded. To help compare R&D options, we decision analysis tools to support requirements definition,
developed Weapon Safety Value Assessment (WESVA), test planning, and acquisition decisions for a family of
a pragmatic decision aid based on multi-attribute utility next generation chemical protective ensembles under the
theory. It was used by die LLNL Weapon Surety Joint Services Lightweight Integrated Suit Technologies
Program leader to: (1) methodically explore the (JSLIST) program.
sensitivity of option rankings to assumptions about key The JSLIST program is a coordinated
factors affecting concept desirability, (2) arrive at acquisition program by the U.S. Army, the U.S. Marine
recommendations for concept selection, and (3) provide Corps, the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Navy to
direction for further information collection. WESVA develop and field the next generation chemical protective
modeled key factors individually (e.g., estimated surety ensembles that meet all services' requirements and
enhancements, probabilities of technical success, - misson needs using common test and analysis methods.
DOE/DOD acceptance given potential cost and military The JSLIST acquisition strategy includes testing to screen
performance penalties, DOE pmducibility, etc.), then many candidates, in order to identify the highest potential
logically combined these models to compute an expected technologies for downselection and transition to full
surety payoff for each alternative given decision-maker scope testing, evaluation, and possible fielding.
preferences. Benefits of a WESVA-like approach The JSLIST Project Managers sanctioned the
include documenting decision analysis inputs and development of a Downselection Process integrated into
assumptions explicitly, and providing detailed feedback the joint acquisition strategy, the adaptation of
to designers for adjusting or refining warhead concepts to commercial software to support interviews and analyses,
improve the expected payoff of their designs. and the maximization of user involvement throughout the

process. The JSLIST Downselection Process was
Ray Jakobovits developed to analyze Service requirements, prioritize
METRON decision factors, plan testing and analysis, provide a
11911 Freedom Drive, Suite 800 means to conduct analyses, and produce a normalized
Reston, VA 22090 ranking of candidates relative to standard items. The
Phone: (703) 787-8700/3518 process incorporates principles of various decision

support methods: AHP, the Delphi Method, social
Weapon-Target Alecation for Force-Level Sbte science survey techniques, and software applications
Pkaning (Expert Choice and Excel). The advantages of using the

This paper describes the application of JSLIST Downselection Process as a decision support tool
optimization technology to force-level strike warfare inqlude validity achieved through employment of expert
planning. The problem is to generate a strike concept input- and proven mathematical analysis tools, and
that integrates tactical aircraft and cruise missile strikes sitr -,. .y in terms of the hierarchy structure itself, rating
from multiple bases, while simultaneously considering scais, software interaction, and real time analysis and
both attack of assigned targets and suppression of implied feedback.
targets (threats). The use of optimization techniques The foremost focus of the Downselection
enables the planning cycle time to be compressed as well Process approach is to be easily understandable, user-
as consideration of alternative plans under different friendly, and useful to decision makers, while providing
planning assumptions. The problem is formulated and a tool to structure and document decisions and maximize
solved as a nonlinear, nonseparable integer programming commonality among services. This paper describes the
problem. The paper describes the problem formulation use of decision analysis tools in the JSLIST
and algorithm as implemented and demonstrated in an Downselection Process; how the process is structured and
advanced technology prototype. Plan management issues implemented to accomplish these goals (including
and recent extensions of the approach to distributed hierarchy development, questionnaire development and
planning environments are also discussed. use, interviews, scoring functions, and use of

downselection models); and describes the preference
Mrs. Terri Kocher results using figures and graphics.
U.S. Army HQ TECOM, AMSTE-TA-S
APG MD 21005-5055 Freeman Marvin
Phone: (410) 278-1461/9169 (DSN 298) The Analytic Sciences Corporation

12100 Sunset Hills Road
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Resaon, VA 22090 Laurel, MD 20723-6099
Phone: (703) 834-5000/318-7900 Phone: (301) 953-5039/9540

A Recencmien of Muhtirkerla Decision Ani!sis Measures of Effectiveness: Quantitative Tool for
MedsodobgW Decision Making

There are actually only a half-dozen unique Abstract not available.
methodologies used for multicriteria decision making.
The two moat popular approaches are Multiattribute Bill Peace
Utility Theory (MAU) and the Analytic Hierarchy Expert Choice
Process (AHP). Proponents of these two approaches 4922 Ellsworth Avenue
have failed to reach any substantial agreement on the Pittsburgh, PA 15213
relative usefulness of each approach, when one would be Phone: (412) 682-3844/7008
better used than the other, or how a weakness in one
approach might be strengthened by use of the other Team EC
approach. The debate has degenerated in recent journal Abstract not available.
articles, to the point where the arguments seem to shed
more heat than light. We believe that much of the James S. Shore
debate results from mutual misunderstanding of the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
proper application of the methods. Structures Laboratory

The purpose of this paper is to explain the 3909 Halls Ferry Road, Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180-
differences between the two methodologies in simple, 6199
clear language for both the analyst and decision maker Phone: (601) 634-2246/2309
and to report on our attempt to reconcile them by
drawing upon the strengths of both methods to improve Demonstration and Evaluation of the Munitions Effects
the decision-making process. We begin this paper with a Assessment Prototype
summary of the AGP and MAU methodologies and a Abstract not available.
description of the leading commercial software used to
them. We then describe the results of two controlled Col Bruce Smith
decision conferences we conducted to help understand the AF Phillips Laboratory, PL/GPV
strengths and weaknesses of both methods. Finally, we 29 Randolph Road
describe some concepts for blending the best features of Hanscom AFB MA 01731-3010
both approaches into a single practical application, and Phone: (617) 377-3602/5688 (DSN 478)
report on the results of a third decision conference using
an integrated approach. Introduction to WG 30 - Decision Anlyss

There are three key features of interest in the Many of the techniques used in Decision
MAU approach: interval scales, swing weights, and Analyses appear to differ in mathematical approach.
linear additive summation. In contrast, the AHP These differences contribute to enormous disagreement
approach uses rato scales, importance weights and about the applicability of one technique over another.
Eigenvector matrix algebra for summation. We believe This Introduction outlines common elements that underlie
that the two methods offer strengths which, when several techniques and then discusses assumptions that
combined, produce a more complete and useful analysis, lead to apparent departures in methodology.
For example, one approach is to use the robust and easy-
to-elicit weighting technique of AHP but to score the Col Bruce Smith
alternatives using the interval scales used in MAU. AF Phillips Laboratory, PL/GPV

The task we selected for the decision 29 Randolph Road
conferences was to rank order seven US cities in terms Hanscom AFB, MA 01731-3010
of their overall livability. For background data, we used Phone: (617) 377-3602/5688 (DSN 478)
the 1993 Places Rated Almanac. The Almanac provides
data on 343 metropolitan areas in North America and Bootstrap Approach to Portfolio Investment
compares them on 10 criteria: living costs, job outlook, When the amount of investment at any level is
housing, transportation, education, fiealth care, crime, constrained, investment strategy need only be couched in
the arts, rereation, and climate, terms of relative worth among investment options. We

have used common hierarchical methods to obtain the
Vincent Neradka relative contributions of Technology Areas to Operational
The Johns Hopkins University Needs. These relative contributions lead to prioritization
Applied Physics Laboratory of the Technology Areas. We suggest how these relative
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contributions can be used to form a strategy for changes of multiobjective and single objective decision analysis to
from die current technology program. this decision-making process will be discussed.

Capt Stephen F. Sovaiko Mr. R. William Tufte
AFOTEC/MIL, DET 4 Defense Information Systems Agency
4146E Bijou 5201 Leesburg Pike
Colorado Springs, CO 80909-899 Falls Church, VA 22041-3201
Phoaem (719) 554-4074/4003 (DSN 692) Phone: (703) 756-4740/4759 (DSN 289)

A Meghodoho, to Assess the Contribution of the Global Use of Decision Support Tooh. for Aigmti&g
Pasi mg System to Air Combat Outcomes Depaiream t of Defense Automated Information Systems

The Air Force has a requirement to quantify Abstract not available.
the force enhancement effects of military space systems,
but no methodology currently exists for he measurement WG 31 - Computing Advances in Military
of their contribution to air combat outcome. This Operations Research
research examines the Global Positioning System (GPS) Chair: MAJ George Stone, University of
and models its influence on air-to-ground combat. The
decision analysis technique of influence diagrams is used Central Florida
to identify the effects of GPS launch decisions and Phone: 407-823-2111
constellation size on the navigation accuracy available to
air combatants. The effect of accuracy variations on Dr. Mona Crissey
combat outcome is shown by using a value tree to Project Director for CATT TREDS
identify the affected campaign Measures of Effectiveness. Army Research Lab
The study reveals that the use of GPS for navigation and Human Research Engineering Directorate
weapons guidance results in a significant increase in STRICOM Field Element
sortie lethality that depends on the actual probabilities of
survival, engagement, and kill for various weapon, Major George Stone
platform, and target combinations. Also, the Ph.D. student and Project Engineer for CATT TREDS
simultaneous loss of several GPS satellites is shown to
have only a moderate time-averaged effect on navigation Captain David Briggs
and combat outcome in the Northeast and Southwest Asia Masters' student and Assistant Project Engineer for
theaters. The methodology presented can be adapted to CATT TREDS
the study of other military space systems. University of Central Florida

Phone: 407-384-3242; DSN: 960-3242
Richard F. Spiegel FAX: 407-384-3243
John Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory Rapidy Prototyping to Effiently Use Dirtibuated
Naval Warfare Analysis Department Interactie Simulations
Laurel, MD 20723 The Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (CATI)
Phone: (301) 953-5000, X-7627/5910 is the future family of training simulators which will

meet DIS standards and bring the Army into the 21st
Warfare Analysir: A Fusion of Expertise Century for training, combat developments and
Abstract no available. operational contingency preparation. To be ready for

virtual battlefield training, warfighters must design and
Capt Jeffrey S. Stonebraker execute training plans that enhance unit training
U.S. Air Force Academy proficiency. The CATT Training Exercise Development
Department of Mathematical Sciences System (CATT TREDS) rapidly prototypes state-of-the-
2354 Fairchild Drive, Suite 6D2A art technologies to link applications together in an
Colorado Springs, CO 80840-6252 intelligent, object-oriented user-friendly system for unit
Phone: (719) 472-2610 or 4470/3135 (DSN 259) commanders.

CATF TREDS will provide unit commanders
Sdflaig Dtftse Systems iVsg Decsion Analysis an intelligent decision support tool that will save planning

This paper presents the decision-making process time and automatically apply after-action review feedback
in selecdg Air Force defense systems. The to the training exercise planning process. Currently,
inconsistencies of this process will be addressed from a commanders spend hours referring to training and field
decision analysis perspective. In addition, the application manuals, training records, unit standard operating

procedures and directives to develop how best to train
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their unit most effectively under resource-declining is known as the ALSP Confederation. This paper
conditiom and limited trainn opportunities. addresses 1993 and 1994 ALSP Confederation
Recognizing that future battlefield training and development and the management processes that focused
peparaion will rely more and more on sinulators and this joint development effort.
simulations, warfighters must develop training plans to
enhance unit training proficiency, matching essential task Donald R. Barr, Mark E. Tillman, and Steven E. Strukel
lists against proper training resources. Also, the US Military Academy
assessment of the training via after-action reviews must West Point, NY 10996
be fully integrated with the training event to enmu a Phone: (914) 938-4374; (DSN) 688-4374; (FAX) -
unit learns and returns to train at a higher state of 5919;
rea ness. CAT'r TREDS applies state-of-the-art e-mail: fd41680trotter.usma.edu
technologies to link applications together in an object-
oriented user-friendly, user-accepted system designed A Measure of Reconnaissance
especially for active Army and ARNG unit commanders We suggest measures of the value of
as they prepare for training, and eventually, wartime reconnaissance based on the concept of entropy used in
tasks. communication theory. Bayes' formula is used to update

the current state of knowledge about target location, as
Dr. Mary C. Fischer the reconnaissance battle proceeds. This generally
PM CATT causes the entropy to decrease; the amount of decrease is
ATTN: AMCPM-FAMS a measure of the information gained.
12350 Research Pkwy
Orlando, FL 32826-3276 Donald R. Barr, Mark E. Tillman, Rot A. Kilmer and

2LTs Charles Carpenter, Randy Johnso., Michael Kim,
Anita Adams and Gordon Miller Ed Napier, Jason Patrick, Jeffrey Palmer, Jose Polanco,
The MITRE Corporation Timothy Roach, and Kermit Threatte
Phone: 407-381-8836; DSN: 960-8836 Department of Systems Engineering,
FAX: 407-384-3250 US Military Academy

West Point, NY 10996

Agregate Level Simulain Protocol (ALSP) - Training Phone: (914) 938-4374; (DSN) 688-4374; (FAX) -
for the Future 5919;
Training has always been extremely important to ensure e-mail: fd4168@trotter.usma.edu
the readiness of the United States military forces. In
these times of smaller budgets and streamline fighting Developing an Unmanned, Armed Surveillance System:
forces, training is the only way to insure our military is A Real Erample of the Systems Engineering Desi,
ready when they are called. Process

Models and Simulations are currently being This paper discusses the needs and
employed to support training of personnel, including joint requirements of the future battlefield and evaluates
and unified command staffs. These Service developed whether an Unmanned, Armed Surveillance System can
computer simulations are expensive to develop and meet those needs through a top-down approach to system
require support organizations to operate. The Aggregate design. Cadets at the United States Military Academy
Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP) is a research and have developed a concept for an Unmanned, Armed
development project responding to a desire to be able to Surveillance System and have conducted operational
re-use known reliable Service models to train in a Joint testing and other analysis on their conceptual designs
environment. ALSP allows disparate simulations to using Janus (Army) and ProModel. Their analysis
interact with each other through a common, message- involved trade-offs of system parameters and force
based protocol interface. Therefore, aggregate level integration issues involving tactical employment
simnulations representing distinct segments of a battlefield considerations. Our goal was practice Systems
can be connected and provide a common environment to Engineering through the conceptualization and design of
support major training exercises. An Army model, an Unmanned, Armed Surveillance System and evaluate
representing army ground operations, a Navy model, its effectiveness on tomorrow's battlefield under several
representing naval force operations and an Air Force different scenarios and missions.
model, representing air operations, can provide an
integrated representation of war in a theater. Sue Rmans, Mark E. Tillman and

ALSP provides computerized support for Joint 2LTs Jeremy Gocke, Michael Kays, and Sophia Kim
training exercises while allowing the use of familiar Department of Systems Engineeing,
training simulations. The collective group of simulations US Military Academy
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Weon Point, NY 10996 of military actions. Included were several tctical
Phone: (9 14) 935-2700; (DSN) 688-2700; (FAX) - variations of the battle near Devil's Deni, dhe Wheatfield,
5919; and Little Roundtop.
e-mail: fs2453trotter.usm.edu

Mark E. Tillmuan and John Meleadez
77e 21st Cnatw land Wartior in Janus (4asy) Department of Systems Engineering,

Cadets at die United Stae Military Academy US Military Academy
have designed a concept for several variate roles of the West Point, NY 10996
21st Centk" Land Warrior (dismnounted!). Cadets As Phone: (914) 938-2700; (DSN) 688-2700
conducted operational testing on their conceptual designs e-mail: fj9629@trotter.usm.edu
in Janms (Army). Trade-offs of system parameters
defining sleep deprivation and heat exhaustion were A Mult-User, Multi-Processor Configuwiuien for Janus
performed as well. Our goal was to evaluate the 21st (Any) Using SUN-OS
Century Land Warrior's effectiveness on tomorrow's At the US Military Academy we have designed
battlefield uinder several different scenarios and missions. a user environment utilizing SUN hosts and HP X-

terminals for Janus (Army). Nine processors are
Donald R. Barr, Mark E. Tillman, available for use by over 30 user accounts which often
and include 6-8 scenarios running simultaneously. We have
2LTs Jeff Leischner, Jennifer Henderson, and John developed an integrated environment for cadets to use
Woodall PCs (DOS and UNIX (LINUX and SCO)), Multi-
Department of System Engineering, processor SPARC-Servers (SUN). and X-Terminals (HiP)
US Military Academy to run Janus and JEDA (Janus Enhaniced Data Analyzer)
West Point, NY 10996 and many PC applications. We have also configured a
Phone: (914) 938&4374; (DSN) 688-4374; (FAX) - 486 PC sporting X-emulation software to run Janus
5919; (Army).
e-mail: fd41686trotter.usma.edu

Majors David Votipka, Bruce W. Radford and Steven
Mearing the Warfighting Value of Reconnaissance Escheabacher

Tis paper discusses the reconnaissance needs HQ USAFEIWPC-DOJ
and requirements of the future battlefield and evaluats UNIT 3050 BOX 20
whether selected future systems will mee Pt those needs. APO AE 09094
Cadets at the United States Military Academy have Phone: 01 1-496-31-536-6501
conducted unique testing of the RAH-66 and prototype DSN: 489-6217
UAVs in Janu (Army) in an attempt to measure their E-MAIL: votipkaoramstein-wpceaf.mil
ability to gather timely and critical tactical information.
Our goal was to evaluate methods of measuring die The WPC SAM Lethality Meihe.1.
effectivenes of reconnaisance on tomorrow's battlefield Abstract not available.
under several different scenarios and missions.

WG 32 - Advanced Analysis, Tedmologie
2LTs Ed Napier and Brent Morrow and Applications
and Rocky H. Gay, Mark E. Tillman Chair: Hams Tallus, MITR
Department of Systems Engineering, Phn:703-883-5329
US Military Academy
West Point, NY 10996
Phone: (914) 938-2700; (DSN) 688-2700; (FAX) - May Fische
5919; PM CATF
e-mail: f2425@Orotter.usma.edu Attn: AMCPM-FAMS

12350 Research "kw
The odeof asyioug b Jans (ny) 7h SeondOrlando, FL 32526-3276

The Da I'e of G tys u g i J n s(Cu y: T e e tn Phone: 407-3 81-8836; DSN 960

We have designed severa civil war eaFAX: 407-3843250
weapons and have recreated the historical terrain of
Gettysburg in Janus (Army). Tactical tade-offs were Aggegate Level SmuLtin Potocol OUPS) - Training
performed and statistically analyzed for historical for' the Futre
relevance. Our goal was to evaluate the significance of Training has always been extremely important
several critical tactical decisions as well as tie tieins to ensure the readiness of the United States military

forces. In these times of smaller budgets and streamline
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fighting forces, training is the only way to insure our simulation produces a variety of outcomes be explicitly
military is ready when they are called, tracked. ThIus, dhe operation of the simulation system

Models and Simulations are currently being would produce not only a variety of results, but
emloyed to support u=n of peone, including joit probabilities and confideces "sociated with those
and unified command staffs. Then Service developed results. This is in contrast with the current approach of
computer simulations are expensive to develop and aempting to determine probabilities and confidences by
require support organizations to operate. 'Te Aggregat statistical means that may not be valid in the face of
Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP) is a research and chaos, or unaffordable. There are several technical
development project responding to a desire to be able to challenges to doing so: A simulation system must be
re-use known reiable Service models to train in a Joint able to automatically create new replications at important
environment. ALSP allows disparate simulations to decision points or other critical events that produce
itueract with each other through a common, different simulation trajectories. The system must be able
message-based proool interface. Therefore, aggregate to distinguish which such critical events are capable of
level simulations representing distinct segments of a producing significantly different outcomes and which
battlefield can be connected and provide a common produce random effects whose combination tend toward a
environment to support major training exercises. An mean, otherwise such a system would be drowned in a
Army model, representing army ground operations and a combinational explosion of self created replications. It
Air Force model, representing air operations, can must be possible to recognize when there is no
provide an integrated representation of war in a theater, significant difference between replications. so that they

ALSP provides computerized support for Joint can be combined to minimize the number of simulation
training exercises while allowing the use of familiar replications. Finally, some of the procedures for
training simulations. The collective group of simulations performing these functions appear to lend themselves to
is known as ALSP Confederation. The 1993 ALSP parallel processing, special hardware, or both. This
Confederation was composed of three Service models: paper explores these issues, and suggests a plan of study
USA Corps Battle Simulation (CBS), USAF Air Warfare to determine the practicality of the approach.
Simulation (AWSIM), and USN Research, Evaluation,
and Systems Analysis (RESA) model. This ALSP James Shore
Confederation provided an integrated simulation system USA Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
to support Exercise Ulchi Focus Lens 93 (UFL93) for
US Forces in Korea. Dexmns in and Evehumwdi of the Munido Effect

The paper will address ALSP Confederation Assessmon PreO pe
development, and the management processes that focus Abstract not available.
this joint development effort. The 1993 ALSP
Confederation development will be used as an Karen Okagaki
illustration. SAIC

MS C-3
Dr. John Gilmer 10260 Campus Point Drive
Wilkes University San Diego, CA 92121
PO Box III Phone: (619) 546-6515
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18766
Phone: (717) 237-6837 An Expert Systems Approach to Automated Test

Pfanxing
Maxa g Uncermily EXplicily i0 SlatiOn Abstract not available.

Simulation of complex subjects such as military
engagements is subject to a *chaodtc response, where a MAJ Mark S. Woempner
seemingly insignificant change in a parameter can Army IMSC
produce dramatically different outcomes. This extreme Phone: (703) 697-3210
senaitivity is due to the presence of nonlinear processes,
especially decision making, and seems to be Blacksmith, the Army Pw Modd
characteristic of the reality represented and not just an Abstract not available.
artifaet of simulation. This problem'makes the use of
simulation in studies more difficult, because traditional Brian R. McEnany
sensiivity analyses may not be valid given a chaotic SAIC
system response. This paper suggests that the 1710 Goodridge Drive, MS TI-7-2
management of this uncertainty be made pan of the McLean, VA 22102
simulation system, and that accountability for why a Phone: 703-734-5849; FAX: 703-821-1037
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CCT SAP AFmaesa Af sis current TADSS capability in die weapons system. This
Absa not available. wi allow units to train in peac tine using the same

traiing devices as they train in war. When reconstituting
Michael 0. Kelley crows and units, the devices die NCOs and officers used
US Army Armor School to train their units in peace une will be wih die unit in
Aft: ATSB-SBZ-D time of war available for training and rehearsals.
Balng 1469-A, Room 304 Additionally, to tailor, train and austain tie
Fort Knox, KY 40121-5220 total force for contingency missions under different
phone: (502) 624-2505 condidons and siuations and to train tasks and events

which are inerenty too dangerous for our people and
Trabft .d Lador Depeopmt Sawladn P&M for destructive to our eqpme t further exacerbates the
Meun Warf~lgkd current training challenge which future imulation

Simulation - whether stand-alone, appended, overcomes.
omput eiven or embedded is the way the Total Force Given die ae of simulation described above,

(Solder through Corps and beyond) will rehearse for commanders may be able to visually synchronize die
combat in the future. operation Just Cause, the fall of the battefield thereby bringing to bear all the complex and
Berlin Wall, operation Desert Shidd/Storm, dhe multi-faceted weapons systems at the right time and the
dissoution of die Soviet Union dramatic events - right place to destroy die enemy quickly with minimum
however die world is still a dangerous place to live and loss of or risk to American fighting forces. " The
Americ 's response - contingency operations - is die leveraging ofidly inegeated and interneffed
crder of die day. tme-of- ri onrmadon and com wcaftons Jyslems

Department of Defense (DoD) needs to train wift enable convanders to control forces, synchronize
and synchronize die total force to maximize the effects, achieve near totAl stiation awareness, rapidly
synergism of die total forces capability. However, DoD pass ibnrmation to dw correct echelon and move about
will be unable to train in the future as it has in the past. dte battleed - and, most inporanly, command: The
Environmemal concerns, reduced budgets, higher CATS briefing side, full size and in color at TAB A
training cos, more complex weapons systems requiring (Slide 2) depicts graphically the complexity of
increased land and rane requirements for training, will synchronizing the battlefield.
force us to reconsider how we train the total force. This graphic visually shaows the great number
Training at die joint level with die integration of coalition of variables and constraints which go into C31 when
forces heretofore executable only on a fimited scale may viewed across the operational continuum from de Corps
be unexecutable in the future except in simulation. level. The brigade and below battle is only a part of die

Given Contingency Missions, die CATS Corps fight. Additionally, tem are the operations being
simulation plan focuses on the Maneuver Brigade Task conducted beyond the FEBA, to include die vertical
Force. This requires the integration of CBT/CS/CSS, integration of airspace requirements and the video, digital
Heavy/Light/SoF, Air Force/Navy/USMC and Allies. and communications information from satellites. A lot of
The simulation plan allows leaders and staffs to identify information to assimilate, hopefully, in near real time to
Courses-of-Action in response to he contingency, make the best C31 decisions. Leaders and staffs must
dv e di METL and train it in the time available, visualize die battlefield with varying degrees of fidelity
design the correct force structure, tran die courses of depending upon dieir echelon - simulation currently can't
action, and evaluate unit prior to deployment. provide dun total picture. Leaders man staf must
Therefom simulation, in die future, not only tramns in undermsnd he commander's intent, visualize how die

ie traditional sense, it necessarily becomes a combat battle plan will unfold, capitalize on die dynamics of
reheanal system. WARSIM 2000 captures tis vision. synho a, nd gin die warfighting onfidence to

In die fmre and even now, time and space ae exploit opportunities on te battlefield.
di critical limitations on training. In die fourth Simulatioasimulators currently only provide the forward
dimemion time and space re overcome - simulation edge of the badefield - battalo and below widh briade
provides additional time to the unit by saving die time interaction. In the future, using simulation or virtual
required to prepare and move to the field. Further, in reality/lsered presence technology de real die
simulation STXs can be reum and modified until the unit visualization of the balefield in 3-D will be attainable.
atins proficiency. This saves the time required to move At that junctur, we may for the firt time realize and
de unit bwk to be Ot point and the brass on the fully appreciate die synergism of synchronized combat
ground and dte ground Wrn p by acceleraion or neutral power.

~te dons not give way the point along the coure The vision descibe in this draft document has
where actions occur. The motratio and miniaturization grtor applicability than jus to combat and peace
of ar simulation will alow die force to embed the keeping missions, Imagine if a simulation of dhis scae,
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with its capability were available to the Federal important that the DOD community also understand the
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). By example, bounds on die operational performance of dis
this sinmulation may tell combat leaders the best technology. In particular, it is of inteest to understand
course-of-action to resolve a contingency and the priority how delays of "latencies" between remote simultaneous
of combat capability from die first scout's point-of-entry events are determined. Them are dictated by the level of
to the Corps proper; then, couldn't the same simulation the operfuance of the hardware and software
pwimize for disaster relief officals die first medics components of a simulation network. Quantitative
point-of-entry through the follow-on civil engineers and analysis appl;ying queuing theory can estimate the
recontrction specialists requirements for hurricane aggregate performance of a networked distributed
Hugo/Andrew or an eardiquake in San Francisco? The simulation-a 'confederation" from die parameters that
key to the future as described in die paper is to leverage describe the performance of components. Such analysis
tehnology to determine the beet and most appropriate also can be used to determine the requirements for the
response to any emergency situation, national defense or performance of therse components to achieve desired
otherwise, aggregate performance goals. This presentation will

discuss and differentiate simulations-or "ators*--in the
Mark Axtell confederation. The presentation also discusses analysis
VEDA Incorporated to establish quantitative requirements on die
5200 Springfield Pike, Suite 200 confederation components to permit them to keep
Dayton, OHN 45431 latencies below target thresholds. Qualitative conclusions
Phone: (513) 253-4770 about desirable charactensitics for distributed interactive

simulation condederations are discussed based upon these
Algarkhms for Pamera Th7hiy analyses. The present analysis only considers hard rel-
Abstract not available, time distributed interactive simulations, such as those

described by die IEEE protocal 1278. Subsequent,
Ronald G. Madrid separate analyses will consider time-managed distributed
LANL interactive simulations.

Frpl.este Ordaaace Disposal Informatie Search, Dr. John B. Gilmer
Refind, wmd Ddery System Wilkes University
Abstract not available. Wilkes-Barre, Pa 18766

Phone: (717) 237-6837
WG 33 - Modeling Simulation and
Wargening Maaaglag UVcefrkX in Smbulam
Chair: Michael G. Minnick, Martin Simulations of comples subjects such as

Marietta military engagements is subject to a chaotic response,
where a seemingly insignificant change in a paramenter

Phoe: 609-722-7741 can produce dramaticUy different outcomes. this extreme
sensitivity is due to the presence of non-linear processes,

George Zoner and James C. Elleabogen, Ph.D. especially decision making, and seems to be
Th MITRE Corporatio characteristic of tjhe reality represented and not just an
7525 C4shire Drive artifact of simulation. this problem makes the use of
McLean, VA 221r. simulatin in studies more difficult, because tradiional
Pcne: (703) 883-5930 sensitivity analysis may not be valid given a chaotic

system response. this paper suggestes htat management
ShaLabm Owadok Perforusmace Bou"s and of this uncertainty be made part of die simulation system,
Rqslhwas Asaxasis for HadReal.Tme Diftruied and that accountability for why a simulation produces a
Itumedre Sh uts, variety of outcomes be explicitly tracked. Thus, the

Networks of distributed interamtive simulations operation of die simulation system would produce not
that communicate with each other through standard only a variety of results, but probabilities and
protocols dow considerable promise to improve the confidencies associated wih those remlts. This is in
raglisa and cost effectiveness of military simulation, contract with the current approach of attemping to
Projects have been initiated to use distributed interactive determine probabilities and coafidencies by statistic
aimulatio to Mpport military training, analysis, means that may not be valid in the face of choas, or

research, acqisition, and test and evaluation. Current unaffordable. There are several technical challenges to
ivestmee and efoerts to rush this new technology into doing so: A simulation system must be able to
epeational use are understandble. However, it is automatically create new replications at imoportant
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decision poims or other critical events that produce mthodologies for representing the effects of WMD and
differsnt simulation tnajeciories. the system mus be able their unique effects on personnel performance and
to distinguis which such critical events am capable of behaviour in a constructive combat simulation. The main
produing sigmihcandy different outcomes and which task will be to incorport the VLSTRACK chemical
produce random effects whose combinations tend toward cloud trandport and diffusion model into JANUS. This
a mean, otherwise such a system would be drowned in a effort will produce a version of JANUS capable of
combinatorial explosion of self creased replications. It portraying agent clouds, cloud travel, cloud dissipation,
mut be poeuilbe to recognise when there is no significant contamination levels, casualty effects, point detecto
difference between replications, so that they can be capability, and effects of CB protective equipment on
combined to mininize the number of simulation personnel performance will be incorporated into JANUS.
replications. Finally, some of the procedures for
performing these functions appear to lead themselves to Michael Johnson
parallel processing, special hardware of both. this Department of Operations Research
psoper explores these isses and suggests a plan of study Naval Postgraduate School
to determine the particality of the approach. Monterey CA 93943

Phone: (408) 375-9706
W-illiam Hattaway
Technical Dirco, OSD Joint Air Defense Quanifying The Value of Reconaissance Using
Operations/Joist Engagement Zone LUnchesterian Type Equations
Joint Test Force This paper presents a mentod to quantify the
Eglin AFB, FL 32542-6805 value of reconnaissance for both direct and indirect fire
Phone: (904) 882-8426 weapons for the defense in sector battle scenario. The

Lanchester area fires model and the Heimbold equations
JADOIJEZ Siudalin of Air Defense Opeatoamns were modified to allow the lethadity of the defending
Abstract not available, blue force to be increased as the gained more combat

intelligence about the attacking red force, thus modeling
Louie Domingu, Randeil Parish, Fernando Pena, Susan intelligence as a true combat multiplier. By adjustments
Galloway, and Robert Bowen made to parameters in the model, the lethatly of blues
TRADOC Analysis Center-WhiteSands Missile Range direct and indirect fire weapons could be adjusted based
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5502 on the quantity and quality of their intelligence assets.
Phone: (505) 678-5794 With information from a computer database, and from

the COMAN model, maximum likelihood attrition rate
A Metodoloy to Assess the Effects of Cheraic an d estimates were calculated for both red and blue forces for
8alog.I Wmans ia the Baak d ten heavy defensive battles conducted at the Army's

Dispite the dissolution of the USSR, the Ntional Training Center. In each battle the red force
unprecedented victory of the Allied Forces during Desert attrition rate was fit to a curve which represented a
Storm, and other continuing changes in the world, die percentage of blue's full potential, represented here by
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (Chemical the square law. Using this model of combat simulation,
and Biological) is becoming one of the most serious and with come preliminary work with comparable
security threats that the US will confront. the Third systems, one could implement a change in blue's
World nations without significant conventional military intelligence assets and then pprovide a quantitative
power are now able to develop chemical and biological measure of the effect that this had on the outcome of the
warheads. As die possibilty of US contingency forces battle.
becoming exposed to chemical and biological (CB)
effects coones to grow, analytical tools ae required to LCDR Michael Truelove
wipport the various elements of the DOD community as OPNAV (N35)
they address the isaues of weapons of mass destruction 2000 Navy Pentagon
(WMD). The JANUS interactive model is being Washington D.C. 20350-2000
developed imo such a tool. JANUS is a two-sided model Phone: (703) 697-1450
which is a high-reslutio stochasdc force-on-force
sinulaion dscpicting th various combat systems Modelng and Simulatiodn for Expedionaty Warfare
operating in specified scenarios. TRAC-WSMR is The Chief of Naval Operations has focused the
cretly in the proems of improving the CB simulation ...From the Sea" strategy on four key operational
capabilities of JANUS. This paper focus on the capabiltes:
mediodlology tit is being used in this effort, the
sedudeal approach of this effort if to integrate existing
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A. Command, control, comunuications, Dean S. Hartley, Kara L. Knse, A. John Martellaro,
computers, intelligence, and Stephen L. Packard, Benjamin Thomas, Jr., and Victoria
surveillance (C41/Surveillance) K. Turley

B. Battlespace dominance Data Systems Research and Development Program
C. Power projection of joint forces, and 1099 Commerce Park
D. Force sustainment Oak Ridge TN 37830

Within dais strategy the Expeditionary Warfare Division Phone: (615) 574-7670
(N85) must understand and analyze broad but related
warae areas: amphibioum warfare, shallow wate anti- Am ilaeadket Ve4&ao nd Valkidadm of te
diesel submarine warfare, mine and anti-mine warfare (to Future Theater 1evel Model Conceptual Mde.
iclude surf, land, deep and shallow water munes), navel Matin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. is the
special warfare, riverine warfare, and maritism Management and Operating Contractor or the
prepositioning forces. Expeditionary warfare is complex Department of energy's Oak Ridge National Laboratory
but can be made more understandable usinmg computer and other Oak Ridge Federal Facilities. The Data
models and simulations to document and analyze Systems Research and Develotment (DSRD) Program is
solutions to specific problems. Modeling and simulation die unit of Energy Systems with principal responsibility
provides a scientific approach with a documented, for data systems work performed for other federal
repeatable audit trail to: agencies, such as the Department of Defense. DSRD has

establish requirements, considerable expertise in combat modeling, simulation
identify appropriate force mixes, and gaming and in performing independent verfication
evaluate concepts and alternatives, and validation of combat models. Because of our
assess sustainability, expertise and our independence with regard to the Future
determine weapon system specifications, Theater Level Model (FTLM), the Joint Staff/J-8 asked
provide training, and and received from the Department of Energy our aid in
provide decision aid support to the deployed performing an independent verification and validation
commander. study of the FTLM.

This paper discusses requirements for modeling and We subjected the conceptual design of the FrLM to
simulation and how modeling and simulation can be those tests that we thought appropriate to its design
applied to better understand thje problems and issues of stage, to its purpose as an analytical combat model, and
expeditionary ewarfare. Attributes of models used to to its capabilities as specified in the Mission Needs
simulate specific warfare areas are discussed and why it Statement. The conceptual design passed those tests.
is desired to have a federation of models that work We recommend that its development be continued.
synergistically. Paper emphasizes compliancy with the Because this recommendation is positive, we
common operating environment and the Navy's recommend increased attention in the areas of design of
modeling and simulation master plan. model input and output support and decision logic

creation. We also recoimmend the institution of informal
Anthoay Beverina configuration management control. These steps are
Kaman Sciences Corporation appropriate as the model moves to a more complex and
2560 Huntington Ave costly statge of development. We further recommend
Alexandria VA 22303 continuation of the planned integration of independent
Phone: (703) 329-7165 verification and validation into the FTLM design and

construction process.
Chemi"a and Bioblgie a Weapons and DIS The presentation will briefly der-ribe the
Abstract not available. FTLM (as it is conceived), the techniques used for

Verification and Validation of a model concept, and the
Anne Vopateck, PhD results of this process.
Defense Nuclear Agency
6301 Telegraph Rd Michael W. Garrambone
Alexandria VA 22310-3398 VEDA Incorporated

5200 Springfield Pike
The Vbitual Inertide Target WIT): A Step Toward Suite 200
Realisti Plenomnelyt In DIS Dayton OH 45431-1255
Abstract not available. Phone: (513) 476-3516

An lndependent Verification and Validation of the Lanchester on Lanchester
Future Theater Level Model Conceptual Model
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It is true that over 75 years ago a British Wanda Phillips
automaotive and aeronautical engineer was bold enough Dooz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
to publish the results of his investigation on the military 4001 N. Fairfax Dr., Suite 650
applications of aviation (at a time when flying had only Arlington, VA 22203
jug been proven poesilbe). And it is also true, that this Phone: (703) 528-8080
individual's theories stand today a the cornerstones of
*equations of combat, and are considered to be amongst eh Modeing of SInature Reduction, Active and
the most valuable analytical contributions to the art of Passive Cutemearures in the CASTPOREM
war. But to thoe who have been terrorized by the Smuaaon to Evaluate Arsored Vehicle Survivablity.
academic references or rely on his equations (the Abstract not available.
algoithms which drive the attrition process in our many-
on-many combat simulation model) a description of Mary C. Fisher PhD
Lanchesters actual thoughts have never really been Project Director for ALSP
presented. Despite the numerous references and devilish Product Manager, Family of Simulations
derivations based on his famous equations, we have Project Manager, Combined Arms Tactical Trainer
perhaps lost out on the mindset and content of Phone: (407) 381-8836
Lanchester's basic work. And so to remedy this
shortfall in information, to anwer the question, "What Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol (ALS?) - Training
exactly did Lanchester say?", thi paper examines in an for te Future
interesting and enlightening tone the recorded thoughts of Training has always been extremely important
one of the most important contributors to the use of to insure the readiness of the United States military
combat modeling and simulation in modern analysis. forces. In these times of smaller budgets and streamlined
The paper discusses the then (1917) envisioned strategic fighting forces, training is the only way to insure our
and tactical uses of airpower, weapon effectiveness military is ready when they are called.
analysis, and issues in reconaissance and combined arms Models and Simulatins are currently being
operations. It discusses Lanchester's concepts on employed to support training of personnel, including joint
aviation command, control, and logistics; the national and unified command staffs. These Service developed
and political implications associated with airpower computer simulations are expensive to develop and
developments; and one man's vision on the importance require support organizations to operate. The Aggregate
of battle space dominance. Zlevel Simulation Protocol (ALSP) is a research and

development project respoonding to a desire to be able to
David Rausch re-use known reliable Service models to train in a Joint
Northrop Corporation NATDC environment. ALSP allows disparate simulations to
8900 E Wshington Blvd interact with each other through a common, message
N41OIXA based protocolinteface. Therefore, aggregate level
Pico Rivera, CA 90660-3737 simulations representing distinct segments of a battlefield
Phone: (310) 948-9224 can be connected and provide a common environment to

support major training exercises. An Army model,
Salstical Consideraons for Monte Carlo Simlations representing Army ground operations a Navy model,
Abstract not available, representing naval force operations and an Air Force

model, representing air operations, can provide an
Jeffrey Kline, LCDR, USN integrated representation of war in a theater.
Naval Forces Division ALSP provides computerized support for joint
Office of the Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation training exercises while allowing the use of familiar
1800 Defeme Pentagon, Room 2D312 training simulations. The collective group of simulations
Washington, D.C. 20301-I800 is known as the ALSP Confederation. the 1993 ALSP
Phone: (703) 697-0064 Confederation was composed of three Service models:

USA Corps Battle Simulation (CBS), USAF Air Warfare
lrpet of Computer Models In DoD Upper-Leel Simulation (AWSIM), and USN Research, Evaluation
Deeuion Makihg end and Systems Analysis (RESA) model. This ALSP
Force Struictre Analysis Confederation provided and integrated simulation system
Abstract not available, to support Exercise Ulchi Focus Lens 93 (UFL93) for

US forces in Korea.
The paper will address ALSP Confederation

development and the management process that focus this
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joint development effort, the 1993 AL.SP Confederaion BaUIJd Combat Identtyf4eao system-Ner Trn
development will be used as an illustration. (BCIS-N7) Cost ad OperakAal ffedtiveness Axysir

(COEA)
Patrick D. Allen The problem of friendly fire casualties has been
RAND documented throughout history. However, during
PO Box 2138 Operation Desert Shield/Storm the number of friendly
Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138 fire casualties (24 per cet) far exceeded the average
Phone: (310) 393-0411 amount in previous conflicts. As a realt of lemons

learned in Desert Storm (decreased viability due to
Nom-Monsaic Effeco in Modes with Stochask dust/smoke, misidentification of targets, et.), die Army
Thraholds Chief of Staff directed that a task force be formed to

Dewar, Gillogly, and Juncosa demonstrated the investigsaft and improve combat identification. A major
presence of non-monotonic results in even simple combat outcome of this task force was to pursue development of
models that include thresholds. We investigated whether a combat identification device for ground to ground and
or not non-monotonic behavior would remain when air to ground (rotary wing only) platforms that could be
stochastic thresholds replaced deterministic thresholds. fielded by 1995.
In this work, we demonstrate that stochastic thresholds In support of this BCIS-NT program, a General
do not eliminate non-monotonic effects, and can even Officer Steering Committee selected a millimeter wave
make them worse when compared with deterministic question and answer technology to meet requirements for
model outcomes, the combat identification device based on technology

demonstration and analysis performed by the task force.
Chuck Sadowski Subsequently, HQDA, DAMO-FD (suy sponsor)
VEDA Incorporated required a cost and operational effectiveness ana;ysis
5200 Springfield Pike (COEA) be conducted to determine if a millimeter wave
Suite 200 (MMW) BCIS could reduce fratricide without decreasing
Dayton OH 45431-1289 combat effectiveness. Five MMW systems were
Phone: (513) 253-4770 compared in the COEA; three had range resolution

around the interrogated target while the remaining two
Noa-Monotoni Results in a Stochastic Simulation relied solelyon interrogating the entire beam width. Both
Abstract not available. 45 mil and 22 mil beam widths were investigated.

The basic approach to this study was to conduct
Joseph J. Molitoris a technology review, followed by an effectiveness
Center for Naval Analyses analysis, a cost analysis and a training impact analysis.
PO Box 16268 The technology review compiled fratricide results from
Alexandria, VA 22302 several sources, to include both historical acconts of
Phone: (703) 824-2676 battles and "simulated ratricide* occurring at the two
Naval Operational Modeling of Mine Countermeasures Army training centers (Ft. Irwin, CA and Grafenwohr
Abstract not available. GE). Combat effectiveness was determined by using a

noninteractive combat simulation (CASTFOREM) to
study the effects of the five MMW BCIS on battle

Edward O'Donnell outcome. The cost analysis compared the cost of fielding
Medical Information systems and Operations Research different BCIS variants, and determined the variations in
Department the costs of fielding one of them to one, two, or four
Naval Health Research Center divisions, with and without inclusion on rotary wing
San Diego CA platforms. The training analysis consisted of a survey of

the affected Army schools to determine BCIS impacts on
Aaalys*f of Combat Troop Casualty Rater for the training subsystem.
IipleJ The principal results of the study were as

in a Forcastg Simaaon Mode follows:
Abstract no available. Any BCIS-NT alternative reduces

direct fire fratricide
Lounell Southard In a high fratricide situation, DCIS
US Army TRADOC Analysis Center can improve Blue combat
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002 effectiveness
Phon: (505) 678-1461 non-ranging BCIS variants provide

significant protection to the enemy by
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misidentifrin Red vehicles as Blue,

- Imact on training is minimal.

Dennis Lester, LTC USAF
USAF Air Warfare Center
1655 First Street, SE, Suite 216
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-5617
Phone: (505) 846-1472

Mister Air Couswand and Contro Siawlat Facilit
(ACCSF)

noe TACCSF Facility is a national asset
operated by the Air Force, with Army participation, and
is a resource available for use by any US or Allied
agency. Typical applications which the facility supports
include, but ame not limited to:

- Development and refinement of new
system reuiremeiits, concepts, tactics,
plans and procedures,

- Systems integration/interoperability,
- Planning, scoping, and rehearsing live

- Extending the results of live operatins
into larger scenarios

Air Combat Command (ACC) has designated
die TACCSF as die primary operator-in-the-loop
simulation facility for theater missile defense (rMD)
studies. The Air Force conducted a TMD test at
TACCSF in February 1993 to analyze timelines and
accuracy of information flow and launch point
determination for attack operations. More complex live-
simulated mixed activities are scheduled for FY94. The
TACCSF is currently linked to the National Test Facility
(NTF) and die Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA) WARBREAKER Simulatin Facility. Distributed
Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocols are used to
exchange information between die simulations. The
TACCSF will soon be linke to other joint simulations to
create the neccessary architecture to conduct studies,
rehearse live fire demonstratins and exercises, and train
crews in this critical mission are.

Larry L Daggett, PhD
US Army Waterways Experiment Station
Hydraulics Laboratory
Vicksburg MS
Phone: (601) 634-2259

SlusahIad ef lnad Waterways Trqfl Systems as a
LiAe a1 of maakd Cmaaaxet in OCONUS
Ssidmasent Openstiens
Abstract not available.
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